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INTRODUCTION
Leadership is a skill that a person must learn and master during their lifetime rather
than an attribute of their character with which they are born. As a skill, it is like learning to play
the piano. If it were an attribute, it would be like having blue eyes or a square jaw.
Because it is a skill, a person must commit to learning to lead in the same way that they
would learn to play the piano. The degree to which they will ultimately master it will depend
both upon their natural ability and their willingness to practice. Because we are all born with
some leadership ability, even a man with very little natural skill can still be an effective leader if
he is willing to practice hard. But a man who will not practice at all will never master the skill
even if he is born with the heart of a lion. The decision to become an effective leader is
volitional. No one else can make it for you.
F3 was born on January 1, 2011. Its initial purpose was to give men a way to improve
their lives by exercising together as part of a workout community. While that worked, we
quickly realized that the members of F3 needed more than just physical fitness to improve their
lives. They also needed help in mastering their leadership skills. Their families, their workplaces
and their neighborhoods were all communities that needed leadership just as much as the F3
workout community did. From this need, F3’s mission of the invigoration of male community
leadership evolved.
To help the men of F3 learn and master leadership we began to develop a body of
practices that we drew from the timeless principles of leadership and their effective application
in our workout community. Initially, these leadership practices were transmitted between us
verbally, like a set of oral traditions passed around a campfire.
As F3 grew, and the limits of this rudimentary method became increasingly clear to us,
we began cataloguing our practices more deliberately through blogs and social media. While
this was an improvement over the verbal transmission method, its effectiveness was limited by
the lack of cohesion among the various principles and practices themselves, which was
exacerbated by the geographical separation of our growing organization. We began searching
for a way to provide a common set of principles that were internally integrated and were as
useful to our group in Seattle as they were to the men in Savannah.
From this search, the QSource was born. It is the integrated expression of F3’s
leadership philosophy. It is our leadership manual. As such, it is designed to be used by F3
members to improve their leadership skills for the benefit of their families, workplaces and
neighborhoods. However, because it is based on timeless principles, it is also useful for any
group that wants to improve the leadership skills of its members.
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Foundation/DISRUPTION (F1)
Statement:

Disturbance To The Status Quo

Scripture:

Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to
bring peace, but a sword.
Matthew 10:34
Socratic

§

What do leaders do?

§

What effect does leadership have on the status quo?

§

Is there a common characteristic shared by leaders who leave a legacy?
Synthesis

Leaders influence movement to advantage
A leader is a person who can influence people to do things that they would not have
done otherwise. Put another way, but for the influence of the leader, the things done by his
followers would not happen. The leader is the agent, the impetus and the proximate cause of
his followers’ movement toward the doing of those specific things that he identifies as
advantageous. Without him, they would remain static and focused on maintaining the status
quo. In the heart of man inertia will reign—absent a Disruption1.
The connection between movement and leadership is critical because it presupposes a
need for action, a recognition by the leader himself that the status quo is something less
advantageous than some other place, a location the leader visualizes and then articulates to his
followers. Only then can the leader begin to persuade them to follow him to the new place. He
must describe it to them first because people will only overcome their inertia and follow
someone if they believe that he knows where he is going. They won’t leave the known for the
unknown, no matter how charismatic the leader is.

1

Disruption is disturbance to the status quo. NOTE: all new terms are introduced in capitalized red type and can be
found in the glossary at Appendix A. Thereafter they remain capitalized but are in black type.
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Because it induces movement, leadership causes Disruption
Leadership wrenches people away from the place at which they were determined to
remain. It causes them to question the foundation for their belief that their status quo was
desirable and that stasis was in their best interest. It attacks the palpable (but false) sense of
security that inertia provides. Like the agitator in a washing machine, leadership dislodges
things long embedded in people’s emotional fabric, things that are impure and do not belong
there but to which they had become accustomed—like a ketchup stain on their favorite shirt.
Being both Disruptive and agitating, leadership will naturally make people
uncomfortable, at least until they begin to see for themselves that they are being led to a place
of advantage.
If a man calls himself a leader but does not cause Disruption by initiating movement,
then he is not practicing leadership. He might be doing something else, like managing or
governing, but he is not leading. He is a leader in name only until people begin to follow him to
an advantageous place that he has visualized and articulated to them. A Leader is a person who
influences movement to advantage.
A great Leader’s legacy is built on love
The degree to which a Leader is able to influence movement is dependent upon his level
of skill. People will follow a Leader when he is in the room. People will continue to follow a
good Leader when he has left the room. But only a great Leader is able to influence movement
to advantage even after he has died. That is a legacy Leader, and he is a rare breed who leaves
a legacy that is built upon love.
All great Leaders aspire to leave a legacy. Leadership is a difficult skill to master,
requiring desire, commitment and love. Having paid for that skill with blood, sweat and tears,
great Leaders have the natural inclination to pass on what they have learned and to be
remembered for it. This yearning is what creates their legacy. It comes from the Leader’s love
for his followers and his sincere desire to see them obtain advantage.
A great Leader accelerates throughout his life. He views leadership as a craft that must
be honed through continual study and application. In the way that a lawyer or doctor practices
his profession from the standpoint of service to his client or patient, the great Leader’s focus is
always upon his followers rather than himself. It is their best interests, not his, that motivates
his actions. It is their advantage, not his, to which he initiates movement. This is only possible if,
first and foremost, he loves them more than he loves himself.
The great Leader knows that If his love is not great, than neither will be his leadership.
Spur
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ü Leaders influence movement to advantage
ü Because it induces movement, leadership causes Disruption
ü A great Leader’s legacy is built on love
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Foundation/LANGUAGE (F2)
Statement:

The Lexicon Of Virtuous Leadership

Scripture:

The Lord said, “if as one people speaking the same language they have begun
to do this, then nothing they plan to do will be impossible for them”.
Genesis 11:6
Socratic

§

How has the theory of leadership changed over time?

§

Does the culture have any effect upon the language of leadership?

§

Is there one common language of leadership?
Synthesis

Leadership is evolutionary, not revolutionary
The QSource is not a revolutionary philosophy of leadership. In fact, revolutionary
Leadership theories are a myth because all leadership is founded upon a common set of
principles that have been gradually evolving through trial and error since the first caveman led
his tribe to higher ground to escape the rising flood waters.
What distinguishes one leadership philosophy from another—what makes it useful in a
Leader’s quest to influence movement to advantage—is its manner of organization and
uniqueness in Language 2. Because it is an outgrowth of F3, the QSource relies upon the same
rich lexicon that the PAX3 use to communicate within F3. Any man who has posted to an F3
workout knows that F3 has a unique word or definition for any concept that we consider to be
mission essential. You will find that to be so in the QSource as well.
The culture denatures words to uselessness
Take the word accountability as an example. If you look that word up in the dictionary
you will find some form of the following definition: an obligation or willingness to accept

2
3

Language is the lexicon of virtuous leadership.
PAX is a member of F3Nation.
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responsibility or to account for one's actions. That definition, while technically accurate, isn’t
very useful in advantage-seeking because it doesn’t tell you how you do it.
Moreover, the culture has further maligned the word into full-blown uselessness. Very
smart people routinely say things like “yup, this is the year I start holding myself accountable.”
While that may sound good, it’s actually a useless statement because nobody can hold
themselves accountable. If that were possible, the word accountability would not need to exist
because the concept of accountability would be unnecessary—we would all just lead ourselves
down the virtuous path through our own self-will. But we can’t, at least not enough of the time
to render the world free of the problems that the concept of accountability arose to address in
the first place.
As a result, for the purpose of the Language of virtuous leadership, the word
accountability has been denatured by the culture and rendered useless. Which is not good,
because the concept of accountability is inexpressibly important to the skill of leadership.
Without accountability, Leaders cannot influence movement to advantage.
Effective groups have a unique Language
So, in order to recapture the concept, we redefined the word. Thus, the F3 Lexicon4
defines Accountability (note the capital “A”) as submitting to standard through enforcement
and consequence. To practice Accountability there must be a Standard (an objective measure of
performance or behavior), Enforcement (an external force to apply the Standard) and
Consequence (the result of the Enforcement of the Standard).
When the PAX use the word Accountability they mean the submission to Standard
through Enforcement and Consequence; just as when we say PAX, we mean the members of
F3Nation. These are just two examples from the Lexicon—there will be many more.
F3 is not alone in the employment of unique Language. Every Effective5 group has its
own Language, whether it be the United States Army or the New England Patriots. The Army
has field manuals that are full of its uniquely defined doctrinal principles and the Patriots have
their playbook. Both perform the same essential function—to provide their Leaders the
linguistic tools they need to Effectively influence movement to Advantage 6 within the group.
Like the Army and the Patriots, F3 is also an organization that seeks Advantage. To do
that Effectively requires a unique Language, and for us that is the Lexicon.
Spur

4

The Lexicon is F3’s unique Language, which can be found in its entirety at http://f3nation.com/lexicon/.
Effectiveness is the degree to which a person or group is purposeful.
6 Advantage is a superior circumstance achieved by movement.
5
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ü Leadership is evolutionary, not revolutionary
ü The culture denatures words to uselessness
ü Effective groups have a unique Language
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Foundation/GROUP (F3)
Statement:

A Voluntary Combination Of Two Or More People

Scripture:

From him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting
ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work.
Ephesians 4:16
Socratic

§

Is man’s natural desire solitude or combination?

§

Are there different types of groups that people form?

§

Are there any types of groups that are more important than others?
Synthesis

Man is by nature a group-forming animal
A Group is a voluntary combination of two or more people. There are three distinct
types of Groups that are relevant to the QSource: communities, organizations and teams.
The specific reasons that lead people to combine and the manner in which they come
together are both immaterial to this very broad definition. Nor are there any formational
requirements to meet the definition of a Group beyond a tacit agreement between the
members to voluntarily combine. Group membership is never coercive.
Some Group-types (like a corporation or county government) have complex formational
requirements and structural barriers that make entry and departure more difficult, but that
does not make them any more Group-ish than two men who simply start meeting for coffee
every two weeks to talk about whatever is on their mind. Two or more people + voluntary
combination—that’s all that is required to meet the definition of a Group.
We seek strength in numbers for a variety of different reasons, but the most elemental
is that life itself, while technically possible as a singleton, is not practical without combination
with others. Loneliness is our subconscious yelling at us to go find a partner because we are not
supposed to live like that. It’s dangerous.
An illustration of this elemental need to combine is portrayed in the movie Castaway.
Tom Hanks plays Chuck Noland, a man shipwrecked alone on an island in the middle of the
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Pacific. Initially he is consumed with learning the basic survival skills for which modern man has
no direct need (like starting a fire or spearing a fish in shallow water) but which make the
difference between life and death for a modern man cast out into the wilderness alone. After
many failures, Chuck is triumphant at the ignition of his first fire. Dancing around the flames, he
does not for the moment hear the voice of loneliness yelling at him.
But, flashing forward four years (after a self-administered root canal with a hockey skate
almost kills him) we are presented with a different man. Lean and competent at survival, Chuck
spears a fish with one quick flick of his wrist. But now there is no dancing. The camera focuses
in on a face consumed by worry illustrating how Chuck has been worn down by his loneliness.
In fact, we come to find out that he has been experimenting with means of suicide because he
knows he is only one unlucky fall away from dying slowly and painfully from a broken leg. Life
alone is dangerous, too dangerous to be worth the risk.
We learn of this realization from Chuck’s “conversations” with a volleyball upon which
he has finger-painted a face. So deep is his need to be part of a Group, that Chuck creates a comember in his mind with whom to combine, who he calls Wilson. Ultimately, the Group (Chuck
and Wilson) decides that the risk of death on the deep blue sea on a rickety raft is worth the
slim possibility of finding other people. The ocean is dangerous, but not nearly as dangerous as
life alone on the island.
Chuck’s willingness to push his boat out into the surf and abandon the safety of his
island dramatically depicts the human drive to leave a condition of temporary security in search
of a more advantageous position. Group membership provides Advantage: a superior condition
achieved by Movement 7. Just as Chuck had to move from the island to find civilization, a lonely
man must move outside of himself toward another man to form a coffee-Group. Reasonable
minds can debate which type of Movement is more difficult.
Man is hard-wired to seek the Advantage incumbent in Group membership. Different
Group-types provide different Advantages. A book club provides fellowship for literature
enthusiasts. Reading is a solitary endeavor but literature can be enjoyed in combination to
mutual Advantage. The provision of legal services only requires a single law license, but lawyers
combine into law firms for the Advantage provided by association with other practitioners.
Although they are vastly different, a book club and a law firm are both Groups that provide
Advantage for their members.
F3 being a leadership Group, we are primarily concerned with the composition of
Groups from the perspective of how they are best led. All Groups (whether they have two or
two-million members) must have a Leader.8 And, that leadership (specifically, how it is best
exercised) varies with respect to the Group-type being led. Thus, while both book clubs and law

7
8

Movement is action taken in furtherance of purpose.
If you don’t believe that, the rest of this book will not make much sense to you.
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firms must have Leaders, the manner in which they are most successfully led is not the same at
all.
The three Group-types that must be led to Advantage are the community, the
organization and the team
COMMUNITIES
The first Group-type is the Community, which is two or more people that voluntarily live
in close Proximity9. A Community is defined by the geographical Proximity of its Members10, not
by immutable characteristics such as skin color or gender.
Communities are concentric. A family is a Community whose Members live in the same
house and in the closest possible Proximity. A neighborhood is a Community of families in
which the Members live in relatively close Proximity. A cluster of neighborhoods form a town,
which is a Community with Members living in more distant Proximity. A collection of towns
form a county, which is a more distal Community—as is a state, the nation and ultimately the
world.
Leaders have the most impact upon the Communities that are at the center of their
Proximity circle. Thus, a father is much more important to his family than is the governor of the
state or the president of the nation. The governor and president are important, but they are
less Proximate. The father is more Proximate.
The Governor of North Carolina is very important to his own family and less so to mine
because I live two hundred miles away from the capital. Although we are both white middleaged male lawyers (as I write this), I’ve never met the man and neither have my children. Our
lack of Proximity means that we are not in Community, despite the external characteristics that
we share.
Ultimately, the Advantage provided by all Communities is the same, to respond to the
human need of its Members to dwell in Proximity to other people for their mutual Advantage.
We form Communities because we are naturally driven to do so. If human nature were
otherwise, we would all be hermits. Chuck Noland would have happily lived out his life on the
island spearing fish and discoursing with Wilson instead of risking his life to find Proximity with
another human.
The requirements of Community Membership are largely passive. The implicit
agreement that forms a Community arises from where the Members live, not what they do
there. As a result, little is required of a Community Member other than to generally abide by its
laws and mores so that the Group’s peace and harmony can be maintained. A healthy
9

Proximity is nearness in geography or relationship.
A Member is a person who belongs to a Group.

10
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Community is one in which its Members have as much safety as they believe they need and the
opportunity to be as significant as they believe they want to be.
ORGANIZATIONS
The second Group-type is the Organization. An Organization is two or more people that
voluntarily combine for the accomplishment of an articulated purpose. Unlike Communities,
the Members of an Organization are defined by their shared mission not their Proximity. Thus,
they need not all (and generally do not) live or work together.
There is some obvious overlap between a Community and an Organization. For example,
the residents of Idaho constitute a Community, while the employees of the governing
apparatus of the State of Idaho are Members of an Organization. Idaho-the-Community and
Idaho-the-Organization have some crossover. The governor of Idaho is by definition a member
of the Governance 11 in Idaho-the-Organization, but he is also a Leader in Idaho-the-Community
if he has impact on its Members, but then only concentrically, starting with his own family and
moving outward.
While this Community/Organization crossover exists, it is limited. A Leader must keep
clear the distinction between the two types of Groups because they are completely different
organisms. Communities do not need organizing (they exist only to be, not to do) and
Organizations do not need community (they exist only to do, not to be ). Thus, it is illogical to
call a man a “community organizer”. No such thing can exist and would be unnecessary if it did.
What does exist (and what is sorely necessary in both Communities and Organizations) are
virtuous Leaders.
While the health of a Community can be assessed by the degree of peace and harmony
in which its Members dwell together, Organizations are defined by the Effectiveness with which
they accomplish their Mission 12. Viewed through the lens of Effectiveness, there are three types
of Organizations: Lizards, Bullfrogs and Leeches.
A Lizard is an Organization that is dedicated to the Effective achievement of its Mission.
In fact, a Lizard’s Leaders do not believe that their Organization exists for any reason other than
to realize its purpose. Whereas an Organization that is dedicated to maintaining something that
has been previously achieved is an institution, the Lizard is forward-looking. It seeks change
through Movement. Its Leaders are Disruptive. A Lizard is is by definition a movement rather
than an institution. Because Leaders are critical to a movement, Lizards must have a vibrant

11

Governance is the person or people who (by election, appointment or fiat) control the managing apparatus of a
Community or Organization.
12 Mission is a course of action taken to achieve an ultimate or articulated purpose.
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leadership development process. Within the universe of Organizations there are very few
Lizards.
The majority of Organizations are Bullfrogs. Unlike a Lizard, a Bullfrog is an institution
with the primary goal of the continuity of its own existence. Maintaining what was previously
accomplished only requires a Governance of managers, not Leaders. Bullfrogs, immobile
institutions that they are, do not need Disruptive leadership because they are not going
anywhere. The only challenge that tomorrow may bring to a Bullfrog is the continued
maintenance of the slow-motion dance required for it to stay firmly planted on yesterday’s lilypad.
Because it is Governed by managers rather than Leaders, creates nothing and expends
its resources on existential continuity, the Bullfrog is continually in danger of morphing into the
third type of Organization, the Leech. A Leech looks less like an Organization than an enervated
mob that only survives by feeding off of Bullfrogs too overcome by their own lethargy to shake
them off. Within the dispirited ranks of a Leech it is every man for himself because individual
continuity ultimately trumps Organizational continuity. A Leech has neither managers nor
Leaders, only survivors. It is a failed and purposeless institution that is crumbling from within.
All Organizations exist on a normal curve of Effectiveness that extends from Lizards on
the last deviation on the left to Leeches on the far right. In the middle, representing the mean,
reside the Bullfrogs that comprise the majority of all Organizations. This Organizational
Effectiveness curve only provides a snapshot of current conditions, because Organizations (like
their Members) are dynamic not static. They are constantly changing in ways so small that they
may be hard to see, but that nonetheless cause them to move along the continuum.
Ultimately, and unfortunately, Organizational movement is almost wholly rightward—
towards Leechdom. Thus, an Organization that was a Lizard yesterday becomes a Bullfrog today
and may tomorrow be a Leech, unless someone intercedes to Disruptively influence Movement
to Advantage.
TEAMS
The final Group-type is the Team, which is two or more people who combine to perform
a specific mission for the benefit of a Community, an Organization or both. Teams may be
formed at the direction of the Governance of a Community or Organization, but they more
often arise organically under the leadership of a Member who identifies a Problem13 and sets
out to solve it.
The primary difference between a Team and an Organization is that Team Members are
in close Proximity while Organization Members may never even meet. The primary difference

13

A Problem is a dis-Advantage that can and must be remedied.
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between a Team and a Community is purposefulness—a Team exists to do something while the
Community exists to be something.
Because the Proximity between Team Members is not for the purpose of peace and
harmony but to to achieve Advantage, Team Membership is defined by active contribution
made to the Team’s Effectiveness not passive conformance to its rules and mores. Unlike the
Member of a Community, the Member of a Team must do something rather than just be
something to enjoy good standing.
While Communities and Organizations can thrive regardless of their size, a Team must
be big enough to accomplish the Mission yet small enough that its teamwork is vibrant and
uninhibited. It is within Teams that people have the most opportunity to lead. Thus, Teams are
necessary to the leadership development process of any Group.
Dynamic Teams are the heart of healthy Communities and Effective Organizations
At its most Effective, a Lizard is little more than a network of Teams that work efficiently
together to solve the Organization’s Problems and advance its articulated purpose. Similarly, a
healthy Community is embedded with Teams that form to serve and enhance the peace and
harmony of its Members. Ultimately, dynamic Teams are the product of strong Community and
Organizational leadership, which encourages their formation and rewards their efforts through
well-aligned incentives.
Whether a Leader is concerned with the health of his Community, the Effectiveness of
his Organization or the dynamism of his Teams (or all three), the QSource provides a framework
for him to more skillfully influence of Movement to Advantage—which is the heart of
leadership.
Spur

ü Man is by nature a Group-forming animal
ü The three Group-types which must be led to Advantage are the Community, the
Organization and the Team
ü Dynamic Teams are the heart of healthy Communities and Effective Organizations
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Foundation/LDP (F4)
Statement:

The Process Employed By A Group To Develop New Leaders

Scripture:

Son though he was, he learned obedience from what he suffered
and, once made perfect, he became the source of eternal salvation for all who
obey him.
Hebrews 5:8-9
Socratic

§

Is a Leader born or made?

§

Are there common elements to leadership development?

§

Should the leadership development process be controlled from the top of an
Organization?
Synthesis

Great Leaders develop new Leaders
While leadership is critical to all Groups, Leaders are always in short supply in most
Groups because only a few Groups employ a systematic Leadership Development Process.14
What separates those few Groups from the rest is simple: they are led by great Leaders.
Great Leaders are intent on leaving a legacy that will resound to their Groups’
Advantage long after they have gone. Knowing their leadership tenure is limited by human
mortality, they get prepared for the expected event of their departure by developing new
Leaders. Because they cannot predict the precise time of their departure, they stay ready for
the unexpected by ensuring that the Leaders they develop are ready right now instead of
sometime tomorrow. Great Leaders are constantly working themselves out of a job.
Great Leaders develop new Leaders systematically, through an LDP that is tailored to
the needs of the Groups they lead. They see this as a primary part of their responsibility as a
Leader, not something they also do if they can find the time.
For great Leaders, developing new leaders is leadership, of the highest caliber.
The LDP has four steps: schooling, apprenticeship, opportunity and failure
14

LDP is short for Leadership Development Process, which is the process employed by a Group to develop new
Leaders.
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Healthy Communities, Effective Organizations and dynamic Teams each employ some
form of an LDP that is periodically adjusted to suit their unique need for Leaders and the
manner by which they develop them. While every LDP reflects the purpose and character of the
particular Group in which it is housed, every useful process has a form of the same four
components:
•

First there is some kind of Schooling15, the didactic instruction that the potential
Leader receives on the timeless fundamentals of leadership.

•

The second component is Apprenticeship16, where the new Leader is given the
chance to develop the skills he learned from his Schooling under the watchful
eye of a more experienced Leader.

•

Third comes Opportunity17, the chance for the growing Leader to put what he
has learned into practice under conditions where he is directly responsible for
the outcome. While Schooling + Apprenticeship creates a Leader with the
potential to be Effective, Opportunity is the required element for the man’s skill
to become kinetic and have actual impact on his Group.

•

The fourth component is Failure18. A Lizard uses its LDP to intentionally court
minor disaster in order to fully develop its Leaders, because it is from Failure that
Leaders learn the most. Success teaches far less because it does not isolate what
works from what does not the way Failure does.

The LDP depends upon decentralized execution to a central purpose
F3 is an Organization whose purpose is to invigorate male Community leadership. Not
surprisingly, since our Mission is leadership development itself, F3 needs a very deliberate
Leadership Development Process to be Effective.
However, because the Organization is comprised of thousands of small Teams which are
not in Proximity, that deliberate process cannot restrict the individual initiative and genius of its
Leaders. We are absolutely dependent upon our great Leaders to be about the business of
developing our new Leaders. The execution of the LDP is in their hands because it is their hands
that are physically upon the new Leaders.
As a result, we do not dictate the precise manner in which our Leaders are to execute
F3’s LDP but rather encourage and focus them upon our central purpose. They must know the
15

Schooling is the phase of an LDP during which formal leadership instruction is provided.
Apprenticeship is the phase of the LDP within which positive habit transfer takes place.
17 Opportunity is a position within a Group that provides the holder with leadership experience as part of an LDP.
18 Failure is an undesirable outcome that builds the leadership foundation.
16
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why of the LDP before they can perform its what. Also, they must be affirmed in their efforts to
be incentivized to continue them.
This model, decentralized execution toward central purpose, is not something unique to
F3 or a theory that we invented. It is the LDP-methodology employed by the great Leaders of
healthy Communities, Effective Organizations and dynamic Teams and always has been.
Spur

ü Great Leaders develop new Leaders
ü The LDP has four steps: Schooling, Apprenticeship, Opportunity and Failure
ü The LDP depends upon decentralized execution to central purpose
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Foundation/PREPAREDNESS (F5)
Statement:

Getting Ready For The Expected While Being Ready For The Unexpected

Scripture:

Get ready; be prepared, you and all the hordes gathered about you, and take
command of them.
Ezekiel 38:7
Socratic
§

Does a man’s need to be prepared change over time?

§

Is preparedness a mind set or a process?

§

What drives a man’s desire to be prepared?
Synthesis

There are four quadrants of preparedness: get right, live right, lead right and leave
right
Because it is a Lizard, F3 is an Organization of Leaders rather than an Organization with
Leaders. As such, every Member of F3 is asked and expected to be a Leader both within F3 and
in the other Groups in which he is a Member. This ethic arises from our Mission, which is to
plant, serve and grow men’s small workout groups in order to invigorate male community
leadership.
Within F3 a leader is called the Q, which we define as a Leader who takes responsibility
for the Outcome19 in the Groups of which he is a Member.
Some Outcomes are envisioned beforehand by the Q while others are thrust upon him
by unexpected and sudden circumstance. For envisioned Outcomes, the Q can anticipate and
get prepared for what will be expected of him to be Effective. But the Q cannot do that for
unexpected Outcomes because they come upon him suddenly—for those Outcomes he must
already be prepared to be Effective.
As a result, to Effectively respond to both the envisioned and circumstance-driven
Outcomes that arise along the his path, the Q must gradually but consistently accelerate his

19

The Outcome is what happens or fails to happen, whether good or bad.
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Preparedness 20 through the process of becoming more Right21 in the Mission essential aspects
of his life. He does this by pursuing Right-ness in four distinct quadrants: get Right, live Right,
lead Right and leave Right. Together, these four quadrants form the G3L22:
•

First Quadrant (Q1): Get Right23
To properly align himself a Leader takes the Daily Red Pill (the DRP). This is his
daily commitment to accelerate his fitness, fellowship and faith.

•

Second Quadrant (Q2): Live Right 24
To be purposeful a Leader focuses on IMPACT. This is the forcible contact to
strong effect that he will have on the other Members of his Groups if his
personal alignment is proper.

•

Third Quadrant (Q3): Lead Right25
To practice virtuous leadership, the properly aligned and purposeful Leader
continually hones the skills he needs to enable his Communities to be healthy,
his Organizations to be Effective and his Teams to be dynamic.

•

Fourth Quadrant (Q4): Leave Right26
To build a legacy, the aligned and purposeful Leader exerts Disruptive leadership
with IMPACT throughout his lifetime and beyond.

The process of Preparedness is deliberate and sequential
Although each quadrant of Preparedness stands on its own merits, the G3L is not
randomly arranged. Each provides the foundation for the one succeeding it such that the
Leader cannot Live Right if he has failed to first Get Right. Nor can he Leave Right if he did not
Lead Right. By accelerating his Preparedness through the G3L, the Leader gradually grows into a
great High Impact Man27 who leaves a legacy that continues to guide people even after he has
passed away.

20

Preparedness is getting ready for the expected while being ready for the unexpected.
Right is the normal and upright position.
22 The G3L is the four quadrants of Preparedness.
23 Get Right is the pursuit of proper personal alignment.
24 Live Right is the dedication to purposefulness.
25 Lead Right is the practice of virtuous leadership.
26 Leave Right is the construction of Legacy.
27 A High Impact Man (HIM) is a Disrupter who is committed to making forcible contact to strong effect.
21
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Each quadrant of the G3L is comprised of a series of QPoints28 that are designed to
sequentially build upon one another. Like the quadrants themselves, the QPoints are not
randomly arranged, such that the HIM will find that his work relationships will be unhealthy if
he has not first ensured that his marriage is accelerating. He also will find that very little in his
life works if he is not accelerating his physical fitness, which is why the daily discipline of
physical training is one of the very first QPoints. A HIM must Get Right with his own body
before he can help anyone else.
The QPoints should not be viewed like specifications on an engineer’s blueprint. They do
not provide a precise prescription of life and how to live it. Rather, they form broad Guardrails29
that encourage a HIM to develop his own path to Preparedness by providing as little structure
to the effort as necessary.
Each QPoint is organized into five components that are designed to convey the essence
of the QPoint and make it sticky and and easy to pass along within a Group’s LDP. The five
components are the Statement, the Scripture, the Socratic, the Synthesis and the Spur.
•

Statement: the organizing principle of the QPoint. The Statement provides the
QPoint’s definition and reason for its inclusion in the quadrant.

•

Scripture: a verse of wisdom that exemplifies the Statement and demonstrates
the timeless nature of the leadership concept that it represents.

•

Socratic: three questions designed to elicit thought and discussion about the
QPoint.

•

Synthesis: a short essay expounding and explaining the QPoint. Sometimes it will
tell a story. Sometimes it will be more thematic. The Synthesis broadens the
principle provided by the Statement and provides practical examples of its
application.

•

Spur: three concise takeaways from the QPoint. They serve as points on the
HIM’s emotional compass that help him stay on the proper azimuth under the
stress incumbent from an unexpected Outcome.

Love is the accelerant of Preparedness
Each QPoint is a simple call to a difficult action that is designed to help the HIM lay the
Bricks30 necessary to form the Guardrails that will enable him to accelerate his G3L throughout
28

QPoints are the individual components that comprise each quadrant of the G3L.
Guardrails are foundational precepts that protect and incentivize acceleration to Advantage.
30 A Brick is a singular positive habit that is Advantageous to the individual or others.
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his entire life. We call this process of Preparedness Bricklaying31, and we know that it is not
easy. It requires both the knowledge that change is required and the willingness to make it
happen. While the former can be learned through Schooling (something every man is
accustomed to doing), the latter requires a change of heart (something very few men do in the
course of their lives).
Heart change requires passion, and by that we mean the willingness to suffer through
the obstacles that always appear in the path of any Movement toward Advantage. Nothing
good comes easily, nor should it, for it is what a man learns about himself during a difficult
journey that makes him an Effective guide for those that come afterward. It is not the just the
willingness to take the journey that makes a Leader great, it is the quality of the map he draws
along the way and his desire to share it with others for their Advantage.
For nothing a man attains in his life has any value whatsoever until the very moment
that he freely gives it away. That is the moment he transitions from being merely a Leader into
being a virtuous Leader who will leave a legacy.
A HIM’s commitment to Preparedness will only take him so far down the road to
greatness. He could have the heart of a lion and still fail for lack of a critical ingredient, and that
is love. If he does not love the people he leads more than he loves himself he cannot put their
interests above his own. And that is what Preparedness is ultimately about—the HIM’s willing
readiness to answer the unexpected call to subordinate his personal benefit for the benefit of
those who depend upon him.
Preparedness is built upon Bricks, but its impetus and accelerant is love. When all else
falls away, it is only love that will remain.
Spur

ü There are four quadrants of preparedness: Get Right, Live Right, Lead Right and
Leave Right
ü The process of Preparedness is deliberate and sequential
ü Love is the accelerant of Preparedness

31

Bricklaying is the joining of Bricks into a routine.
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT
GET RIGHT (Q1)
Statement:

The Pursuit Of Proper Personal Alignment

Scripture:

“I have the right to do anything,” you say—but not everything is beneficial. “I
have the right to do anything”—but I will not be mastered by anything.
1 Corinthians 6:12
Socratic
§

In a man’s pursuit of change in his life, is there anything that must occur
first?

§

Who does the unfit man serve?

§

Does service to others require a man to abandon service to himself?
Synthesis

A man must Get Right before he can do anything else
To understand the Get Right, picture a man vigorously rowing a boat across a fast
moving stream. If it suddenly capsizes so that the keel is skyward, the man would have to right
it—return it to its upright position—before he could continue rowing. Until he did that he could
not make headway against the current and get his boat to the far bank. At best, he would be
simply trying to survive, clinging to his capsized boat as it was pushed by the current to points
unknown downstream.
Now apply this image to the life of a man. If he has become (or always was) un-Right, he
cannot make headway in any aspect of his life. The fast moving current of his surrounding
circumstances will sweep him yon while he clings desperately to the hull of his overturned boat.
Worse, his Concentrica32—the passengers that he is charged to bring safely to the far bank—
will be right there in the water with him, helpless because their husband, father and boss can
do little more than focus on his own survival. Before he can help them, or himself, he has to
Right his boat.
An unfit man is a slave to his lack of self-control

32

The Concentrica is the set of circular rings formed by a man’s most Proximate relationships.
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Fitness is a man’s Right relationship with himself, Fellowship is his Right relationship
with the people with whom he is in Proximity and Faith is his Right relationship with his creator,
the SkyQ33 .
The order of the Get Right (1-Fitness, 2-Fellowship and 3-Faith) is prescriptive, not
random. Although it might seem philosophically that Faith should come first and that
Fellowship should precede Fitness, that just does not turn out to be true as a practical matter.
Why? Because men who have no self-control over what they eat or drink and the daily
use to which they put their bodies become captive to their lack of physical fitness. Ultimately,
that defines them, primarily in their own minds but also in the eyes of those around them.
Likewise, because Fellowship is about the forging healthy relationships with other
people, it requires the HIM to put the needs of others before himself. This is not the state of
nature into which a man is born. A baby cannot even conceive of anything outside of himself, a
boy puts himself first in all things and a teen is self-absorbed. Only in maturity does a man
develop the discipline and desire to consistently promote the cause of his loved ones over his
own and seek Preparedness. That is Right, the normal and upright position into which he is
designed to grow. But he can’t do it if beset by gluttony and sloth. Those are jealous and allconsuming idols that will stunt his growth and keep him un-Right.
Finally, Faith requires a willing obedience to that which created us, which means that we
place nothing before the SkyQ. For the un-Fit man this is simply not possible. His lack of control
over what he eats, drinks and does renders him captive to other forces. As with Fellowship,
gluttony and sloth provide no space for anything else. They are all consuming.
To be able to help others, a man must first help himself
Picture yourself on an airplane taxiing out to the runway. Doesn’t the flight attendant
always instruct the passengers that in the event of sudden cabin depressurization oxygen masks
will drop down from the ceiling. She then says something counterintuitive. If you are traveling
with small children, put your mask on before trying to assist them. Selflessness would seem to
require the inverse, that you would not help yourself before you helped them. Perhaps, but in a
rapidly depressurizing cabin you won’t have the time. The issue is not whether you should help
them first, but that you can’t help them at all unless you help yourself first.
The same is true in the life of man. A man must be breathing pure oxygen before he can
help his fellow passengers. He must accelerate his Fitness, Fellowship and Faith before he can
hope to have IMPACT or lead. He has to Get Right first before he does anything else.
Get Right is the first quadrant of Preparedness because an un-Fit man is unprepared to
help anyone else.
33

The SkyQ is a man’s view of the force that created and directs him.
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ü A man must Get Right before he can do anything else
ü An unfit man is a slave to his lack of self-control
ü To be able to help others, a man must first help himself
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT
DRP (Q1.1)
Statement:

The Daily Commitment To Accelerate Fitness Fellowship And Faith

Scripture:

Like a city whose walls are broken through is a man who lacks self-control.
Proverbs 25:28
Socratic

§

Can a man Get Right by himself?

§

Do New Year’s Resolutions work?

§

Are choices good?
Synthesis

A man needs help to Get Right
The boats of some men have been so long capsized that they have gradually
surrendered to a life of being swept downstream by circumstance. Having lost the ability to
make headway, they become fully focused on mere survival. We call these men Sad Clowns34
and their affliction Sad Clown Syndrome35.
The symptoms of Sad Clown Syndrome are subtle, so the malady can be difficult to
diagnose. The Sad Clown may not be chronically obese—but he is not physical fit, lacking in
strength, speed, stamina and toughness. He may not be alone—but he is lonely, living bereft of
meaningful male friendships. He may not be unemployed—but he lacks true purpose, having no
clear vision, belief system or direction governing the things he does or fails to do. The Sad
Clown may seem happy on the outside—but that is only what he seems to be, not what he is.
Focused on mere survival, the Sad Clown zombie-shuffles through the motions of his life
governed by his perception of what is expected of him from the world rather than in the
manner for which he was created. Having no sense of purpose other than existential continuity,
he squanders his days and energy trying to seem like a man rather than be one. This makes him

34
35

A Sad Clown is a man with decelerating Fitness, Fellowship and Faith.
Sad Clown Syndrome is chronic Sad Clown-ism.
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a Mascot 36, aspiring for little more than the clearance of his last check in the final fearful
moments before greeting what awaits him in the Super Unknown37.
Although uncomfortably numbed to his condition, a Mascot may be aware enough to
make periodic attempts to invigorate himself. He (if he can fit into his shorts) goes to the gym
for a week or so every January. He (if he can fit it into his work) tries to make that yearly golf
trip with his college buddies. He (if he can fit it into his schedule) makes a few appearances at
the family dinner table. But these tepid attempts to self-invigorate his life never seem to bear
lasting fruit. They always lead him back by the end of every year to the exact place he started—
only now, one year closer to death.
Going it alone, the Mascot is doomed to fail because no man can disengage the death
grip he holds on his own status quo. Absent a Disrupter, a man willing and able to create a
disturbance in his enervated life, he will remain just as he is, clinging to the capsized boat of his
life and incapable of initiating the Movement required to Get Right.
A man must turn pro to Get Right
The first disturbance the Disrupter makes in the life of the Mascot is to elicit
Commitment 38. To Get Right, the Mascot has to Commit to actual Movement, not just its
appearance. To obtain proper personal alignment, he must stop seeking to seem and determine
to be. He must decide to turn Pro39 rather than continue life as an Amateur40.
The superficially-Committed Mascot is an Amateur. To him, what truly matters is only
that he make periodic resolutions and look like he is trying to fulfill them. Then, when the
circumstances of his life inevitably undo whatever small progress he might have made, he can
repeat the process without being completely embarrassed. For that man it is all about the
appearance of the process not the substance of the progress.
The fully-Committed HIM is a Pro. He views his proper personal alignment as a skill that
requires daily practice to first obtain and then continually sharpen. Determined to be rather
than merely to seem, a HIM focuses on Preparedness absent any concern of how that appears
to the world.
Take golf as an illustration of the contrast between the Amateur and the Pro. A
professional golfer goes to the driving range every day to get prepared for what he expects
from his next match and to be prepared for what he doesn’t. He practices driving and putting
because he plans on doing a lot of both—but he also practices his sand shots and getting out of
36

A Mascot is a symbol of a something rather than the something itself.
The Super Unknown is the realm that exists beyond the material world..
38 Commitment is unwavering loyalty to the Group and unflinching determination to accomplish its Mission.
39 A Pro is a man whose focus is on Preparedness.
40 An Amateur is a man ruled by reactive emotion rather than proactive Preparedness.
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the rough because he knows that his plan to stay in the fairway will not always succeed. What
he’s wearing while he does all that is of very little concern to him.
An amateur golfer spends more time trying to look like a golfer than he does practicing
his swing. He might go to the range if he can fit it in, but he usually comes in hot on Saturday
morning five minutes before his tee time hoping for good things to happen and reacting
emotionally when inevitably they don’t. How could they? He is prepared for neither the fairway
nor the rough. He is not actually a golfer—he only seems like one because he’s wearing the
right shoes.
A Mascot brings the same Amateur approach to his proper personal alignment. Instead
of organizing his time around the daily grind required to work out his imperfections, he just
shows up and reacts emotionally to his circumstances. For him Preparedness is something he
never seems to be able to fit around his “real” life when in fact the Get Right is his real life.
The HIM is the complete opposite. He is a man who has turned Pro. He knows that
proper personal alignment requires the constant honing that can only be done through daily
practice. Unlike the Mascot, the HIM’s focus is on Preparedness—not just for the next Event41
in his life, but for his life in general as well as what awaits him in the Super Unknown.
Until the Mascot turns Pro he will be ruled by the emotional surges that result from his
lack of Preparedness for the expected and unexpected Events of his life. He will make the same
resolutions every December and break them in the same way every January. Because he is an
Amateur he will start each day with the Blue Pill 42 and live a life of seeming rather than being.
Fortunately, no man is too far wrong to Get Right. No matter how long his boat has
been capsized he can begin returning it to the normal upright position with one very small
Movement—the decision to take the Red Pill 43 instead of the Blue one. He need only determine
to begin doing those things necessary today to become a HIM tomorrow. This is the first step
on the path to the EQV.44
Discretion is a cage with velvet bars
Each morning, we all face the decision whether to take the Red Pill or the Blue Bill. The
first is hard-true and the second easy-false. The Red forces a man to hike up the rocky path
toward the EQV, while the Blue lets him mosey down the smooth trail to Mascot-life and
chronic Sad Clown Syndrome.
41

An Event is something that occurs, whether planned or not.
The Blue Pill is the choice of the easy-false life of a Mascot over the hard-true life of the HIM.
43 The Red Pill is the choice of the hard-true life of the HIM over the easy-false life of the Mascot.
44 The EQV is short for Esse Quam Videri, to be rather than seem—the result of disciplined DRP and the essence of
the HIM.
42
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A man’s first Red Pill is the toughest to swallow because it causes Disruption to the
status quo in the form of Movement. And while it doesn’t get easier, it does get better. The
second, third and thousandth Red Pill is just as tough to swallow as the first, but that initial
Movement gives birth to Acceleration45 which leads to Momentum46 and Momentum
ultimately leads to joy.
Whether it’s his Fitness, Fellowship or Faith, the rocky path to the EQV keeps getting
steeper the higher the HIM gets on it. As he becomes more fit, every Workout47 finds him
pushing a little bit harder and faster to improve. As his relationships deepen, he grows into the
increasing weight of people’s reliance upon his strength. As his understanding of the Super
Unknown becomes clearer, he dives more deeply into his relationship with the SkyQ. The HIM
knows that there are no plateaus in the pursuit of proper personal alignment. Every day he is
either getting more Right or less.
The HIM depends upon his Guardrails to continue Accelerating. The faster his
Movement, the stronger they need to be. To get ready for the expected and be ready for the
unexpected, the HIM gradually improves his Guardrails by constructing Routines48 that allow
for increasing action with decreasing thought. Because it is comprised of positive Habits 49, a
Routine does not require an active choice to perform. Over time, it becomes ingrained into the
HIM’s daily rhythm such that it would require his active choice not to perform.
The HIM constructs his Routines through the process of Bricklaying. Each individual Brick
is a singular positive Habit that is light enough for him to carry and place together with other
Bricks. Conjoined, the Bricks become a Routine that form and build his Guardrails. Once a Brick
is set, it provides a place to lay the next Brick. Because it is set, the HIM has effectively deprived
himself of the discretion to remove it. This enables him to focus his full energy on performing
his Routines because he doesn’t have to waste energy thinking about it. Like a soldier, he is
freed to action through deprivation of discretion.
While discretion may be the freedom to decide what to do in a given situation, for a
man without Guardrails discretion is a cage with velvet bars—it will lead him to take the Blue
Pill. Through military training, the soldier learns that there is nothing liberating in having to
decide what to do in every situation. True freedom is the pre-determined what that allows full
focus on the how.
The stronger the Guardrails, the faster you can drive.
Spur
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To Accelerate is to increase the pace of Movement.
Momentum is sustained Movement resulting from Acceleration.
47 A Workout is an F3 exercise Event.
48 A Routine is a conjunction of Bricks that forms a Guardrail.
49 A Habit is a regular tendency that is hard to give up.
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ü A man needs help to Get Right
ü A man must turn Pro to Get Right
ü Discretion is a cage with velvet bars
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ KING (Q1.2)
Statement:

The Daily Discipline Of Physically Training The Body

Scripture:

Everyone who competes in the games goes into strict training. They do it to get a
crown that will not last, but we do it to get a crown that will last forever.
1 Cor 9:25

Socratic

§

What is the most important component of Fitness?

§

What is the purpose of exercise?

§

What is the best way to Accelerate Fitness?
Synthesis

A man’s Right relationship with himself—his Fitness—begins with his body
Because it is his most fundamental piece of physical equipment, a man must get it and
keep it in the normal upright position at all times if he wants to be Effective. In fact, because
Preparedness requires him to be ready for the unexpected (not just to get ready for the
expected), the HIM (having turned Pro) is focused on gradually but consistently Accelerating his
fitness level rather than merely staying in shape. Staying in shape is what Amateurs try to do.
These fragile bodies of ours are what we are given to house our souls. Life, the thing so
precious to each person that he will fight tooth and nail to preserve it, is contained within this
bag of flesh, muscle and bone we call the body. How can the soul prosper if the body withers?
And wither it will, if we don’t put it into motion against continually steeper hills and heavier
rocks. The body is made to be used. Let it lie fallow, and it will not produce a good crop. But if it
is well plowed and carefully tended, the result will be a bounty of Preparedness.
The King50 is the first component51 of the daily Royalty Race52 the HIM runs with himself
for proper personal alignment. The inspiration for the Royalty Race comes from Jack LaLanne,
50

The King is the daily discipline of physically training the body.
The other two components are the Queen (the daily discipline over what is put into the body) and the Jester (the
temptation of the flesh that hinders Acceleration).
52 The Royalty Race is the daily battle to Accelerate the King, Queen and Jester.
51
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who said that exercise is king and nutrition is queen—put them together and you've got a
kingdom. F3 added the Jester because we realized that the wrong temptation will topple even
the strongest man’s fitness kingdom if not held at bay through disciplined application of the
DRP. After all, what will it matter if a man is in great physical condition if he is continually
tripped up by festering distraction?
A man maintains Fitness for reasons outside of himself
A man who has turned Pro doesn’t exercise to get good at exercising. His goal is
Preparedness, a far broader and deeper objective than just feeling strong and looking good on
the beach (although there is nothing wrong with either of those two things). The HIM stays in
strict physical training to get a crown that will last forever. Thus, there is an eternal purpose in
what he does. He is building a kingdom of Preparedness within which he intends other people
to safely dwell. He knows that fatigue makes cowards of us all.
The goal of the King is to constantly increase 3S2T: Speed, Strength, Stamina, Toughness
(physical) and Toughness (mental). These are the aspects of a HIM’s physical kingdom that
enable him to do the things he must do to be a Leader. It's not really very complicated, how can
a man be much of Leader if he gets smoked pulling his family’s luggage off the baggage carousel
and carrying it to the minivan? What will a son learn from a father who can’t play catch with
him in the backyard for more than five minutes without having to sit down?
Fitness is best Accelerated by running with faster men
There is no best or only way to Accelerate 3S2T. What works best for the individual man
will be dependent on the man himself and the circumstances of time, place and age that are
beyond his control. What may work for a 32 year old single man in Miami on a given day in
February is unlikely to work for a 52 year old guy with four kids on that same day in Buffalo.
They both have to find their own best way.
But what is true for both men, and all men seeking to Accelerate, is that it works much
better as a Group than as a Singleton 53. Together, we pool our collective knowledge for the
benefit of each individual and spur one another on to places we would never reach alone. This
is the power of the Shield Lock, which is the horizontal relationship between men. Together, we
sharpen each other—as iron sharpens iron.
It’s simple really. If you want to learn how to run faster, just find a faster man. And
chase him until you catch him.
Spur

53

A Singleton is a man insistent upon flying solo.
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ü A man’s Right relationship with himself—his Fitness—begins with his body
ü A man maintains Fitness for reasons outside of himself
ü Fitness is best Accelerated by running with faster men
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ QUEEN (Q1.3)
Statement:

The Daily Discipline Over What Is Put Into The Body

Scripture:

So whether you eat or drink or what ever you do, do it for the glory of God.
1 Cor 10:31
Socratic

§

Can a good exercise routine overcome a bad diet?

§

Are some foods bad?

§

What leads a man to descend into gluttony?
Synthesis

Man does not stay Fit through exercise alone
The Queen is an integral Guardrail in the HIM’s pursuit of proper personal alignment. As
with chess, if the Queen is taken off the board, it is not long before the King finds himself
checkmated. No matter how hard and consistently a man may exercise, if his diet is haphazard
his Fitness kingdom will not long stand. The Queen cannot be ignored, even by the strongest of
Kings.
I have dreamt my entire adult life of that wonderful place where I could out-King my
Queen. Surely, I’ve always thought, there is a magical number of miles I could run in a week
that would enable me to eat whatever I want without gaining weight. Forty, fifty, sixty—
whatever it is, once I had attained that mileage count, then I could abandon the grating
discipline over what I put in my mouth. Repeatedly, I have had to relearn the same hard lesson
that this wonderful place does not really exist, and that my belief that I could find it is a cruel
self-generated hoax. It is a fool’s quest based upon a lie.
The truth is that to Get Right I have to exert daily discipline over what I put in mouth no
matter how fast I am Accelerating my King. In fact, it is in those periods of Acceleration that I
have to be more disciplined in my service to the Queen. The reason is simple: more exercise
means more calorie burn and more calorie burn means more hunger. The harder I exercise, the
hungrier I get—the hungrier I get, the more I eat. That is the reason I can’t out-King my Queen.
The faster I go on the Fitness road the higher my Guardrail needs to be to keep out of the ditch.
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The first step to serving the Queen is accepting that truth. The next step is doing
something about it.
Portion control is the key to weight control
It is tempting to believe that some foods are bad for us, that If it tastes good we should
spit it out 54. But the HIM is not an ascetic living in a monastery. He knows that while what he
eats may often be outside of his control, how much he eats is always his responsibility. Besides,
it takes too much time to learn the nutritional science required to properly demonize some
foods for the glory of others. It’s far more realistic (and thus Effective) to simply accept that if
the SkyQ saw fit to put something edible within our reach, he must have intended for us to eat
it—just not so much of it. In other words, all food is good—the problem is one of portion and
balance.55
The Neolithic Revolution began about ten-thousand years ago. That was when man
discovered agriculture, which led to the wheel and then the ability to write. Since then,
recorded human history has been driven primarily by man’s effort to reliably feed himself. Even
today, there are parts the world that suffer from periodic famine.
But not in America in the 21st Century. Here and now we have solved the age-old
dilemma of hunger and replaced it with a wholly new problem: obesity.
Think about what a time traveler from 1870 would have to say about the drive-thru
window at McDonalds. In his day, 80% of the American population farmed. That means that
only two out of every ten people did not spend their day in pursuit of putting food on the table.
Today, that effort only requires 2% of the American population. Now the overwhelming
majority of us can feed ourselves by walking ten steps to the car, driving to a window in the side
of a colorful building and exchanging six bucks for 1500 calories.
The time traveler would likely think this to be wonderful, incredible. To him, McDonalds
would appear to be the answer to a dream, the solution to everything that has bedeviled man
since the dawn of time. But that would only be his first thought. His second should be that
there seems to be a lot of fat people rolling through that drive-thru lane, more fat people than
he had ever seen back in 1870. Ultimately, he might just ask himself if there wasn’t something
of value in the Hardship56 of having to struggle a bit to feed oneself.
Maybe, but let’s face it, the genie is out of that particular bottle. We are really good at
producing food in abundance with less human effort than anyone ever thought possible. The
reestablishment of an agrarian society full of skinny people is not a viable solution to the
54

Jack LaLanne said that, likely in hyperbole to drive home a point.
NOTE: we are not positing that there is no nutritional difference between food types. Some foods are healthier
than others.
56 Hardship is suffering caused by severe adversity.
55
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obesity problem. Nor is there much utility in enforcing utopian restrictions over the size of the
Mountain Dew cup or forcing McDonalds to stamp every Big Mac with a useless warning that
“eating this will make you fat!” When it comes to the Queen, rules don’t work. People find a
workaround to get what their heart desires. What has to change is the heart. And this is done
through Bricklaying.
Bricklaying is the formation of positive Habits—here the Habit of portion control and
balance. To lay that Brick, the Q engages in trial and error to learn how much he can and must
eat to maintain his ideal weight given the amount of calories he can burn through exercise. In
my experience, this took some time but was not difficult. I started with the internet which told
me I could ingest net-2100 calories per day to keep my weight at 175 pounds. So, for example,
if I ate 3000 calories that was okay if I burned 900.
By counting and tracking my calories consumed against calories burned over time I
found net-2100 to be accurate enough. If I went under 2100, I lost weight over time. If I
exceeded it, I gained weight over time. But if I stayed consistently close to net-2100 my weight
fluctuated around the mean a bit every day but remained steady over time.
The daily fluctuations I attributed first to the fact my body is dynamic, complicated and
not subject to exact measurement. Secondly, the data isn’t exact, particularly calories burned,
which I calculated with my Garmin. I found that it seemed to undercount calories burned during
a bootcamp type workout, which is what I do half the time. But the bottom line is that I found
net-2100 to be an accurate enough foundation to set my Brick on. At net-2100 I can maintain
my ideal weight of 175 pounds.
Obtaining the knowledge I needed to practice portion control was something I did
internally, by myself, like a science experiment I conducted with my own body. That I found to
be the easy part of serving my Queen. The hard part is what came next, and that is daily
discipline of doing it. For that, I need help.
Weight control requires Accountability
First, let me acknowledge that not every man needs Accountability to maintain his ideal
weight. Some men are ectomorphs who can’t gain weight even if they want to. Others are
mesomorphs whose high metabolism turns extra calories into lean muscle. If you have either of
those body types you can skip ahead to the next QPoint. Or, better yet, read this next section so
you can help people in your Groups who fall into the third category: endomorphs.
Endomorphs are men (like your truly) whose bellies make great body-fat storage units.
Because I am an endomorph my body reacts quickly and predictably when I lose portion
control. When I eat too much, I get fat regardless of how much I am exercising. While I yearn to
be a mesomorph who can out-King his Queen I have come to accept that I never can—and
recognize that the yearning itself is a gilded ticket for a free ride on the ferry boat of selfdelusion. Trying to out-King my Queen leads me to abandon the daily discipline over what I put
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in my body, which leads me to get fat—every time I try it. The ferry boat only has one
destination, and that is fat-guy island.
The truth is that I need help to resist accepting the golden ticket. I need the external
enforcement mechanism of Accountability to maintain the Queen. And, ectomorphs and
mesomorphs notwithstanding, so do the majority of other men.
The first step in Queen/Accountability is to set a Standard. While that can be difficult in
other areas of a man’s life, with the Queen it’s simple, it is his ideal weight and his ideal FUPA57.
These two measures are both objective and truthful. They don’t lie or coddle, they just deliver
data. I know they work because whenever I take the golden ticket and try to out-King my
Queen my first step is to abandon them in favor of the subjective untruthful “standards” of how
I look and how I feel. The mirror and my feelings lie to me—they are the dock workers on the
ferry boat of self-delusion. Their job is to get me on the boat. Listening to them is a mistake.
The second step is Enforcement, the external force that applies the Standard. That too is
simple with Queen/Accountability, it starts with a daily weigh-in and FUPA-taping, what we call
the LBZ58. To be Effective, the LBZ has to be done at the same time every day (it doesn’t matter
when, but first thing in the morning is best) with the same measurement devices. This takes out
the fluctuations as much as possible.
For a highly disciplined man, the single Brick of the LBZ might be enough. For me, it’s
not. I also need the second Brick of conveying the results of my LBZ to men to whom I have
delegated the authority of Enforcement. They know (because I told them) that if I don’t convey
my LBZ (or a legitimate reason why I couldn’t do so that day) then it is probable that I have
accepted the golden ticket and am en-route to fat-guy island. If so, their job is simple. They are
to grab me by the collar and yank me back to the dry ground of reality. The harder the yank and
the closer I still am to the dock the better.
The final step is Consequence, which is the result of Enforcement. If my LBZ pushes up
above my ideal weight/FUPA I reduce my daily calories from net-2100 to net-1500 until I get
back below it. Experience has shown me that net-1500 is where I lose weight. Your results may
vary. Net-1500 is a hungry and miserable place for me. I don’t like it and don’t want to stay
there any longer than necessary. Which is a great motivator to keep laying that Brick of the LBZ
every single day. It reduces the length of the misery of the Consequence.
Now would be a good time to anticipate some pushback my views on
Queen/Accountability that I frequently encounter by saying this: the Bricklaying system I just
described is what works for me. If you have a different system, particularly one in which is not
reliant up net-calories and the LBZ, I am not arguing with you. If your system works, use your
57
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The FUPA is the thickest part of a man’s torso between his waistline and his chest.
The LBZ is the HIM’s Habit of a daily weigh-in and FUPA-tape for Accountability.
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system. My only contention is that for most men weight control requires a systematic approach
because we have too much food that is too easy to get at too cheap a price to rely on exercise
alone to stay Fit.
To Get Right, we have to serve the Queen.
Spur

ü Man does not stay Fit through exercise alone
ü Portion control is the key to weight control
ü Weight control requires Accountability
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ JESTER (Q1.4)
Statement:

The Temptation Of The Flesh That Hinders Acceleration

Scripture:

Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us
throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us
run with perseverance the race marked out of us.
Hebrews 12:1
Socratic

§

Are some temptations worse than others?

§

Don’t bad men often do good things, and good men often do bad things?

§

Can a man ultimately conquer his own demons?
Synthesis

Every man has his own personal Jester
The Jester is the temptation of the flesh that hinders Acceleration. It is that one
stumbling block (amongst the many available) that a man finds himself tripping over repeatedly
before he turns Pro. No matter how strong his Routines are that support his King and Queen, if
he fails to Prepare for his Jester he will not be able to Get Right. Unimpeded, the Jester will
undo his hard work and destroy his proper personal alignment.
In fact, not only will an Accelerating King not protect a man from his Jester, his very
satisfaction with his physical fitness might be his Jester—in the form of pride. Instead of using
his King as a Guardrail that allows him to Accelerate, he sees it as something that makes him
better than other less-fit men; a marker of his superiority. In this way, pride is king of all Jesters
because it surreptitiously perverts something positive and necessary into something
destructive. It is insidious.
Although pride is the insidious king of the Jesters, the other are ultimately just as
destructive. Whether it be gambling, alcohol abuse, pornography, laziness, anxiety,
schadenfreude or (fill in your Jester here), the result is the same for the Amateur. Lacking
Preparedness, he is kept out of proper personal alignment by his own personal Jester.
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The Jester is a master liar
When he turns Pro, the HIM’s first Brick in his Guardrail of Jester-resistance is to
recognize that his Jester is a master liar. This is a matter of logic. Given the wreckage he has
wrought in our lives, how else could the Jester draw near and stay close but for his skill in
weaving a web of lies.
Luckily for us, while the Jester is a devious liar, he is not that creative. Regardless of the
type of temptation, his lies fall into a discernible pattern and always have, for nothing changes
under the sun. Here are the five biggest lies the Jester has told since time began:
1. You Are The Boss Of Me. The Jester is a parasite whose ultimate objective is
sovereignty over his host. Because no man will knowingly and willingly cede his
freedom, the Jester tells us not to believe our lying eyes as we gradually lose
control. “You” the Jester promises “can stop me anytime you want. You just say
the word, and I’ll be gone.” The Jester keeps whispering this lie until the day the
he need speak it no more.
2. You Are What You Do. We were created for far better things than the dirty life
our Jester would have us lead. Those better things are what man calls Virtue59,
and they are baked into our hearts from inception. When our Jester causes us to
stumble, the result won’t square with our hard-wired need for Virtue. We rightly
feel that what we have wrongly done is not who we are and seek to avoid doing
it again. That is the precise moment that our Jester tells us the second lie: “no, it
is not the Virtuous-self that is truly you, it is the stumbling-self. If you are Virtue,
then why does stumbling come so easily to you? Why does it feel so natural?
Isn’t it more likely that these things you do reflect who you really are? Who you
were intended to be?” LIE!! That is a lie! We were not born to stumble, we are
led to do so. We are not what we do but what we were intended to be.
3. You Are (relatively) Not That Bad A Guy. The Jester is slick. If we recognize that
he is becoming the boss (and seek to resist him), and that what he would have us
do is not who we are supposed to be, the Jester turns to one of the oldest tricks
in his filthy book: moral relativism. “Sure” he concedes “this thing that you are
may not be what was intended, I’ll give you that. But, is it really all that bad . . .
on relative terms?” What the Jester intends is for us to turn our heads away
from the mirror and look (down) upon the lives of our brothers, who (unlike us)
are TRULY screwed up. Sure, I may be addicted to pornography, but at least I
don’t smoke crack, like Bob! The Jester even gives us a ready-made Oprah

59

Virtue is a Standard of moral excellence.
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Bomb60 for the occasion: “there, but for the grace of God walk I”. That is not in
the Bible. It is only found in the Jester’s book of lies.
4. The Jester And Virtue Can Coexist. Have you ever heard your Jester ask you
something like this: “aren’t the big good things you do more important than
these tiny little bad things you and I occasionally do together?” By this lie, the
Jester seeks to train us to say “yeah/but”, as in: YEAH I smoke some crack, BUT I
do pay my child support on time. I guess I can do both as long as the good I do
outweighs the bad. To help the Jester maintain this lie, we erect complex
scoreboards for our lives in which our Jester seems to lose out to our Virtue by a
respectable margin every time. It’s like Al Gore hiring a man to plant trees in Sri
Lanka to offset the miles he flies back and forth to Vail in his private jet. F3 calls
these Virtue Credits61. They are worthless because they are unredeemable.
5. You Can’t Live, If Living Is Without Me. A man who breathes dirty air long enough
forgets how sweet the pure stuff is. The Jester depends on our tendency to
forget to convince us that we never knew a life without him. But we did know,
we were born knowing and we can get back to it, but only if we see through this
fifth lie which, at its heart, is that there is no hope. That is a lie. There is hope,
there always is. The HIM is to be a purveyor of hope.
Preparedness keeps the Jester at bay
The Sad Clown approaches the battle with his Jester like an Amateur, un-Prepared and
reacting emotionally every time he is confronted by a temptation that he fails to resist—and it
is in his despair of having succumbed that the Amateur is most willing to accept his Jester’s lies.
If he does that long enough, he can become permanently captive, no longer to able to discern
the truth. Instead of fighting his Jester, the Sad Clown will then focus his energy only on looking
like he is fighting. He will have become a Mascot who dances with his Jester in the dark because
he lacks the strength to fight him in the light.
Through the DRP, the HIM accepts the truth that the fight against his Jester is a daily
battle that is his responsibility to fight. He knows that it is up to him (as the Tom Wait song
goes) to keep his Jester “down in the hole”. This is not to say that he shouldn’t seek help—the
Jester is best fought as part of a Shield Lock—but only that if the Jester does capsize his boat, a
man has nobody but himself to blame. The HIM is a Leader who takes responsibility for the
Outcome, and there is nowhere that this is more true than here.
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An Oprah Bomb is a sage-sounding platitude of little practical value.
Virtue Credit is the Goo-based idea that a man can offset the damage he does to his Group with self-defined acts
of Virtue.
61
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The HIM approaches his Jester in the same way he does the rest of his Royalty Race—
like a Pro. He gets ready for the expected and stays ready for the unexpected. How he does this
depends on the man and his unique Jester. Just as a golfer knows whether competitive stress
will generally cause him to hit a slice or a hook, the HIM knows the circumstances that will
cause him to leave the fairway of his life and in what direction. These are the things expected
for which a man can get ready.
My Jester is anger. From experience, I know the means by which my Jester has sought to
to overcome me in the past. They are predictable because I have failed to resist them, a lot.
Resistance does not mean I don’t “feel” angry when one of these predictable circumstances
arises. That approach would be just as futile as trying not to feel pain if someone placed a lit
match on my back. While the feeling of anger is not within my control, my reaction to the
feeling is. Controlling my reaction to the feeling of anger that I have learned to expect from
certain circumstances is the first aspect of Preparedness.
The second aspect of Preparedness is being ready for unexpected circumstances.
Because my Jester is relentless in his determination to sack my Fitness kingdom, I will not be
able to Get Right without being ready for the unexpected like a Pro. That begins with a mindset
of never allowing myself to believe that I have defeated my Jester for good. That’s not possible.
If he’s quiet, it’s only because he is waiting for a more opportune moment to come after me.
Knowing that, I work to keep Accelerating in the other aspects of my Fitness, the Right
relationship with myself. If my King is flagging and my Queen is running amok, anger sneaks up
on me in new and unexpected ways. Likewise, if my relationship with those in Proximity and my
Creator are not Right and Accelerating, then I am more vulnerable to anger from new and
unexpected circumstances.
While I can never out-paddle my Jester, the faster my boat is Accelerating through the
water the harder it is for him to capsize it.
Spur

ü Every man has his own personal Jester
ü The Jester is a master liar
ü Preparedness keeps the Jester at bay
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§ M (Q1.5)
Statement:

The Transformative Relationship Between A Man And A Woman

Scripture:

Enjoy life with your wife, whom you love, all the days of this meaningless life that
God has given you under the sun—all your meaningless days. For this is your lot
in life and in your toilsome labor under the sun.
Ecclesiastes 9:9
Socratic

§

Is work-life balance a useful concept?

§

Are some relationships more important than others?

§

Is meeting your wife halfway good enough?
Synthesis:

Accelerating Fellowship requires relational rhythm
A HIM who has gotten his relationship with himself Right naturally begins to Accelerate
his Fellowship, his healthy relationships with those in Proximity.
While Fitness is largely an inward-seeking endeavor, Fellowship is primarily outwardseeking. It is the sum total of a man’s relationships with his family, friends and Community, the
people he will most directly IMPACT during his life. Keeping those relationships Accelerating
throughout his lifetime takes as much daily discipline and attention as it does to maintain his
weight and waistline. In fact, Accelerating Fellowship requires even more skillful effort from the
HIM because it necessitates collaboration with other people. Other people with minds,
attitudes and objectives of their own that he cannot Control62.
The HIM treats this skillful effort as a deliberate practice that he applies and seeks to
improve upon each day of his life. To do so, he must first reject the Oprah Bomb of “work-life
balance” as the cultural bromide that it is. While the HIM must work to provide for his family,
his work is not wholly counter-balanced by the sum total of his other relationships—it is far less
important than that.
62

Control is the perceived power to dictate people’s behavior or the course of Events.
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Moreover, the HIM knows that no man can put into a state of balance that which is
largely outside of his Control. Only inert things, things that never change, can be balanced
through the use of a scale. Unlike static matter, relationships are Dynamic63 and ever-changing
because that is the way people are. Their needs, desires and attitudes are in a constant state of
fluctuation and change. Instead of trying to balance them, the HIM uses Preparedness to stay in
Relational Rhythm64. His goal is not a static state of balance, but rather that of Dynamic
Equilibrium, which is relational stability within the Concentrica.
Maintaining Relational Rhythm is like the circus act of spinning plates on poles. The HIM
knows that just as some plates need more attention than others to stay upright, some people in
his Concentrica will need more care than others to stay Right. He also knows that he has no
hope of Controlling either the timing or degree of care any one person will need, so he focuses
instead on Preparedness by getting ready for the expected and being ready for the unexpected.
In this way, the HIM Accelerates his Fellowship.
The M is the HIM’s most important relationship
To foster Relational Rhythm the HIM rejects the imagery of weight and balance in favor
of a vision of his his Fellowship as an array of concentric rings—like an archery target—which
we call the Concentrica.
On his back the HIM carries a quiver of arrows that represent the finite time and energy
he has been given in his life by the SkyQ. Just as with the days of his life, he has no idea how
many arrows he has been provided, so he shoots each as if it were his last, aiming at the center
of his Concentrica in order to have the most IMPACT and avoid committing relationship
malpractice.
At the bullseye of the Q’s Concentrica is his M, his relationship with his wife, the one
upon which all of his other relationships are founded. The M is the HIM’s transformative
relationship because through it he becomes something new—legally, practically and spiritually.
Before marriage, a man is an “I”, but afterwards he is part of an “Us”. The HIM aims most of his
arrows at the M because if that fails, the rest of his relationships will fail as well.
King Solomon had the means and opportunity to test every single thing in his known
world to discover the meaning of life. After a lifetime of experimentation, this was his
conclusion: enjoy life with you wife, whom you love. The works of Solomon were mighty,
unprecedented in their time. Yet by the end, he saw his accomplishments as nothing but
meaningless toil under the sun. But a man’s wife, the one he loves, that is where Solomon
believed a man should focus his energy. It is there that a man finds meaning.
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Dynamic is something energetic, vigorously active and forceful.
Relational Rhythm is a strong, regular and repeated pattern of interaction with one’s self, Concentrica and
Creator.
64
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Accelerating the M requires both skill and love
Marriage is not easy—it is not supposed to be. But because he never quits working at it,
the HIM ultimately develop the skills he needs to enjoy life with his wife. To avoid committing
relationship malpractice with his wife, the HIM focuses on five points of marital Preparedness:
1. Maintenance = Deceleration
The M will not prosper if the HIM thinks in terms of maintaining its vitality rather
than Accelerating it. For the HIM:
•

Movement is action taken in furtherance of purpose

•

Momentum is the sustained Movement that results from Acceleration

•

To Decelerate is to decrease the pace of Movement

With this in mind, the HIM knows that he is either Accelerating or Decelerating in all
of his endeavors and relationships, particularly with his wife. There is no other inbetween state of nature as such as “maintenance”. If you think you are maintaining,
you are actually Decelerating because there is no Status Quo 65. That is the myth of
the plateau. Thus, the HIM never thinks of maintaining his marriage. He always
focuses on Accelerating it.
2. The Culture is a Jester
While the culture purports to embrace marriage it is actually a hinderance to
Acceleration. It breaths truthy-sounding lies like my wife is my best friend, and we
try every day to meet each other halfway, and we’re pregnant! Why does our culture
resort to Oprah Bombs like these when it comes to marriage? Probably because it
doesn’t believe that anything so difficult can possibly be so good. The HIM knows
the inverse to be true. Virtue takes work—it is the un-Virtuous act that comes easily
and “naturally”.
3. There is no Fifty Yard Line
Halfway is not good enough when it comes to the M. It is not a football game where
husband and wife meet at the fifty yard line for the coin flip. The HIM must drive the
ball the full length of the field and stay in his wife’s red zone, regardless of whether
she even breaks the huddle. To the Sad Clown focused on balance and fairness, this
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Status Quo is the state of non-Movement.
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seems unfair and out-of-balance. Perhaps, but that’s what Acceleration requires
when it comes to the M.
4. Your Wife is not Your Best Friend
She is made for a much higher purpose. There is a pedestal in the life of the HIM
that is set out for his wife and there is no room on it for his best buddy (that
relationship is actually two more rings out on the HIM’s Concentrica). Nor is a
marriage a joint-venture within which man and wife have equal and identical roles.
Husband and wife may both become parents, but it is only the mother who is
pregnant. The lives of both husband and wife are changed by parenthood, but it is
only the mother whose body is rearranged from the inside out, and only she who
spends nine months in a state of complete vulnerability—during which the HIM is to
be her stalwart and constant protector. The HIM does not let the culture confuse
him. He knows his role, and it is nowhere nearly as important as hers.
5. Joy Trumps Happiness
The culture often uses Joy and Happiness interchangeably, but they are actually very
different things. Happiness is a transitory positive feeling governed by mere
external circumstance. Happiness is a full belly—it goes away when you get hungry
again.
In contrast, Joy is not so ephemeral. It is a permanent state of hopeful satisfaction
that is unaffected by external happenstance. Joy cares not whether a man’s belly is
full or empty. It requires a long view, well past the toils and triumphs of any given
day. The HIM is a Joyful man under any and all circumstances because his vision is
cast at a point well beyond the day before him. His focus is on the end and beyond.
What do Joy and Happiness have to do with marriage? Simple, a healthy and vital M
is a lifetime pursuit. Anything designed to last a lifetime needs the pure fuel of Joy to
grow and prosper. The short term warm and fuzzies of Happiness won’t do the trick.
Happy-focused men give up on their marriages when the going is rocky because they
are un-Happy. But the Joy-focused HIM views those same rough spots as the precise
time to double-down on his Commitment to his bride.
Anybody can stay married on a full belly. But it is within the crucible of hunger
where the true bond between man and wife is formed.
Marriage is a Team, not a Community. It requires Proximity and purpose to succeed. It
transforms a man from a selfish Happiness-junkie into a selfless Joy-seeker. The HIM knows if
he fails at his M, nothing else he does will matter.
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Spur

ü Accelerating Fellowship requires Relational Rhythm
ü The M is the HIM’s most important relationship
ü Accelerating the M requires both skill and love
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ SHORTIES (Q1.6)
Statement:

The Sacrificial Relationship Between A Man And His Children

Scripture:

Fathers, do not exasperate your children; instead, bring them up in the training
and instruction of the Lord.
Ephesians 6:4

Socratic

§

What can a father hold back from his children?

§

How important is a father?

§

Why must a father be strong for his children?
Synthesis

A man gives everything he has for his children
After the M, Shorties are next on the next ring on the Concentrica. The HIM’s
relationship with his children is sacrificial because he will give up everything he has for them.
How much money does he spend on each of his children? Simple: all the money he has divided
by the number of children he is raising.
The HIM’s relationship with his children is unique in a critical way. It is the one
connection that can never be fully severed. He can quit his job and get a new one. He can
divorce his wife and remarry. But every child he has remains his child forever regardless of how
far he may roam, how distant he may become or how many other children he may have. A man
may depart from his children, but he cannot quit them. While he may hide from them physically
or emotionally his responsibility for them is eternal, as will be the consequences if commits
relationship malpractice in their upbringing. The seeds of discontent sown by the ineffective
father will yield a legacy of damaged fruit.
The IMPACT (for good or bad) that a man has on his children cannot be
underestimated
The quality of a man’s relationship with his children defines the quality of their
relationships with everyone else for the rest of their lives. If he is absent, they will be
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distrustful. If he is capricious, they will be unjust. If he is cold, they will be withdrawn. But, if he
is present, just and warm the HIM will have imprinted upon his children’s hearts a template of
relational success upon which they can rely throughout their lives. They will in turn pass it on to
their Shorties. In this way, the IMPACT is infinite.
The HIM’s Commitment provides his children freedom
A father is to his children as the needle point of a compass is to the pencil. As they grow,
the arc of their lives is naturally drawn further and further away from the center. The HIM
founds his point in deep and solid rock, knowing this will ensure that the progressively
enlarging circles his children draw will remain true. Even after he has left the Earth his children
will rely throughout their lives upon him as the centering anchor empowering them to move
boldly without fear of being cast loose from Virtue.
The HIM’s unwavering sacrifice for his children allows them the freedom to grow into
the men and women they were created to be. He bears this in mind in all his works and efforts.
For them, he sacrifices everything.
Spur

ü A man gives everything he has for his children
ü The IMPACT (for good or bad) that a man has on his children cannot be
underestimated
ü The HIM’s Commitment provides his children freedom
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ SHIELD LOCK (Q1.7)
Statement:

The Horizontal Relationship Between Men

Scripture:

Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves. A chord of three
strands is not quickly broken.
Ecclesiastics 4:12

Socratic

§

Are some men born to be lone wolves?

§

Do Communities benefit when men combine?

§

Can a man begin the fight against adversity before he encounters it?
Synthesis

Man hunts best in a pack
Eyes to the side have the animals that hide. Eyes up front have the animals that hunt.
Man’s eyes are up front. We are hunters not hiders. In fact, we are the apex predator of
the Earth’s apex predators. But unlike the other hunters, our success is not based upon
strength, speed or the size of our fangs. It is our ability to hunt together in a very complex way
that puts man at the very top of the food chain. No other animal can do that.
Some animals, like wolves, do hunt in packs because they have evolved to be more
successful that way. But their focus is solely on their prey, what they can see before them with
their eyes up front. When they claim their prey it is distributed along a vertical pecking order
starting with the alpha male of the pack.
The man-pack hunts differently. Instead of focusing solely on his prey, a man also works
cooperatively with other men in the pack to see what might be behind him. He recognizes that
his eyes up front can only see from 9 through 12 to 3 o’clock. He is blind to his Six66 unless
another man watches it for him. After all, what good is the hunt if the hunter himself is taken
by something that sneaks up on him from a place that he, by himself, cannot observe? No man
can see his own Six.
66

The Six is the posterior end.
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Having hunted as a part of a Team, man also distributes the catch that way. Instead of a
vertical distribution driven by status, man shares the bounty horizontally, in recognition of the
value each Member brings to the overall success of the effort. The man who watches the Six is
just as important as the one who throws the spear.
Men recognize the Advantage of mutual defense
Man the hunter is also born hard-wired to protect himself and his loved ones from other
hunters. Recognizing strength in numbers, we combine into Communities for our mutual
protection from aggression. When threatened, we lock our individual shields together into a
defensive wall to repel the invader. While both threat and defensive means have evolved
throughout history, this elemental fact of who we are has never changed. The HIM locks his
shield with other HIMs to protect the people behind the wall.
A healthy Community will have multiple Shield Locks, groups of 3 to 5 men who form
the horizontal relationships that protect and enrich us all. The HIM recognizes his Shield Lock as
an essential relationship within his Concentrica and one of his most important Teams. He takes
great care in nourishing it as he knows he can neither hunt nor defend alone.
Acceleration of the Shield Lock requires Preparedness
A man who takes his wife for granted must confront her unhappiness when he gets
home at night. A man who is inattentive to his children will quickly confront their need for his
sacrifice no matter how hard he might try to ignore it.
In this way, the first two rings of the Concentrica are inherently configured to warn him
that he is out of Relationship Rhythm and in danger of committing malpractice. But the third
ring, the Shield Lock, is different. If a man’s horizontal relationships with other men are
Decelerating (or worse, non-existent), there will be no jangling alarm to warn him of the
danger. Gradually, he will become accustomed to trying to hunt and defend alone, despite how
unsuccessful and unfulfilling the effort is. Such a man may not even realize that he is not Right
until he finds himself completely un-Prepared for the unexpected. Then, like the Amateur he is,
he will wonder why all his friends have “abandoned” him when the truth is that it his own
negligence that is to blame.
The HIM, because he’s turned Pro, treats his Shield Lock like every other essential
Guardrail in his life, by Bricklaying to increase Preparedness. To get ready for the expected and
be ready for the unexpected, the HIM Accelerates his Shield Lock. This starts by viewing the
Shield Lock as a Team rather than a club. They are two vastly different organisms that only look
similar from the outside.
A Club is a loose combination of people seeking companionship. Its only real
requirement for existence is some means by which it satisfies its participants’ desire to briefly
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combine. With a Club it is the companionship that is important, not its purported premise. So,
for example, while the premise of a book Club is that its participants read a particular book and
then meet to discuss it, the actual reading of the book is not nearly as important as the meeting
itself. If a participant doesn’t get around to reading the book, he would still be welcome at the
meeting because the actual point is companionship, not reading. Likewise, the concept of
companionship itself is very flexible within a Club. The meeting could be virtual, if that satisfies
the participants’ desire for companionship. In fact, for some poor souls, a virtual meeting might
be about all the companionship they are prepared to handle.
Clubs serve a very important purpose within the Community, and it is not the intent
here to denigrate them, but only to distinguish them from Teams for the benefit of a HIM who
is seeking to Accelerate his Shield Lock. The Shield Lock is a Team, not a Club.
A Team is a Proximate combination of two or more people formed to perform a specific
Mission for the benefit of a Community, an Organization or both. Whereas a Club exists solely
to facilitate companionship, an Effective Team is governed by the rule of 3P, meaning that its
Members must be in Proximity, have Purpose67 and meet periodically.
Proximity requires physical nearness. The Shield Lock will not function if its Members
are geographically disparate. While men no longer literally interlock their shields to fight, the
metaphorical battle still requires physical contact. Teams are founded upon Trust68, and Trust
waxes and wanes in direct proportion to physical distance. Trust is hard to build and maintain,
and the farther away another man is the harder it is to Trust him.
The Shield Lock also has a Purpose beyond mere companionship. It is the means by
which we fight the Flux, which is the emotional reaction to the peaks and valleys that appear
throughout a man’s life. When things go well for the Amateur he is Happy and thinks the good
times will roll on forever. When things go badly, he is un-Happy and thinks the world is out to
get him. Happiness, the transitory positive feeling governed by mere external circumstance, is
the province of the Amateur who is un-Prepared for the Flux. The Pro, through Preparedness,
gets ready for the Flux because it is expected, and he also stays ready for its unexpected aspect:
timing—he never knows precisely when to expect the next peak or valley.
By locking shields with other men, the HIM hedges his brother’s peak against his own
valley, and vice-versa. He knows that his valleys will tempt him to the Flux, and that he will
need the strength of his brother’s peak to maintain Acceleration. Likewise, he knows that it will
be his peak that provides his brother the bulwark he will need when a valley draws him toward
the Flux. This, not companionship, is the ultimate Purpose of the Shield Lock and its primary
distinction from a Club.

67
68

Purpose is an Advantage sought.
Trust is reliance between Team Members.
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Periodic is the final element of the 3P. The Shield Lock must come together periodically
to be Effective. For the HIM, this is a form of preventive maintenance. The Amateur waits until
the needle is on empty before he stops for gas, but the Pro fills his tank periodically—regardless
of where his needle is pointing at any given moment. By meeting periodically, the Members of
the Shield Lock recognize each other’s incipient valleys and proactively initiate the fight against
the Flux as a Team. In this way, the Shield Lock parcels out the pain felt by the man in the valley
and bears it together as a team.
Pain is finite. The more it is parceled, the easier it is to bear.
Spur

ü Man hunts best in a pack
ü Men recognize the Advantage of mutual defense
ü Acceleration of the Shield Lock requires Preparedness
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ WHETSTONE (Q1.8)
Statement:

The Vertical Relationship Between Men

Scripture:

As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another.
Proverbs 27:17
Socratic

§

What is the purpose of mentorship?

§

Are there any required components to Effective mentorship?

§

How does a mentor benefit?
Synthesis

A man must be sharpened like a knife blade
honed.

Both a man and a knife are made to cut, but neither can be Effective until properly

A knife is sharpened by a whetstone. While water is used to lubricate the whetstone
prior to sharpening that is not where the "whet" part comes from. To whet actually means to
sharpen, like with a man’s appetite and his curiosity. In other words, to whet both blade and
man is to put on an edge, with a result that is sharp, dynamic and ready to cut. The
unsharpened man is dull and lethargic, in-Effective as a Leader and ill-Prepared for the
Obstacles69 he will face in his life.
Just as a man’s appetite for pure food must be whetted, so must his appetite for the
heavy responsibility that comes with Leadership70. The HIM acts as the Stone71 to the younger
man’s Blade72, providing the hard surface against which he becomes sharper and whetting his
appetite for greater responsibility.
Hard looks and straight talk (tempered by love) get results
69

An Obstacle is a Problem that impedes Movement.
Leadership is influencing Movement to Advantage.
71 A Stone is a man who sharpens another man within a whetstone relationship.
72 A Blade is a man who is sharpened by another man within a whetstone relationship.
70
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Because the desire of an older man to pass on what he has learned to a younger man is
natural, the vertical relationship between Stone and Blade has existed since men first sought
the Advantage of gathering together into Communities. But like all relationships, it takes skill
and effort for the Whetstone73 to work. To obtain that skill, a HIM does not wait until he is
retired to begin practicing it. He is about the business of Sharpening74 younger men even while
he himself is being Sharpened.
Sharpening does not happen by accident. It must be done with Deliberatude75 within a
vertical relationship between two men who set out to see it happen. It works best between
men who are not at the same point of their journey. For a Blade to be Sharpened properly, the
Stone must be the harder of the two, at least for a season.
Like the Shield Lock, the Whetstone is a relationship that is subject to the 3P: it must be
Proximate, Purposeful76 and periodic to be Effective.
•

Proximity requires the Stone to physically meet with his Blade. While it is fine (good
even) for them to also talk on the telephone and email, that is not a replacement for
the physical meeting where they can look each other in the eye. Hard looks and
straight talk (tempered by love) get results. That cannot be done virtually.

•

To be Purposeful, the meeting between the Stone and the Blade must be more than
the kind of inconsequential pizza party a Club would have—it must have a particular
Outcome in mind: the Acceleration of the Blade’s Preparedness. The Stone’s task
within the Whetstone is to help the Blade get ready for the expected and be ready
for the unexpected by both encouraging him to turn Pro and providing him with the
Bricks he will need to build his own Guardrails. Just as a Workout should Accelerate
the HIM’s Fitness, the Whetstone should Accelerate the Blade’s proper personal
alignment.

•

There is no set rule for the periodicity of the meeting between the Stone and the
Blade. It must be frequent enough to be Effective but not so frequent that the Stone
and Blade smother each other. This is something both men must determine through
trial and error. However, because it is (by design) a Movement away from the Status
Quo it will cause pain, and it is man’s general hardwiring to avoid pain. As a result,
the Stone must be deliberate to ensure periodicity. Otherwise, his Blade will drift
away to something easier.

The Whetstone is necessary for both the Blade and the Stone to Get Right
73

The Whetstone is the vertical relationship between men.
Sharpening is the process by which a Stone equips a Blade for Leadership.
75 Deliberatude is to think, speak and act with a deliberate attitude that exudes Commitment.
76 Purposeful is Commitment to Purpose.
74
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Through the Whetstone, the Blade receives something he lacked before, a honed edge
to his life that he must possess to be Effective and have IMPACT on his Community. But the
Stone gets something as well. In fulfilling his natural desire to pour into younger men he
Accelerates his own pursuit of proper personal alignment.
Although we tend to think of hypocrisy in binary terms (as in you either are a hypocrite
or you aren’t) the truth is that we all practice a bit of hypocrisy, at least subconsciously. None of
our deeds match our words 100% of the time. Since we are all hypocrites, the question is one of
degree—how big a gap is there between deed and word? The bigger it is, the less Right one will
be. In other words, the Get Right requires the hypocrisy gap to be closing with Acceleration.
Nothing closes the hypocrisy gap for a man like having a Blade. Helping another man
build his Guardrails through the formation of positive Habits strengthens the Stone’s
Guardrails. This principle is reflected in the 12th Step of Alcoholics Anonymous: having had a
spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and
to practice these principles in all our affairs. The act of carrying the message goes hand-in-hand
with practicing the principles.
Hypocrisy is dependent upon selfishness and self-delusion. The Whetstone results in an
abandonment of self which deprives hypocrisy the fuel it needs to survive. By talking the talk to
his Blade, the Stone finds himself more Prepared to walk his own walk.
Spur

ü A man must be sharpened like a knife blade
ü Hard looks and straight talk (tempered by love) get results
ü The Whetstone is necessary for both the Blade and the Stone to Get Right
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ MAMMON (Q1.9)
Statement:

The Sustaining Relationship Between A Man And His Work

Scripture:

Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for
human masters.
Colossians 3:23

Socratic

§

Is there anything inherently good about work?

§

Is work anything more than something we do?

§

What priority should a man give to his work?
Synthesis

Work is a Virtue
Men earn their daily bread through the sweat of their labor. We call this the sustaining
relationship because the HIM must feed himself and his family. Work also sustains and benefits
the Community, as we are all created to perform some function for the betterment of those
with whom we live in Proximity. The skill of the candlestick maker empowers him to light the
darkness for both himself and his neighbor the baker, who in turn feeds him with wholesome
nourishment. In this way, Mammon77 and Community are inseparable.
Work is also essential to a man’s personal well-being, not just in the material sense but
in his pursuit of proper personal alignment. Idleness is not good for a man. It is a state of nonMovement that can keep his boat permanently capsized. Even a man who has retired after 40
years of hard work finds himself looking for “something to do” with his free time other than just
playing golf. Play is not enough. A man needs work. We are hard-wired to produce, and not
doing so knocks us out of proper alignment.
Mammon is a relationship, not a pursuit

77

Mammon is the sustaining relationship between a man and his work.
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It might seem odd to call Mammon a relationship between a man and his work. After all,
isn’t work something we do rather than a person with whom we relate? Maybe Mammon does
not even belong on the Concentrica.
While superficially logical, this premise is flawed for two reasons. First, it is dependent
upon the narrow view that only people can be related, when in fact the definition of a
relationship is much broader. It is the way in which two or more concepts, objects, or people are
connected, or the state of being connected. Thus, the essence of relationship is connection, that
some two things are connected—just what is connected is less important, and in fact could be
virtually anything.
Second, the power of man’s connection with his work is so great that categorizing it as
anything other than a relationship leads to underestimating its tendency to swallow his other
relationships. Unless a man Prepares for it, Mammon will move inexorably to the center of his
Concentrica and knock him out of Relational Rhythm.
There are three reasons for this:
1. Mammon Is The Easiest Relationship To Maintain
Unlike the other relationships on the HIM’s Concentrica, Mammon is limited in
both time and scope. All jobs have a time-clock of sorts to punch. No job is 24/7.
When a man leaves work for the day, he may keep thinking about it but he does
not have to interact with it. He can take vacations from it. He can call in sick if he
must. Do any of these time limitations apply to any of his other relationships?
Can he punch out on his marriage for the night? Can he take a vacation from his
children? Not really. Those relationships are all encompassing. There is no such
thing as off-duty if your child is sick. Nor is there any limitation on the scope of a
man’s duties as husband and father. A good boss will give you a clear job
description so that you know what is expected of you. As a husband and father,
you won’t need anything like that because everything is expected of you. Of all
the relationships on the Concentrica, Mammon is the easiest to maintain.
2. Mammon Provides The Most Direct Affirmation
If you get a raise or a promotion you know you are doing your job well. But how
do you know you are a good Stone or an Effective member of your Shield Lock?
Does a man ever look at himself in the mirror and say “dang, I’m one fine
husband”? How would he know? The clear feedback of the workplace tempts a
man to turn away from the chaos and uncertainty of his life as a husband and
father in favor of the easy and direct affirmation provided by Mammon.
3. Mammon Is The Only Relationship That Is Terminable At Will
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A man can quit his job and start over elsewhere any time he wants (within
reason). In fact, the culture encourages us to leave a job if the “fit” would be
better elsewhere or if we are not as Happy there as we could be someplace else.
Career selfishness is not only accepted, it’s a bit of cultural sin if not practiced.
But a man cannot apply that self-serving premise to his other relationships. Can
a man quit his wife if he would be Happier someplace else with a less demanding
or younger woman? Technically and legally yes, but it is still a lot more difficult
to change wives than it is to change jobs. How about the children, can they be
replaced when they become disobedient or difficult? Well, a man may be able to
physically separate himself from his children, but he remains their father
wherever he may roam. He can add children but he can never reduce their
number. Mammon is really the only relationship that is terminable at will.
To Accelerate his Fellowship, the HIM views Mammon as a relationship he must address
with Deliberatude rather than just a function he must perform to pay his mortgage.
Mammon is a man’s least important relationship
While Mammon is critical to a man, his family and ultimately his Community, it is still
the least important relationship on his Concentrica. As a Pro, the HIM prepares for the expected
by always bearing the following in mind:
•

If he places work before his M and Shorties he has committed relationship
malpractice—and risks losing them

•

If he places work before his Shield Lock and his Blades the Community will suffer and
erode—ultimately it fall prey to what lurks outside the walls

•

If he loses his family and his Community to his work, there is nothing for his work to
sustain—ergo, Mammon is least important

Few would argue with the logic of placing work behind family and Community. Even Goo
has its Oprah Bombs about the proper placement of work, like no man on his deathbed
wishes he spent his life working more and there are no trailer hitches on a hearse. And yet, the
temptation to elevate Mammon to the forefront of the relationship target is ever present. If
unchecked, it becomes workaholism in full bloom. Once there, like every -holism, it will swallow
everything else in a man’s life. It will consume him.
Nation78

Because it is easy, affirming and controllable, the temptation to elevate the importance
of Mammon is compelling. The HIM recognizes this temptation for the Jester it is and resists it.
78

Goo is the cultural philosophy of universal Happiness. Goo Nation encompasses those for whom Goo is a
legitimate Organizational Purpose.
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Through Preparedness he keeps Mammon in its proper place at the outer ring of his
Concentrica.
The HIM may love his work, but he does not live to work. Instead, he works to enrich the
lives of those he loves and with whom he lives.
Spur

ü Work is a Virtue
ü Mammon is a relationship, not a pursuit
ü Mammon is a man’s least important relationship
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ PRAYER (Q1.10)
Statement:

The Daily Discipline Of Talking With The Creator In Order To Build Faith

Scripture:

And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With
this in mind, be alert, and always keep on praying for all the Lord's people.
Ephesians 6:18

Socratic

§

Does Faith play a role in Leadership?

§

How did we get here?

§

Are fear and worry bad things?
Synthesis

A Virtuous Leader79 must have Faith
The third component of the Get Right is Faith, which is a man’s Right relationship with
his Creator, the SkyQ.
Recall that the Get Right is the first of the four quadrants of the QSource. It is the
pursuit of proper personal alignment. The Get Right is a condition precedent to the other three
quadrants, such that a man who is not properly aligned cannot Live Right, Lead Right or Leave
Right. To do those things he must first Get Right. To be Right is to be in the normal and upright
position—where a man should be. This is achieved through the DRP, the daily Commitment to
Accelerate Fitness, Fellowship and Faith.
Fitness is the first component of the Get Right. It is a man’s Right relationship with
himself through physical fitness and Jester resistance. Fellowship is the second component of
the Get Right. It is a man’s healthy relationship with the people in his Concentrica. While Fitness
is largely inward-seeking, Fellowship is the outward-seeking act of Accelerating Relational
Rhythm, which takes as much daily discipline and attention as it does to maintain physical
fitness. More so in fact, because it requires collaboration with other people who the HIM may
influence but never Control.
79

A Virtuous Leader is an Effective Leader who also possesses the leadership virtues.
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Faith is the third component of the Get Right. Faith is a man’s Right relationship with his
Creator. A man cannot Live, Lead or Leave Right unless he is Accelerating this relationship along
with his Fitness and Fellowship. He does it in three ways, through Prayer 80, Study81 and
Meeting82. This QPoint and the next two are focused on Faith.
Before we get to the meat of Faith, I have a disclaimer of sorts. Because I am a Christian
my understanding of Faith is informed and guided by that particular belief system. To represent
otherwise would be dishonest. But that does not mean that the QSource views Faith strictly
from the Christian perspective. Instead, we advocate for the Acceleration of Faith in men of all
creeds because we have discovered that a man without Faith cannot Get Right. Without a belief
in a power outside of himself a man will have no choice but to view himself as the king of the
world. A man who believes that lie cannot be a Virtuous Leader because he will be incapable of
seeing himself first as a servant. Instead, he will be a Jackass, a man who lives for himself rather
than Living Third83.
I can attest to this because it was once true of me. I was a Jackass who saw myself as the
king of the world, accountable to no one and obligated only to follow a set of rules I wrote for
myself. Living first, I ruled from a rickety throne built of toothpicks and Elmer’s glue. It wasn’t
until that Jackass-throne of mine came tumbling down that I was able to begin to Live Third. It
was then, and only then, that I was able to begin the hard work required to Get Right.
Prayer provides answers
A Mascot can fake his Faith through mere attendance at church, synagogue or mosque
and by mouthing of whatever pious-sounding dogmas that accompany his self-proclaimed or
Goo-driven worldview. But that only works for the Mascot. The HIM needs more. He needs to
know the truth so he can live it out. Like every other aspect of his life as a HIM, he demands the
real thing, the EQV—to actually be rather than merely seem. Because he is a Pro, the HIM seeks
the truth so that he can get prepared for the expected and be prepared for the unexpected.
The What-What84 is the amalgam of the two questions a Pro has asked from the time
man first tried to associate what he was doing (the things he could Control) with what was
happening in the world around him (the things he could not Control). The first WHAT is what
will happen when I die? The second WHAT is what does that mean about the way I should live?
To be in Right relationship with his Creator, the HIM continually seeks the answers to the WhatWhat.
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Prayer is the daily discipline of talking with the Creator in order to build Faith.
Study is the daily exploration into the foundations of Faith.
82 Meeting is the public manifestation of Faith.
83 Living Third is the consistent and deliberate placement of oneself third, behind Creator and Community.
84 The What-What is the two questions of the Super Unknown: WHAT happens when I die? WHAT does that mean
about the way I should live?
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For a prehistoric man the fact that a lion had killed his oldest son while he was off
hunting might have been the random product of the man’s bad luck. Or, he thinks, it might be
something deeper, a punishment delivered by the nebulous force that directs the lion—a
response to something the man has done (or not done) that has displeased that force. The
man, reasoning and sentient being that he is, naturally begins to question his worldly
happenstances. Were they the result of chaos or design? If there is a force at work that directs
events, how can I appease it so that the lion doesn’t kill my my second son too? If there is
something to expect, how can I best get prepared for it.
Maybe (he thinks) I should kill the lion, dry out its skull and mount it over the mouth of
my cave. Maybe that homage to the lion would satisfy the force in some way that will keep at
bay the other hungry beasts that surround me day and night. If it seems to work (or even if it
doesn’t), the man comes to believe that he’s discovered a design in the force, that it is in fact
The Force, with a logic that he can unlock to his Advantage if he can just discover precisely what
it demands of him. So, he begins talking to The Force, seeking the clues to staying on its good
side to preserve his life as long as possible. Even if the answers are few and far between, he
finds a comfort in the asking.
But that comfort leads the man to a new question. If The Force directs the lion on earth
what about the period after life has ended, when the man has shut his eyes for the final time.
He has observed death in others. He has seen the light depart from their eyes as they draw
their last breath. Where does it go? Does the light die with the flesh, or does it go somewhere
beyond the material world? Does it join The Force, and if so, how can he make sure his light
joins The Force as well? Should he be talking to The Force about the next life as well is this one?
Ultimately, the ancient man finds himself asking the same things that we still ask today:
Ø WHAT will happen when I die?
Ø WHAT does that mean about the way I should live?
Stripped of their dogmatic flourishes, every worldview boils down to the What-What. If I
have been created, what of that which created me? These are the inherent questions of the
Super Unknown.
Despite all that modern man has learned of the material world, the Pro’s quest for
knowledge of what lies beyond it still persists. Though we seem to have unlocked so many of
the secrets of what can be known of the world we can see around us, man alone cannot answer
the What-What for himself. He can only do that through Prayer, by talking with his Creator in
order to build his Faith.
Prayer is the Pro’s antidote to anxiety
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All men are subject to the emotions of fear and worry. In proper measure, they are an
important part of the bundle of instincts that protect us from danger. Fear keeps us clear of the
lion and worry spurs us to teach our sons to do the same. As such, fear and worry are necessary
for self-preservation. But, like all good things, fear and worry can become so excessive that they
interfere with our daily lives. They can take over. At that point, our emotions have reached a
state of anxiety and anxiety is a Jester that hinders Acceleration.
A man has four options when anxiety threatens to overwhelm him. He can 1) surrender
to it; 2) confront the emotion himself; 3) seek help in battling it from another man; or 4) Pray.
Option one doesn’t work at all. Men who surrender to anxiety as a permanent condition
of their lives are the Amateurs who end up as Mascots with their boats capsized in the river.
They cannot hope to be Right. At best, they can only do their best to seem Right.
Option two is only marginally better. Unlike the surrendering Mascot, the man who
confronts his anxiety by himself has at least joined the battle. However, he is unlikely to
succeed. Anxiety is a powerful emotion. How can a man alone be sure that his fear and worry is
not warranted by his circumstances? Maybe the lion really is at his door. A man alone cannot
provide himself with the objective counsel required to determine whether his emotions have
crossed the line from healthy self-preservation into unhealthy anxiety.
Option three, seeking help from another man to battle anxiety, is far better. It is a major
Advantage arising from the Shield Lock—one may be overpowered, but two can defend
themselves. However, if that is all a man does then he is still acting like an Amateur rather than
a Pro because he will continue to try to Control his anxiety rather than getting ready for it
through Preparedness. To truly overcome anxiety, he must also Pray.
Anxiety is an emotion that all men can expect periodically—it is part of the Flux. What is
unexpected is the timing of it and the degree to which it will hinder Acceleration. As a result,
anxiety is a condition that has elements of both the expected and unexpected. We can get
ready for some aspects of it but must be ready for others. When anxiety arises unexpectedly it
is the man who is in Right relationship with his Creator who is best able to withstand it because
he will be equipped with Hope.85
Hope is not self-generated. It starts with a firm belief that some force outside of oneself
is directing Events and that the force has our best interests in mind. Through Prayer, the HIM
builds his relationship with that force, the Creator, to disabuse himself of the fatuous notion
that the force is distant, uninvolved or capricious.
To have Hope in the Creator, a man must speak to him every day through Prayer. It is a
positive Habit, one of the Bricks that comprise a HIM’s Guardrails—the foundational precepts

85

Hope is a confident expectation of positive future Outcome.
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that protect and incentive his Acceleration to Advantage. They make the difference between
the Pro and the Amateur.
Spur

ü A Virtuous Leader must have Faith
ü Prayer provides answers
ü Prayer is the Pro’s antidote to worry
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ STUDY (Q1.11)
Statement:

The Daily Exploration Into The Foundations Of Faith

Scripture:

For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper than and double-edged sword it
penetrates to dividing even soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the
thoughts and attitudes of the heart.
Hebrews 4:12
Socratic

§

Is there a connection between Leadership and Faith?

§

How does a man know his belief system is based upon truth?

§

Is Faith static or dynamic?
Synthesis:

The Acceleration of Faith requires a belief system
While I write from the Christian perspective (because that is what I have come to
believe), it is not my intent here to proselytize. The QSource does not prescribe any particular
religion, but rather that a man must have some kind of belief system to Accelerate his Faith. By
Belief System, we mean the conviction that there is a supernatural governing force outside of
oneself that provides an ordered explanation for our existence and delivers consequences for
the violation of that order.
In support of that contention, let’s recall a few core concepts of the QSource. A Leader is
a person who is able to influence other people to Move to Advantage. Movement is action
taken to further Purpose, and Advantage is a superior circumstance achieved by that
Movement. Leaders are Disruptive in that they cause a disturbance to a Group’s Status Quo by
first visualizing an Advantage and then articulating it to the Group’s Members so persuasively
that they begin to Move toward it.
The more skillful a Leader is at visualizing, articulating and persuading, the more
Movement he will initiate in the Group and the more Effective he will be. However, this says
nothing about his character. Ideally, he would also be a person who possesses Virtue, a
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standard of moral excellence. Unfortunately, this ideal combination of Virtue and Effectiveness
is rare in one person. The un-Virtuous Leader is much more common. For every Lincoln there
are ten Stalins who, while Effective, lack a Belief System that defines their character and
provides boundaries to the dispensation of the power that is incumbent with their position.
Thus the dilemma that besets every Group: the more Effective its Leader is, the more
power he will accumulate and the more likely it is that he will abuse it—absent some kind of
restraint. As a result, in the fashioning of their worldly governing structures, Groups have
continually sought to balance the need for Leaders who can successfully influence Movement
to Advantage with the tendency of Effective Leaders86 to abuse the power they acquire in doing
so.
The United States Constitution, which speaks directly to the separation and balancing of
power, is a successful example of this attempt to both empower and restrain Leadership. Yet
it’s not perfect, as no worldly structure can be. Regardless of their conceptual brilliance, to unVirtuous Leaders overcome by the elixir of power, constitutional restraints are nothing but
speed bumps on the road down which they are determined to drive their Groups—for bad or
good.
True restraint doesn’t come from worldly structures. The only proven buffer to a
Leader’s temptation to abuse his power comes from Virtue, and that is not self-generated. It is
a result of character formed through adherence to a Belief System. Absent that, a Leader will
make up his own rules because he has the power to do so. He will become corrupt, because
that is what power (unrestrained by Guardrails) does to a man.
The Effective but un-Virtuous Leader poses a unique menace to a Group because his lack
of personal Guardrails will ultimately result in him Leading it into peril rather than influencing
its Members to Advantage. Because he is a Jackass, a man who lives for himself rather than for
the benefit of his followers, he will be incapable of placing their betterment above the selfish
desires born of his own nature and will to power. Without a Belief System, no man can selfsubordinate and Live Third—it’s just not possible.
Study puts a Leader’s Belief System to the test
What happens when I die? What does that implicate about the way I should live?
Prayer, the daily conversation a HIM has with his Creator, provides answers to the What-What.
Because the HIM believes in the efficacy of Prayer, it also makes sense for him to Study by
reading the answers written down by other men who have been asking the same questions
since the dawn of recorded history.
A Judeo-Christian has the Bible to Study as a Muslim has the Koran. Each of these books
provides their practitioners with an understanding of the Super Unknown. But Belief Systems
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An Effective Leader is a person who can competently apply the leadership skills.
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are not restricted to the major religions. In fact, they exist even among people who would likely
reject the very idea that they practicing any form of religion at all.
Take Bob Dylan for example, who said:
Here's the thing with me and the religious thing. This is the flat-out truth: I find
the religiosity and philosophy in the music. I don't find it anywhere else. Songs
like "Let Me Rest on a Peaceful Mountain" or "I Saw the Light"—that's my
religion. I don't adhere to rabbis, preachers, evangelists, all of that. I've learned
more from the songs than I've learned from any of this kind of entity. The songs
are my lexicon. I believe the songs.
Despite his rejection of the concept of religion, Bob’s comments evince a Belief System.
And we know he asked the What-What because we can hear it in the songs that he wrote.
Here’s an example: how many years can some people exist before they’re allowed to be free?
Because it’s a song (a poem of sorts) you have to read between the lines a bit, but Bob is
essentially asking whether it will be death that finally releases people from their Earthly
bondage. In other words, what happens when we die?
In the same song, Bob also asks how many times can a man turn his head and
pretending that he just doesn’t see? Here his query is whether there something that he (and I,
having heard the song) should be doing about the human condition while we live. In other
words, what does the answer to the first question implicate about the way we should live.
Taken together, Bob’s two questions form the What-What—folk music style. And, like
many men before him, Bob apparently believed that he had been provided an answer to his
What-What because he wrote that down too: the answer is blowing in the wind.
While Bob may claim no particular religion, his lyrical answer to the What-What echoes
the Belief System of the Naturalist, who holds that there is a innate rather than spiritual
explanation for the Super Unknown. For the naturalist, there is no SkyQ (per se) directing our
worldly affairs, but rather an intrinsic order that, while not created, has always been. Per Bob,
understanding that order starts with listening (at least metaphorically) to the wind. Where a
Muslim looks to the Koran to understand the Creator, Naturalists (like Bob Dylan) look to the
creation itself.
Whether a man relies upon the Koran or the lyrics of Bob Dylan for answers to the
What-What is a factor of the Belief System to which he subscribes. And every Belief System has
a foundational doctrine that has been developed over time through the writings of a person or
people who believe that they have discerned answers to the What-What. For Muslims, that
person is Mohammed. For Christians, it is the many authors of the various books of the Bible.
For Naturalists, who don’t have a single tome that encompasses their foundational doctrine, it
is found in the works of people like Charles Darwin and Bob Dylan.
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One reason that Belief Systems have a foundational doctrine is to provide a common
Language for the use of its practitioners. Another is to express the principles upon which the
structure of the system may securely rest. The HIM Studies the foundational doctrine of his
particular Belief System so that he may practice it competently—or abandon it as
unsustainable. Because he is responsible for the Outcome, the HIM puts what he Studies to the
best test his intellect can provide to ensure that what he reads can stand up to the type of
scrutiny he should expect from those he IMPACTS in his life.
Because he is not a Mascot, a HIM must be resolute in proclaiming the foundations of
his Belief System to others, and he cannot do that if contains inconsistencies that he cannot
adequately resolve for himself.
Faith is a practice that requires Study to Accelerate
Law, medicine or anything else that is practiced must be approached as a learn-ed
pursuit. While its foundational tenets may be immutable, the understanding of its practitioners
is ever-evolving. Lawyers do not stop studying the law after they pass the bar and doctors do
not pack up their anatomy books after they perform their first surgery. They keep learning to
become increasingly competent and evolve their understanding of what they Practice87. They
do this through disciplined study, at a depth and frequency sufficient to Accelerate their Skill88.
Faith, a person’s Right relationship with his Creator, is a also a Practice. It is dynamic
rather than static, in that it is either Accelerating or it is Decelerating. It never just is.
For example, there was a time when I embraced the premise of Naturalism that I
believed that the answers to my ontological quest were blowing in the metaphorical wind. That
made a certain emotional sense to me and was convenient for me because it demanded
nothing from me. I found that I could hear what I wanted to hear in the wind, particularly when
what I wanted to hear was that following my own natural urges was not only OK but was
actually a good thing. Because I was a Jackass, I was not interested in a Belief System that
demanded that I subordinate my will to power to some higher force. I wanted to Control my
own life rather than be Prepared to live the life that was provided to me by the Creator.
But as it turned out, that wasn’t a good thing—for me or anyone else. Through Failure, I
learned that following my own will too often resulted in Outcomes that were unhealthy for me
and damaging to the people in my Concentrica. My natural urges, unbound by external
Guardrails, were a constant threat to lead me into the ditch. Try as I might, I could find no
remedy in the wind for that problem. Naturalism, for me, was unsustainable. Propelled by
necessity, I began to search for answers to my What-What in other Belief Systems, which
ultimately led me to Study Christianity.

87
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Practice is the practical application of a skill to transfer head-knowledge to heart-knowledge.
Skill is a particular ability that requires Practice to Accelerate.
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While this provided better answers to my What-What than I could discern through
listening to the wind, Studying Christianity did not have any initial impact on my character. I still
found myself veering into the ditch of my own nature, only now I couldn’t use my Belief System
to justify my behavior. This apparent contradiction might have been more perplexing to me had
I not encountered a similar experience at the start of my legal career.
When I graduated from law school the state of North Carolina told me that I had
sufficient knowledge to be a lawyer because I had managed to study enough to pass the bar.
But I quickly discovered that I was not a very good lawyer. While I knew what a lawyer was
supposed to know, I lacked the Skill to do what a lawyer was supposed to do.
To gain that Skill, I had to practically apply what I had learned in order to transfer what
was in my head into my heart. I had to Practice. This led me to get better at doing what a
lawyer is supposed to do. I then found that the better I got at doing what a lawyer is supposed
to do, the more need and desire I had to increase my knowledge of what a lawyer is supposed
to know.
In this way, learning leads to doing—doing leads to learning—and learning leads back to
doing, in a cycle that is driven more by the circumstantial needs of my clients rather than any
deliberate plan of mine. I have continued this cycle of Practice throughout my legal career in
order to Accelerate my Skill. If I were to stop, and as soon as I stopped, my Skill would begin to
Decelerate.
Armed with that experience, I approached my Faith in a similar fashion. Through Study, I
slowly began increasing my knowledge of what a Christian should know. Through Practice, I
gradually Accelerated my Skill of doing what a Christian should do. This enabled me to start
building my Guardrails, one Brick at a time. The stronger my Guardrails became, the more my
Faith Accelerated and the less likely it was that I would find myself in the ditch.
Just as in my Practice of law, my Practice of Faith has been a cycle of learning-doinglearning. Although I have been a Christian for over ten years, I continue to Practice and Study so
that I can Accelerate my Skill. If I were to stop, and as soon as I stopped, my Skill would begin to
Decelerate.
Spur

ü The Acceleration of Faith requires a Belief System
ü Study puts a Leader’s Belief System to the test
ü Faith is a Practice that requires Study to Accelerate
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The First Quadrant/GET RIGHT

§ MEETING (Q1.12)
Statement:

The Public Manifestation Of Faith

Scripture:

And let us consider how to spur one another on to love and good deeds, not
giving up meeting together, as some are in the Habit of doing. But encouraging
one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching.
Hebrews 10:24-25

Socratic

§

Is there something to be gained through corporate worship?

§

Is there any relationship between Leadership and attendance at church?

§

Are pastors affected by who is sitting in their pews?
Synthesis

Faith is best Accelerated in the company of others
However he seeks answers to the WHAT-WHAT, the HIM does not go about it alone. He
recognizes that a man who believes in the efficacy of Prayer and seeks Truth89 through Study
must externally proclaim his allegiance to the promulgator of both. He does this through
Meeting, the public manifestation of his Faith.
There are logistical obstacles to Meeting. A man has to get his family up in time, fed and
in the car. He then has to park and find a place in the pew without killing one of his children
first.
Having fought through the logistical obstacles, he may then ask himself why he
bothered. He often finds himself sitting next to someone he doesn’t much like, someone with
whom he would never voluntarily socialize. He may not like the way the service is conducted or
the message that is disseminated. He has other things he could be doing—maybe things that he
should be doing. Why must he work so hard to get to a place that aggravates him so much?

89

Truth is a transcendent fundamental or spiritual reality.
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The HIM knows all these reasons not to Meet (and many others), yet he persists in doing
so because he also knows that Meeting has a Purpose of its own that has little to do with his
Happiness and everything to do with the Outcome for which he is responsible as a Leader.
Because of the Flux, all men have have their ups and downs. We spend some of our time
on the mountaintop of our Faith-life, when we want to share our Joy with every stranger we
meet. But we also have to slog through valleys of spiritual dryness, when all we really want is to
be is left alone to lick our wounds.
Ironically, it’s those latter times (when Meeting is the last thing we want to do) that are
the instances in which we most need to be there, so that we can share the strength of our
Brothers90 who might just be on their own mountaintop. How much easier it is to reach up from
the pit when a Brother is reaching down to meet us.
The odd thing that a HIM discovers when he summons the discipline to Meet despite
being in a valley is that there will be inevitably be a man there for whom the valley is an even
darker and deeper place. Confronted by that Brother more direly in need than himself the HIM
will forget his own woe just long enough to minister to him—and in the momentary forgetting
of himself, POOF, find that he has returned to his own mountaintop.
This is the power of Faith and the secret sauce to why F3 is an Effective Organization.
The Joy of forgetting oneself in service of another surpasses all understanding. It is the
foundation of Hope.
To leave a legacy, a man must be competent in the practice of his Belief System
To be competent in one’s Faith requires Skill, which results from Practice—practical
application that turns head-knowledge into heart-knowledge. Meeting (like Prayer and Study) is
a Brick in the Practice of Faith. It is a positive Habit that increases a HIM’s Skill. Because a
Virtuous Leader lives according to a particular Belief System, he regards the Acceleration of his
Faith as a Mission-essential Task91 , something that must be done Competently92.
A Virtuous Leader is an Effective Leader who also possesses the Leadership Virtues,
which are the Habits and Ethics of moral excellence. 93 These define what a Leader is and are
distinct from the Leadership Skills, which are capabilities that enable him to do what an
Effective Leader does94.
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A Brother is a fellow man.
A Task is an action performed. A Mission-essential Task (MET) is an action that must performed to accomplish
the Mission.
92 Competence is the ability to Skillfully perform Mission-essential Tasks.
93 The five Leadership Virtues are candor, Commitment, consistency, contentment and courage.
94 The four Leadership Skills are vision, articulation, persuasion and exhortation.
91
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A man who is an Effective Leader will be followed while he physically present to apply
direct and Proximate influence. If he is very Effective, he may also be able to exert indirect and
less Proximate influence outside of his physical presence. However, for his influence to outlast
his lifetime requires a Legacy95, and only a Virtuous Leader will create that through the
consistent application the Leadership Skills in a manner that is both guided and governed by his
Belief System.
Meeting holds the shepherd Accountable to the truth
Candor is graciously telling the hard Truth and demanding to hear it from others. It is
one of the Leadership Virtues. Without Candor, a man cannot be a Virtuous Leader.
Candor is a rare quality, because people are hard-wired to avoid the adverse
consequences that often arise from knowledge of the Truth, whether it is their own knowledge
or the knowledge of those around them. Leaders will hide the Truth from their followers to
avoid Accountability for their own failures, but also for a less selfish reason: to avoid bringing
them pain. Because Truth is Disruptive, a weak Leader will shy away from telling it. He will be
less than Candid with his followers and justify it with the delusion that he is sparing them out of
love. But it’s an odd kind of love that leads a man to tell a Brother that he is Right when his boat
is actually capsized.
This is especially true with Shepherds, those who are the spiritual Leaders of a Faith
Group. Shepherds are charged with the duty to disclose the Truth of the Group’s Belief System
to its Members. If the Belief System is one that requires subordination of one’s will to a higher
power, then the Truth will be confrontational to those Members who find that undesirable. It
will result in disagreement and pain. Yet, to be Candid—to be what a Leader is, a Shepherd
must do it boldly.
Every musician plays to his audience whether he realizes it or not. What effect on the
heart of a Shepherd to look into the front row of his flock and see the strongest men he knows
in his Group sitting there attentively? Would that not make him bold, to know that he has the
support of the men upon whom he would most be able to rely in the confrontation of
Hardship? Would that not make him more likely to be Candid and graciously tell the hard
Truth?
Conversely, the absence of HIMs in the pews leads the Shepherd to grow timid in his
willingness to speak boldly and provide Truth to his flock. It leads him to reshape his message to
appeal to those who are there, those for whom subordination of their will is not a choice that
they are capable of making without the influence of a Leader.
The presence of the HIM holds the Shepherd Accountable to the Truth.
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Legacy is what a Virtuous Leader leaves behind through the Effective performance of his Mission during his life.
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Spur

ü Faith is best Accelerated in the company of others
ü To leave a legacy, a man must be Competent in the practice of his Belief System
ü Meeting holds the shepherd Accountable to the truth
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT

§ LIVE RIGHT (Q2)
Statement:

The Dedication To Purposefulness

Scripture:

He himself bore our sins in his body on the cross, so that we might die to sins
and live for righteousness; by his wounds you have been healed.
1 Peter 2:24
Socratic
§

Are we alive for a reason outside of our own existence?

§

What happens to a man who lives primarily for himself?

§

Is there an intrinsic benefit in living for others?
Synthesis

To Live Right a man must have an ultimate Purpose in mind
Live Right is the second quadrant of the QSource. It is the HIM’s dedication to
Purposefulness.
Purpose is an Advantage sought. To be Purposeful is to Commit oneself to bringing an
Advantage into fruition. An Advantage, which is a superior circumstance achieved by
Movement, is by implication a thing external to a man in that it requires the involvement of
other people to achieve. Whereas the first quadrant, the Get Right, was focused on what a man
must do to achieve proper personal alignment and Accelerate himself, the Live Right is focused
on the HIM’s IMPACT on the lives of other people and how he helps them to Accelerate.
To Accelerate is to increase the pace of Movement away from the Status Quo and
towards Advantage. Advantage cannot be achieved by a single Movement, but must be
obtained progressively by traveling through a series of Waypoints, which are the stepping
stones along the path. Waypoints are things done with Deliberatude by a HIM who has an
Ultimate Purpose96 in mind.

96

Ultimate Purpose is Movement toward the solution to a HIM’s ultimate life problem.
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To Live Right requires self-sacrifice
Because Purpose is outside of oneself, living Purposefully requires self-sacrifice. A man
who Commits to Purpose abandons service to himself because he finds that he cannot serve
two masters. But a man who has not yet gotten Right, whose boat is still capsized in the river,
can only serve himself because he is consumed with his own survival. Treading water and
fighting the current, he will have nothing left for anyone else. Stuck in his Status Quo, he cannot
have IMPACT on others.
But that changes with the Red Pill, the decision to be a HIM who is rather than just a
Mascot who seems to be. Once a man takes the Red Pill, and if he keeps on taking it every day,
he begins to Accelerate his Fitness, Fellowship and Faith and move towards proper personal
alignment. Ultimately, he becomes Right, a man who is in the normal and upright position,
fulfilling the role that was designed for him by the SkyQ.
A man who has gotten Right is no longer expending most of his energy to merely
survive. As his personal Guardrails increase in strength through the building of positive Habits,
he finds himself gradually thinking less about his own Existential Continuity97 and more about
what the SkyQ has planned for him and how he can be a Servant98 to those around him. At this
point, he has started to Live Third, which is to consistently and deliberately place oneself
behind Creator and Community.
This is how a man is supposed to live. It is the Right life for a man.
Living Right helps a man to stay Right
In the Q1.10 (Prayer) we defined a Jackass as a man who lives for himself rather than
Living Third. This is a man with no belief in a higher power outside of himself who has no choice
but to think he is the king of the world.
Having once been a Jackass, I can attest that this is a dangerous belief for a man to have,
both for himself and the people who depend upon him. It leads a man to make up his own selfserving rules for living. But that is only one part (the smaller part) of the danger. The bigger
problem is that without the influence of a Belief System to guide him, a man ends up living on
the wrong end of the Sur-Ser Continuum, which is the span between a Survivor99 and a Servant.
On the Survivor end of the Sur-Ser Continuum are those men can who only stay alive by
feeding off of their Community. It’s not just that the boat of their lives has been capsized, but
that they have actually given up trying to stay afloat on their own and have been hauled into
some other guy’s boat to keep them from drowning.
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Existential Continuity is the absence of a Purpose other than to be.
A Servant is a man whose Purpose is to seek Advantage for others.
99 A Survivor is a man who depends on his Community for his Existential Continuity.
98
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At the opposite end of the continuum are the Servants, those men who have gotten
Right and now Live Right to the Advantage of their Groups while expecting nothing in return.
These are the HIM in whose boats the Survivors are riding.
While the Survivor and the Servant anchor the extreme ends of the Sur-Ser Continuum,
the great majority of men live their lives in quiet desperation somewhere towards the middle.
This is the province of the Sad Clowns who, while not Right, still manage to cling to Existential
Continuity without much Community intervention. Externally, Mascots that they are, they may
even appear to be Servants themselves—but that’s only part of the pose. Internally, they are
gulping air and silently screaming as their capsized boats are buffeted madly by the chaotic
currents of their lives. They are men determined to keep secret the fact that they have lost
Hope.
The bad news for a Sad Clown is that the Sur-Ser Continuum is not static. If he lives
long enough (absent something else interceding) the Sad Clown will likely slide downward into
Survivorship because the effort to live life as a Mascot is exhausting. The closer he gets to
meeting the SkyQ face-to-face, the less a Sad Clown will find that he is able to keep up the pose.
The good news for a Sad Clown is that the Sur-Ser Continuum is not static. No matter
how long he has been a Sad Clown, any man can begin Movement toward Servanthood, but
only through the IMPACT brought about by something else interceding. The HIM, because he
lives to Purposefulness, is the agent of that intercession.
The HIM is also a man who finds that in his effort to Live Right by carrying the Survivors
and IMPACTing the Sad Clowns he gets an unexpected benefit—he himself is kept Right. It’s
ironic, but having abandoned Existential Continuity in order to Serve100, the HIM finds that he is
kept personally aligned.
Although the HIM must Get Right to Live Right, once he begins Living Right, it is far
easier for him to stay Right.
Spur

ü To Live Right a man must have an Ultimate Purpose in mind
ü To Live Right requires self-sacrifice
ü Living Right helps a man to stay Right

100

To Serve is to seek Advantage for others.
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT

§ IMPACT (Q2.1)
Statement:

Forcible Contact To Strong Effect

Scripture:

Our people must learn to devote themselves to doing what is good, in order to
provide for urgent needs and not need lead unproductive lives.
Titus 3:14

Socratic

§

Can a man self-initiate positive change in his life?

§

Can a broken man be helped?

§

Can an unbroken man be convinced to risk abandoning his Status Quo?
Synthesis

Forcible contact is Proximity initiated by Movement
Proximity, a nearness in geography or relationship, does not occur in stasis. Some sort of
Movement—action taken in furtherance of Purpose—is required by at least one person seeking
to be Proximate with another. Without a HIM willing and able to engage in Movement, forcible
contact will not occur.
As we said earlier, life itself (while technically possible as a singleton), is not practical
without combination with others. Loneliness is our subconscious yelling at us to go find a
partner because we are not supposed to live like that. It’s dangerous.
Despite this innate desire for Proximity and the recognition of the dangers of prolonged
solitude, very few men are willing and able to initiate Movement to Proximity. Survivors (those
men on the Sur-Ser Continuum who depend on the Community for their Existential Continuity)
can’t Move because they are broken. Sad Clowns (those men with Decelerating Fitness,
Fellowship and Faith who populate the vast middle of the Sur-Ser Continuum), while not
broken, won’t Move because they are desperately clinging to a Status Quo they despise
because it is bereft of Hope.
This leaves the Servants (those men whose Purpose it is to seek Advantage for others)
as the only men who can and will initiate Movement to Proximity.
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Proximity is required to have a strong effect in the life of a Survivor
A strong effect is an intense change that is the result or consequence of action. The
Proximity created by a HIM results in intense changes in the lives of the people that he forcibly
contacts.
In the case of a Survivor, these intense changes are immediate and material. They are
aimed at the primary three layers of Maslow’s Hierarchy Of Need—physiological, safety and
love/belonging. Whether it is putting a roof over a man’s head or pulling him back from fullblown submission to his Jester, a HIM’s forcible contact with a Survivor has the strong effect of
demonstrably altering the baseline conditions of his life, the ones that must be addressed
before a Survivor can have any prospect of Getting Right.
These intense changes require Proximity. The HIM knows that he must metaphorically
pull the Survivor into his boat so that he can literally be near him. It doesn’t work at a distance.
A man cannot have IMPACT from afar.
A Survivor is a man oppressed by the conditions of his life. To free him from that
oppression, the HIM initiates forcible contact.
Proximity is required to have a strong effect in the life of a Sad Clown
The Sad Clown is not oppressed by clawing physiological or safety needs. And, while it
might not bring him much comfort, he generally resides in a condition of love and belonging, at
least in his immediate family. Thus, unlike the Survivor, he is not beset by constant anxiety over
his ability to make it through the day. Rather, it is the seeming futility of living out the rest of his
life without Hope that oppresses him.
To free the Sad Clown from his oppression, the HIM has to ignite a palpable desire for
Movement in his heart. He has to persuade the Sad Clown that his Status Quo, his state of nonMovement, is not to his Advantage.
In many ways, this requires contact that is more forcible than what is called upon to
achieve Proximity with a Survivor because the Sad Clown has no immediate physiological or
safety needs the HIM can meet. There are no Sad Clown Homeless Shelters at which the HIM
can volunteer. There are no Sad Clowns Anonymous chapters at which the HIM can serve as a
sponsor. The HIM must find some other and less obvious way to make forcible contact.
Likewise, the strong effects that result from forcible contact between a HIM and a Sad
Clown will be more difficult to see than with the Survivor (at least in the short run). This is not
because they are any less intense, but because they affect the upper layers of Maslow’s
Hierarchy—esteem, self-actualization and self-transcendence—and these are more internal
than the lower layers of the pyramid.
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While the strong effects vary, and the force of the contact required to obtain them may
differ, there is no difference between the Survivor and the Sad Clown’s need for Proximity. Just
as the HIM must be willing and able to pull the Survivor into his boat (for a season), he must
also be willing and able to help the Sad Clown flip his own boat back into the upright position so
that he can begin making headway. In other words, the HIM helps the Sad Clown to Get Right,
and this can only be done from the context of a relationship. It takes Proximity to generate
Hope.
A Sad Clown is a man oppressed by the futility of his life. To free him from that
oppression, the HIM initiates forcible contact.
Spur

ü Forcible contact is Proximity initiated by Movement
ü Proximity is required to have a strong effect in the life of a Survivor
ü Proximity is required to have a strong effect in the life of a Sad Clown
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT

§ INFLUENCE (Q2.2)
Statement:

Igniting A Palpable Desire For Movement

Scripture:

Do not let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set an example
for the believers in speech, in conduct, in love, in faith and in purity.
1 Timothy 4:12

Socratic

§

Can you force a man to help himself?

§

How can one man help another man change his life?

§

What does Influence look like?
Synthesis

Movement must be voluntarily
A HIM IMPACTs other people through forcible contact to strong effect. The result, the
strong effect, is an Advantageous change to the Status Quo in which the IMPACTed person
formerly found himself. Where he was prior to IMPACT is not as good as where he finds himself
afterward—his circumstances having been changed for the better. That is the Advantage.
Because it results in a change in circumstance from the Status Quo, the seeking of
Advantage requires a Movement that is beyond the ken of most people on the Sur-Ser
Continuum. A Survivor can’t Move (even if he wants to) because he is broken. A Sad Clown
won’t Move (even though he could) because he is not Right—which leads him to cling to his
Status Quo.
Confronted with people who can’t or won’t initiate Movement in their own lives, the
HIM might be tempted to compel Movement through the force of his will rather than ignite it
through the strong effect of his forcible contact. However, because he is a Virtuous Leader the
HIM will resist that temptation because he knows that it will not work. He has learned, through
training or experience (most likely both) that Movement must be voluntary for it to result in a
true Advantage. He is also restrained by his personal Guardrails which will not allow him to
resort to compulsion to achieve an Outcome that he wants. Knowing what he knows and being
who he is, the HIM employs persuasion rather than compulsion to initiate Movement.
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We will delve more fully into this topic in Lead Right (the third quadrant of the G3L), but
for now it is enough to know that Persuasion is the initiation of first Movement. It is the use of
Influence101 to convince a man to want to Move rather than the exertion of power to make him
move because he has no other choice.
Movement is a release of energy
Ignition is the act of setting something on fire and starting it to burn. It is the
transformation of energy from the potential to the kinetic. Potential energy resides in
something held motionless by restraint, like water impounded behind a dam. That restrained
energy cannot be transferred until it is released and begins to flow.
Likewise the potential of a man. To become kinetic, to be transferable, it must be
released into Movement. The HIM helps other men do this by Influencing them to open the
floodgates of their lives and let the water flow. He does this primarily through example, by the
way he talks and the things he does. Seeing this in the HIM (and the effect it has), the Sad
Clown becomes infected with a palpable desire to initiate Movement in his own life.
A palpable desire is one that can be plainly perceived. Whether by sight, touch or feel it
is a yearning (once obscured) that has been driven to the surface and can no longer be ignored.
Until his potential energy is released a man stuck behind a dam is inert, suspended in a state of
non-Movement. Through Influence, the HIM helps people release their deepest desires for
action. He unblocks the dam to let the river flow. He unlocks the Status Quo and releases
energy.
The HIM Influences through word and deed
The methods by which a HIM Influences other people are a matter of his own skill and
hard-wiring. But the means that all HIMs use are essentially the same: word and deed. The HIM
Influences by word and deed. He ignites a palpable desire for Movement in other people by the
things he says (and the way he says them) and the things he does (and the way he does them).
Through the combination of word and deed, the HIM Persuades people to abandon
their inert life and begin Movement away from the Status Quo. By convincing them that they
can do that something that they already want to do, he leads them to then convince
themselves that they must do it—or at least try. And it’s the trying that really matters.
I wish I could provide a simple blueprint for the Skill of using words and deeds to
Influence, but I can’t. For while I have been blessed to have been powerfully IMPACTED by
several HIMs in my life, the methods they each used varied so greatly from man to man that
there is no way to do it. The best I can do is reflect on the four broad characteristics they all
seemed to share. These are the things that made them Influential.
101

Influence igniting a palpable desire for Movement.
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First, there was something different about them, not from each other but from the
other Members of the Organizations in which I encountered them. This difference manifested
itself primarily by their apparent unwillingness to go along to get along, even when the getting
along was to their individual Advantage. They seemed to be guided primarily by their own
sense of Purpose, which often led them to be Disruptive to the Organizational Status Quo. Not
surprisingly, this did not endear them to the Organizational Governance, but that was not
something that seemed to concern them in the least. Like Peter and the other first apostles
who were warned by the Jewish rulers to stop talking about Jesus in the early days after his
crucification, their obedience was to a higher Purpose rather than other human beings.
Second, their words were clear and uncompromising. When they spoke, they left me
with no doubt as to what they believed or why they believed it. They rarely used the passive
voice to avoid taking or assigning responsibility and never said “we” when they meant “I”. As I
got to know them, I would invariably discover that one reason their words were so
uncompromising was because they themselves were not compromised men. They were Right,
in proper personal alignment with themselves, their Concentrica and their Creator. They spoke
from the heart because their hearts were pure, unadulterated by the fear and anxiety that are
the bitter fruit of personal misalignment.
Third, their deeds were unselfish. This does not mean that everything they did was
always for the Advantage of others and never themselves, but that nothing they did was ever
self-serving while detrimental to the Group. When necessary, they willingly denied themselves
or sacrificed their ambitions for the Group’s betterment, but without seeking a flinty
martyrdom as a reward. In sum, their deeds evinced a consistent and disciplined desire to
subordinate their own will to the Group’s Advantage.
Finally, they approached Problem-solving like Pros rather than Amateurs. For them, an
undesirable circumstance was only a Problem if it created a Group dis-Advantage that could
and must be remedied. They didn’t waste time trying to alter Conditions102 that, while
unfavorable to the Group, were not things that could be Controlled. Likewise, they didn’t waste
energy on little-P problems, those dis-Advantages that were either personal to them or only
affected a small minority of the Group’s Membership. Rather than react emotionally to
Conditions and little-P problems, they Prepared for them.
They were the type of men who would cast a light, if it were both possible and
necessary, but would never curse the darkness if it wasn’t.
Spur

ü Movement must be voluntarily
102

A Condition is a dis-Advantage that cannot be remedied.
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ü Movement is a release of energy
ü The HIM Influences through word and deed
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT

§ MISSIONALITY (Q2.3)
Statement:

Serving In The High Impact Zone

Scripture:

Therefore, my brothers and sisters, make every effort to confirm your calling and
election. For if you do these things, you will never stumble,
2 Peter 1:10

Socratic

§

Should a man keep trying new things in order to be Happy?

§

How does a man know where his IMPACT will be greatest?

§

What happens if a man does not stay Missional?
Synthesis

The comfort zone (and the need to expand it) is a cultural myth that encourages men
to be in-Effective
The dictionary defines the “comfort zone” as the level at which one functions with ease
and familiarity. Standing alone, there is nothing particularly negative about that idea. Who
wouldn’t want to function with the most ease and familiarity possible? It would seem to be the
place where a person would be the most highly productive.
Maybe so, but the prevailing cultural notion of the Comfort Zone103 is something quite
different from a place of high productivity. Instead, it is the province of those too fearful or
selfish to expand their own horizons. This gloomy view of the Comfort Zone is reflected in one
of Merriam-Webster’s own usage examples: I need expand my comfort zone and try new things.
Thus, by implication, an unexpanded Comfort Zone is a narrow and negative thing, something
that must be escaped or expanded.
But why?
Well, the culture contends, it is for one’s own good—for the purpose of what Maslow
called self-actualization, which he summarized as what a man can be, he must be. From this
perspective, clinging fearfully to one’s Comfort Zone would mean self-consignment to a life un103

The Comfort Zone is a cultural myth of Goo Nation that encourages people be in-Effective.
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actualized where one is not all one could be (to borrow from Army recruiting lingo of decades
past).
Or, the culture likewise contends, it is for the good of everyone else—for the purpose of
what Maslow called self-transcendence, which he related to holistic levels of human
consciousness outside of oneself. From this perspective, camping out selfishly in one’s Comfort
Zone denies the world the benefit of your best efforts.
Oprah herself (as in Winfrey) has a ready made Oprah Bomb reinforcing this cultural
view: I believe that one of life’s greatest risks is never daring to risk. In other words, the fear and
selfishness that keeps a man from trying new things leads him to risk not being all he could be
and failing to help the world all that one could.
F3’s counterpoint to this view is that not only should people not depart from their place
of highest productivity (where they work with the most ease and familiarity), but that they
should actually seek to work more deeply within it. What one (in fact) actually does by
voluntarily departing from their place of highest productivity is to risk reducing their IMPACT.
Instead, what a man should do is to increase his Skill within his place of highest productivity
through Practice.
This place of highest productivity is the High IMPACT Zone (the HIZ) where a person’s
forcible contact has the strongest effect. It is where a man is most Effective because he is
working at those few Skills that he is hard-wired to perform best. Outside of his HIZ he will find
himself mired down in the greater universe of Skills that he is not hard-wired to perform well.
By definition, he is less Effective there—but that is exactly where the culture is encouraging
people to go by urging them to get out of their Comfort Zone.
Why would the culture want people to be less Effective? The reason is that Goo (the
philosophy of universal Happiness) has infected the culture. Instead of focusing on helping
people find Joy (the permanent state of hopeful satisfaction unaffected by external
circumstance), the culture is consumed with making them Happy (the transitory positive feeling
governed by mere external circumstance).
To work more deeply within their HIZ a person must continually Practice to improve
their Skill. One aspect of Practice is Preparedness, getting ready for the expected while being
ready for the unexpected. That means that a man working within his HIZ is a Joyful Pro
unaffected by the external circumstances he encounters.
In contrast, the man who is constantly trying new things to answer Goo Nation’s call to
stay out of his Comfort Zone is an Amateur, ruled by reactive emotion rather than proactive
Preparedness. Bouncing from thing to thing, he cannot hope to develop Skill at any one thing in
particular or to acquire the Joy that comes from living Purposefully. Instead, his best bet is
Happiness. And that runs with the wind.
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Goo Nation cannot rest until everyone is Happy or, more ominously, everyone is equally
un-Happy. When Goo Nation gazes upon Effective people working Purposefully within their HIZ
it confuses their Joy with Happiness and compares them unfavorably with the un-Happy
Amateurs hopping around outside of their HIZ. Goo Nation could encourage the Amateurs to
turn Pro by finding their HIZ and Practicing within it until they obtain a level of Skill that brings
them Joy. But instead, it tells them that their Amateurism is the proper state of nature and their
resulting un-Happiness does not come from within, but is caused by the Pros and their stubborn
insistence on living Purposefully within their HIZ and rubbing the noses of the Joyless in the
result.
If this seems too complicated to you, simply substitute fit for Pro and fat for Amateur.
Goo Nation tells fat people that they are just great the way they are and that if they are unHappy it is not because they are fat but because fit people have been fat shaming them through
their stubborn Commitment to physical fitness. That doesn’t induce more people to become fit,
but (if successful) it will ultimately cause more people to be fat and lead to universal (and thus
equal) un-Happiness.
In this same way Goo Nation seeks to push people towards universal in-Effectiveness
through the cultural myth of the Comfort Zone.
A HIM’s Mission marks the boundaries of his High Impact Zone
Missionality is Service104 in the High Impact Zone. To Live Right, a HIM must exert the
majority of his efforts to Serve within his personal HIZ, the boundaries of which are defined by
his Mission.
Mission is the course of action taken to achieve an ultimate or articulated Purpose. The
course of action is comprised of the individual Tasks the HIM undertakes to bring his Purpose
into fruition. These Tasks are not random, but are the outgrowth of the Skills for which he is
most suited, the things that he does with the most ease and familiarity and constantly improves
through Practice.
A man’s Task is formed by what F3 calls his Dolphin 105 and his Daffodil106. The Dolphin
represents each man’s unique gift, the thing he does better than anything else and better than
most other people can do it. Because it comes from his hard-wiring, a man can improve his
Dolphin through Practice but he cannot change it. F3 chose the dolphin to symbolize man’s
unique gift because it is a mammal that was born to swim but cannot do most of the other
things that mammals do. The dolphin’s Dolphin is to swim. It does that better than anything
else it can do, and better than most any other mammal can.
104

Service is the seeking of Advantage for others.
The Dolphin is the Task a person was born to do best.
106 The Daffodil is the people-group each person was born to Serve.
105
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The Daffodil represents the people-category that a man is born to Serve with his
Dolphin. Like the Dolphin, a man’s Daffodil is a matter of hard-wiring. There are men who
continue to coach soccer even after their kids have stopped playing. I like kids, but not like that.
My Daffodil is elsewhere. In fact, it happens to be Accelerating Men107, which explains why I am
writing this book rather than coaching soccer or volunteering at a homeless shelter. The HIM
loves all of mankind equally, except for his Daffodil. He loves his Daffodil more, because that is
who he was born to Serve.
The HIM has a good grasp on both his Dolphin and his Daffodil, and spends most of his
time working at the point where they intersect, which we call the D2X 108. The D2X is the sweet
spot that is at the dead center of a man’s High Impact Zone. It is where he will have the most
IMPACT if he acts with Deliberatude and lives in dangerous disregard of the risk of Failure and
embarrassment.
The HIM uses Preparedness to resist straying from his Mission
The powerful results a HIM produces working within his HIZ creates a challenge to his
Missionality because his IMPACT within the Groups he Serves will soon result in requests that
he undertake Tasks that range far outside of his D2X. No matter how compelling the underlying
need sounds, the HIM should quickly and firmly decline to do so.
Here are the four reasons why:
1) He will disappoint the asker
When an excited well-meaning person compliments the HIM on how
fantastic his efforts are within his D2X, he should be ready for the next
sentence, which will sound something like this: “so, I got to thinking how
perfect you would be for this critical, challenging life-changing opportunity to
do the same thing (although differently) for this other (wholly unrelated)
group of people.”
The asker reasons that the HIM’s success within his D2X arises primarily from
him being a successful person, rather than being the result of his disciplined
Missionality. Ergo, to the asker, the HIM will succeed at everything else
regardless of its relation to what he does well. There is a certain logic to that,
but the HIM knows the Truth, that he can’t possibly perform outside of his
D2X the way he does within it and that the asker will inevitably be
disappointed. Sure, the asker will also be disappointed when the HIM

107
108

Accelerating Men are men who have Committed to increasing the pace of Movement in their lives.
The D2X is the Task formed by the intersection of a person’s Dolphin and their Daffodil.
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declines the offer, but not nearly as much as he will be when he ends up
mailing it in on the new thing, the asker’s thing.
And that’s what we end up doing when we take things on outside of our D2X,
we mail it in.
2) He will deny service to his own Daffodil
When a HIM succumbs to the temptation of the well-meaning asker and
takes on something outside of his D2X, there will be a consequence to his
own Daffodil. Every minute he spends mailing it in outside of his D2X is lost
to the time he has available for his own Daffodil. It’s hard to calculate the
opportunity cost on that. Particularly when you consider how much longer it
takes to mail in mediocre performance than it does to Dynamically provide a
great performance.
3) He will box out the right HIM
A man once asked me if he ought to marry a certain woman. I asked him why
he was asking me (or anyone else) that. The reason, he said, was that while
he was sure he loved her, he wasn’t sure he loved her the way some other
guy might. But, he admitted, she really wanted to marry him and he was
afraid of losing her. He asked me to give him a reason that he shouldn’t
marry her. All I could think of was this: while you are married to her, she’s
not free to marry the guy who really loves her, loves her the way you think
someone ought to love her. Even though you don’t know who he is, you are
effectively boxing that guy out.
That is how it goes when you start doing things outside of your D2X. There is
a guy out there for whom this thing you are doing poorly is in fact his
Dolphin. Because you are doing it badly, he can’t do it well. Or, even if you
are doing a pretty darn good job at it under the circumstances, that guy
would still do it better because it is a D2X thing for him but not for you. But
he can’t get to doing it because you are boxing him out.
There is one major exception to this that we call a Diaper Changer, which is a
Task that must be done but is not within anyone’s D2X (or at least anyone
who is around at the moment). A HIM doesn’t let one of his kids run around
with dirty diapers because he doesn’t want to box out the guy (or his wife)
who has that in their D2X. Nobody has that in his D2X and yet it has to be
done, so somebody has to do it. Sometimes, you are just going to be That
Somebody. The key is knowing the difference between a Diaper Changer and
succumbing to a temptation outside of your D2X.
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4) Ultimately, it will be a Joyless experience
Unless you are the kind of man who does the hard things first every day, you
probably do what you love to do first and leave what you hate until later in
the day (at which point you ultimately blow it off or try to get somebody else
to do it). But eventually you end up having to do those hated things, and it is
always Joyless drudgery.
Tasks outside of your D2X will be like that. They will be the last thing you do
every day, at a point when you have already used your prime time and
energy on the things you love, the things inside your D2X. Couple that
drudgery with the disappointed asker, the denied Daffodil and the guy you
boxed out and you’ve got a deluxe Joy-free-festival. All of which could have
been avoided by simply saying “no thank you” to the temptation to work
outside of your D2X.
Saying no to Tasks outside of one’s D2X is an act of discipline in the face of significant
external pressure to do otherwise. The HIM (because he knows it’s coming) gets Prepared for it
like a Pro. He expects to be tempted by the flattery of the asker and besieged by the guilt of
having to decline. He also knows better than to be distracted by the Oprah Bombs that he
expects Goo Nation to continually throw at him to “expand” his Comfort Zone.
But, because he’s a Pro, he also stays ready for the unexpected—and that is the
pressure from within that is generated by his own pride and ego trying to convince him that
even though this is not a job for him, he is the only man who can do this job—even if it kills him.
The timing and virulence of this self-generated messiah complex cannot be expected, so the
HIM has to stay ready for it. He does so by having his Shield Lock primed to whisper three magic
words into his ear when they see his pride taking over: get over yourself.
The graveyards are full of indispensable men and yet the Earth keeps turning. Just say
no. Stay Missional.
Spur

ü The Comfort Zone (and the need to expand it) is a cultural myth that encourages
men to be in-Effective
ü A HIM’s Mission marks the boundaries of his High Impact Zone
ü The HIM uses Preparedness to resist straying from his Mission
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT

§ POSITIVE HABIT TRANSFER (Q2.4)
Statement:

Ingraining Advantageous Tendencies In Others

Scripture:

I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go; I will counsel you with
my loving eye upon you.
Psalm 32:8

Socratic

§

Can you learn to do things right from a man who does things wrong?

§

What is the purpose of building positive Habits?

§

What is the purpose in passing positive Habits on to others?
Synthesis

A man cannot give away what he himself does not possess
A Habit is a regular tendency that is hard to give up. By regular, we mean Periodic, in the
sense that it is something done (or refrained from) at a measurable interval. A tendency, the
something done, is a type of behavior or characteristic that has become so ingrained over time
that a person engages in it without active thought, like lighting up a cigarette every time he
starts the car.
A Habit, standing alone, can be positive, negative or neutral.
•

A negative Habit is one that is damaging to the individual who engages in it,
the people who might be affected by it or both. Texting while driving is an
example of a negative Habit. It is a regular tendency that threatens the safety
of the driver, his passengers and the motoring public with whom he shares
the public roadway.

•

A neutral Habit is one that is neither damaging nor Advantageous to the
individual or anyone else. Chewing gum while driving is a neutral Habit.
Although it might relax the driver, it does not create a superior circumstance
through Movement. Most of what we call nervous Habits are neutral Habits.
It is just repetitive behavior that has no significant effect on anyone. At their
worst, they are a waste of time.
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•

A positive Habit, a Brick, is a regular tendency that is Advantageous to the
individual or others. Wearing a seat belt is a positive Habit. It reduces the
likelihood of serious injury in the event of collision, which is Advantageous to
both the driver and his Concentrica.

Through IMPACT, the HIM helps other men discontinue their negative Habits, minimize
time spent on neutral Habits while initiating and ingraining positive Habits.
IMPACT is an acronym formed by the different aspects of what HIM does to achieve
strong effect through forcible contact:
Influence: igniting a palpable desire for Movement
Missionality: Serving in the High Impact Zone
Positive Habit Transfer: ingraining Advantageous tendencies in others
Accountability: submitting to Standard through Enforcement and Consequence
Correction: zealously advocating for shared virtue
Targeting: initiating Missionality in others
Bad Habits are easy to slip into, but hard to break. Positive Habits are hard to develop,
but easy to slip out of. If it were otherwise, people would simply replace their bad Habits with
good ones without the help of anyone else. But it doesn’t work that way. Most people need
forcible contact from another person in order to replace their negative Habits with positive
ones. This help is best delivered in the form of the Positive Habit Transfer (PHT) 109.
PHT starts with Influence. Through word and deed, the HIM Persuasively models his
own positive Habits to ignite a desire for change in others. This presupposes that the HIM
actually engages in the positive Habits he is trying to model as it is axiomatic that no man can
give away what he himself does not possess. It would be like trying to start a fire with a cold
ember.
Likewise, the HIM knows that he is mostly likely to have strong effect when he is
working within his High Impact Zone. Having learned his D2X over time, he focuses his energy
on his Daffodil—the people-group he was born to Serve. That doesn’t mean that he cannot pass
positive Habits on to people outside of his Daffodil, just that he will have much stronger effect if
he stays Missional.
Because positive Habits are easy to slip out of, the HIM must also take measures to
ensure that his own Guardrails are not crumbling while he is trying to help others build theirs.
The pursuit of proper personal alignment that is at the heart of the Get Right is not a static
undertaking. Having gotten Right, a HIM remains susceptible to backsliding into misalignment
with himself, his Concentrica and his Creator if he is not vigilant in his efforts to continue to
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PHT is short for Positive Habit Transfer.
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Accelerate. Relational Rhythm requires vigilance. A major component of this effort is
Accountability, the submission to Standard through Enforcement and Consequence. Without
Accountability, a HIM will not be able to keep his own Bricks in place long enough to pass them
on to anyone else.
For a HIM to pass positive Habits he must be able to discern them from those that are
negative or neutral. In other words, he must have a firm grasp on what he believes is
Advantageous as opposed to what is not for both an individual and a Group. Goo Nation has
difficulty doing this because its goal is universal Happiness rather than Group Advantage. To
obtain Group Advantage, one must be able to separate individual tendencies that are Virtuous
from those that are not. Then, one must be willing to advocate for Virtue. This is what F3 calls
Correction, and it is centered on the HIM’s willingness to talk his own walk rather than succumb
to cultural pressure not to judge, as that (coupled with hypocrisy) is the the high and mortal sin
of Goo Nation.
Finally, to truly ingrain a positive Habit in others, the HIM must Target them by initiating
Missionality into their lives. Having a Mission with an Ultimate Purpose gives a person a reason
to change for the better. Teaching them that they must Get Right in order to Live Right helps
them see why their regular tendencies matter. If they are going to pass positive Habits they
must first develop them.
A man cannot give away what he himself does not possess.
Guardrails allow a man to Accelerate without crashing
Through PHT, the HIM helps others eliminate negative Habits, become less distracted by
neutral Habits and strengthen positive Habits. Bricks are the positive Habits that are joined into
the Routines that form a person’s Guardrails, which are the foundational precepts that protect
and incentivize Acceleration to Advantage.
To better understand the purpose of Guardrails, picture those television commercials
that depict a sports car whipping through the German countryside. The driver is always driving
by himself in the dead center of those narrow twisting lanes. You think, man I would like to
drive like that (which is the point of the commercial), but then you see this disclaimer scroll
across the bottom of the screen: professional driver on a closed course—do not attempt.
That’s a good warning, because most of us do not spend our lives driving on a closed
course populated solely by professional drivers. The roads we drive on contain all sorts of
known and unknown hazards—many arising from the Amateur drivers with whom we share the
road. Unlike those professional drivers in the commercial, no matter how Prepared we are, we
can’t drive in the center of the lane and we have to take measures to avoid being forced into
the ditch.
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The problem is not that the road is too narrow. The minimum width of an American
highway lane is 12 feet, with a 10 foot shoulder on the outer edge. Since most cars are only
about 7 feet wide, that means that we have about three times as much space as we need—if
we always stay in our lane. But we can’t. Which is why at dangerous points along the highway
strong guardrails are placed to reduce the risk of serious accidents. Unlike professional drivers
on closed courses who are driving to drive, we are doing the best we can to get somewhere fast
with all the attendant distractions that come with the open road. We need those guardrails.
The life of a HIM is like that open road driven by Amateurs. Although we drive it as best
we can as Pros, we we are constantly distracted by our Jesters, Obstacles and the emotions of
Amateurs that threaten to force us into the ditch if we ourselves are not Prepared. Yet we can’t
be too careful, or seek to Control over Events and other people, because that would slow us
down to a crawl and keep us from Accelerating. Which is why a HIM constructs Guardrails in his
life (just like we have on the highway), except that instead being made of wood, concrete or
steel, personal Guardrails are constructed from positive Habits.
Through Positive Habit Transfer we stand on the shoulders of giants
To illustrate the PHT, let’s start with how my flight instructor taught me the takeoff. I
had rolled out to the airport for my first flying lesson at about nine that morning. It was a hot
summer day. Twenty minutes later I was sitting in the pilot’s seat at the end of the runway with
my sweaty hands on the yoke, looking down the shimmering runway.
On the way over from the hangar, my instructor had taught me how to steer the plane
by controlling the rudder with my feet. Once cleared for takeoff, I had haltingly maneuvered
the airplane to takeoff position with the nose pointing into the wind. I figured we would sit
there for a few minutes while he explained some things. Nope.
“What the hell are you doing?” He asked.
“I don’t know.” I answered. “I’ve never flown before. I thought I told you that.”
“Well look. You can’t just sit here. When the tower clears you, you have to take off.
Look,” he said, pointing to a line of airplanes waiting behind us to get on the runway. “You’re
holding up traffic son.”
“Yeah, but —-,” and then he pulled out the throttle and we lurched forward. As we
began picking up speed I realized that he didn’t have his feet on the rudder, so I had to steer
the plane. Which I did, badly.
“Straighten it out,” he advised. “You can’t take off sideways.” He seemed oddly calm for
a guy in an airplane piloted by a man who had never flown before. When we got to the right
speed, he told me to pull gently back on the yoke and just like that, we were in the air. I had
learned to takeoff in about 45 seconds, an aspect of flying for which I had allotted about ten
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hours in my mind. As we flew over my car in the parking lot, I realized that I had left it there
only twenty-five minutes earlier, and here I was flying already. Take out the takeoff time (and
walking to the plane), and you were left with the twenty minutes my instructor had used to
teach me the preflight inspection. Unlike the casual way he had taught me to takeoff, he had
been very deliberate about the preflight. His emphasis seemed backwards to me, but what did I
know? I just did what he told me to do, at least at first.
Every time we flew, my instructor made me execute the preflight precisely as he had
taught it to me the first day. On a laminated card in the airplane was a checklist that had to be
performed in the exact order listed. While I loved to fly, performing the preflight was my least
favorite part of every lesson. I just couldn’t wait to get up and punch holes in the sky and each
moment I spent on the ground kept me from that.
One morning I decided to save a little time on the preflight by only eye-balling the
leading edge of the elevators instead of actually running my hand along them as the checklist
prescribed. My instructor watched me do that without comment, so I assumed that he
approved of my practical shortcut. With most Tasks I had learned up to that point in my life, I
had done them by the book to start with and then found more expedient methods with
Practice and repetition. I assumed that the preflight was no different.
When I was done, the instructor and I both climbed into the aircraft, as we always did.
But when I reached over to start the engine, I found the key missing. I looked at my instructor,
who just looked back at me. “Where’s the key?” I asked.
“In my pocket.”
“How am I going to fly this plane if you don’t give it to me?” I asked.
“You’re not.” He said. “At least not until you preflight this plane.”
“I did.”
“You did? Did you do every step the way it says on the card?” He asked.
“Yes . . . well, not exactly.” I admitted, remembering that I had not actually run my hand
along the elevator looking for obstructions or cracks.
“Well?” He asked, clearly intent on making a point. So, without arguing, I got out of the
aircraft, walked back to the empennage and ran my hand along the elevators like I was
supposed to do. When I had climbed back (mildly exasperated) in the pilot’s seat the key was
still missing from the ignition and the expression on my instructor’s face had not changed.
“What?” I asked. “Didn’t you see me do it? C’mon, let’s fly.” I said.
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“Sure. As soon as you preflight this airplane. That means every step, in the order set out
on the checklist.” I realized then that he wanted me to redo the entire preflight because I had
half-performed one stupid step. I also realized that we were’t budging until I did it.
So I got back out on the hot tarmac and did the whole darn thing again. Each step, with
exaggerated deliberateness. By the time I finally finished and climbed back aboard, with my
shirt drenched with sweat and stuck to my back and chest, I was pretty huffy. The instructor
slapped the key into my outstretched palm, but he grabbed my wrist before I could insert it into
the ignition and asked, “what are you so mad about?”
“C’mon,” I said. “What’s the point of making me do the whole thing over again just
because I skipped half a step? What’s the point? You could have just told me not to skip any
steps without trying to teach me some kind of lesson.”
“I’m not trying to teach you a lesson about the preflight. I’ve already done that.
Whether you do it right now is up to you. What I’m trying to teach you about is respect.” He
said evenly.
“Respect?” I asked, surprised. “For you? I respect you.”
“No, it has nothing to do with me. It’s respect for the dead I’m talking about.”
“What dead?” I asked, perplexed.
“The men who died for each item on that preflight checklist. We didn’t just make that
list up out of thin air. It’s a list of mistakes made by the men who died from making them. It
exists so you won’t make the same mistakes yourself and die yourself, along with every poor
soul stupid enough to get on an airplane with you. You can call it crap, but the least you can do
is spend two minutes doing correctly what another man died not doing because he didn’t know
about it.”
Now that I saw his point, I had to laugh. The guy had a way of searing important stuff
into my brain, despite my cocksure unwillingness to listen.
“Where did you learn to teach this way?” I asked him.
“From my flight instructor smart ass. Where do you think? It’s called it Positive Habit
Transfer. He transferred positive habits to me, and now I’ve transferred them to you.”
By nature I am not a careful man. My instructor (through his years of experience)
recognized that trait in me and made sure to use a method of instruction that transferred the
positive Habit of preflight to me in a way that would stick. He was a HIM.
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A HIM will gain Influence through the exercise of his own positive Habits. But to Live
Right he must transfer those Habits to younger men through the PHT so that they in turn can
help others build their Guardrails.
None of us alone is a great man. We all stand on the shoulders of giants.
Spur

ü A man cannot give away what he himself does not possess
ü Guardrails allow a man to Accelerate without crashing
ü Through Positive Habit Transfer we stand on the shoulders of giants
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT

§ ACCOUNTABILITY (Q2.5)
Statement:

Submission To Standard Through Enforcement and Consequence

Scripture:

We all must appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each of us may
receive what is due us for the things done while in the body, whether good or
bad.
1 Cor 5:10

Socratic

§

Can a man hold himself Accountable?

§

Are there necessary components to Effective Accountability?

§

Is there an ideal relationship for mutual Accountability between men?
Synthesis

The HIM seeks Accountability because his life is not his own
No matter how dedicated or deliberate a HIM is in the building of his Guardrails, there
will be some stretches of his road that he will not be able to protect through his own
Bricklaying. These are a man’s Blind Spots110, the hard-wired gaps in his nature that he cannot
protect without help.
A Blind Spot is not a moral weakness that a man can work through in solitude to
overcome. A moral weakness is an-Virtuous belief reinforced by a negative Habit, like bigotry
manifested by the use of racial epithets. Unlike a Blind Spot, a moral weakness is subject to selfregulated change through determined application of the Get Right. Viewing a Blind Spot as a
moral weakness dooms a man to defeat because he alone is powerless over it. He can never
win without help.
This distinction between a moral weakness and a Blind Spot is reflected in the first step
of AA: we admitted we were powerless over alcohol—that our lives had become
unmanageable. This step is first because an alcoholic cannot begin to recover until he
accepts that fact that for him the abuse of alcohol is not a moral weakness but a Blind Spot.
110

A Blind Spot is an area of a man’s life that he cannot protect without help.
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For other people, non-alcoholics, it might be different but that is irrelevant to the
alcoholic’s recovery.
The Survivor is ruled by his Blind Spots. Like an insatiable parasite they slowly suck the
life out of him. The Sad Clown softly submits to his Blind Spots over time, seeking to
uncomfortably coexist with them long enough to die without ever having to asking for help
eradicating them. His is a life of solitary denial and Hopelessness.
The HIM is different. Because he is a Servant who lives for his Mission, he treats his
Blind Spots like any other Obstacle in his life—as a Problem that impedes Movement. Because a
Problem can and must be remedied, the HIM does so by seeking Accountability. For a Blind
Spot, that is the only thing that works. Although this requires him to admit his Problem to
others, the HIM presses forward because his pride and sense of self are less important than the
people he Serves.
After all, because he Living Third, his life is not his own.
Accountability shines the light of Hope into a man’s Blind Spots
In F2 (Language), we used Accountability as example of a word that Goo Nation had
denatured but which F3 has redefined back to its original meaning and use. This is necessary
because Accountability is such a crucial component of F3’s Leadership philosophy. Without
Accountability, a man cannot Live Right. If he cannot Live Right he cannot Lead Right. If he
cannot Lead Right he cannot Leave Right.
While Accountability is critical to Leadership, and ultimately results in Joy to those who
Practice it, it does not produce Happiness in the short run. Nobody likes being held
Accountable. It is painful to admit a Blind Spot and ask for help to avoid succumbing to it. It is
distressing to expose your life to another man so that he can help you do the dirty work that
Accountability requires.
Pain and distress are antithetical to Goo Nation’s quest for universal Happiness. In order
to avoid the un-Happiness that necessarily accompanies Accountability, Goo Nation denatures
it into a form of cultural accountability that looks and sounds like the real thing but is ultimately
just a Mascot, a symbol of something rather than the something itself.
The HIM is not a Mascot, so he does not bother trying to use Mascot-accountability to
deliver him from his Blind Spots. He builds true Accountability into his life by submitting to
Standards through Enforcement and Consequence. While this does not bring him short-run
Happiness, it is the only thing that can deliver him Hope.
Standards
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True Accountability starts with a Standard, which is an objective measure of
performance or behavior. To be Effective, it must be inarguable. If it contains any subjective
wiggle-room then it is not a Standard.
A good example of an objective and inarguable Standard is the LBZ, a man’s daily weight
and FUPA as provided by his properly calibrated bathroom scale and two-dollar tape measure.
My pants might lie to me and the mirror will tell me that I am the fairest of them all, but there
is no bargaining with the LBZ—it is either higher today than it was yesterday, or it isn’t.
Like the LBZ, Standards work best when they are binary, as in a Commitment to zeroengagement with pornography. Binary Standards leave no room for the kind of subjective
interpretation inherent in committing (for example) to engage in less pornography. Who is to
say what less is—I either looked at dirty pictures today or I didn’t.
Standards are not high-sounding ideals or ethical aspirations that cannot be concretely
defined, such as cooperativeness, academic humility or a commitment to diversity. While such
things may be important and valuable to a particular Group, they cannot serve as Standards
because they are susceptible to multiple definitions and subjective evaluation. I will weigh no
more than 175 pounds is a Standard. I will commit myself to a healthy lifestyle is an aspiration,
not a Standard.
Because Goo Nation seeks to avoid the un-Happiness that is incidental to Accountability,
the cultural accountability it practices replaces objective Standards with subjective aspirations.
The former requires painful Movement toward something concrete today while the latter
allows for a gentle nod toward something undefinable tomorrow.
The HIM designates and maintains Standards to govern his life because he knows that
aspirations alone will not help him with his Blind Spots.
Enforcement
Enforcement is an external force that applies a Standard. A Standard without
Enforcement is like a nail without a hammer. It avails nothing. Enforcement requires the
intercession of another person to measure one’s actual performance or behavior against the
Standard he previously agreed to set for it. No man can hold himself Accountable. If that were
possible people would not need Accountability to maintain desirable performance and
behavior. We would all just simply straighten ourselves out and fly right. While self-correction
might work for a moral failure it can’t work for a Blind Spot. A Blind Spot is a nail that needs a
hammer.
Without Enforcement, a man’s Blind Spots will lead him to continually lower his own
Standards to meet his own declining performance until both meet at the bedrock of his life.
Knowing that, the HIM relies on Enforcement to arrest this free-fall as early as possible so that
he may get back on track as quickly as possible. This requires another man to cover your Blind
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Spots for you by watching you step on the scale or inspecting your computer to see what
you’ve been looking at.
Goo Nation’s opposition to Enforcement is the logical extension of its view of judgment
as the gravest of cultural sins. Judgment is an articulated conclusion based upon observable
facts. It presupposes that there is a universally applicable right (and wrong) that transcends
individual circumstance. When Judgment is applied, Shame—a painful feeling of humiliation or
distress caused by the consciousness of wrong or foolish behavior—is the natural result. When
ashamed, a sane person cannot possible be Happy. Since Shame results from Judgment, and
Judgment is inherent in Enforcement, Goo and Enforcement are natural antagonists.
Despite their antipathy to Enforcement, practitioners of cultural accountability
recognize that there must be some agency for the application of their aspirations. This explains
why Members of Goo Nation often resolve to hold themselves accountable or pronounce that
we (collectively) are accountable to future generations for our (collective) conduct.
Just as aspirations are Mascot-Standards, this is Mascot-Enforcement. Blind Spots are
not moral failures that can be shored up through self-regulation. A man cannot hold himself
Accountable any more than he can remove his own appendix. Nor can a Standard be Enforced
by a person or people who do not actually exist. Future Generations is straw man incapable of
looking at your cell phone to see who you have been texting. Only a flesh and blood man can do
that.
Unlike the Members of Goo Nation, a HIM does not reject Judgment as a cultural sin. He
views Shame as an undesirable but necessary prophylactic in his battle against his Blind Spots.
While it makes him un-Happy in the short-run it provides Hope for Joy in the long-run.
Consequence
Shame is something people naturally wish to avoid. Like other Consequences, it is an
unwanted result that follows a failure to meet a Standard. If a man does not feel at least some
Shame from the Enforcement of a Standard that he has failed to meet, than that Standard
probably does not mean that much to him.
When I was in the service we had Periodic weigh-ins to make sure that each individual
soldier was in compliance with Army height and weight requirements. These Standards were
very clear and objective and the Enforcement mechanism was simple and Effective. We would
line up in front of the scale so that each man could have his weight recorded by a sergeant with
a clipboard. Failure was immediately apparent because an overweight soldier would begin
stripping off his clothes one piece at at time in an effort to make weight without having to be
taped to determine if his waistline was sufficiently narrow to justify his extra weight.
Given that physical fitness has a direct impact on a soldier’s capability to fight, the Army
was unforgiving about the failure to meet it’s weight Standard. The initial Consequence was
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placement upon what was officially known as the Army Weight Control Program, but what was
commonly called the Fat Boy Program. Failure to make progress there resulted in the second
Consequence, which was involuntary separation from the Army.
For most of my time in the service (given my height and age) my Standard was 185
pounds, but I don’t recall a time when I stepped on the scale and saw it go any higher than 175.
In nine years on active duty I never spent a day on the Fat Boy Program. Nor did I ever have to
step back off the scale and start taking off my clothes for a re-weigh knowing that 100 men
were standing behind me and watching me do it. The Shame of that prospect was a powerful
driving force in my efforts to maintain my weight. I was an officer with Leadership
responsibilities. I could not fathom even coming close to the Consequence of the Fat Boy
Program or having to take off a single piece of clothing to avoid it.
For me, staying below 175 was not physically easy. I’m an endomorph with a body that
wants to weigh twenty pounds more than that (at least). To do it, I had to workout almost every
day and be very careful about what I ate. Every Monday morning I climbed on my own
bathroom scale to make sure my efforts were enough. Every so often I found myself ticking up
a bit from laziness or self-indulgence and would have to increase my running and decrease my
calories for a week or two to get back on track. While none of this was physically easy (in that it
took effort), it was all emotionally easy (in that no great force of will was required). The clarity
of the Standard I had to meet, the unyieldingness of the Enforcement that I knew was coming
and the Shame of the potential Consequences that would result from failure provided me with
a measure of Accountability that was so powerful that I never realized that weight control was
one of my Blind Spots.
At least until I left the service and started law school. That is where I was confronted
with the hard cold Truth. Without the Enforcement of the Periodic weigh-in and the
Consequence of the Fat Boy Program I had no mechanism to make me conscious of the
wrongful and foolish behavior in which I had immediately began to indulge when set free from
Accountability. I stopped running, ate what I wanted and let the dust gather on my bathroom
scale. By the end of the first semester I had left my 175 prophylactic barrier in the rear view
mirror and blown right through 185. Of course I didn’t know that because I had abandoned the
Brick of the weekly weigh-in along with everything else that had kept me Fit.
What woke me up was a trip back to Fort Bragg over Christmas. I went to my old gym to
lift weights (the only form of exercise I still engaged in) and ran into a guy who didn’t realize I
had left the service. He took one look at me and said “what the heck happened? You look like
the guy who ate you.” I tried to laugh it off, waited until he wasn’t looking and then dragged
myself over to the gym scale where I saw for myself that he was absolutely right. I weighed 205.
In only four months without Accountability I had gained thirty pounds. When I got back
to school after Christmas I tried to start running again but found that I couldn’t even go a mile
without my calves cramping up and stopping me. Yet, because there were no Consequences
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otherwise, I still managed to procrastinate until the end of the semester before I did anything
about it. By then, I had gained another fifteen pounds.
Finally, the practical reality of either having to buy all new clothes or lose some weight
forced me to into action. Through draconian calorie reduction and monastic living I was able to
get back down to 185 by the end of the summer. I returned to law school for my second year
convinced that my foray into un-Fitness had been an aberrational blip and that I’d stay at 185.
My optimism was unwarranted because by Christmas I was fat again. The only
difference from the previous year was that now I was aware of it, which led me to avoid the
gym at Fort Bragg and any other place where I might encounter someone from my previous life.
I was unwilling to bear the Shame. Instead, I embarked alone again on the monastic living
required to lose the weight. And I did, only to gain it right back again.
Lacking Accountability, I would replicate this cycle continually over the next fifteen
years. In Freed To Lead we call this Pogo 40111 —repeatedly gaining and losing the same 40
pounds. I didn’t realize it at the time, but while I was in the grips of Pogo 40 I was either in
denial and gaining weight (and hating myself) or living monastically and losing weight (and
hating everyone else for not having to join me in my misery).
For me Pogo 40 was a constant state of radical Flux, with deep dark valleys and very
brief glimpses of the mountaintop. Because I was an Amateur, I expended all of my energy
fighting the emotions my Flux produced, leaving me nothing to Get Right. Without consistent
discipline over my Queen, my King was ragged and my Jester ruled over me at will. Given that
each day was one in which I either hated myself or everybody else, my Fellowship was
constantly Decelerating. And because I was consumed with thoughts of myself, it was
impossible to Accelerate my Faith. I was the portrait of a Sad Clown, stuck dead in the middle of
the Sur-Ser Continuum with a future reservation at the Survivor end of the spectrum—all
because weight control was a Blind Spot for me. My inability to Guardrail my own Queen had
infected my entire life.
If it had not been for F3 I would still be stuck in Pogo 40. I found that striving to Get
Right with other men, rather than as a monastic solo act, gave me back the Accountability I had
lacked since leaving the military. After fifteen years in the wilderness, I had Hope that my Blind
Spots would not rule my life.
An Effective Shield Lock provides mutual Accountability
The Shield Lock is the horizontal relationship between men. Locking Shields is the way
we bind our lives together to seek collective Advantage and watch each other’s Blind Spots.
Without a Shield Lock we have no choice but to fight the Flux alone, and that is not nearly as
successful as doing it with other men you Trust.
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Pogo 40 is drastic fluctuation in physical fitness.
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A Shield Lock can be as small as two men or as big as you make it, but the ideal number
of Members is four. While a cord of three strands is not quickly broken, having that fourth man
gives the Group redundancy in the face of the unexpected and is thus a matter of
Preparedness. However, more than four men over-stresses the rule of 3P, as it is nearly
impossible to get that many men (or more) to be Proximate on a Periodic basis. It is also
becomes increasingly difficult to build Trust within a Team as the number of Members
increase—and the Shield Lock is a Team that must have a high level of Trust to be Effective.
In addition to a high level of Trust, a Shield Lock must be truly horizontal to be Effective
in the provision of mutual Accountability. This means that the Members must be Accelerating
all three of their F’s in the same general direction at the same general pace. This requires
shared Virtues and roughly equivalent Competence in their pursuit.
Shared Virtue is unity in the Group’s Essentials, which are those standards of moral
excellence that cannot be compromised. From F3’s perspective, a Shield Lock’s Essentials can
be found in the Get Right. They arise from a HIM’s Commitment to Accelerate his Fitness,
Fellowship and Faith. Relational Rhythm, the proper alignment with oneself, Concentrica and
Creator is an Essential Virtue that cannot be compromised.
This is not a matter of Judgment but of practicality. A man who does not see Virtue in
the consistent Acceleration of his Fitness cannot bear fruit if yoked to a man who believes it is
Essential. Likewise, a man who has given up on his marriage is not going to find Effective mutual
Accountability with a man who is Committed to placing his M at the center of his Concentrica.
Nor will there be mutual Advantage for two men with incompatible Belief Systems, as the
resulting friction will sap the Group’s energy. A Shield Lock is like a four-man rowboat. The
Members have to be in agreement about where they are headed or they will be rowing against
each other.
They must also be roughly equal in their Competence at pulling at the oars for the boat
to make proper headway. If there is too great a disparity between any two Members, their
relationship will tip from horizontal-Shield Lock to vertical-Whetstone, resulting in the most
Competent man doing all the Enforcement and receiving none in return. While this might work
for the less Competent men, it will leave the more Competent man with no coverage for his
Blind Spots and defeat the Purpose of the Shield Lock.
Of the five relationships on the Concentrica, the Shield Lock is the one that requires the
most Deliberatude to Accelerate. It is difficult to find three other men with Shared Virtues and
equal Competence who are also Proximate and willing to be periodic and Purposeful in their
pursuit of mutual Accountability.
But that is not an excuse that a HIM will accept. He is Pro who knows that he needs
Accountability to Live Right and does whatever it takes to get it.
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Spur

ü The HIM seeks Accountability because his life is not his own
ü Accountability shines the light of Hope into a man’s Blind Spots
ü An Effective Shield Lock provides mutual Accountability
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT
CORRECTION (Q2.6)
Statement:

Zealously Advocating For Shared Virtue

Scripture:

If a brother or sister sins go and point out their fault, just between the two of
you. If they listen to you, you have won them over.
Matthew 18:15
Socratic

§

Can Virtue be instilled by example alone?

§

Why would a man decline to tell another man the truth about his
shortcomings?

§

Can a man be a bully even if he is right?
Synthesis

The HIM preaches what he Practices
An advocate is a public champion of a particular cause or policy. Zealous advocacy is the
voicing of full-throated support for that cause even in (especially in) the face of bitter
opposition. Zeal requires passion, which is born both of a strong belief and a willingness to
personally suffer for it for the benefit of others. A lawyer is ethically obligated to zealously
advocate for his client’s rights and position. That means he must continue to do so even where
it is personally detrimental. If he can’t do that, then he has to go find another job.
Correction is zealous advocacy for Shared Virtue, which are the standards of moral
excellence that are Essential to the Group. These are the individual Habits and Ethics112 that
cannot be compromised. A Group cannot prosper if its Members lack Shared Virtue. Without
Correction, it will ultimately wither and die.
Some Virtues are universal, in that they apply to all Groups regardless of their type and
Purpose. Honesty is a universal Virtue. The Ethic of honesty and Habit of truthfulness is just as
Advantageous to the Community of Huntersville, North Carolina as it is to the Organization of
the FBI. Rampant dishonesty in either Group will lead it to dis-Advantage.
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Ethics are a set of moral principles that are related to a specified Group.
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Some Virtues are not universal, in that they related specifically to a Group’s Mission or
circumstance. Punctuality is a specific Virtue that is far more important to an infantry platoon
than it is to a rock band. While neither Group can prosper without honesty, only the infantry
platoon requires its Members to be consistently on time for it to accomplish its Mission.
A HIM’s positive Habits are what he develops through the Get Right. Together with his
his Ethics, they reflect and reinforce the Shared Virtues of the Groups of which he is a Member.
These are the Essentials, the general and specific Virtues that cannot be compromised without
harming the Group. Because there must be unity in the Essentials, the HIM puts them into
Practice in his daily life through his Guardrails. For those Essentials that are threatened by his
Blind Spots, he seeks Accountability from his Shield Lock to help keep him Right.
In this way, the HIM is a Practitioner of Shared Virtues. To Live Right he also must be a
Corrector in that he is willing and able to preach what he Practices.
Correction requires Courage
Hypocrisy is the practice of claiming a particular moral Standard to which one’s behavior
does not fully conform. Hypocrisy is universal, in that we all succumb to it to one degree or
another. For the HIM it is just an Obstacle, a Problem that impedes his Movement which can
and must be remedied. In his efforts to do so, the HIM is focused upon behavior conformance,
on closing the gap between his Standards and his actions. He does this through the Practice of
building better Guardrails and seeking Accountability.
For Goo Nation, hypocrisy is not a mere Problem—it is a dire cultural sin that is second
in severity only to judgment. For the Gooist113, it is not the gap between a man’s Standards and
his actions that is the issue, it is the very existence of the Standards themselves. In the land of
Goo, where Happiness reigns supreme, only aspirations are acceptable because Standards lead
to un-Happiness. As a result, when faced with the ever-present Problem of hypocrisy, where
the HIM seeks to better Practice what he preaches, the Gooist adamantly opposes the
preaching of what anyone Practices.
Because Goo Nation dominates the culture, its opposition to Standard-bearing is a
powerful deterrent to Correction for most men. Even though they may be actively conforming
their own behavior to the Habits and Ethics that are Advantageous to their Group, they decline
to be a zealous advocate on Virtue’s behalf. This type of man is unwilling to share his
convictions even though he is Committed to living them out in his own life. He is a goose too
timid to call the gander into account.
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A Gooist is a practitioner of Goo.
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To be fair, It takes great Courage114 to be a Corrector who stands athwart timeless
Truths in the face of the ever-shifting tsunami of popular culture. Popular culture is popular
because its ideals (as such) capture (if only momentarily) the attention and allegiance of the
majority who trail sheepishly behind. The mandarins of Goo Nation know well when to hoist
their dampened fingers into the wind of popular culture to discern its sudden shifts so that they
can lead the stampede to that newest and greatest thing. Very few men are willing to be left
behind in the cultural rush toward universal Happiness, or worse, get trampled by the flashing
hooves of progress.
Nobody, that is, but the lonely Corrector. He holds fast against the tide, advocating
zealously for Shared Virtue and encouraging resistance to what Goo Nation is doing, saying and
demanding that everybody else do and say. That makes him a “regressive” in the Gooist’s eyes,
anti-progress, a man who has placed himself on the wrong side of the arc of history—an object
of mockery.
A HIM does not like being mocked any more than any other man, but he takes it like a
man for the benefit of his Group. It is through Courage born out of his determination to Live
Right that he is able to stand up to it. This is not the kind of “courage” that will get him feted as
a Kennedy Center honoree. It is the opposite of that. The Corrector's Courage gets him him
branded as a regressive hypocrite.
Preaching what you practice is a culturally thankless job—but one that is absolutely
necessary for the ultimate Advantage of the Group.
Correction requires love
Truth is a transcendent fundamental or spiritual reality. It is something that exists
outside of time and place, unaffected by evolving human notions. Although we may be able to
better understand Truth over time, we can never change it. We can only deny it.
From the words of the second paragraph of the Declaration Of Independence it is clear
that our nation owes its very existence to our founders’ belief in the fundamental certainty of
Truth:
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness.
The founders were right about Truth—it is self-evident. You know it because it is what it
is. It requires no proof or justification, only acceptance. In this way, Truth is different than
Wisdom, which is practical insight with spiritual implications. Unlike Truth, Wisdom is not self-
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Courage is setting aside fear to turn hardship into grace.
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evident. It has to be revealed, either didactically or experientially, but usually (and best)
through a process that involves both forms of learning through Positive Habit Transfer.
Correction requires a man to be Candid, meaning that he must graciously tell the hard
Truth and demand to hear it from others. Easy Truths, like the sun will come up tomorrow,
don’t require much Candor because they are spoken to a welcome ear. But hard Truths, the
ones that are likely to cause pain or instill Shame (if only for a moment), are hard to tell. They
are at the heart of Correction, because conformity with hard Truth is what people by nature
seek to avoid. It’s why the need for Correction exists in the first place.
Candor is only half of Correction. A HIM must also be willing to share Wisdom by
preaching what he Practices. You can tell a man that a tomato is a fruit. That’s Truth. But that
knowledge won’t do him much good unless you also teach him why he shouldn’t use a tomato
in a fruit salad. That’s Wisdom.
Telling Truth and sharing Wisdom will sometimes cause Shame, the painful feeling of
humiliation or distress caused by consciousness of wrong or foolish behavior. Shame is an
emotional reaction to the zealous advocacy for Truth and Wisdom in the same way that fear is
an emotional reaction to danger.
Fear, while unwelcome, is a necessary mechanism for survival. Without it, we would not
have life. Shame is equally necessary, in that it makes the life we preserve through fear worth
living. It spurs us on toward Virtuous behavior that is Advantageous to others rather than just
ourselves. Without Shame, human beings could not combine together in Groups because it is
the glue of Shared Virtue that holds people fast.
Because it views Shame-inducement as bullying, regardless of intent, Correction invites
the wrath of Goo Nation. In his demonization of Shame, the Gooist ignores one of the first
Virtues that he himself advocates to his own children—generosity.
When a boy refuses to share his toy trucks with his friend who doesn’t have any he is
being governed by his natural instinct to look out for himself first. The boy knows that the
decision to share his trucks belongs to him alone because the disposition of one’s private
property is a form of liberty, and liberty is a self-evident Truth. But the father knows that the
boy must also learn the Wisdom of generosity. Because he lacks experience, the boy doesn’t
realize that there will be a day soon when it is he who has no toys.
Teaching the boy to temper the Truth of his liberty with the Wisdom of generosity
requires Correction. Because it is a vitally important lesson, in that a child who never learns to
share will be a very un-Joyful adult, the father not only repeatedly explains the Virtue of
generosity to his son, he also uses Shame to Goad115 him into Practicing it.
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Goading is the stimulation of a desired action or reaction in another.
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Although he would deny it, the Gooist does the same thing when he seeks to pry the
truck from his own son’s clutches by telling him that he should be ashamed of himself for
playing with two trucks while his friend has none. Adverse to Shame as he claims to be, the
Gooist knows that for generosity to become a positive Habit its antithesis, selfishness, must
trigger a feeling of Shame in the heart of the son when the father is not there to Goad him. This
method of Shame-Goading is vital in the process of Positive Habit Transfer. Without it,
Advantageous tendencies cannot be ingrained in others.
Because he is a zealous advocate for Shared Virtue, the HIM engages in Dynamic ShameGoading with with energetic and vigorous force. But Effective as it is at teaching others to
voluntarily do what they should do rather than just instinctively doing what they can do,
Dynamic Shame-Goading116 would be mere bullying if it were not for love. It doesn’t matter if a
man speaks of unassailable Truth and invaluable Wisdom, if his intent is to diminish another
man rather than build him up he is a bully not a HIM.
For without love, even a man who speaks like an angel is nothing but a banging gong.117
Spur

ü The HIM preaches what he Practices
ü Correction requires Courage
ü Correction requires love
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Dynamic Shame Goading (DSG) is Correction through forceful inducement of Shame.
1 Corinthians 13:1.
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The Second Quadrant/LIVE RIGHT
TARGETING (Q2.7)
Statement:

Initiating Missionality In Others

Scripture:

Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very
end of the age.
Matthew 28: 19-20

Socratic

§

Can a man Live Right without being pointed in any particular direction?

§

Is there a peace that surpasses all human understanding?

§

Is there any particular tempo required to Live Right?
Synthesis

Missionality is an Essential Virtue
In the Q2.3 we learned that Missionality is Essential to Living Right because a man’s
IMPACT is greatest when he is Serving in the High Impact Zone of his D2X—the intersection of
his Dolphin (the Task he was born to do best) and his Daffodil (the people-group he was born to
best Serve). This is where his forcible contact will be the most Effective. Through experience,
the HIM learns that the farther he strays from his D2X, the less IMPACT he has.
But Living Right invokes more than just the HIM’s personal Missionality. It also requires
him to initiate Missionality in the lives of others by helping them unlock the secret that he has
already discovered, that the Joy of Serving others surpasses all human understanding. Because
Joy is an Essential Virtue which cannot be compromised, the HIM seeks to share it with other
men through Targeting.
Missionality is also an Essential Virtue. Like joy (or honesty and faithfulness) it is
universal, such that no Group can prosper without some percentage of its Members being
committed to it. Without Missionality, there will be no Movement toward Group Advantage.
Communities will wither, Organizations will inexorably disintegrate into Leeches and Teams will
degenerate into Clubs.
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Likewise, no Group that has Missionality in abundance can fail to prosper. Because its
Members spend most of their time and energy Serving in their HIZ, Groups with Missionality are
IMPACT machines that relentlessly seek Group Advantage. Missionality revitalizes
Communities, transforms Bullfrogs into Lizards and gives birth to Dynamic Teams.
Regardless of a Group’s Mission, it is the Missionality of its Members that makes it
Effective.
Targeting moves a man beyond himself
Right is the normal and upright position, the way the Creator formed us to live. A man
who is Living Right keeps himself Right by helping other men to Get Right and stay that way. By
hauling Survivors into his boat (at least for a season) and helping Sad Clowns flip their boats
into the upright position, the HIM reinforces the Guardrails that protect his own boat from
capsizing.
The Joy of Serving by seeking Advantage for others bolsters a HIM’s commitment to
consistently and deliberately place himself behind his Creator and Community—what F3 calls
Living Third. It results in the type of spiritual awakening that both inspires a recovering alcoholic
to carry the message of AA to other alcoholics and enables him to continue practicing its
principles in his own affairs. By focusing on the sobriety of other men, the alcoholic finds his
own sobriety is easier to maintain.
In this way, Targeting is akin to the 12th Step of AA. It is what moves a man beyond
himself to what Maslow described as the very highest and most inclusive or holistic levels of
human consciousness. It is what Christ called the greater love, the laying down of one’s life for
his friends.118
To Target is to give the greatest gift a man can provide, the freedom to move beyond
himself into his High Impact Zone for it is only there that he will find true Joy.
A Targeted man moves in Relational Rhythm
We usually think of rhythm in relation to musical beat and tempo. Rhythm is critical to
music. A guitarist may accurately play each individual note in a song, but without rhythm it
won’t sound right. If far enough out of rhythm, it might not even sound like music at all but
rather a discordant jumbling of disconnected sounds.
Rhythm is also important to other physical endeavors, like the golf swing. A golf swing is
a singular physical act comprised of several discrete components that each have to be
performed properly for the ball to fly where intended. There is the backswing, downswing,
118

John 15:13.
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impact and follow through. If one of these components is mis-performed the outcome will be
negative even if the other three are done perfectly. Yet, while performed discretely, each of
these components must also be properly integrated into one fluid motion—and that takes
rhythm. Without the proper rhythm, what golfers think of as tempo, the components will not
work together to produce an effective swing.
Practicing law taught me that rhythm is also a factor in non-physical actions, like
performing a cross-examination. Knowing the right questions to ask a witness is essential, but
having a feel as to when and how to ask them is the heart of an effective cross. In fact, you
know your rhythm is spot on when your opponent makes a specious objection just to throw you
out of it. It’s like a guy coughing in your backswing to disrupt your tempo during a golf match.
Although I’ve played a lot of golf and tried many cases, it wasn’t until my forties that I
also recognized the need for rhythm in the integration of my relationships between myself,
those in Proximity and God. I learned of Relational Rhythm in the same way I my eyes have
been opened to many important pieces of Wisdom in my life—through Failure.
When my boat was capsized I had no inner peace. I could not drive for a mile on the
highway without having to change the radio station to distract myself from my own turgid
thoughts. I could not take a shower without having a fantasy where I performed some huge and
heroic act in offset to the innumerable small and tawdry misdeeds of my real life. Un-Prepared
Amateur that I was, I was powerless against the raging Flux in my life. My relationship with
myself was an unpredictable daily misadventure.
Not surprisingly, this meant that my relationships within my Concetrica were in constant
disarray. Lacking inner peace I was an undependable and selfish husband. Although my children
were too young to realize it, I was a distant and capricious father. Although I had a few
acquaintances, no man could call me a true friend. Empty as I was, I had nothing to pour into a
younger man. I was even a mess at work—the one relationship that I should have been able to
maintain because I could control it. But I couldn’t, because I couldn’t control myself. I was the
proverbial man whose walls were broken through.
Bereft of inner peace and at odds with the people around me, I could not bring myself
to interact with my Creator. How could I, a man who hated himself and was incapable of loving
anyone else, possibly think that I could be anything but a gross disappointment to the divine
being that had formed me from dust to be something far different, far better?
Even though this is all so clear to me now, it wasn’t then. Then, I thought it was normal
to be miserably misaligned and out of Relational Rhythm. Only later (after the strong effect of
the forcible contact of the men who helped me flip boat to upright) could I see the Truth.
Misalignment isn’t normal—it’s strong, regular and repeated interaction with one’s self,
Concentrica and Creator that is normal. Relational Rhythm feels just like a golf shot with proper
tempo, it’s smooth.
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That smoothness was something I could see in the lives of the men around me who
were Living Right. The Joy and peace they felt while moving in gracious synchronicity with all
that surrounded them made them Content119 and I yearned to be like them, even though I had
no idea what made them that way. They were the golfers who swung the club half as hard as I
did but hit the ball twice as far. Their IMPACT was a direct result of the rhythm of their swing.
Because these men were Living Right they did more than just work on their own swing.
They also helped me get mine right through Targeting. They initiated Missionality in my life. In
leading me to my own High Impact Zone they both taught and demonstrated to me the
necessity for Relational Rhythm. Through them I learned that the individual components of my
life had to be working in sync for any of them to function properly. If my Queen is out of
control, my M decelerates. When I don’t Meet, my Shorties suffer. If my Jester rules over me,
my Mammon is in disarray.
A man’s life is a single thing comprised of many components that must be rhythmically
integrated.
Spur

ü Missionality is an Essential Virtue
ü Targeting moves a man beyond himself
ü A Targeted man moves in Relational Rhythm
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Contentment is stability of emotion engendered by consistent pursuit of Joy rather than Happiness.
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
LEAD RIGHT (Q3)
Statement:

The Practice Of Virtuous Leadership

Scripture:

And David shepherded them with integrity of heart; with skillful hands he led
them.
Psalms 78:72

Socratic

§

What enables a man to do what a Leader does?

§

What makes a man what a Leader is?

§

What is the difference between a good and bad Leader?
Synthesis

The Leadership Skills are the four capabilities of Effective Leadership that enable a
man do what a Leader does
Leadership is Influencing Movement to Advantage. To do that Effectively, a man must
Competently apply the Leadership Skills:
•

First, he must have Vision, which is the ability to recognize Advantage and the
Movement required to achieve it. If he does not know where he is going and why,
then he will not be able to Influence anyone else to follow him there.

•

Second, he must be capable of Articulation, which is the act of describing his Vision
to others. People will not abandon their Status Quo for a superior position unless
they understand where they are going.

•

Third, he possess the means of Persuasion, which is the initiation of first Movement.
Despite their recognition that a Leader’s Vision is Advantageous, human nature is to
cling to the Status Quo even it is inferior. Through Persuasion, a Leader convinces
people to begin Movement and gain Momentum.

•

Fourth, because Movement produces uncontrollable circumstances, the Leader
knows that Obstacles (Problems that impede Movement) will inevitably arise. An
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Effective Leader is ready to use Exhortation to incentivize his followers to breach
Obstacles and maintain Momentum toward Advantage.
Advantage is a superior circumstance achieved by Movement. For any Group to
Prosper120 it must be in a constant state of Advantage-seeking. If it isn’t, then it is sliding toward
Disadvantage, which is an inferior circumstance caused by nature, un-Virtuous Leadership or
Inertia121. For both men and Groups, Advantage and Disadvantage are binary and antonymic
conditions, like peaks and valleys. There is no in-between state, no Static Plateau122 where
stasis can be maintained. Either you are Moving forward toward Advantage or sliding backward
to Disadvantage. Either you are Prosperous or you are not.
Goo Nation believes in the non-existent Static Plateau because it is so heavily invested in
the cultural myth that people can be protected from the pain and Chaos 123 that accompany
Movement and Dynamic action. The Gooist is not wrong that Movement causes pain, and it is
true that pain leads to un-Happiness (at least in the short run). But he is dead wrong about the
Static Plateau. It does not exist and the quest to find it is as futile as the desire to achieve worklife balance. They are both un-Truths that lead to non-Prosperity.
Yet, like many un-Truths erected to shield people from pain and discomfort, it is one
that is widely held. As a result, most people truly believe in the myth of the Static Plateau as a
safe harbor of Personal Comfort124 where they can Control their circumstances and be free
from the short-term un-Happiness that Movement toward Advantage produces. Since Groups
are comprised of people, this desire for Personal Comfort is transmitted into a corporate
longing. It is what turns a Purposeful Lizard into a bloated Bullfrog focused on nothing more
than safety and Existential Continuity.
That is, absent a Leader who is a Competent Influencer of Movement to Advantage who
sees pain and Chaos as the shells that need to be cracked open to get to the meat that lies
within. The Effective Leader knows that Advantage is critical to the Prosperity of the Group and
that the Movement required to achieve it will cause some Chaos. He not only accepts that
Chaos but also recognizes it as a sign of positive Movement.
To a fish a wake might look like turmoil in his placid pond, but to a man rowing a boat it
looks like progress.
The Leadership Virtues are the five Habits and Ethics of moral excellence that enable a
man to be who a Leader is
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To Prosper is to flourish, succeed and grow stronger.
Inertia is the force that imprisons a man or Group within the Status Quo.
122 The Static Plateau is a non-existent place where people or Groups are neither seeking Advantage nor sliding
toward Disadvantage.
123 Chaos is uncontrollable circumstance.
124 Personal Comfort is the avoidance of emotional or physical hardship.
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An Effective Leader is not necessarily a Virtuous Leader. For that, he must also possess
the Leadership Virtues:
•

First, he must have Candor, which is the Habit of graciously telling the hard truth
and demanding to hear it from others. For a Group’s Movement to be truly
voluntarily, its Members must know the truth. If their acquiescence is premised
upon the chicanery of the Group’s Leader, the Outcome will not be Virtuous
even if it is Advantageous.

•

Second, he must have Commitment, which is unwavering loyalty to the Group
and unflinching determination to accomplish its Mission. Effective Leadership
alone may achieve short-term results, but it takes a Committed Leader to obtain
long-term Advantage for the Group.

•

Third, he must be Consistent, in that he is unchanging in nature, Standard or
effect over time. In-Consistent Leaders cannot be fully relied upon and ultimately
produce inconsistent results.

•

Fourth, he must possess Contentment, which is the stability of emotion
engendered by the consistent pursuit of Joy rather than happiness. Only a
Contented man can abandon the pursuit of his own Personal Comfort.

•

Fifth, he must be a man with Courage, which is the Habit of setting aside fear to
turn hardship into grace. While a Leader may be Effective by pretending that fear
does not exist (at least in him), the Virtuous Leader accepts fear as the natural
and necessary human emotion that it is and overcomes it through Preparedness
and self-control.

To Lead Right a person must be both an Effective and Virtuous Leader
In the First Quadrant of the G3L, the Get Right, we addressed man’s pursuit of proper
personal alignment through the Acceleration of his relationship with himself, his Concentrica
and his Creator. In the Second Quadrant, the Live Right, we explored man’s dedication to
Purposefulness through the IMPACT he has by living in Relational Rhythm toward Missionality.
Now, in the third quadrant, we focus on how to Lead Right, which is the Practice of Virtuous
Leadership.
The Quadrants are in sequential order because a man cannot Live Right until he has
achieved proper personal alignment through the Get Right. To illustrate this point, picture a
man who must row a boat across a swiftly moving river to get to the far bank. If he is not Right
his boat will capsize, leaving him clinging to its inverted keel as the current pushes him
downstream and away from his objective. Before he can begin making headway, he must flip
his boat into the proper upright position.
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Likewise, a man cannot begin to Lead Right unless he is first Living Right. Picture the
river now full of boats being rowed in circles by men who would benefit from the superior
circumstance of gaining the far bank. To Influence them to make headway and Move there
together requires the Leadership of a HIM who has both Gotten Right and is Living Right.
Leading Right is the deliberate and disciplined lifetime Practice of both the Leadership
Skills (those capabilities that enable a man to do what an Effective Leader does) and the
Leadership Virtues (those Habits and Ethics that make him what a Virtuous Leader is). It is not
enough that he is Effective—he must also be Virtuous.
This invokes one of the most difficult aspects F3’s Leadership philosophy to understand:
the difference between Effective and Virtuous Leadership. This difficulty arises from the cultural
tendency to confuse and conflate the Leadership Skills with the Leadership Virtues and view all
Leaders from the general perspective of whether they are “good” or “bad”. At best this
viewpoint is childish and unhelpful, and at worst it is dangerous. Leaders are neither good or
bad, they either are capable of doing what an Effective Leader does (or not), and are either
what a Virtuous Leader is (or not). That is the true measure of Leading Right.
An Effective Leader does what a Leader does through the Competent application of the
Leadership Skills—the better he does it, the more Effective he is. A Virtuous Leader is an
Effective Leader who is what a Leader is because he also possesses the Leadership Virtues—the
more he has of them, the more Virtuous he is.
Simply put, Effectiveness concerns actions performed, while Virtue is about character
possessed. Describing a Leader as Effective is only an observation of his actions—it says nothing
of his character. But describing a Leader as Virtuous is an observation that he is both
Competent and also guided and restrained by the Habits and Ethics of moral excellence. It is the
Virtuous Leader alone who can Lead Right and leave a Legacy by Consistently Influencing his
Groups to Move toward Advantage.
While an Effective Leader who lacks Virtue is capable of Influencing Movement to
Advantage, he can also (and usually does) Influence Movement to Disadvantage, either through
Inertia arising from his in-Consistency or by flawed Vision. Because he has neither Gotten Right
nor Lives Right, this kind of man is out of the Relational Rhythm required to be Consistent who
lacks a Belief System that serves as both moral compass and governor to his application of the
power that accumulates in those who successfully Influence Movement.
Bill Clinton would be an example of an Effective Leader whose lack of Virtue was most
evident in his in-Consistency, insufficient Commitment and lack of Candor. While he certainly
Influenced some Movement to Advantage while President, his flawed character also caused
Inertia as the federal government found itself mired down in multiple controversies caused by
his mendacity and lack of marital fidelity. Likewise, Adolf Hitler would be an example of an
Effective Leader whose lack of Virtue was most evident in his flawed Vision. No Advantage to
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which he Moved the German people can possibly justify his psychotic vision of Jewish genocide
and world hegemony.
However, it is a mistake to dismiss Effective but low-Virtue Leaders as “bad”, as this
leads to the minimization of their power to Influence. Because they are Effective but unVirtuous, the Movement they initiate can produce disastrous circumstances for the Groups they
Lead if the Members think in such simplistic terms. Because they lack internal Guardrails, unVirtuous Leaders must be subjected to powerful external restraint, like the checks and balances
written into the United States Constitution.
Likewise, it is a mistake to think of high-Virtue but in-Competent Leaders as “good”. A
man may possess some or all of the Leaderships Virtues but still lack the Skills required to be
Effective. In fact, it is just this type of person who occupies the Governance of most Groups.
Their rise to power is fueled by the assumption that “good” character will translate into “good”
Leadership.
Jimmy Carter would be an example of this kind of man. While seemingly in possession of
many of the Leadership Virtues, his failed presidency was the direct result of his lack of
Leadership Skill. Although he did not Influence Movement to Disadvantage because he lacked
the Skill to do so, his Governance resulted in Disadvantage for the United States due to the
Inertia engendered by his lack of Competence.
To Lead Right, a person must be capable of applying the Leadership Skills and possess
the Leadership Virtues. Anything less will result in disaster, Disadvantage and lack of Prosperity
for the Group he Leads.
Spur

ü The Leadership Skills are the four capabilities of Effective Leadership that enable a
man do what a Leader does
ü The Leadership Virtues are the five Habits and Ethics of moral excellence that
enable a man to be who a Leader is
ü To Lead Right a person must be both an Effective and Virtuous Leader
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
SHARED LEADERSHIP (Q3.1)
Statement:

Influence Through Combination

Scripture:

For lack of guidance a nation falls, but victory is won through many advisers.
Proverbs 11:14
Socratic

•

Why do men pool their efforts?

•

Can anyone Lead together?

•

Does a Leader gain anything by sharing power?
Synthesis

Shared Leadership is a conspiracy to Influence Movement to Advantage
A conspiracy is an agreement between two or more people to act in harmony toward a
common end.
If that common end is an illegal activity (bank robbery for example), then the very act of
conspiring to commit the crime is a crime itself—separate and apart from actually committing
it. To establish a conspiracy to commit bank robbery, the state need only prove the existence of
an agreement between the coconspirators and a single action in furtherance of their plot, like
the purchase of a gun. The fact that they never manage to rob the bank, or even walk through
its doors, does not diminish their guilt for simply conspiring to do so. The criminal penalty for
conspiracy is very severe, typically only a single level lower than the act itself. Thus, if bank
robbery is a class A felony, than conspiracy to commit bank robber is a class B felony.
This may seem draconian given that the intended victim is never actually harmed in the
manner intended, but it is considered a just and necessary deterrent to the destructive power
of men who combine to act in concerted evil. A four-man crew working together is far more
likely to possess the range of skills necessary to rob a bank than four men acting individually. By
pooling their efforts, they greatly increase their likelihood of success because each man can
focus on the proper performance of his particular role rather than trying to do everything at
once. Concerted action toward evil ends is a powerfully Disruptive.
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But so is concerted action towards Advantage. Men who combine in furtherance of
positive Outcomes are far more likely to achieve their common objective than they would be if
they acted alone, because the sum of their individual efforts is greatly exceeded by the product
of their concerted action. As with a criminal conspiracy, each man is free to focus on the proper
performance of his individual role which (if the conspiracy is well formed) will be within his own
D2X. A conspiracy of men working together within their individual High Impact Zones to achieve
a specific Advantage will have a Dynamic IMPACT on their Community or Organization. Groups
seeking Prosperity should encourage men to conspire to Advantage.
Shared Leadership is a specific type of conspiracy to Advantage. It is more than just an
agreement between coconspirators to collectively pursue a superior circumstance, but also to
Move other people—people outside of the conspiracy—toward Advantage through Effective
Leadership that is guided and restrained by the Habits and Ethics of moral excellence. In other
words, Shared Leadership is a conspiracy to exert Virtuous Leadership in order to Influence
Group-Movement to Advantage.
For a conspiracy of Shared Leadership to be successful, its Members must be part of a
Team—a Proximate combination of two or more people formed to perform a specific Mission
for the benefit of a Community, an Organization or both. Only a Team, because it is both
Proximate and Purposeful, can provide the requisite organizational basis for Shared Leadership.
A Shared Leadership Team 125 is formed by the Members of a Community or
Organization to provide the larger Group with the Virtuous Leadership it needs to Prosper.
A Shared Leadership Team requires Trust, Shared Virtue and mutual Competence
between its Members
Trust is reliance between Team Members. Together with Equipping126, AccountibityTEAM127 and Missionality-TEAM128, it is one of the four necessary components of Team
Development129.
Without Trust, Teamwork 130 is impossible. Men cannot act in concert without reliance
upon one another because they will spend valuable time and energy watching their back
instead of focusing on their individual role. The rowers cannot abandon themselves to their
oars without faith in their coxswain to keep them properly aligned in the river.
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A Shared Leadership Team is a Proximate Group of two or more people formed for the Purpose of Influencing
through combined Virtuous Leadership.
126 Equipping is matching the Team’s Members’ Skills with its Mission.
127 Accountability-TEAM is setting and maintaining high Standards within the Team.
128 Missionality-TEAM is prioritizing Team Mission accomplishment.
129 Team Development is the process of forming and deploying a Dynamic Team.
130 Teamwork is combined action that is efficient and potent.
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Trust is critical within a Shared Leadership Team (a SLT) because the decisions the Team
makes will result in Outcomes that affect the larger Group. The SLT of a Community or an
Organization is ultimately responsible for the well-being of all its Members. As the proverb
goes, for lack of guidance, a nation falls. If the SLT provides poor guidance the Group cannot
Prosper. Knowing that, the Members of a SLT must have absolute Trust in each other’s motives
and judgment. If they cannot rely on each other, the Group they serve cannot rely upon them.
Shared Virtue is unity in the Group’s Essentials. The Essentials are those Standards of
moral excellence that cannot be compromised. Some Essentials are universal (in that they apply
to all SLTs) while are others are specific (in that they are unique to a specific SLT).
The universal Essentials for all SLTs are F3’s Leadership Virtues:
•

Candor: graciously telling the hard Truth and demanding to hear it from
others

•

Commitment: unwavering loyalty to the Group and unflinching
determination to accomplish its Mission

•

Consistency: to be unchanging in nature, Standard or effect over time

•

Contentment: stability of emotion engendered by the Consistent pursuit of
Joy rather than Happiness

•

Courage: setting aside fear to turn hardship into grace

Hopefully, not much needs to be said in explanation of why the Leadership Virtues are
Essential to every SLT. Just imagine trying to share Leadership with a person who does not tell
the Truth, is constantly changing his Standards or is emotionally unstable. It simply cannot be
done.
Nor can Leadership be shared with someone who lacks the Virtues that are specific to a
particular SLT. Punctuality (while not a universal Essential) would be a specific Habit and Ethic
of moral excellence that is Essential to a SLT within an infantry rifle company (for example). An
infantry company commander can not share Leadership with a platoon leader who is habitually
late or, more precisely, lacks the positive Habit of always being on time.
As my company commander told me the very first time I was late for something fairly
unimportant: if you cannot be here on time, nothing you do afterward will matter at all. He was
unwavering in his insistence that I never be late—for events both big and small. Habits are
regular tendencies that are hard to give up because they become ingrained through Practice. By
instilling the Habit of punctuality in me in small things he made sure I would adhere to it in big
things, during periods of Chaos when lives were on the line. He helped me do that by graciously
telling me the hard Truth and Enforcing a Standard of punctuality that was Essential to our
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Team’s Mission. In turn, by proving to him that I had adopted that Virtue as a Habit, I made it
possible for him to share Leadership with me.
Competence is the ability to Skillfully perform Mission-essential Tasks (the METs). These
are the actions that must be done for the Group to accomplish its Mission. As with Virtue, some
METs are universal and some are specific. For a SLT, the Leadership Skills of Vision, Articulation,
Persuasion and Exhortation are a universal MET.
If a Member of a SLT cannot Competently apply the Leadership Skills, then he cannot
Influence Movement to Advantage. As such, it is less that Leadership can’t be shared with him
than that there is no point in doing so because he cannot assist in the heavy Task of Leadership
that is the Mission of the SLT. He is like a rower without an oar—dead weight.
Nor is a man much use in a SLT if he cannot Competently perform the METs that are
specific to the Group that the SLT serves. As with Virtue, these will be directly related to the
nature and Mission of Group.
In the case of the infantry, its Mission being to close with and destroy the enemy, the
most basic METs are to shoot, move and communicate. My company commander could not
have shared Leadership with me if I failed to qualify on the rifle range, was incapable of carrying
my rucksack on a ten-mile road march or couldn’t properly communicate on the radio.
Although these are not universal Leadership Tasks, they are actions that every infantryman
must perform because they are essential to the Mission.
Trust, Shared Virtue and Mutual Competence131 are the non-negotiable elements that
must be present between the Members of a Shared Leadership Team. The Q of the SLT, the
Leader who is ultimately responsible for the Outcome, must ensure that it is so. If a SLT
Member is lacking in any of the essential elements, then the Q can either try to help the man
improve to meet the Standard (as my company commander did with me in terms of
punctuality) or (if the man can’t or won’t improve) he has to execute a Black Tahoe132 and
remove him from the SLT.
That determination, to help or remove, is a responsibility that belongs to the Q of the
SLT and one that he must discharge for the Group to Prosper. It will generally be one of the
most difficult things he has to do as a Leader.
A Virtuous Leader is a Pro who Leads from the Shield Lock
The Shield Lock is the horizontal relationship between men. It is the means by which we
fight the Flux, those emotional peaks and valleys that regularly roll through our lives. The
Members of a SLT are Pros who get ready for the Flux through Preparedness. Knowing that it
131
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Mutual Competence is the general alignment of Skill within a Shared Leadership Team.
A Black Tahoe is removing a man from a position in which he cannot Prosper.
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will happen, but just not when, they get ready for the expected and stay ready for the
unexpected through the development of their Shield Lock.
Leadership has its dark nights of the soul, times when a Leader doubts that he has made
the right decision or fears that, despite his best efforts, the Outcome for his Group might be
adverse. It is then that the Flux can drag him down into the mire, sap his Hope and leave him
Inert, staring fearfully at Obstacles rather than Exhorting his followers to breach them. If
dependent upon his Leadership alone, the Group would lose Momentum and start Decelerating
toward the Disadvantage that results from Inertia. The Flux will render even the strongest
Leader in-Effective if he insists on Leading as a Singleton.
Combination is a Leader’s best Guardrail against the Flux because the odds are low that
four men Leading together will simultaneously be afflicted by it. If one man is down, the other
three will pull him along until he is up again. Knowing this, a Virtuous Leader never tries to Lead
alone. He is a Pro, for whom Preparedness is an Essential in everything he does throughout the
G3L. He constantly builds and strengthens his SLT through the same principles that guide the
development of his Shield Lock. Ultimately, it is from his Shield Lock that he Leads.
This is a radical proposition in a culture that pays lip-service to collaborative leadership
in theory but doesn’t reward it in practice. In practice, it is the Steve Jobs and Mike Krzyzewskis
who alone wear the garlands of Organizational triumph. We may know (intellectually) that
there is a Team behind these men, that their accomplishments are the product of a conspiracy
to Advantage, but they alone remain the primary focus of our adulation because solo
leadership is a cultural Habit.
To flip that would require more than what most “good” Leaders do from the stage,
which is to humbly thank all of the little people without whom their success would not be
possible. That’s fine, laudable even, but it’s not Shared Leadership. Shared Leadership requires
that that there be no stage. Or, if the stage cannot be avoided, that the man in the spotlight on
the stage not be the Member of the SLT who bears ultimate responsibility for the
Organization’s Outcome.
A mere Effective Leader may not be able to see the Virtue in that kind of anonymity. But
a Virtuous Leader, Pro that he is, would see it as a necessary prophylactic against the
magnification of the peaks and valleys that public success and failure will have upon his Flux. It
dampens the volatility of the undulation.
It is true that success has many fathers, but that failure is an orphan. By Leading from
the Shield Lock, the Pro shares both with his Brothers of his SLT—for the benefit of the people
who depend upon him.
Spur
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•

Shared Leadership is a conspiracy to Influence Movement to Advantage

•

A Shared Leadership Team requires Trust, Shared Virtue and Mutual Competence
between its Members

•

A Virtuous Leader is a Pro who Leads from the Shield Lock
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
MUTUAL COMPETENCE (Q3.2)
Statement:

The General Alignment Of Skill Within A Shared Leadership Team

Scripture:

All who are skilled among you are to come and make everything the Lord has
commanded.
Exodus 35:10
Socratic

•

Is Competence important to Group Success?

•

Does every Member of a Team have to be equally Competent?

•

How Competent must the Leader be?
Synthesis

Competence is critical to Group Prosperity
To be Effective, a Group must be in constant motion toward the accomplishment of the
underlying Purpose that initially brought its Members into combination. Loss of Momentum
transforms Lizard Organizations into Bullfrogs and causes Teams to morph into Clubs. Because
Bullfrogs and Clubs are Groups that focus on Existential Continuity rather than Advantage they
are not Effective.
A Group’s Momentum is initiated and maintained by its Mission, which is the designated
course of action taken to achieve its Articulated Purpose133. A Course Of Action (a COA) is an
integrated scheme of Tasks and Events. A Task is an action performed while an Event is
something that occurs, whether planned or not. Baking a wedding cake is a Task, while the
wedding reception itself is an Event.
Successful performance of a Task is based upon individual Skill: a particular ability that
requires Practice to Accelerate. A successful Event is the culmination of a series of Tasks
executed in concert at a particular time and place. While Tasks require Practice, Events depend
133

An Articulated Purpose is a Group or person’s primary Advantage sought.
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on planning and execution. So, the cake will be good if it is Skillfully baked, but the reception
will only succeed if the baker delivers it to the right place at the right time.
All Groups have several Tasks that are performed by the Members as part of a COA,
both as individuals and in combination with each other. While all these Tasks may be
important, only a few of them are Mission-essential, in the sense that they must be
Competently performed by the individual Members for the Group to accomplish its collective
Mission. The Q of a Team must be able to discern the METs from those that are merely
important so that he can prioritize their accomplishment and ensure that they are performed
Competently. If he doesn’t, the Group will not accomplish its Mission.
Mutual Competence is an Essential element of Shared Leadership
While all Teams have a set of METs that are unique to their Mission, all SLTs share a
common MET—the application of the Leadership Skills: Vision, Articulation, Persuasion and
Exhortation. The Members of a SLT must be Mutually Competent in their application for it to
Effectively perform its Mission of providing Virtuous Leadership to the larger Group. Because it
is one of the one of the Essential elements of a SLT, it must be present among the Members for
them to Effectively conspire to the Advantage of providing Virtuous Leadership to the Group
they Serve. Without Mutual Competence, the SLT will be in-Effective.
Mutual Competence does not mean that the Skill level of every Member of the Team
must be exactly or precisely equal. That would be impossible, as every Team will always have its
Flesh Anchor134 at the Six and its lead dog at the Twelve135. As long as the Skill gap between the
Flesh Anchor and the Twelve is not so great that it hinders the Team’s Acceleration, the
Members will be generally aligned in Mutual Competence.
It is the Q’s job to constantly Equip the SLT’s Members so that the Skill gap becomes
progressively smaller. He always does this by Influencing Acceleration in the Flesh Anchor and
never by Deceleration of the Twelve. In fact, within a Dynamic SLT that exhibits a high degree of
Teamwork, Acceleration of the Six will be something in which every Member engages as a
matter of individual initiative—without the need of direct Influence from the Q. But this will
only happen if the Q sets and maintains high Standards within the SLT. If the Q tolerates a
Decelerating Flesh Anchor through low or un-Enforced Standards, he will engender bitterness
within the Members and that will destroy Teamwork.
Exacerbating the difficulty of Accelerating Mutual Competence is the fact that the Skill
gap between the Flesh Anchor and the Twelve is never in stasis. The same man who is the
Twelve today may become the Flesh Anchor tomorrow if some of the Team Members change
or begin to Accelerate at a faster pace. Likewise, a man might be the Flesh Anchor in one of the
Team’s Mission Essential Tasks, while simultaneously being the Twelve in another. Finally, there
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The Flesh Anchor is a Team Member who Moves at the slowest pace.
The Twelve is the leading edge of a Team’s Movement.
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is the Flux, those undulations in the pace of Movement that are brought on by the unavoidable
emotional peaks and valleys that appear throughout the life of every man. Due to the Flux
every Twelve has his days as the Flesh Anchor. The Q of the SLT has to take all of that in account
to do his job.
Mutual Competence starts with the Q’s individual Competence
Inculcating Mutual Competence within a SLT begins with the Q. He cannot set and
maintain high Standards for his Team unless he can meet them himself. This is a basic premise
of Leadership by example that is reflected in the F3 admonition don’t Q it if you can’t do it. A
Leader must be individually Competent to call his followers forth to Mutual Competence.
On paper, this sounds both obvious and necessary, but in practice it is one of the most
difficult challenges a Leader faces. As a man rises through the Leadership ranks of a Group, he
will find an ever increasing amount of his time being taken by things that have little to do with
the Group’s Missional-essential Tasks. As his responsibilities grow, his opportunities to stay
Competent shrink. To ensure that he is able to Skillfully perform his METs, he needs to build
Routines that enable him to continually Practice the Skills that made him a Leader in the first
place.
Nowhere is this more true than in the military. The higher the rank, the more time spent
behind a desk instead of out in the field shooting, moving and communicating. In that
environment it would be easy to slide into in-Competence.
When I was a young infantry lieutenant the colonel who commanded my battalion was a
powerful Leader. One day, I had my platoon assembling and disassembling the 50 Caliber
Machine Gun, which was a MET for us. The colonel was observing this training when one of my
sergeants asked him if he wanted to “give it a shot”. I thought it was kind of a wiseass move,
given that the man may not have touched a 50 Cal in the twenty years since he had been a
young lieutenant. Given the amount of responsibility he had as a battalion commander, he had
bigger fish to fry. I hoped he would just laugh it off.
But I was wrong. Without a word, the colonel dropped down next to the sergeant,
disassembled the gun and put it back together like he had done it just yesterday. When he was
done, he stood back up, told me to “carry on” and walked calmly away. His Competence
amazed my men and gave us all great confidence in his Leadership.
Maybe a year later (with that incident long forgotten), I found myself as the battalion
duty officer, which meant I had to spend the night at battalion headquarters. Hearing a noise
from the colonel’s office, I walked down the hallway to investigate and found him sitting on his
floor with the components of a 50 Cal spread around him. Since he spent most of his day
pushing paper I couldn’t understand why he was messing around with a machine gun in his
office at midnight, but it not being my place to question the commander, I wished him a good
night and went back to my desk.
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Which is when it hit me. That’s how the colonel was able to “amaze” my platoon the
year before. There was nothing amazing about it at all. The man worked at it. He Practiced to
remain Competent. The reason he did it at night was that his day was taken up with his other
duties, the ones that kept him behind a desk.
Something else occurred to me too, but I couldn’t test my theory until I saw my old
sergeant the next day. “Hey,” I asked him, “do you remember that time you asked the colonel if
he wanted a turn on the 50 Cal and he blew us all away?”
“Yes sir,” the sergeant answered. “What about it?”
“At the time I thought you might have been messing with him a little. But it’s the
opposite isn’t it? You did it because you knew he could do it just like he did it. You did that to
give our platoon confidence in the chain of command.”
That sergeant just smiled at me and walked away. That’s how Shared Leadership is
supposed to work.
Spur

ü Competence is critical to Group Prosperity
ü Mutual Competence is an Essential element of Shared Leadership
ü Mutual Competence starts with the Q’s individual Competence
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
TRUST (Q3.3)
Statement:

Reliance Between Team Members

Scripture:

When I am afraid, I put my trust in you.
Psalms 56:3
Socratic

§

Is the reward of Shared Leadership worth the risk?

§

Can a man’s resolve be determined before he is called upon to put it in
action?

§

What is the purpose of a CSAUP?
Synthesi

Trust is an Essential element of Shared Leadership
The provision of Virtuous Leadership to a larger Organization or Community is a heavy
responsibility. While absolutes invite criticism I will go out on that limb by saying that no Leader
no matter how strong can provide Virtuous Leadership as a Singleton for an indefinite period of
time. Acting alone, he will succumb to his Blind Spots because there is no other man holding
him Accountable. Without a Shield Lock to share the burden of walking the Twelve when he is
in the Flux, he will be overcome by Inertia and cause his Group to Decelerate.
The dilemma for the Virtuous Leader is how to find men upon whom he can rely. He
knows (or he will quickly learn) that going it alone is not tenable. But the risk of relying upon
someone who is not Trust-worthy is high. In the military it can get men killed. In business it can
lead to bankruptcy. Within a marriage it can destroy children’s lives. How does the Virtuous
Leader certify another person’s Trust-worthiness before he Shares Leadership with them?
He can’t, at least not completely. But one thing a Virtuous Leader must do is apply the
Get Right and Live Right as criteria. A man who is in Relational Rhythm within his Concentrica is
more likely to be reliable. Conversely, if he is not, then it is very unlikely that he will be Trustworthy. Likewise, if he is Living Right, then he is exhibiting the characteristics that will make him
a Virtuous Leader in his own right. While the fact that he is Living Right in Relational Rhythm
(taken alone) is not enough to assure the Q that the man will be a reliable Member of a SLT, it is
a very good start. In the inverse, yoking oneself to a man who is clearly not doing so is a virtual
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guarantee of failure. It is very unlikely that he will be able to stand up to the stress that comes
with Shared Leadership.
Stress testing builds reliance
Reliance is the heart of Trust. For a Team to be Dynamic, the Members must implicitly
and fully rely upon each other to Competently perform their part of the Team’s Missionessential Tasks. It is not enough for a man to tell his Team Members that he can do his job, or
even for the Q to do so. They have to see the man in action under stress for reliance to build.
Whether it is the character of another man or a footbridge over a gorge, we only decide
to step forward in reliance if we believe it is strong enough to keep us from falling. If we don’t
believe a man’s character can bear the weight, we won’t rely upon him any more than we
would walk upon a rickety bridge over a rushing river.
The most efficient method to gauge the strength of something is to stress test it under a
controlled environment to find the point at which it breaks. We do this with a footbridge by
jumping up and down on it at a point where it spans a place that won’t kill us if we break
through. If a bridge can hold the jumping-me ten feet over the ground, then I assume I can rely
upon it to hold the walking-me fifty feet over the gorge.
With men the stress test principle is the same, although the means and methods vary by
what we need the man to do. For example, a candidate for public office is subjected to the
stress of a political campaign. If he cannot withstand that without breaking down we deem him
too unreliable for the pressures of the office he seeks. An attorney must shoulder the stress of
the bar examination before he can be trusted to try a case. A doctor must survive the rigors of
his residency before lives will be fully placed into his hands. Passing the stress test indicates
sufficient strength to bear the weight of the real thing.
When applied to a man rather than a thing, stress testing serves a dual purpose. Like it
does with the bridge, it demonstrates reliability to others. But, unlike the bridge, it also
demonstrates to the man himself that the reliance of others is justified. Passing the stress test
gives a man the confidence he needs to take on the responsibility of what comes afterwards. “If
I got through that,” he tells himself, “then I have what it takes to get through this”. You can
trust me because I am reliable—I trust myself.
Shared pain builds Trust
About my third week of Ranger School the instructors marched us to a pond in the
outback of Fort Benning. There in the water was a narrow ladder that ascended forty feet to a 4
X 4 plank that spanned forty feet above and across the pond, with a rope at the other end that
stretched horizontally forty feet above the pond. The idea was to climb the ladder, walk the
plank and drop from the rope into the water, which was nasty and cold. There was no safety
line—if you fell, you fell. It was dirty and dangerous. And, although it would have been an easy
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thing to do were it only five feet off the ground, walking that forty feet of plank forty feet above
the water was one of the most difficult things I had ever done at that point in my life. It only
took about two minutes to walk that plank, but it felt like two hours.
In truth, I didn’t want to do it. I’m certain that very few of my fellow Ranger School
students wanted to do it either. And some men, maybe 5%, didn’t do it. They wanted to
graduate from Ranger School just as much as the rest of us, but something within them just
would not let them climb that ladder, walk that plank and drop into that water. The stress was
too much.
But the others, the ones who were able to overcome the dirt, danger and difficulty, we
learned something about ourselves and each other that dramatically strengthened the Trust
between us. It only took two minutes, but such is the power of dirty, dangerous and difficult
things to bond men together. Shared pain builds Trust.
F3 has an acronym for the dirty, dangerous and difficult things we do to build Trust. We
call them CSAUPs, which stands for Completely Stupid And Utterly Pointless. This is satirical on
our part because a CSAUP is neither stupid nor pointless, it is a very efficient way to share pain.
A CSAUP can be an obstacle race or a GORUCK challenge or anything else that provides the
opportunity for dirt, danger and difficulty. Completing it together tells the participants
something about themselves and each other—that they are men upon whom others may safely
rely.
The nature of the Event is not important. What matters is that the Q uses the CSAUP to
apply stress to his Team to build the Trust-relationship between its Members.
Spur

ü Trust is an Essential element of Shared Leadership
ü Stress testing builds reliance
ü Shared pain builds Trust
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
VISION (Q3.4)
Statement:

Recognizing Advantage And The Movement Required To Achieve It

Scripture:

During the night Paul had a vision of a man of Macedonia standing and begging
him, “Come over to Macedonia and help us.”
Acts 16:9

Socratic

§

How does a Group determine what to do next?

§

Does an idea have to be big to be good?

§

Who has Vision?
Synthesis

Through Vision, the Effective Leader charts his Group’s pathway forward
Vision is the first of the four Leadership Skills, the capabilities of Effective Leadership.
Together, the Leadership Skills of Vision, Articulation, Persuasion and Exhortation define what a
Leader does to Influence Movement to Advantage. But they say nothing about his character,
who he is. It is the Leadership Virtues that define who he is. To achieve Advantage, a Group
must have Effective Leaders who are capable of applying the Leadership Skills. Without that, it
does not matter how Virtuous the Leaders are, the Group will lose Momentum and slip
backwards toward Disadvantage.
Vision is the ability to recognize Advantage and the Movement required achieve it.
Advantage is a superior circumstance on the path toward the Group’s Articulated Purpose,
which is its primary Advantage sought—it’s reason to be. Movement toward the Articulated
Purpose is accomplished through a series of Waypoints, which are the stepping stones along
the path toward Advantage.
Through his Vision, the Effective Leader can see the Waypoints that form the pathway
to the accomplishing the Group’s Articulated Purpose. He can see the way forward for the
Group.
Some Visions are bigger than others
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Because Visualization is inherent in Leadership, describing a man as a "visionary leader"
is like saying that a lake is full of "wet water". Water is by definition wet, so a substance that is
not wet cannot be water. It is the same for a Leader. A man who does not Visualize cannot do
what a Leader does. Of course, as with any other Skill, some men are more Visionary than
others. Therefore, a person can still be a Leader without the Vision of a Martin Luther or a
Martin Luther King. They will just be a different kind of Leader.
A Leader’s Vision is unique to him. But that does need mean that it must be the product
of high genius or blinding and divine inspiration (although it might be). Unique can mean
nothing more than a small change required to build the slightly better mousetrap, something
incrementally different and better than the Status Quo.
In fact, while there may be a few great leaps forward in history, most Movements are
built upon a series of incremental Waypoints within a metamorphosis so slow that it would take
time-lapse photography for the human eye to discern it. So, while the Wright Brothers'
Articulated Purpose of creating a machine capable of flight was the product of a Vision, so was
the idea of putting flaps on the wings to help airplanes take off and land more efficiently.
Certainly, some Visions are bigger and more radically unique than others. Which is why
we know who the Wright Brothers are but can't readily name the person who first Visualized
the flap on a wing. The bigger and more radically unique the Vision, the more IMPACT it will
have. Of course, the more radically unique it is, the more likely the Vision is to spectacularly fail,
so Leaders who Visualize big unique Advantages are also people who are generally willing to
take big risks to put them into Movement. Not all Leaders are hard-wired that way, which does
not make them any less of a Leader, just a different kind of Leader.
A Virtuous Leader does not assess Vision through the prism of his own Virtue. This is not
because he tolerates evil deeds any more than he tolerates evil men, but only because it is
dangerous to the Group to ignore the big and radically unique Outcomes that are periodically
Visualized by evil and radically twisted minds. Hitler and Stalin were great (as in big, not as in
good) Visualizers and there is little point in pretending otherwise. In fact, it is a critical mistake
to soft-pedal the threat posed by Leaders based on judgments about their lack of character.
This is what results from the confusion and conflation of the Leadership Skills with the
Leadership Virtues. A man of low character can be (and often is) a man of high Skill.
Bad men are able to Influence Movement to Move toward horrific Outcomes all the
time. A Movement led by an evil man will not fail solely because its foundational elements are
immoral. Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union reside in history's dumpster because the United
States (and its allies) tore them down and put them there, not because the world waited
patiently for them to rot from within for lack of Virtue. Had we done so, the world would be
speaking German or Russian right now.
Vision is a Skill possessed by every person
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Without trying to launch an eschatological argument, let us agree that (whether by
divine spark or random selection) every person is empowered to Visualize. Man alone among
sentient beasts can reason. While our individual natures and nurtures connect each of us in
varying degrees to the perceived safety and comfort of our own Status Quo, we all nonetheless
are able to Visualize something different, some better Outcome that is unique to our
perception. To be incapable of that is to be not-human.
The question then is why do most people keep their Visions to themselves rather than
putting them into action? The answer depends upon our placement on the Sur-Ser Continuum.
A Survivor is too busy trying to live through the day to think of anything outside of himself. A
Sad Clown is too consumed with trying to achieve a more perfect balance between what he
takes and what he gives to do anything but daydream of a better place. Only the Servant, the
person whose Purpose it is to seek Advantage for others, has the capacity to transcend his own
material and spiritual needs long enough to put Vision into action.
To Lead Right, a man must first Get Right and then Live Right. Then, and only then, can
he capture his Vision to the Advantage of his Community.
Spur

ü Through Vision, the Effective Leader charts his Group’s pathway forward
ü Some Visions are bigger than others
ü Vision is a Skill possessed by every person
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
ARTICULATION (Q3.5)
Statement:

Describing Vision To Others

Scripture:

Then I said to them, You see the trouble we are in: Jerusalem lies in ruins, and its
gates have been burned with fire. Come, let us rebuild the wall of Jerusalem, and
we will no longer be in disgrace.
Nehemiah 2:17

Socratic

§

Is Articulation a Skill that all people possess?

§

Are great Articulators born or made?

§

What is the primary goal of Articulation?
Synthesis

Every person can Articulate, but most people choose not to
An Articulated Purpose is a Visualized end-state that is substantively distinct from the
Status Quo. Its accomplishment requires certain actions that, cumulatively, form a Movement
along a pathway of Waypoints toward the end-state.
The more radically unique the Vision is the more Movement it will take to see it
through—which will require the participation of other people. The Virtuous Leader Influences
others to work cooperatively toward the accomplishment of his Vision by igniting a palpable
desire for action in their hearts. But first, before they will take a single step, he must tell them
where they are going by Articulating his Vision in a way that can be easily understood and
remembered.
Articulation is a skill that is distinct from Visualization. Unlike Visualization, Articulation
is not something that every person can and does do. Regardless of how compelling they are,
very few Visions make it outside of the heads of the people who have them. This is not due to
people being incapable of explaining their ideas. Every person with a functioning tongue in their
head has the capability of Articulating. It is not can thing, it is a won't thing. The great majority
of people don't Articulate what they have Visualized because they simply choose not to do so.
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We don't mean to imply that people who choose not to Articulate do so out of selfish or
feckless reasons. In fact, we think most people would rather share their beliefs, but are
obstructed from doing so by the self-defeating perceptions that: 1) they aren’t very good at it,
and 2) people will reject their Vision.
You might expect us to say now that these Articulation-obstructions are mythical and
throw out some Oprah Bomb like yes little Snowflake you are good at it or there are no stupid
ideas. But that would be unhelpful because there is quite a bit of truth in both obstructions.
Most people are not very good at Articulation (when they first start out) and people (at least
initially) are resistant to change. But while these obstructions do exist, they can both be
overcome by any person determined enough to do so.
Articulation is a Skill that improves with Practice
A basic premise of F3 is that as we are a self-led Organization of Leaders. We do not
bring in and pay personal trainers to lead our Workouts. We are so adamant about this
principle that it forms one of the five Core Principles136 that comprise the Guardrails of our
Organization. Putting this principle into practice means that every man who joins F3 ultimately
finds himself leading a Workout for the first time, an event we affectionately refer to as his
Virgin-Q137.
Because he has never done it before, a man's Virgin-Q is usually a Failure, an
undesirable Outcome that builds his Leadership Foundation138. He may be embarrassed by his
performance, but the men he is leading (who have already put their Virgin-Qs behind them) are
certainly not. They have walked in those crazy shoes and know how it feels. So they tell him the
truth: yeah, that was bad, but it gets nothing but better if you are willing to keep trying. Every
time a man takes the Q, every time he Leads, he improves incrementally. All that is required is
the willingness to press on and keep trying. Through Practice, the practical application of a Skill
to turn head knowledge into heart knowledge, he becomes increasingly Competent. It is what a
Pro does to increase his Preparedness.
In Freed To Lead we call this process The Museum Of Failure because that is what the
man who trained me called my own dumpster-fire of a Virgin-Q in the Army. He knew it was
bad. I knew it was bad. Every man present knew it was bad. So that captain of mine was only
136

F3’s Core Principles, its only rules, are that that every Workout must be:
1. Free of charge
2. Open to all men
3. Held outdoors, rain or shine, heat or cold
4. Led by men who participate in the workout in a rotating fashion, with no training or certification
necessary
5. End with a Circle of Trust
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A Virgin-Q is a man’s first Q of an F3 Workout.
The Leadership Foundation is the Virtuous Leader’s integrity of thought and action.
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being honest when he said if we had a Museum Of Failure that performance would have its own
wing. Then he made me do it again, and again, and again until I had attained mediocrity. At
which point he said, congratulations, you have achieved minimal competence. Now go get
better on your own. And I did. I got a lot better at doing it through Practice. My Failure didn’t
lead me to quit, it led me to grow, but only because I was part of a very deliberate Leadership
Development Process.
The same principle applies to Articulation. Every man starts off with a dumpster-fire
worthy of a special exhibit in the Museum Of Failure. If he stops trying, that is where he stays. If
he keeps doing it, he gets better at it. Later, we will explain how Failure is an indispensable
component of the F3 Leadership Development Process. For now, be assured that with
Articulation, it is an absolute must.
Let's take F3 as an example of this premise. F3’s Articulated Purpose is the invigoration
of Male139 Community Leadership. Given the Status Quo of present day America, we recognize
that this is a big, radically unique and culturally unpopular objective. Male Community
Leadership has never been at a lower ebb in our nation than it is right now. With some
justification, the culture views the very concept with a suspicion steeped in fear of “toxic
masculinity”. Yet, this is our Mission, and we intend to achieve it through a Visualized series of
Waypoints. Each new Workout that we Plant140 is one of those Waypoints.
When we first began Articulating the Purpose of F3 we were not very good at it.
Actually, we were horrible. But we kept at it. At this point, we have probably explained it tenthousand times and ten-thousand times more. This morning, as chance would have it, I
explained it to two women, one of whom immediately demanded that I drag her husband to a
Workout. I told her that I'd be happy to, and handed her my business card (I'm an attorney)
with the F3 Logo and contact information printed on the back. If he calls me, I'll Articulate it to
him all over again. If he doesn't call me, I might just track him down to do it. The only way I can
fail is if I don't try. And I'm way past that point.
A few years ago, we realized all this verbal Articulating wasn't enough, so we started
writing it all down. Ultimately, what we wrote became Freed To Lead. And, that apparently not
being enough, I have written the QSource in a further attempt to Articulate the Vision. Given
where we have been, we are not expecting this to be enough either. There will probably be
more Articulating to be done and (we hope and expect) we will continue to improve in our
doing of it. Given where we started and, we think we have nowhere to go but up.
So, to every person who has Visualized an Advantage (and we believe that to be literally
every person), but has failed to Articulate that Advantage to other people due to the belief that
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A Male is a human born with a Justifier, which is the reproductive organ with which a Male comes equipped
from birth.
140 To Plant is to establish a new Workout.
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they are not good at it, we say this: go get good at it! Get your Virgin-Q behind you and then
continue to improve through Practice.
There is really no other way, not for a person who wants to do what a Leader does.
Articulation is about understanding, not liking
When I was in Special Forces at Fort Bragg I commanded one of the eighteen A-Teams
that were in my battalion. One evening, my battalion commander called all of the A-Team
commanders together and briefed us on a significant change in our training philosophy.
Because we were soldiers, we listened politely, asked a few questions and left the briefing.
Then, because we were soldiers, we stood around in the parking lot outside battalion
headquarters and bitched about it to each other. All of us being captains of the same rank, that
was acceptable.
Because it was dark, we didn’t notice when the battalion commander had walked up
behind us and started listening to our conversation, the central theme of which was that only a
fool fixes something that isn’t broken. Finally, one of us saw him standing there and apologized
on all our behalf for the bitch session. During the awkward silence that followed, I assumed the
colonel would be mad and deliver a pretty solid group-level ass-chewing. But he wasn’t, and he
didn’t.
“That’s OK men,” he said instead (and calmly). “It’s a big change and I don’t expect
anyone to like it. In fact, it’s not my job to make you like it. It’s my job to make sure you
understand it. Does everyone understand it?”
After we all said yes, he walked over to his car and drove away. We hadn’t misled him.
We did understand him because he had Articulated the change clearly. As he had said, we just
didn’t like it.
Years later I realized what an important and liberating lesson I had learned from that
colonel—Articulation is about understanding, not liking. Nobody likes to hear about a
significant change to their Status Quo because that triggers fear of two things that human
nature desperately seeks to avoid: Pain141 and Chaos. It is the reason that Inertia reigns
supreme in the heart of man.
When a Leader Articulates his Vision of Advantage to his Group, and the Movement
required to achieve it, he must focus primarily (if not wholly) on ensuring that the Members
understand what he is saying and concern himself only secondarily (if at all) on whether they
like it. Then he should expect them to complain, and treat their grousing like my colonel treated
our bitch session, as the natural reaction of people who are afraid of the Pain and Chaos that
comes with change to the Status Quo.
141

Pain is emotional or physical hardship.
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A Leader can’t Influence Movement to Advantage if he doesn’t clearly Articulate what it
is by describing his Vision to others. Once they understand it, then he can set about Persuading
them to follow him there.
Spur

ü Every person can Articulate, but most most people choose not to
ü Articulation is a Skill that improves with Practice
ü Articulation is about understanding, not liking
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
PERSUASION (Q3.6)
Statement:

The Initiation Of First Movement

Scripture:

Through patience a ruler can be persuaded, and a gentle tongue can break a
bone.
Proverbs 25:15

Socratic

§

Can you lie and and bully a man into doing what’s good for him?

§

What is the biggest Obstacle to Movement?

§

Must a man agree before he Moves?
Synthesis

Compulsive chicanery cannot sustain Momentum
Persuasion is the third of the four F3 Leadership Skills. It is the Effective Leader’s ability
to initiate Movement toward an Advantage that he has first Visualized and then Articulated to
his Group. If he has done so Competently, the Members have a clear understanding of the
Movement required to achieve the superior condition the Leader sees and they don’t like it,
because they fear that it will cause them Pain and Chaos. Yet, through Persuasion, the Effective
Leader convinces them to abandon their Status Quo, even though they want to stay right where
they are at the Status Quo.
All Movement to Advantage must be voluntary, not something the Leader initiates
through compulsion or chicanery. If he does that, he is not a Leader but rather a charlatan or a
tyrant—or a bit of both. Nudging a man away from his Status Quo requires patience, Skillful
Argument142 and properly calibrated Incentives143 that combine to convince a man that
Movement rather than stasis is in his best interest.
While all men Visualize and a few men Articulate, only a very few men Persuade
because the application of reason and Argument is a lost art that requires patience and high
degree of Skill that can only be obtained from training, Practice and discipline. As a result, most
142
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Argument is the forceful juxtaposition of opposing viewpoints in order to Persuade.
Incentive is the method by which desired behavior is induced within a Group.
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Groups don’t bother with it, resorting instead to compulsive chicanery to initiate Movement.
While this may work in the short run (and is certainly easier and faster than Persuasion), it is
the means and method of the tyrannical charlatan and will not sustain Momentum to and
through the Waypoints that lead to a fully accomplished Vision.
We know this from the many failed examples of compulsive chicanery employed by
Groups, particularly governmental bodies. A man will respond grudgingly to the lash of
compulsion only so long as he must, but most of his energy will be consumed not in the
accomplishment of the Outcome sought by the Governance, but in struggling free from the
agent of his compulsion. Likewise, any Influence born of fraud will evaporate like the morning
mist once the Truth is discovered by the men whose acquiescence was secured through
chicanery rather than Persuasion.
An example of the futility of compulsive chicanery as a means of Influence comes from
the repeated failure of centrally controlled collectivism (C3) as an organizing structure. The
promised efficacy of C3 is a grotesque lie that has worked to the great Disadvantage of the
Members of every Group upon which it has been forced, with the rise and fall of the Soviet
Union serving as the template of catastrophe.
Assuming they were given any kind of a choice, It likely did not take much to convince
the serfs of pre-Soviet Russia that C3 would be an improvement over feudalism. Russia's
unelected Governance under the Czars was dedicated to the strictest possible maintenance of a
Status Quo where a man born into serfdom was destined to die there with no Hope of any
escape to something better, either for himself or his children. What serf wouldn't agree to
exchange his Hopeless life under the thumb of a brutish unelected nobility for a place in the
workers paradise to come. The promise of C3 must have looked like a pretty good deal to them.
Unfortunately it wasn’t, because (despite its theoretical promise) C3 doesn’t actually
work—primarily because it commands a man to labor toward a centrally designated goal rather
than Incentivizing his own Individual Initiative144 (I2) toward an Advantage that he selects for
himself. As such, C3 seeks behavior of a man that dramatically contradicts his nature, while I2
harnesses his natural desire to be justly compensated for the efforts he chooses to make for his
own benefit. Man is a rational and individualized Advantage-seeker who is best Incentivized by
the prospect of enjoying the fruit of his hard work, initiative and risk-taking. We call that fruit
Profit145.
The fact that it has never worked has not deterred the mavens of C3 from seeking to
impose it upon people who would never voluntarily choose it if they knew the Truth. So the
mavens resort to chicanery, chiefly the lie that Profit-seeking is evil because it encourages
selfishness to the detriment of the Group. The opposite is actually true. A man Incentivized by
144

Individual Initiative is taking action in furtherance of the Group’s Articulated Purpose without specific
instructions.
145 Profit is reward for achieving Advantage.
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Profit to build a better mousetrap through the risk of his hard work and capital benefits far
more than himself if he succeeds. He reduces the vermin afflicting the entire Community that,
once it sees the Advantage, will beat down his door to buy what he has made.
It is Profit that Incentives I2 by providing an upside to the investment of a man's sweat
and treasure, both of which he would logically harbor in a Profit-less C3 Group that would not
reward him for his efforts. Thus, it is actually C3 that encourages selfishness, while Profit
harnesses I2 for the Advantage of the Group.
The fall of Nazi Germany provides the clearest example of the superiority of I2 over C3.
In August of 1945 Berlin was in ruins, having been bombed and shelled into stone-age oblivion.
The eastern half of of the city was controlled by the Soviet Union and the western half by Great
Britain, the US and France. For a time, the citizens of Berlin could pass freely from one zone to
another, but ultimately (in 1961), the Governance of the Soviet Union constructed a wall to
divide east from west, creating two cities: C3/Berlin and I2/Berlin, thereby (unwittingly)
initiating a perfect experiment to compare the two systems.
The Soviet Union claimed that the Wall was necessary to protect the people of
Communist East Germany from the intervention of the "fascist" west, but that was just
chicanery. The true purpose of the Wall was to lock the door to the rat cage that was C3/Berlin.
In the sixteen years following the end of WWII, I2/Berlin had recovered so much more
quickly than C3/Berlin that people were fleeing westward in droves. Other than admitting that
C3 was in-Effective, the Soviet Union had little choice but to resort to the compulsion of the
wall because the rats were voting with their feet. I2/Berlin was Effective and C3/Berlin wasn’t,
so the Soviet Union locked the door and told the rats that there was nothing good for them to
see outside of their cage.
That, of course, was a lie. C3/Berlin was not a paradise for workers or anybody else. It
was a rat cage with a bad vermin problem and no mousetraps on the shelves of its empty stores
because there was no Profit to be had in putting them there. People being a lot smarter than
rats, nobody who lived in C3/Berlin could be Persuaded to stay there through reason or
Argument. They had to be kept prisoner there through the compulsive chicanery of the wall.
Reliance upon compulsive chicanery to achieve Advantage is the method of the
tyrannical huckster, not the Effective Leader. While it is certainly cheaper and easier to employ
in the short-run, it will not sustain Movement. That requires the I2 of the individual man,
properly Incentivized and Persuaded into action through patient and diligent Leadership.
Leaders Persuade upwards. Tyrannical hucksters compel downwards. The difference is like that
between shooting a rifle and throwing a rock.
Mañana is a crackpipe
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As we have said, all men Visualize and any man can Articulate if he is willing to try,
although few do. Even fewer men Persuade, although this is also a Leadership Skill that
anybody can learn with persistence.
Let's take a man who Visualizes a powerful Advantage that he diligently Articulates to
the Members of his Group of whom Movement will be required for the Vision to be realized.
The people hear the man out with nodding heads and sympathetic grunts of agreement. And
yet, they will not actually move from the Status Quo. They may appreciate the Advantage (or at
least say they do), but still decline to initiate the Movement that is required to get there. This is
the point at which most men who aspire to Lead will quit or resort to tyrannical hucksterism to
get things going. What they fail to recognize is the awesome power of Inertia over the human
spirit. It is this power, which manifests itself through procrastination—The Crack Pipe Of
Mañana—that can only be broken through Persuasion.
During the first century following Jesus’ death the Apostle Paul was a powerful
Articulator of the budding Movement that ultimately became known as Christianity. Paul set off
on three journeys around what then comprised the known world around the Mediterranean
Sea.
In each town and city he visited Paul followed the same pattern. Being a Jew himself, he
would appear at the local synagogue and preach to the town’s resident Jews about the birth
and death of Christ (who, like Paul, was a Jew), in order to Persuade them to follow him (Jesus
that is, not Paul). In each instance, some did choose to follow while others rejected Paul’s
message, but the great majority did neither. Most people asked Paul to come back again in the
future for some more discussion. In other words, the majority procrastinated. They delayed
Movement today to puff away another day on the CrackPipe Of Mañana.
It might be logical for people who have been raised in the faith of a single deity, as
Paul’s Jews were, would want a little more information before accepting from a stranger (as
Paul was) that God was in fact comprised of three entities (and always was), one of whom had
recently appeared in human flesh to forgive and die for the sins of both Jew and Gentile. That is
a big Vision to embrace from a stranger right out of the chute, even for people that have been
struggling with sin and its implications for as long as they could remember. Procrastination
under those circumstances seems like a normal reaction and something in which a being with
free will would likely engage before making big decisions.
But it turns out that people engage in procrastination before they make small decisions
too, and medium decisions and any decision at all that requires a Movement from the Status
Quo, even if the Movement is something as infinitesimal as getting off the couch to turn on the
porch light. People procrastinate all the time. It's just what we do, even when it results in an
obvious delay of a very important inevitable. In the heart of man, Inertia rules.
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Which is why a man who can Persuade other men to Movement is so rare. He is a man
who has not only overcome his own hard-wired Inertia (a tough enough task), but has also
learned how to Influence other people to overcome theirs (a monumental feat).
In a sense, the HIM is Serving his followers by providing them an external means to
break through their own Inertia. To Influence, he must Persuade. To Persuade, the HIM must
see himself as a Servant of his procrastinating Brother by yanking The Crackpipe Of Mañana out
of his mouth.
Incremental Movements build agreement
While Inertia is a powerful restraint to Movement, Persuasion need only be a slightly
more powerful prod to work. A Leader is successful if he overcomes a man's hard-wired
procrastination instinct just enough to initiate some small Movement toward Advantage.
Unfortunately, most men unnecessarily set the bar much higher than that. They see it as a
failure if the subject of their Persuasive efforts does not immediately leap up and yell "by God,
you're right! How could I have been so blind and stupid?"
I learned this the hard way trying cases in front of juries. As a young lawyer I would
become so invested in the rightness of my client's cause that I wanted the judge and jury to see
it that way too, to the same degree that I did—immediately. That, I ultimately learned, was an
impossible goal.
A jury is objective in a way that I certainly am not. For me, winning a case is akin to an
actualized Advantage, one in which I have a heavy emotional stake invested. But I discovered
that I could never hope to Persuade twelve strangers to reach the same level of Commitment to
my case that I had, particularly where there is another lawyer in the courtroom (my opponent)
who is working with equal skill and zeal to Persuade them otherwise.
Before I realized this, I would focus too hard on agreement (full agreement) and not
enough on Movement (small Movement). For example, if a witness against my client testified
to something that I knew was demonstrably untrue, I would set about to prove to the jury that
he was lying. This tactic made perfect sense to me, although I'm pretty sure I never succeeded.
Jurors want to believe that the system works, that a witness who has sworn to tell the truth will
do so. Persuading them that a witness has perjured himself is a huge leap, one which they are
likely to procrastinate until they can't anymore. I have tried many cases, but I don't think I have
ever succeeded in proving that an adverse witness was lying.
And yet, I never saw the futility of my tactic until a trial in which one of my own
witnesses surprised me by testifying inaccurately. I expected my opposing counsel, experienced
man that he was, to do what I would have done in that situation and try to prove the man a liar.
He didn't do that though. What he did do provided me a great lesson in Persuasion. He simply
proved the man to be mistaken, a much easier task that had the same effect on the jury.
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Through experience, my opponent knew that my witness would likely fight the
accusation of perjury to the bone, but (with far less drama) would probably be willing to admit
that he was mistaken. “Mistake” provided him an escape hatch from the trap that his
testimonial inconsistencies had set for him. Ultimately, he admitted his mistake to avoid being
proven a liar. More importantly, the jury did not have to make the big leap required to believe
my witness was a liar to be Persuaded to disregard his testimony as undependable and begin
Movement of the toward my opponent’s position.
From that experience, I began to learn the power of small Movement. It takes less
energy to initiate and builds Momentum, and it is Momentum over the long haul that achieves
Advantage. It is far easier to initiate Movement toward Advantage than it is to obtain than
agreement with Advantage.
With that experience in mind, I have learned not to expect another man to invest in my
Vision until he has already begun Moving toward it. I see now (in retrospect) the sin of pride in
my previous notion otherwise. That pride would lead me to frustration and anger with those
who could not or would not fully acknowledge the Advantage that I (in my brilliance) had
Visualized and painstakingly Articulated. Since my pride told me that I was right about
everything, anyone who did not fully embrace my Vision had to be completely wrong, even (this
is the self-defeating part) if they did agree with me enough to initiate some Movement. Now
(again, in retrospect) I can see what a short step it is from from frustrated anger to tyrannical
chicanery. Maybe there is just a little bit of Uncle Joe Stalin in me as well.
While tyrannical chicanery fails as a means of Influence, frustration and anger are not
any more Effective, particularly where the Advantage may be in dispute but many are still
willing to Move (a little bit) toward it for their own reasons.
The environmental movement is an example of the futility of reliance upon anger as a
means of Persuasion. Environmentalists have many Visualized Advantages but none more
important than stemming the increase in global temperatures brought upon by
industrialization—in other words, Global Warming.
To illustrate the example, let's divide people into three camps:
•

Camp One is comprised of those who both believe in the premise of Global Warming
and are willing to initiate some or all of the range of proposed Movements that the
environmentalists contend would stop or reverse its effect on the Earth.

•

Camp Two is comprised of people who adamantly disagree with the premise of
Global Warming and are completely unwilling (on principle) to initiate any of the
proposed Movements to counteract it.
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•

Camp Three is comprised of people who are either undecided about the existence of
Global Warming or disagree with it entirely (as much as the people in Camp Three),
yet are still willing to initiate some of the proposed counteractive Movements.

I have many friends in Camp One, while I am an undecided resident of Camp Three. I am
undecided because (remember, I'm a lawyer) I don't believe the environmentalists have carried
their burden to prove their case by a preponderance of the evidence. I have some doubts about
the quality of the data that relied upon to establish rising temperatures over the last 150 years
that thermometers were in existence, but I have huge doubts about the 4.5 billion years worth
of temperature readings that don't exist for the life of the Earth prior to the invention of the
thermometer. For me, accepting the premise of Global Warming is a bit like identifying a very
large animal by touching only the last one-eighth of an inch of its tail. I'm just not there yet.
Nonetheless, I am willing to join in my Camp One friends’ efforts to counteract Global
Warming even though I decline to pitch my philosophical tent there. Why? Because many of
these measures are the same things a careful steward would do, regardless of whether it would
make the Earth a single degree cooler. Plus, I like my Global Warming friends and don’t mind
spending time with them as long what we’re doing is at least neutral. And who knows, maybe
they’ll turn to be right after all.
Unfortunately, most environmentalists demand more than mere Movement in the
direction of their Articulated Advantage—they require full agreement. For them, Camp Three’s
Movement without believing is just as frustrating Camp Two’s refusal to Move at all under any
circumstances.
In fact, listening to the rhetoric of its leaders, one suspects that environmentalists
doesn’t actually see the existence of the three camps. For them, America is divvied up into
those (the smart ones) who fully embrace their viewpoint and (the stupid ones) who deny it.
The problem with that approach is that calling a man stupid is not an Effective way to begin
Persuading him.
What it does is make him dig in his heels and refuse to Move on things he was perfectly
willing to initiate before he was called stupid. This is where I find myself on Global Warming
today. Having been angrily hectored as an idiotic earth-hating climate-denier (particularly by
men who fly around in private jets to do the hectoring), I've become Movement-resistant. I
won't go as far as to say I'm jumping into Camp Two, but I will wager that many Camp Three
people have. I'm just not as likely to join in Movement as I was before. Isn't that the opposite
effect of what the environmentalists should be trying to do? It’s profoundly in-Effective.
We hope that F3’s method of Persuasion provides a contrasting example. Our Visualized
Advantage is the invigoration of Male Community Leadership. It is F3’s Articulated Purpose and
it is going to take a lot of work to realize. When we encounter a man who disagrees with us that
Male Community Leadership is dormant, the last thing we do is get mad and call him stupid. Do
that and we’ve lost him forever. Instead, we just ask him if he would like to be in better shape,
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because (if so) we have a free Workout that will work great for him if he’s willing to try. All it
takes is the small Movement of getting up a little earlier and braving the elements outside of
the gym.
One small step is all it takes.
Spur

ü Compulsive chicanery cannot sustain Momentum
ü Mañana is a crackpipe
ü Incremental Movements build agreement
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
EXHORTATION (Q3.7)
Statement:

Incentivizing The Breach Of Obstacles

Scripture:

Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a
harvest if we do not give up.
Galatians 6:9

Socratic

§

Is there a difference between Exhortation and encouragement?

§

What exactly are we afraid of?

§

Can a man Exhort the breach of something he himself has never
experienced?
Synthesis

Exhortation is encouragement on steroids
Obstacles are Problems impeding Movement that must be solved before the Group can
continue forward. If an Obstacle arises before the Group has Accelerated into full Momentum,
it can stop Movement in its tracks, no matter how small it is. Such is the power of the Status
Quo to suck a man back to earth just as he has started to fly.
While Exhortation is the last of the four F3 Leadership Skills, in many respects it is the
most important because, without it, nothing happens. Just as no plan (no matter how brilliant)
survives first contact with the enemy absent Leadership, no Vision (no matter how powerfully
Articulated) will sustain Movement through the first Obstacle it meets without Exhortation. It is
part of the blocking and tackling required to execute the play the Leader draws up on the
whiteboard.
Because he is Prepared, the Effective Leader expects Obstacles to appear in his Group’s
path and stays ready to Exhort his followers to breach them by Incentivizing them into pushing
through what they may see as an impenetrable wall. The Effective Leader does this
Dynamically, with energetic and vigorous force. Through Exhortation, he changes his Group’s
perception of an Obstacle from an unscalable mountain into a molehill that can be traversed
through reasonable persistence.
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While Exhortation is encouragement on steroids, it must always stop short of
compulsion. If a Leader resorts to bullying his followers, he is a tyrant not a Leader. Although
the line between Exhortation and tyranny is clear, it cannot be objectively drawn because it
depends on the nature of the Obstacle and the relationship between the Leader and his
followers. Much like the Supreme Court’s view on pornography—while a Leader may not be
able to define it, he must know it when he sees it. 146
Fear of Pain and Chaos is a powerful Obstacle
By nature, people seek Personal Comfort by avoiding anything that might cause them
the Pain of emotional or physical Hardship. As a result, fear of Pain is a powerful Obstacle to
Movement, which is why the Status Quo remains such a compelling place in the heart of the
procrastinating men that we all are. It is there, as compared to Movement, that the Pain that
necessarily results from change can be avoided. And we do not like Pain. We are animals
programmed for survival to avoid it. Movement causes change and change results in Pain. Thus,
the brain screams at the body to stay right the heck where it is. And the body usually obeys.
The Chaos of uncontrollable circumstances is Pain’s evil twin Brother. Like Pain, Chaos
naturally results from Movement away from the Status Quo. When we Move, we encounter
new ground, new people and new circumstances which (because they are new) present us with
challenges we have never before confronted. And, since we haven’t seen them before, we are
naturally afraid that we will not be able to rise to them. Thus, like fear of Pain, fear of Chaos is a
powerful Obstacle to Movement.
Note that we are not saying that it is Pain and Chaos themselves that inhibit Movement,
but only the fear of them. This is because a man must be in motion to actually feel Pain and
encounter Chaos, and if that is true he must not have let fear of either condition bring him to a
grinding halt. In other words, a man in motion has somehow set aside his fear of Hardship
sufficiently that he could keep moving forward. And when he does, he generally discovers that
he has enough moxie to drive through both Pain and Chaos—the fear of the Hardship was far
worse than the Hardship itself.
Empathy and Correction are both necessary elements of Exhortation
Picture a man who has been Persuaded that his sedentary and solitary life is to his (and
his Concentrica’s) Disadvantage. He decides to initiate Movement by departing from the Status
Quo of his Fartsack147 for an F3 Workout. Because we start at 5:30 (that's in the AM) on most
weekdays, he will have to get up a lot earlier than usual—that’s Painful. Because he has no idea
what will take place there (except that he will be exercising), that’s Chaotic. To actually Post, he
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The Fartsack is a man’s bed.
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will have to set aside his fear of Hardship so that he can experience the Pain and Chaos
firsthand.
If he accomplishes that, and becomes an FNG148 , he will find himself exposed to cold,
heat, rain, cigarette butts and all the other things the SkyQ and man puts outdoors—that’s
Painful. Because he's been sitting on the couch (or plodding along on the elliptical trainer in a
nice warm gym), the raw intensity of an F3 Workout will initially take his breath away, and
maybe even make him throw up—that’s Painful. Finally, because the men the FNG will find
there have already gone through what he is experiencing, he will find himself bringing up the
rear at first—that’s Painful, emotionally. Exacerbating the Pain will be that he will have no
Control over any of it, other than to quit. If he sticks it out, he will just have to accept the
Chaos. There is no other way.
What the man will find is that the actual Pain and Chaos of less sleep, cold rain,
Splashing Merlot149 and his perceived Shame at being the Six (for a while anyway) are mere
molehills to the mountain that his fear of these things was—just as long as he doesn’t quit. And
keeping him from quitting is where the Exhortation comes into play. The Q must do more than
merely encourage him to drive on, he must find a way to Incentivize him to breach the
Obstacles of Hardship. This is why we say that F3 is not an Organization with Leaders, but an
Organization OF Leaders. Exhortation is what is necessary to spread a Movement with as many
Obstacles as we have. It's not like starting a book club, where vomiting at the first meeting is
possible but very unlikely.
What makes a Leader a highly skilled Exhorter? There are probably as many factors as
there are Leaders. But there is one common underlying element to all Exhortation, and that is
empathy. The Q knows what the FNG is feeling because he felt the same way when he started
out from the Status Quo. Exhortation starts right there, with an expression of I know how you
feel Brother. I was there, right where you are and I know how that feels. I have not forgotten.
But, there is hope and that hope is how I feel now. In F3, we call this the Was-Now, which stands
for there I WAS, then this happened, and here I am NOW.
Telling a man that the Pain he feels is natural is critical to Exhortation, but it’s not the
whole story. Exhortation also requires the Leader to dispense the hard kind of love that
Influences Movement. It's the kind of love that responds to I can't, with bull, you just won't.
That is why F3’s Credo150 is leave no man behind, but leave no man where you find him. Though
empathetic to how you feel when you start, we love you too much to let you stay there.
When I look back at the Leaders who have most IMPACTed me in my life, I see that they
were all a bunch of jerks. Not jerks in that they abused me, but in the sense that they declined
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to let me wallow in my own excuses for non-Movement and jerked me out of my cloud of selfdeceit. They were the kind of jerks who called bull on my desire to procrastinate by forcing my
lips off of the Crackpipe Of Mañana so that I could inhale the clear pure air of right-the-hecknow. They Dynamically Shame-Goaded me to set aside my fear of Hardship so that I could feel
Pain and Chaos for myself and learn that it wasn’t strong enough to stop me. By jerking away
my crutches they freed me to walk boldly.
When you try to picture a guy like that in your life do you find yourself resorting to
movie characters? We ask that because true Exhortation is a very rare thing. It is much more
common for people who call themselves leaders and mentors to accept excuses rather than
reject them. What we lack in real life we create for ourselves in fantasy life.
Thus the question about Exhortation. Can you name a man in your life who is an
Exhorter who exists outside of a celluloid fantasy? If you can, you are lucky. If you can’t, maybe
its high time you became that kind of man yourself.
They are in short supply.

Spur

ü Exhortation is encouragement on steroids
ü Fear of Pain and Chaos is a powerful Obstacle
ü Empathy and Correction are both necessary elements of Exhortation
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
CANDOR (Q3.8)
Statement:

Graciously Telling The Hard Truth And Demanding To Hear It From Others

Scripture:

And then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.
John 8:32
Socratic

§

Are all Truths self-evident?

§

Are some things better left unsaid?

§

What happens if you kill the messenger?
Synthesis

Only hard Truth requires Candor
Candor is the first of the five F3 Leadership Virtues—the Habits and Ethics of moral
excellence that a man must possess to be a Virtuous Leader. The Leadership Virtues are distinct
from the Leadership Skills, which are the capabilities of Effective Leadership. A Leader is
Effective because he possesses the Skills of Vision, Articulation, Persuasion and Exhortation
(VAPE) in sufficient measure that he can Influence Movement to Advantage. However, this says
nothing about his character. Only if he is also imbued with the Leadership Virtues can he be
called a Virtuous Leader.
Inherent in Candor is a belief in the existence of Truth itself. Truth is a transcendental
fundamental or spiritual reality that is self-evident and cognizable without further explanation.
It is also immutable, in the sense that it does not change over time. What was true yesterday is
true today, and will be for tomorrow evermore. A person might change, but Truth never does.
The Virtue of Candor is applicable to both universal and particularized Truths. A
universal Truth has application to all or most of humankind. The fact that the Earth is round or
that all organisms require water to survive are universal Truths. In contrast, a particularized
Truth only effects a single person or small group of people. Drug addiction or a cancer diagnosis
are particularized Truths. Their impact is limited to the person afflicted and those who are in
Proximity to him. Whether a Truth is universal or particularized, Candor requires that it be
disclosed by the Virtuous Leader to his followers, or by his followers to him. Candor is a twoway street.
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While there are many Truths, only the hard ones require Candor. The easy Truths take
care of themselves. Whether a Truth is hard or easy depends upon the effect it has on the
person hearing it. If it has no impact or brings them Happiness it is an easy Truth. Telling a
passenger that their flight is on time is an easy Truth. So is the fact that they have been
upgraded to first class.
Easy Truths do not require character to tell because there is no particular Virtue in being
the bearer of good news. Anybody can do it and most people do. Hard Truths are different,
because hearing them results in Pain and Disruption rather than Happiness. Nobody wants to
tell passengers that their flight is delayed or cancelled or that a loved one has died in a plane
crash. These are hard Truths that require Candor to tell. Being the bearer of bad news is the
province of the Virtuous Leader, because he is the only one with sufficient character to do it.
From hard Truth comes love and Trust
An Effective but un-Virtuous Leader keeps the hard Truth from his followers. He justifies
his lack of Candor by couching it as a form of protection. He lies (by misrepresentation or
omission) to his followers because (he tells himself) they cannot handle the hard Truth. He
convinces himself that the Pain and Disruption of knowing the Truth are Hardships that only he
can bear, when the reality is that he lacks the strength of character required to deal with other
people’s un-Happiness. He indulges himself in that odd kind of “love” that leaves another man
imprisoned in deceit rather than setting him free in Truth.
The Virtuous Leader sees no love in deceit, regardless of how well intentioned. He
graciously tells the hard Truth because he knows that any Movement Influenced through
chicanery will not result in long-term Advantage. Once people discover that they have been lied
to, the resulting distrust will produce an Obstacle that no amount of Exhortation can surmount.
The resolve required for people to Move from the Status Quo into the relative unknown
toward Advantage is fueled by their Trust in the Leader initiating that Movement. Implicit in
that Trust is the belief that he has been honest about the Pain and Chaos that will be
encountered on the path to Advantage. If he has misrepresented or omitted that hard Truth
their Trust in him will begin to erode the moment they are forced to discover it for themselves.
And once Trust begins to erode, there is almost nothing that will ever stop it.
This then is the implied consideration supporting the bargain that the Virtuous Leader
strikes with those who choose to follow him: he loves them too much to tell them lies, and they
Trust him enough to believe in what he says. This is the power of Candor. It engenders a bond
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that enables a Group to weather Hardship and turn inward to each other when faced with
Chaos rather than seek the perceived high ground of their own Personal Comfort.
While a very talented Effective but un-Virtuous Leader can Influence Movement without
Candor, his success will only last for a season. Eventually the chickens born of his mendacity will
come home to roost, and there will be a reckoning.
Candor is a two-way street
Telling the hard Truth is only one half of Candor. The other half is hearing it. For a
Leader to be Virtuous, he must be able to handle the Truth. If he can’t, than no one will be
willing to tell it to him. Handling hard Truth well requires the discipline over one’s emotions
that comes from Preparedness. A Virtuous Leader handles hard Truth like a Pro because he is
Right, living his life in the normal and upright position.
A Virtuous Leader ensures that he will hear the hard Truth through forceful engagement
with the Members of his Organization. The Gooist’s approach to engagement is to have an
open-door policy and be receptive to people when they want to talk. That’s nice in theory, but
way too passive in practice. Open doors and smiley faces won’t get people to spill the beans on
things that scare or embarrass them. A Leader committed to getting the hard Truth knows that
he will have to seek it aggressively and deal with it maturely when he finds it. He will have to
ask people both what they did and why they did it, and keep asking until the answers make
sense. Like most things a Leader must do, that will cause Pain.
My first battalion commander explained to me why he did this in very simple terms. He
told me that he asked those questions to teach men how to make good decisions and be Candid
about the Outcome. Before you act, he would say, picture yourself standing in front of my desk
explaining to me what you did and why you did it—if you can’t do that very well, then you
shouldn’t do what you are about to do. Rethink it. Take action in a way you can explain.
At first, because I was a very impulsive and immature Leader, I hated this. I did not like
having a man twenty years older than me asking me pointed questions that I could not
adequately answer. I resented the questions and the man asking them, particularly (as it often
did) when the questioning took place in front of other men. But, while I didn’t like it, the
process gradually led me to realize that I did not have a rational basis for much of my decision
making. I didn’t think before I acted, I acted and then rationalized afterward what I had done
based upon the Outcome. Being forced to explain this to my repeated embarrassment
ultimately led me to change my thought process. By thinking through the explanation first—
asking myself the what and why—I began making better decisions. I also started asking other
men to help me with my decisions, something I was not naturally inclined to do. Looking back, I
can now see that this was my initial glimpse into the power of Shared Leadership and the
absolute necessity of Candor as a Leadership Virtue.
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Now, thirty years later, I follow that same pattern with the people who report to me. I
just ask them what they did and why they did it. At first (just like I used to do), they stammer
defensively and (probably) resent being put on the spot. Often they will say, well, I did the best I
can under the circumstances, to which I ask do you really think so? Usually, they shake their
heads. They know. We all know. Despite the Pain, it’s a relief to get the hard Truth out there,
but only if the boss takes it like a Pro.
This is where the “gracious” part of F3’s definition of Candor comes in. An Amateur flips
out when he hears bad news, but a Pro takes it with equanimity, focusing more on how it
impacts the Group than how it directly affects him. This requires both a Servant’s heart and
stability of emotion engendered by the consistent pursuit of Joy rather than Happiness, what F3
calls Contentment (another of the Leadership Virtues).
I had a boss once who would say I never should be surprised unless you are surprised
too. What he meant was that I shouldn’t keep bad news from him—if I knew it, he better know
about it as well. That was a great policy, but it would have been nothing but a coffee mug
phrase if he hadn’t backed it up with his rock-solid stability of emotion. From experience, I
knew that he would not kill the messenger even if the bad news was the messenger’s fault. He
took hard Truth like a Pro and focused first on Outcome management and secondarily on the
root cause.
One morning, badly hungover, I had to tell this man about an idiotic gaffe I had
drunkenly committed the previous night. I suppose I had some hope that it would not get back
to him if I kept my mouth shut, but I trusted him and believed that I was better off confessing to
him than I was surprising him. When I was done, he just shook his and said, well, that’s not
good. Literally, two seconds later, his phone rang. I could hear whoever called him yelling in his
earpiece at him for about a minute, after which he said, “that’s not the full story I heard,” and
after a pause “ . . . from the man himself. He’s standing right in front of me.”
In that moment, I realized that I had probably saved myself by telling my boss the hard
Truth before he heard it from someone else. And, I hope, my boss realized that the reason I did
it was because I Trusted that he would hear it graciously, which he had.
Spur

ü Only hard Truth requires Candor
ü From hard Truth comes love and Trust
ü Candor is a two-way street
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
COMMITMENT (Q3.9)
Statement:

Unwavering Loyalty To The Group And Unflinching Determination To
Accomplish It’s Mission

Scripture:

But if serving the Lord seems undesirable to you, then choose for yourselves this
day whom you will serve, whether the gods your ancestors served beyond the
Euphrates, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land you are living. But as for
me and my household, we will serve the Lord.
Joshua 24:15

Socratic

§

Is there anything a Leader must surrender in order to be Committed?

§

Is there anything a Leader must do to demonstrate Commitment?

§

What is more important, loyalty or determination?
Synthesis

Loyalty requires abandonment of self
Commitment is the second of the five F3 Leadership Virtues—the Habits and Ethics of
moral excellence. Commitment has two components, unwavering loyalty to the Group and
unflinching determination to accomplish the Group’s Mission. The former is focused more upon
the Group as an entity and the Members that comprise it while the latter concerns the Purpose
for which it was formed. Because he is Committed, the Virtuous Leader is both loyal and
determined.
Loyalty is firm and constant support and allegiance manifested through the
subordination of one’s own well-being to the Prosperity of the the Group. A Loyal person puts
the interest of his Group and the needs of its Members before his own. In his decision making,
he is concerned first with the impact a Course Of Action will have on the Group and only
secondarily upon himself. His relationship with his Group and its Members is that of a fiduciary,
in that he is charged with a special duty of Trust that obligates him to safeguard its Prosperity in
everything he does.
To be Loyal a man must be obedient, meaning that he must willingly submit to higher
authority within the Group. Note that obedience alone is not Loyalty, as a man can be obedient
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without being Loyal. Most convicts will obey the warden’s rules without a shred of Loyalty to
the prison system that appointed him.
The inverse however is not true. Loyalty to the Group requires thoroughgoing obedience
to its Governance. I cannot be a loyal American if I reserve the right to disobey the just decrees
of its duly elected and appointed officials whenever I find them personally inconvenient or
morally repugnant. Nor can I be a loyal Member of my church if I am determined to decide for
myself which of its doctrines I will accept based on my own theological views.
In either case, if I found that I could not submit to the authority of the Governance I
would only have two Virtuous choices. I could either depart the Group—in recognition that
remaining and disobeying makes me disloyal, or I could stay and become a member of the Loyal
opposition that obeys the Governance while openly seeking to change its policies or
composition. To remain and disobey is not a choice, it is disloyalty and thus un-Virtuous.
There is an exception to the obligation to obedience, in that it is not disloyal to actively
resist unjust decrees promulgated by a Governance that is not duly elected or appointed. In
fact, Loyalty to the Group may require disobedience to its Governance where it has exceeded
its delegated authority or is abusing it to the Disadvantage of the Group or its Members. Within
any Group (other than those that are inherently unstable), this would be a very rare
occurrence. Before embarking on a course of Loyal disobedience, the Virtuous Leader must
exhaust all other peaceable alternatives and deliberate sufficiently such that his conscience
leaves no other option. Anything less risks brigandry.
This call to Loyal disobedience finds its logical and ultimate end at the heart of the
founders’ sober declaration of our nation’s uncoupling from England:
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed, That whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and
to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect
their Safety and Happiness.
Because they believed the crown to have exceeded its authority, the signatories of the
Declaration Of Independence did not consider themselves disloyal in their disobedience to its
dictates. And, because they were men of Virtue who recognized that Loyalty cannot be divided,
they publicly announced their determination to do so. Thus, it was with regret that Thomas
Jefferson wrote:
Believe me, dear Sir: there is not in the British empire a man who more cordially
loves a union with Great Britain than I do. But, by the God that made me, I will
cease to exist before I yield to a connection on such terms as the British
Parliament propose; and in this, I think I speak the sentiments of America.
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In their decision to Loyally disobey, Jefferson and the other signatories to the
Declaration placed the interests of the Community of American Colonies far above their own.
Through their deep sense of unwavering Loyalty they subordinated their own wealth, lives and
liberty to a cause far greater than their own advancement. By this, they demonstrated
Commitment of the highest order.
Determination requires bold will to action
Unwavering Loyalty to the Group is only one half of Commitment. The other half is
unflinching determination to accomplish its Mission. While Loyalty manifests itself most often
in the things a man won’t do, determination is measured by the things he will and does do.
Loyalty without determination may be Virtuous, but it is not Commitment and it is Commitment
that is an Essential Leadership Virtue.
Ulysses S. Grant was the fourth Commanding General of the US Army during the Civil
War. His immediate predecessor was Henry Halleck, whose nickname was Old Brains (likely, not
entirely a compliment). Due to his inherent caution and focus on administration and planning,
President Lincoln called Halleck little more than a first rate clerk. Frustrated by his inability to
end the war (as he had been with the two men who had preceded Halleck) Lincoln eventually
replaced him with Grant in March of 1864.
Recognizing that victory required nothing less than the destruction of the Confederate
Army, Grant immediately invaded Virginia and met Robert E. Lee head-on in some of the
bloodiest battles of the entire war. After twice being fought to a draw by Lee’s much smaller
force, Grant (unlike his predecessors) declined to return to Washington to lick his wounds and
“reorganize”. Instead, he tersely advised Lincoln of his intentions to press on against Lee: I
propose to fight it out on this line if it takes all summer.
And he did. Despite horrific casualties that earned him the label of the “Butcher” by the
press, Grant boldly pressed on with unflinching determination to surround Richmond and
destroy the will of the Confederate Army to continue the fight. Lee surrendered less than a year
later.
Grant’s predecessors may have been Loyal (there is no evidence otherwise), but they
did not possess Grant’s unflinching determination to accomplish the Mission. They lacked the
bold will to action required to press on through the dirty, dangerous and difficult Obstacles that
arose in their path. Although they each enjoyed tremendous material advantage over the
Confederate Army, they all timidly searched for a way to not-lose the war rather than boldly
trying win it. Grant alone had both the unwavering Loyalty and unflinching determination that
comprise the Essential Leadership Virtue of Commitment.
While very few men will encounter circumstances as dire as the ones that confronted
Grant during the Civil War, every Group has a Mission that its Leader must see accomplished for
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his Group to Prosper. Inevitably, along the path toward Mission accomplishment there will arise
Obstacles that invite the Leader to flinch, to turn his Group aside in search of an easier course.
It is then that the Leader’s character will be revealed—either he will press on and fight it out
along that line, or he won’t. Determination requires bold action.
Mission first/men always, with love
To the un-Virtuous Leader there is a contradiction between Loyalty and determination.
He cannot see how a Leader can provide for his men’s welfare and accomplish the Mission if
accomplishing his Mission puts his men in harm’s way. To resolve this apparent conundrum, the
in-Effective Leader chooses men over Mission by asking nothing of them, like Halleck seeking
not to not-lose the war. In contrast, a merely Effective Leader nods in pretense to the care of
his men in search of the personal aggrandizement attendant to victory.
Neither is the path of the Committed Leader. He alone understands that the tension
between Loyalty to the Group and determination to accomplish its Mission forms the Paradox
Of Commitment that confronts all Leaders. The Virtuous Leader resolves the Paradox by
prioritizing Mission accomplishment above everything else, while always taking care of his men.
Mission first/men always.
War provides a stark example of the Paradox Of Commitment. Loyalty to the Union’s
Army required Grant to put the welfare of his soldiers before his own, but determination to
accomplish the Union’s Mission compelled him to expose those same soldiers to injury and
death. To maintain Mission first/men always Grant did several things. First he provided his
soldiers with the best equipment and training possible to increase their chances of survival on
the battlefield. Then he ensured that his battle plans were carefully drawn to guarantee the
maximum reward possible with the minimum risk required. During combat, Grant placed
himself as close as feasible to the forward edge of the battle area to enhance the speed and
effectiveness of his decision making. In all things, he ensured that no man’s life was wasted to
win the battle. Mission first/men always.
The Paradox Of Commitment applies to any human endeavor where Leadership is
invoked. When Vince Lombardi coached the Green Bay Packers winning was the team’s
Mission. To reinforce that Mission in the minds of his players and coaches Lombardi constantly
reminded them that winning isn’t everything, it’s the only thing. His unflinching determination
to accomplish the Mission is reflected in the fact that he won almost 75% of the games he
coached and three three consecutive NFL championships.
But winning came at a price, measured both by the players’ sweat and blood on the
practice field and Lombardi’s willingness to Black Tahoe a man to make room for another
whose superior skill gave the team a better chance to win. For Lombardi, the sacrifice required
by the Paradox Of Commitment was made possible only through love:
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I don't necessarily have to like my players and associates but as their leader I
must love them. Love is loyalty, love is teamwork, love respects the dignity of the
individual. This is the strength of any organization.
For Lombardi, love was not optional—as their leader I must love them. Without love, the
Paradox Of Commitment is impossible to resolve. An Effective Leader who lacks Commitment
will focus solely on the Mission to the detriment of his men—he might succeed for a time but
eventually they will figure out that their welfare is his secondary concern, that he doesn’t love
them more than he loves himself. In contrast, the in-Effective Leader’s Loyalty to his men may
be appreciated by them—but ultimately they will realize that he doesn’t love them enough to
respect their willingness to sacrifice their Personal Comfort to a higher Purpose.
Only through love can the Virtuous Leader maintain the proper tension between man
and Mission. As we said in the very first QPoint, a great Leader’s Legacy is built on love.
Spur

ü Loyalty requires abandonment of self
ü Determination requires bold will to action
ü Mission first, men always
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
CONSISTENCY (Q3.10)
Statement:

Unchanging In Nature, Standard Or Effect Over Time

Scripture:

Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.
Hebrews 13:8
Socratic

§

Why do complex men often lead simple lives?

§

How can a man keep from going off the rails?

§

How can a man learn to be Consistent?
Synthesis

Simplicity is the foundation of Consistency
Consistency is the third of the five F3 Leadership Virtues—the Habits and Ethics of moral
excellence. The Consistent Leader is constant and regular in everything he does. His followers
are drawn to him because his steadiness provides a safe harbor from the howling winds of
Chaos and Flux that blow periodically through their own lives. He is their rock.
The Virtuous Leader may be a complex man—in fact, he would almost certainly have to
be in order to be Effective. But he does not let his complexity cause him to be mercurial and
inconsistent. Genius is of little use in a Leader if it comes with sudden changes of mood or
outlook, because that promotes insecurity in his followers and erodes Trust within the Group.
To keep his internal complexity from leading to external inconsistency, the Virtuous
Leader simplifies the aspects of his life that are subject to his direct control. He does this by
putting as much as possible on autopilot so that he doesn’t have to consume energy thinking
about them. The less energy he consumes on little things, the more Consistent he can be in the
big things.
Simplification starts with the most elemental personal Habits. Every day Nick Saban eats
two Little Debbie Oatmeal Crème Pies for breakfast and a lettuce, turkey and tomato salad for
lunch. Steve Jobs wore the same black turtleneck, blue jeans and New Balance sneakers every
day. During his presidency, Barack Obama only wore gray or blue suits. He said that paring
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down his decisions about what to eat or wear helped him save energy for the important
decisions he had to make. Simplicity is the foundation of Consistency.
The Leaders I was most drawn to in the Army were men so simple and regular in their
personal habits that you could set your clock by what they did. The IMPACT they had on me
resounds to this day. My office is very spare. I only have what I need and I keep it all in a
specific location that never varies so that I never to look for anything. I park my car in the same
spot every morning so that I can find it quickly every evening after a long day of thinking about
more important things. Like Nick Saban, I eat the same thing almost every day and my
wardrobe does not have much more diversity than President Obama’s does.
I do these things (and many others) to simply my life and promote Consistency with
three objectives in mind:
First, the more decisions I remove from my daily life the more likely it is that I
will continue to Accelerate. As we said in Q1.1 (the DRP), discretion is a cage
with velvet bars. I don’t get up in the morning and decide whether to exercise
that day. Because my Habits are so ingrained, I just find myself at a Workout
every morning via a series of non-decisions that were easy to make because I
didn’t have make them. By abandoning discretion to Habit, I have freed myself
from having to decide.
Second, the more reliable I am in the small things, the more people will believe
they can rely upon in me in the big things. Trust is one of the most critical
components to the Prosperity of any Group. The decision whether to follow a
man or share Leadership with him is founded upon it. The Virtuous Leader uses
every opportunity he gets to remove doubt from the minds of his followers
through radical Consistency in small things, because it is the small things in
which they will most often see him engaged.
Third, simplicity reduces mistakes. KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid) is the antidote to
Murphy’s Law that whatever can go wrong, will go wrong. The American military
calls this tendency of events to become chaotic the “fog of war”. It is a theory
based upon Clausewitz’ observation that war is the realm of uncertainty; three
quarters of the factors on which action in war is based are wrapped in a fog of
greater or lesser uncertainty. A sensitive and discriminating judgment is called
for; a skilled intelligence to scent out the truth. For me to maintain Momentum
through my “fog of life” I need a Truth sensor that is not clogged up by the
minutiae of small decisions. Simplicity cuts through the fog.
Strong Routines are the framework of Consistency
A Brick is a singular positive Habit that is Advantageous to the individual who practices it
or others that are affected by it. When several Bricks are joined together they form a Routine,
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and Routines are the basis of the Guardrails in a man’s life that allow him to Accelerate to
Advantage. For example, getting out of bed early every morning is a Brick, as is stretching out
the back and legs. By linking those Bricks (and others) together, the HIM forms a Routine that
enables him to maintain the Guardrail of his King, the daily discipline of physically training his
body.
Guardrails protect a man from the Flux, which is his emotional reaction to the peaks and
valleys that appear with regularity throughout his life. It is that feeling of “backsliding” or “going
through a rough patch” that we all periodically encounter. Because he is Consistent, the
Virtuous Leader may appear to his followers to be immune from the Flux, but in truth his
steadiness is only the fruit of his Preparedness. The HIM is a Pro who gets ready for the Flux
because its onset is expected—he knows it is coming. He Prepares for it through the
development of strong Routines that keep him moving along the right path every day despite
how he feels about it on any given day. This provides him with an external framework for his
Acceleration and frees him from having to overcome negative emotions in order to maintain his
Momentum.
As a result, a HIM will physically train his body every day regardless of how he feels
about it. It is not a decision fueled by emotion that gets him out there every morning, it is the
Bricks that form his Routine which provide him the framework to be Consistent in his King.
The Amateur, in contrast, is a man who does not arm himself with Routines. He allows
the Flux to roll over him, periodically exposing his emotions to the shifting winds of
circumstance like a man who leaves his windows open in a thunderstorm. As a result, his
nature, Standards and effect vary over time. This makes him inconsistent and renders him unVirtuous.
As a result, an Amateur will only Post to a workout when he feels like it. When his Flux is
favorable, he will have a period of consistent Posting. But when (as it always will) the Flux
swings against him, he will not be able overcome his negative emotions sufficiently to maintain
the Momentum of his King. The Flux lies at the heart of Pogo-40 and it ruled over me until I
began fighting against it by turning Pro and building strong Routines.
The Virtuous Leader focuses on bandwidth not perfection
The existence of the Flux is a matter of Truth, which is a transcendent fundamental or
spiritual reality that requires no real explanation because it is self-evident. He may call it by a
different name, but every man knows the Flux exists because he has been living within its grip
since he was a boy. Fighting the Flux through the building of Routines is a matter of Wisdom,
which is practical insight with spiritual implications. Truth is what you know and Wisdom is
what you learn about it.
A man can obtain Wisdom through other men who already have it by the process of
Positive Habit Transfer that we described in Q2.4. Or he can learn it the hard way through
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Collision Learning, by gaining it through Failure, Argument and Adversity151 . For me, learning to
fight the Flux through Preparedness came the hard way. I had to Collision Learn it.
Due to the ever present nature of the Flux, and the fact that we are all faced with
dynamic circumstances outside of our control, it is impossible to reach a point of perfection
where one’s nature, Standards and effect are exactly the same every day. There will always be
fluctuation. Knowing this, the Virtuous Leader Accelerates his Consistency by focusing on the
bandwidth of his fluctuation rather than perfection. His objective is to reduce the distance
between his peaks and valleys to something so infinitesimal that only he can see it.
For me, the effect of the Flux in my life has always been triggered by my physical fitness.
As that goes, so goes everything else in my life. I know that if my King and Queen Decelerate,
my Jester will run rampant and I will lose Relational Rhythm with my Concentrica and contact
with the SkyQ. When I was an Amateur I suffered from wild swings in my fitness that rendered
me inconsistent and incapable of Virtuous Leadership. Today, having Collision Learned about
the Flux and its control over me, I have strong Routines that allow me to maintain my fitness
level within an ever-tightening tight bandwidth.
I only discovered the effect of Flux after I left the military, where my weight had rarely
fluctuated by more than five pounds for a nine year period. I mistakenly attributed this
apparent Consistency to my own self-discipline, but the hard Truth was quickly revealed to me
in my first six months as a civilian. Without periodic weigh-ins and unit physical training I had
neither the Incentive to stay physically fit nor any self-generated positive Habits upon which I
could rely when the Flux would inevitably hit me. “Liberated” from the strict Routines of
military life, I immediately became subject to Pogo-40, gaining and losing the same thirty to
forty pounds on a repetitive loop until F3 taught me to be a Pro.
From the Adversity of Pogo-40 I learned that I was a Mascot. I had only appeared to be
Consistent when I was a soldier because I had been protected by external Routines that I
neither built nor maintained for myself—the Army had provided them to me. Once they were
removed, I was revealed for what I truly was, an Amateur whose lack of Preparedness left me
constantly exposed to the Flux. Until I learned to build my own Routines the bandwidth of my
Fitness, Fellowship and Faith was like a roller coaster.
Whenever my roller coaster was in steep descent I was an insentient zombie, immune
to any warning about the jolt of the bottom to which I was heading. As an Amateur, I had no
Shield Lock to provide me with Accountability and Correction. Because I lacked Candor, I was
unwilling to graciously receive a word of hard Truth that might have snapped me out of it.
Inevitably and repeatedly I would have to suffer my own Cat Kicker—a man’s final screw-up
before he hits his bottom—before I could begin ascending again.

151

Adversity is a challenge to Acceleration created by Obstacles.
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Now, having recognized the Truth that the Flux exists and the Wisdom of using
Guardrails to fight it, my focus is on continually narrowing the bandwidth of fluctuation in my
life. To do this, I depend very little on my own motivation and not at all on my emotions.
Instead, I rely upon my Shield Lock to hold me Accountable and strong Routines to provide
simplicity and relieve me from the distraction of discretion.
This is the foundation and framework of Consistency. Without it, a Leader cannot be
Virtuous.
Spur

ü Simplicity is the foundation of Consistency
ü Strong Routines are the framework of Consistency
ü The Virtuous Leader focuses on bandwidth not perfection
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
CONTENTMENT (Q3.11)
Statement:

Stability Of Emotion Engendered By The Continual Pursuit Of Joy Rather Than
Happiness

Scripture:

I am not saying this because I am in need, for I have learned to be content
whatever the circumstances.
Philippians 4:11
Socratic

§

What is the difference between Happiness and Joy?

§

How does a man learn to govern his emotions?

§

Does control over one’s environment foster Contentment?
Synthesis

Joy is the stainless steel of the soul
Contentment is the fourth of the five F3 Leadership Virtues. The Virtuous Leader seeks
Contentment because he knows that his personal stability will have impact that resounds
throughout each of the Groups he Leads. He knows that if he fails to govern his emotions under
all circumstances his followers will lose confidence, not only in him but in the entire Group and
its Mission.
When air traffic control tells a pilot there is heavy turbulence in his aircraft’s path, he
doesn’t start yelling at his passengers to take your seats immediately and cinch you’re your
seatbelts if you want to live through what’s coming next! That would cause panic. Nor does he
keep the information to himself, hoping that ATC was wrong or believing that it would be better
for his passengers if they didn’t have to worry about the turbulence before they encountered it.
That would erode Trust. Instead, he tells the passengers (in an even tempered voice) to expect
some choppy air, but that he and the copilot will do their best to find an altitude that will
ameliorate its effects as much as possible.
The pilot’s Candor will ensure that he doesn’t lose their Trust, and his stability of
emotion will help them prepare for what is coming by stabilizing their emotions. In this way the
pilot has exerted Leadership by Influencing the passengers to Move (just a little) toward
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Contentment, which is as distinct an Advantage to a passenger strapped into a bouncing
airplane as it is to a person passing through the rough air of his everyday life. Leaders who
maintain their emotions during difficult circumstances set an example that their followers can
use to battle the Flux when it Periodically and inevitably descends into their lives. When faced
with the rough skies of life, Contentment is critical to the Virtuous Leader.
A HIM Accelerates his Contentment by consistently pursuing Joy rather than Happiness.
While they sound similar and are often used interchangeably by the culture, Joy and Happiness
are actually very different conditions. While Joy is a permanent state of hopeful satisfaction
unaffected by external circumstance, Happiness is a mere transitory positive feeling governed
completely by external circumstance.
Joy is the fruit of a HIM’s enduring devotion to Getting Right and staying that way
through the DRP. Joy requires nothing external to a person other than the Relational Rhythm
that results from the strong, regular and repeated pattern of his interaction with himself, his
Concentrica and the Creator. It withstands bad weather, physical ailments and financial
downturns. Joy is the stainless steel of the soul, the stern stuff that resides in the stout heart of
a HIM fully Committed to Leading his Group through every Obstacle that impedes its
Movement. It is the foundation of his Contentment.
In contrast, Happiness is the warm feeling of Personal Comfort that derives from a
toasty fire and a mug of hot cocoa on a cold night. It requires nothing of a man other than to be
in the right place at the right time. Unlike Joy, Happiness is wholly dependent upon physical or
emotional gratification and the conduct and emotions of other people. Whereas Joy is eternal,
Happiness only lasts as long as the positive external circumstance is present. When the fire dies
and the mug is empty, Happiness evaporates like the morning mist over a pond, leaving nothing
behind but an empty yearning for its return.
Rough skies make good pilots
Contentment is a Standard of moral excellence that is closely related (but not identical)
to the third Virtue of Consistency. Whereas the Consistent Leader is unchanging over time
because he has learned to Prepare himself for his emotional reaction to the inevitable peaks
and valleys of his life, the Contented Leader is a man whose emotions themselves are stable
because the undulations are subsumed by his durability.
Durability is physical and emotional toughness that is fostered through deliberate
exposure to Hardship and Chaos. It is through Hardship—suffering caused by intense
Adversity—that a HIM learns how deep the bottom of his Pain barrel is by finding the point that
is just beyond beyond his capacity to tolerate, and pushing through to it. Only then will he know
what he is fully capable of. And only then will he be able to begin increasing his Durability by
subjecting himself to increasing Hardship. Durability, like everything else, is a condition that is
either Accelerating or Decelerating.
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The uncontrollable circumstance of Chaos serves an equally important function in the
development of Durability. It teaches the HIM to master his emotions even when and where he
has no Control over the people and Events that surround him. I assume that I would find it far
easier to maintain a steady deportment behind the thick walls of a monastery, where rigorous
rules of conduct provided me and the other monks with highly Controlled and uneventful lives
of silent prayer and reflection. Or, even more radically, if I lived my life as a hermit, separated
completely from the daily turbulence of the lives of the people in my Concentrica whose
emotions, desires and behavior are outside of my Control.
But this type of life, while certainly quieter, would not make me truly Content because it
would not Accelerate my Durability. In fact, it would make me weak because it would render
me incapable of withstanding even the smallest amount of Adversity. Only by subjecting myself
to increasing amounts of Chaos (along with Hardship) can I hope to Accelerate my Durability.
In F3 we do this every morning by Posting to Workouts and subjecting ourselves to 45
minutes of Pain and Chaos. Periodically, we do it more drastically by participating in CSAUPs
that push us to the edge (and beyond) of what we think we can withstand. Through the King,
we increase our 3S2T (speed, strength, stamina, toughness-physical and toughness-mental)
because we know that this will keep our Durability in a state of Acceleration.
As I write this, the idea of Durability seems very obvious to me. Hopefully it seems very
obvious to you as you read it. Yet, it is completely anathema to our culture’s fixation on
Happiness. Goo, the philosophy of universal Happiness, considers Durability to be a ludicrous
and dangerous pursuit. Instead of fostering Durability, Goo Nation seeks Personal Comfort,
which is the avoidance of emotional and physical Hardship. So, for the Gooist, depriving a child
of full hydration (for even the shortest period of time) or unadulterated affirmation (for even
the shortest period of time) are cultural sins of the highest order. But in shielding themselves
from Hardship and Chaos, Goo Nation has created un-Durable people who need a constant flow
of emotional warm cocoa to stay Happy. Because that is not possible in our fallen world, the
net effect is to render them incapable of either Happiness or Joy.
Moreover, it creates Groups incapable of developing the Virtuous Leaders they need to
Lead them to Advantage. Would you really want to step on a plane with a pilot who had never
before flown through turbulence? Of course not. It is rough skies that make good pilots. Just as
it is Hardship and Chaos that produces Durable HIMs whose stability of emotion allows them to
keep going when the going gets tough because they are Content in all circumstances.
Preparedness trumps Control
Some Truth: the rain of Adversity will fall upon the the good and bad alike. Because it
invokes Hardship, the The Happiness-seeker sees the challenge of Adversity negatively,
demanding to know how bad things could happen to good people (he, of course, assumes
himself to be good). With Personal Comfort as his watchword, he will always seek to avoid
Hardship and never learn to master his emotions.
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But the Joy-seeker is different. He sees challenge in a positive light, as an opportunity to
become more Durable by suffering through and overcoming Hardship. He grows by overcoming
challenges, Accelerating his Durability and becoming increasingly Content.
The decision of how one will respond to Adversity (positively or negatively) must be
made beforehand. The Joy-seeker is a Pro who uses Preparedness to get ready for the Adversity
he expects and stay ready for that which he does not expect. In contrast, the Happiness-seeker
is an Amateur who does not actively anticipate challenging Events, but instead tries to Control
them when he finds them occurring in his midst.
The difference between these two approaches is also reflected in how the Pro and
Amateur relate to challenging people. The Pro maintains Relational Rhythm with the people in
his Concentrica by getting ready for the behavior he has learned through Proximity to expect
from them. He knows that they (just as he does) have challenging aspects of their character
that arise from their individual traits and backgrounds. The Pro also stays ready for the
unexpected behavioral idiosyncrasies of people he does not know well, or at all. Thus, for both
the expected and unexpected the Pro relies on Preparedness rather than Control because he
knows that he cannot dictate the behavior of others. It just doesn’t work.
As a result, because he is a Joy-seeking Pro, the HIM’s Contentment is not shaken by
interactions with challenging people. He is not seeking Happiness, so he is not reliant upon
others to make him Happy. He embraces interaction with challenging people because he knows
that they will Accelerate his Durability in the same way that challenging Events do.
In contrast, because he is a Happiness-seeking Amateur, the Mascot is incapable of
maintaining his equanimity when confronted by someone whose behavior or ideas disturb him.
Reliant as he is on external factors for his Happiness, he seeks to Control the behavior of others
in order to protect his Personal Comfort. Taken to its logical conclusion, there is no end to what
type of behavior the Mascot will find disturbing—including the mere opinions of others with
which, even temporarily, he may disagree. Thus, any any affront to a Mascot’s Happiness is an
aggression that constitutes some form of hate-speech regardless of the intent of the speaker.
Ultimately, the Mascot’s quest to protect his Happiness by Controlling the Events and
people around him is self-defeating because it cannot be done. The weather, the economy and
the behavior and ideas of others are things that move and flow Dynamically. Trying to Control
them is like playing a giant game of wack-a-mole on a hockey rink armed with nothing more
than a palm frond. The energy wasted in the fruitless pursuit of Control would be far better
spent on Preparedness.
Spur

ü Joy is the stainless steel of the soul
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ü Rough skies make good pilots
ü Preparedness trumps Control
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The Third Quadrant/LEAD RIGHT
COURAGE (Q3.12)
Statement:

Setting Aside Fear To Turn Hardship Into Grace

Scripture:

Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not
be discouraged, for the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.
Joshua 1:9
Socratic

§

Does Courage require the absence of Fear?

§

Can an un-Fit man be brave?

§

What is Grace?
Synthesis

Fear is a natural state that can and must be governed
Courage is not the absence of fear. There is no such thing. All sane human beings have a
fear mechanism that is alive and kicking at all times. Whether one believes it to be the product
of devine design or random evolution, our built-in fear mechanism is what keeps us alive long
enough to participate in the creation of new human beings. Without fear, we would incessantly
and ignorantly blunder into harm’s way with deadly consequences. Without fear, the human
race would have long ago ceased to exist.
The same could be said of our inborn desire to procreate. Without the sex-drive, the
continued existence of the human race would be unlikely. Yet, this instinct to copulate is not
intended to rule over us. If not tempered by Virtue, the sex-drive grows into a lust that is
inimical to the harmony and health of the Group.
Fear untempered is just as deadly. To give over completely to one’s instinct to avoid
danger, regardless of the consequences, is the opposite of Courage. It is cowardice. If we were
all to flea from danger all the time, the Community would be slowly devoured, starting with the
slowest man and ending with the fastest. No one would be safe.
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Courage begins with the recognition that while peace should always be our goal there
are some threats that confront the Community that simply must be fought. The Virtuous Leader
is able to set aside his fear of danger sufficiently that he can Influence other men to fight with
him rather than flee when such threats arise. As with the tempering of all human instincts, the
ability to set aside fear is a Virtue borne of training. We may be born to run, but we must be
taught to fight. Thus, the ethos of Courage is passed from Leader to Leader through the process
of Positive Habit Transfer.
Any Community that abandons that process is one in which the men will force their way
first into the lifeboats and where the ramparts will go unmanned in the face of an implacable
foe. It is a Community long for neither this world nor the next.
Fatigue makes cowards of us all
No man can set aside fear with his hands on his knees, his head down and his lungs on
fire. That is not a battle position, it is the posture of surrender. It is for this reason that the King,
the daily discipline of physically training the body, is one of the very first QPoints. A man whose
physical fitness is Decelerating is ill-equipped to confront Hardship. His tortured flesh will
scream out for oxygen and divert it from the brain, the organ he needs to have fully engaged to
set aside his fear.
Likewise a man who has lost control of his Queen. If he does not have discipline over
what he puts into his mouth he will be a slave to what he eats and drinks rather than a Servant
to the people he is charged to Lead. In the military Leaders are taught to eat last, after all their
men have been fed. As a practical matter, this ensures that the Leader is attending to the care
and feeding of his unit. But it also demonstrates to the men (and himself) that their Leader
places his own needs and desires behind those of the unit and the men, that he is Courageously
Living Third.
The Final component of Fitness, the Jester, is no less important to Courage. If not kept at
bay through the DRP, the temptation of the flesh that hinders a Leader’s Acceleration is like a
fifty pound rock that a man must haul around with him everywhere he goes. Whether it’s
substance abuse, porn addiction, schadenfreude or (fill in the blank), the Jester will suck the
energy out of any man he can enslave. He is a master corrupter, who hollows out a man’s
vitality from the inside, leaving him too exhausted to overcome Hardship.
Because fatigue makes cowards of us all, the HIM ensures that his Fitness is always
Accelerating. Only a man who is Right, living in the normal and upright position, will be capable
of setting aside his fear to turn Hardship into grace.
on you

Grace is keeping your head when everyone around you is losing theirs and blaming it
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Hardship is suffering caused by intense Adversity. Whether he courts it or not by living a
life in full, it is something that every man must periodically face because the rain falls on the
bold and meek alike. In order to Accelerate his Contentment, the Virtuous Leader intentionally
exposes himself to expected Hardships in order to build the Durability he will need to overcome
the unexpected Hardships that await him so that he can turn them into grace.
Grace is a word that has many definitions. In the Christian sense it is the unmerited love
and help that God provides to those who respond to his call to become his children. It can also
be used to describe something possessed by a man, like a charming or attractive trait or
characteristic. Here, in the context of Courage, we use Grace in the broadest possible sense, as
meaning all the things a man should be.
Used this way, Grace is what we should aspire to as men when Adversity, Pain and
Chaos confront us. We could let our fear overcome us and shy away, or even run away, but we
should set the fear aside and turn the Hardship into Grace. What this looks like in action is hard
to describe because Hardships come in as many shapes and sizes as the men who confront
them, but Rudyard Kipling did a pretty good capturing the idea in the first stanza of his poem
If—:
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or, being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;
The man Kipling is describing is what F3 calls That Somebody. He is a HIM who takes the
DRP because he is Committed to the Get Right. He is a man who Lives Right and as a result is
able to Lead Right through the lifetime Practice of Virtuous Leadership. He is Durable, a Servant
whose life is a beacon of Truth and Wisdom to those lost within our fallen and fearful world. He
lives in Relational Rhythm with his Concentrica and is in close contact with his Creator, assured
that his path is true and his future secure.
If, as Kipling wrote, you are this men then then “Yours is the Earth and everything that’s
in it, And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son!
Spur

ü Fear is a natural state that can and must be governed
ü Fatigue makes cowards of us all
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ü Grace is keeping your head when everyone around you is losing theirs and blaming
it on you
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
LEAVE RIGHT (Q4)
Statement:

The Construction of Legacy

Scripture:

One generation commends your works to another; they tell of your mighty acts.
Psalm 145:4

Socratic

§

How does Legacy come about?

§

Is a man’s Legacy preordained?

§

What role does Leadership development play in Legacy?
Synthesis

Only a Virtuous Leader can leave a Legacy
The Leave Right is the fourth quadrant of the G3L. In the first quadrant we explored
what a man must do to Get Right, to be in proper personal alignment. In the second quadrant
we discussed what it means for a HIM to Live Right through dedication to Purposefulness. In the
third quadrant we outlined the Practice of Virtuous Leadership that is required to Lead Right.
Now, having arrived at the fourth and final quadrant of the G3L, we take on the Leave Right,
which is a Virtuous Leader’s construction of Legacy.
Legacy is what a Virtuous Leader leaves behind through the Effective performance of his
Mission, which is the Course Of Action he pursues to achieve his Ultimate Purpose. A man’s
Legacy has two components:
•

The Advantage he achieves for his Groups through his Virtuous Leadership,
and

•

The development of other men into Virtuous Leaders who will also seek
Advantage for their Groups

Advantage is a superior circumstance achieved by Movement. It is a change to the
Status Quo that puts a Group into a better position than it would have otherwise been.
Advantage results from a Virtuous Leader’s application of the Leadership Skills that enable him
to initiate Movement to a specific Vision that he has Articulated, and to maintain Momentum
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through the Obstacles that will ultimately appear along the way. A man’s Legacy will be the
direct result of the nature and magnitude of the Visions that he shepherds into fruition during
his lifetime. Bigger Visions result in more robust Advantages, which in turn form the building
blocks of a HIM’s Legacy.
A man’s Legacy is not comprised simply of what he happens to say and do during his
lifetime. For most of us that will all be forgotten, and much more quickly than we want to
believe. Rather, Legacy is constructed through the people a man has intentionally Influenced
during his life and the Problems that he deliberately sets out to solve—all compounded by his
love and generosity of heart in passing on what he knows.
Leave Right is the last quadrant of the 3GL because the construction of Legacy requires
Virtuous Leadership. It is the result of a lifetime of Mission accomplishment through Living
Right and Leading Right, neither which is possible unless a man has first Gotten Right.
There are no shortcuts.
A HIM seeks the solution to his Ultimate Life Problem152
A Problem is a Disadvantage that both can and must be remedied. If the Disadvantage
cannot be remedied than it is not a Problem, it is a Condition to which the person or Group
must learn to adapt. Likewise, if the Disadvantage (however vexing) is not something that must
be remedied for full Effectiveness, than it is also not a Problem—it is a Deck Chair153 (rather
than an Iceberg154), something that might be improved upon, but only after all the major
Problems have been solved.
The HIM doesn’t waste his life flailing at Conditions that will never change no matter
what he does. Nor does he fritter and waste his hours rearranging Deck Chairs while Icebergs
loom ahead. That is the province of the Mascot whose objective is only to seem like a man who
Influences Movement to Advantage rather than to actually be one. Instead, because he is a
Virtuous Leader, the HIM focuses his time and energy on solving his ULP155, that particular
Problem that he was uniquely born to solve. He does this through the Effective accomplishment
of his Mission.
Mission building is a four-step process. First, the HIM identifies his ULP. Second, he
devises the Solution156 to his ULP that is most reasonably calculated to remedy the Problem.
Third, he maps a Course Of Action to effectuate his Solution. Finally, he enlists the aid of others
in the accomplishment of his Mission by Influencing them to Move toward the Advantage his
Solution provides.
152

The Ultimate Life Problem is the Problem that each person was uniquely born to solve.
A Deck Chair is a minor Disadvantage that causes friction but does not threaten Effectiveness.
154 An Iceberg is a major Disadvantage that threatens to render a person or Group in-Effective.
155 ULP is short for Ultimate Life Problem.
156 A Solution is the remedy designed to solve a Problem.
153
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The larger the ULP is, the more difficult the Solution will be and the more people it will
take to effectuate it. Leaders who Influence the most people to join them in solving the largest
Problems leave behind the biggest Legacy. Thus, while a Solution itself may be the result of a
HIM’s sole Vision, its successful implementation will not be. That will require the collective
efforts of the Effective Organizations the HIM builds and the Dynamic Teams that he forms and
deploys to accomplish his Mission.
•

Identifying The ULP
Every person is born with a ULP and identifying it is not very difficult. It is simply
the recognition of the overarching Disadvantage that nags at a man (more than
any other Problem) his entire life. Identifying one’s ULP really just means
abandoning the exhausting effort expended trying to ignore it.
For example, my ULP is dormant Male Community Leadership. Chronic Sad
Clown Syndrome and rampant Mascotry have bugged me since I was a boy. Yet it
wasn’t until I was forty-three years old that I admitted this Truth to myself. This
led to me to the revelation that I was a Sad Clown and a Mascot, in the worst
way. My ULP, at least initially, was me. Before I could become Missional, I had to
Get Right, and that took some time.
What nags at you more than any other Problem? Maybe it’s Global Warming or
adult onset diabetes. If so, that’s your ULP and accepting that is the first step to
building your Mission.

•

Devising The Solution
Purpose is Advantage sought, the reason to do what is done. The Solution to a
HIM’s ULP is his capstone Advantage, and the Movement required to get there is
his Ultimate Purpose. It acts as the lodestar as his life as a Leader.
Just as each person’s ULP is unique, so is the Ultimate Purpose he must devise if
he wants to remedy it. Each of us has the choice to live our lives frustrated by
our ULP or to live with Missionality, seeking the Advantage that will solve it.
People who live to their Ultimate Purpose leave a Legacy. Those who don’t live
their lives as Amateurs who react emotionally to their circumstances rather than
deliberately engaging in the Movement required to change them. Because they
prioritize Happiness over Joy they focus on themselves rather than their Creator
and Community. Upon death, they are quickly forgotten—or worse, they leave
behind a trail of bitter disappointment.
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To divine his Ultimate Purpose a man need only to flip his ULP on its head. Thus,
my ULP being dormant male Community Leadership, my Ultimate Purpose is to
invigorate Male Community Leadership. Likewise, if a man’s ULP is Global
Warming, his Ultimate Purpose might be to reduce man’s carbon emissions. Or, if
it is adult onset diabetes, his Ultimate Purpose might be to evoke healthier
lifestyles.
Whatever your ULP might be, seek it with all your heart.
•

Mapping A Course Of Action
Once a HIM has devised his Solution he is ready to initiate Movement toward his
Ultimate Purpose by developing an integrated scheme of Tasks and Events. Tasks
are actions performed and Events are things that occur. Together, they form a
HIM’s Course Of Action, the Waypoints on his path to Advantage.
Because it is easy, most people will come to know their Ultimate Purpose, they
just won’t do anything about it because doing (the Course Of Action) is the hard
part. Doing starts with Living Right through dedication to Purposefulness. The
HIM Serves within the High Impact Zone (the HIZ) that is formed by his D2X,
which is the intersection his Dolphin and Daffodil. The Dolphin is the Task a
person was born to do best, and the Daffodil is the people-group he was born to
Serve. The D2X is the sweet spot where the HIM will have the most IMPACT if he
lives in difficult and dangerous disregard of the risk of Failure. The Events that
occur on the path to Advantage are the direct result of a HIM’s determination to
serve within his HIZ.
Only by mapping out a Course Of Action will you be able to Move toward
Advantage.

•

Enlisting The Aid Of Others
The HIM combines with other people in Groups in order to accomplish his
Ultimate Purpose. He does this by developing Dynamic Teams and building
Effective Organizations.
A Team is a Proximate combination of two or more people formed to perform a
specific Mission for the benefit of a Community, an Organization or both. To be
Dynamic, a Team must be energetic, vigorously active and forceful.
An Organization is a Group of two or more people that voluntarily combine for
the accomplishment of an Articulated Purpose. To be Effective, an Organization
must be Purposeful.
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Like a HIM, Dynamic Teams and Effective Organizations are focused on the
accomplishment of their Mission. However, there is a difference in the way
Mission is formed between a HIM and a Group. Where the Mission of a HIM is
the combination of what he does (his D2X) and the reason he does it (his
Ultimate Purpose), the Mission of an Organization or Team is the combination of
what it does (its Task) and the reason it does it (its Articulated Purpose). Thus:
•

For the HIM, D2X + Ultimate Purpose = Mission.

•

For Groups, Task + Articulated Purpose = Mission.

For a HIM’s Legacy to grow, his personal Mission must align with the Mission of
the Groups in which he is a Member. For example, my Mission is to teach and
lead Accelerating Men in order to invigorate Male Community Leadership. F3, an
Organization of which I am a Member, has as its Mission to plant, serve and grow
men’s small workout Groups in order to invigorate Male Community Leadership.
My Mission not only aligns with the Mission of F3, but directly advances it
because my Ultimate Purpose is the same as F3’s Articulated Purpose and my
D2X is a necessary component of F3’s Task. Thus, when I am working within my
D2X toward my Ultimate Purpose, I am also in service to the Articulated Purpose
of F3.
If it were otherwise, I would be a Toxic157 in that my Mission would be
inconsistent or inimical to F3’s Mission, I would be working at cross-purposes
with my Group and Legacy would be impossible.
Legacy is constructed through the HIM’s development of Virtuous Leaders
Within the Virtuous Leader there is a strong integration of thought and action, what F3
calls the Leadership Foundation. It is the the Dynamic product of a HIM’s excellent Leadership
Skills and the high degree of Leadership Virtue that he possesses. The Leadership Foundation is
what the HIM relies upon to maintain Joy through Hardship and chart the proper path through
the Obstacles that his Groups will Periodically encounter.
Every man is born with some innate Leadership ability, just as every man with
functioning limbs has some innate athletic capability. But just as no man can reach his full
athletic potential without training to develop it, neither can he can he realize his full potential
as a Leader without a development process that builds his Leadership Foundation. Trying to
Lead without one is like living in a house built upon shifting sand—neither will survive the heavy
rains of Hardship that eventually afflict us all.
157

A Toxic is a Member whose Mission is misaligned with the Group.
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F3’s Leadership Development Process (LDP) has four phases:
•

Schooling: the phase of an LDP during which formal Leadership instruction is
provided. This is where a man is taught the head knowledge of who a Leader
is supposed to be and what he is supposed to do.

•

Apprenticeship: the phase of an LDP within which Positive Habit Transfer
takes place. This is where the new Leader’s head knowledge is turned into
heart knowledge through application of Leadership principles under the
direction of a more experienced Leader.

•

Opportunity: a position within a Group that provides a man with Leadership
experience as part of an LDP through direct responsibility for Outcome.

•

Failure: undesirable Outcomes that build the Leadership Foundation through
the increase of the Leader’s Durability.

It is through the four phases of the LDP that a man learns to be what a Leader is and do
what a Leader does. The LDP provides head knowledge, transforms it into heart knowledge,
provides a place to test it and the chance to learn from doing it wrong. Without all four phases,
it is unlikely that a man will reach his full potential as a Leader because his Foundation will be
weak or incomplete. When faced with Obstacles, Pain or Chaos he will have nothing to rely
upon because he lacks an integration of thought and action.
Before we describe each building block of the Leadership Foundation in detail, we need
to make some general points.
First, we say it is unlikely that a person will reach their full potential without each of the
phases of the LDP because we are not quite willing to say that it is impossible to do so. A
man may have so much innate Leadership ability that the lack of formal Schooling (for
example) does not significantly hamper his overall development. He could be a selftaught Leader in the way a truly talented musician might learn how to play an
instrument by ear. Still, without Schooling, he will be like a piano player who never
learned to read sheet music. Good, maybe very good, but never great. There are some
beneficial Leadership lessons that just cannot be self-taught.
Second, F3 does not specify a prescribed sequence for the phases of the LDP. We do not
contend that Schooling must precede Apprenticeship, to be followed by Opportunity
with Failure being the last brick laid upon the Foundation. In fact, the four blocks can
(and often are) laid with significant overlap. This last statement will make more sense as
we explain each phase in detail. For now, we want to be clear that there is not a
rigorous sequence. A Leader who realizes that he has never received any formal
Schooling can certainly improve by obtaining some even though he has already had
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ample Opportunity and Failure. In fact, the desire to shore up one's Leadership
foundation is something done by the Virtuous Leader.
That being said, the absence of a rigorous sequence does not mean that there is no ideal
sequence for the LDP. We have not listed the phases randomly such that Failure could
just as well be first and Apprenticeship last. Ideally, Schooling leads to an Apprenticeship
followed by Opportunities to lead that result in Failures from which the developing
Leader forms his full Foundation. The building blocks in this ideal sequence would have
significant overlap and simultaneous construction, such that (particularly while the man
is going through it) it is difficult to discern the precise block being laid at any particular
time. It is only in retrospect (as we are doing now in the writing of this book) that a
developed Leader can see how his own particular Foundation was laid.
Finally, the building of the Leadership Foundation is a never-ending process in the HIM’s
life. If he thinks the structure is complete so that he can put aside his trowel and mortar
for good he has unwittingly begun the process of its deconstruction. Just as a man's
Fitness provides no opportunity for plateaus (because a man is becoming either
marginally more or less fit every day) a man's Leadership Foundation never reaches a
point of perfection where no further work is required.
Each day, a Leader's Foundation grows a little stronger or a little weaker depending
upon his willingness to steadily keep building it.
Spur

ü Only a Virtuous Leader can leave a Legacy
ü A HIM seeks the solution to his Ultimate Life Problem
ü Legacy is constructed through the HIM’s development of Virtuous Leaders
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
SUA SPONTE LEADER (Q4.1)
Statement:

A Man Who Has Been Freed To Lead

Scripture:

He told them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of
the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field.”
Luke 10:2
Socratic

§

How does a Leader know what to do?

§

How does a Leader know how to do?

§

How does a Group ensure that its Leaders know what and how to do?
Synthesis

Make clear the Mission
Sua Sponte is Latin for of his own accord. In the law, a judge acts sua sponte when he
exercises his inherent authority to make a ruling without a petition from a lawyer do so. He
takes the initiative to act on his own accord. Sua Sponte is also the motto of the United States
Army’s 75th Ranger Regiment. It is a recognition that to become a Ranger a man must be a triple
volunteer: first the Army, then Airborne School and finally the Ranger Regiment. Rangers aren’t
drafted, they must make the choice for themselves—three times. The Rangers are elite because
every man there is taught to be a Leader and every Leader is expected to take the initiative to
do what is necessary to accomplish the unit’s Mission.
In F3, a Sua Sponte Leader is a man who has been freed to Lead. He is a Leader who
exercises Individual Initiative (I2) by taking action in furtherance of his Group’s Articulated
Purpose without specific instructions. He initiates Movement toward Advantage for his Group
in the absence of explicit authority because he is that rare man who will Lead with or without
another Leader to direct him. He is That Somebody.
F3 could not function without HIMs willing to be That Somebody. It is an Organization
that was created in order to invigorate male Leadership in Charlotte (the Community we
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happened to be Members of when when it started). We did it without authority from any
existing Organization or any request from the Governance of our Community—we acted on our
own accord, sua sponte. The Movement we initiated was driven by our belief that dormant
Male Leadership was a Problem that could and must be solved in our Community. For us, it was
an Iceberg. Ultimately, this Movement has spread to other Communities outside of Charlotte
because the men who lived there also believed that they had the same Problem, and (more
importantly) were willing to be That Somebody too.
We didn’t realize it at the time we started F3 (because we lacked a fully formed
Leadership philosophy) but we were establishing a model of Sua Sponte Leadership. Our
decision to initiate the Movement wasn’t founded upon a belief that we had the freedom to do
so because no one could stop us, but rather upon an obligation to do so because no one would
start us (if we didn’t start ourselves). Thus, it was an initiative born of duty, not of right.
This sense of duty we felt to other men in our Community—to something outside of
ourselves—lies at the heart of every Sua Sponte Leader. A judge is motivated to rule without
petition from his duty toward the ends of justice. A Ranger is motivated to volunteer for a very
dirty, difficult and dangerous life from his duty to protect the Communities that comprise his
nation.
Likewise, the HIM pursues his Mission because he sees it as his duty to do so. If his
effort succeeds, he passes the praise on to the men who helped him, his Team Members. If it is
a Failure, he shoulders the blame and gleans Wisdom from the experience that he passes to
younger Leaders through Positive Habit Transfer. This his how he Leaves Right.
Within most Organizations the Sua Sponte Leader is rare because I2 doesn’t just
happen. It must be actively fostered with Deliberatude, and that only occurs within a Lizard
Organization where Virtuous Leaders see it as their duty to Leave Right. And a Lizard is rare.
Most Organizations are either Bullfrogs or Leeches.
Within a Bullfrog, I2 is discouraged rather than fostered because it is an Organization
that seeks Existential Continuity above all else. Focused on maintenance of the Status Quo that
keeps it alive, it is hostile to any type of Movement that it perceives as a threat. By withholding
rewards for the taking of I2 and punishing any Failure that might result (rather than learning
from it), the Governance of a Bullfrog de-Incentivizes I2 and shackles the Sua Sponte Leader.
A Leech is a Leaderless Organization that only survives by feeding off of Bullfrogs. It is a
place where no good deed goes unpunished and every man for himself is the unspoken but
governing Credo. Because there is no Incentive to take any action other than hide for selfprotection, the concept of I2 itself is nonsensical within a Leech.
Only in a Lizard (an Organization dedicated to the Effective achievement of its Mission)
will I2 be considered a Virtue. Because a Lizard is an Organization OF Leaders rather than an
Organization WITH Leaders, its Membership is comprised of HIMs who consider it their duty to
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develop other men into Sua Sponte Leaders. To do so, they do the three things required to
foster I2:
1. Make clear the Mission
2. Teach all they know, and
3. Incentivize I2 and Gracefully manage Failure
The first step, making clear the Mission (the what and why), is critical in the fostering of
I2. To take action in furtherance of his Group’s Mission without specific direction, a Sua Sponte
Leader must have a very clear understanding of the Purpose the Group is seeking to realize. To
be Dynamic, every Member of a Team must be rowing the boat in the same direction, and that
cannot logically happen unless each man knows where the Team is heading.
When I joined the infantry one of the first things I was taught was that the
Organization’s overarching Mission was to close with and destroy the enemy. The Army trains
and deploys its infantry to close with and destroy the enemy—in other words, to be lethal. That
is why it exists as an Organization. Everything else is ancillary. As an infantry Leader, those
seven simple words told me everything I needed to know about my Organization’s what and
why. The Mission was to be lethal.
While the Army made the Mission clear and trained me in the skills necessary to be an
infantry officer, it did not dictate the means and methods by which I was to train my platoon to
be lethal. I was charged with the duty to determine the best method for myself and given the
freedom to do so through my own initiative. I was freed to Lead but obligated to do it well.
Some of the I2 measures I took in furtherance of the Mission succeeded, but many
others were Failures—from which I learned Wisdom. To pass that Wisdom on (so no one else
would have to re-learn it the hard way), I wrote it down as an SOP (Standing Operating
Procedure) for my platoon to use as a handbook (much as I am doing right now). No superior
officer authorized or directed me to do that, but I believed that it would make my platoon more
lethal—both while I was the Leader and after I had gone. Because it furthered the Mission that
had been made clear to me I knew that it would further our Purpose.
Thirty years later I found myself to be a new Member of a very different type of
Organization, a church. As a result of the Leadership Development Process I had gone through
in the military my first instinct was to discern the church’s Mission so that I could act in
furtherance of it just in the same way I had in the infantry. I found that my church’s stated
Mission was to be a spiritual home for all people. This was problematic for me in three ways:
•

First, it was premised upon the verb to be rather than a verb to do. Unlike the
infantry’s Mission, which specified two clear Tasks (close with and destroy),
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the church’s Mission did not call for any specific action. It asked nothing of
itself other than Existential Continuity.
•

Second, in describing its Purpose in terms of a status (to be) rather than an
action (to do), the church self-identified as a Community rather than an
Organization. Since a Community requires nothing more of its Membership
than to obey its rules and mores, the church asked nothing of its Members
other than to participate in the church’s existence.

•

Finally, as a HIM hard-wired to seek Advantage for my Group, the church’s
Mission provided me no direction in which to Move. Because it did not tell
me what the Organization did and why it did it, there was no way for me to
discern for myself how to do it. I could not seek Advantage in furtherance of
a Mission that was not clear to me. Thus, the church asked nothing of its
Leaders.

Ultimately, I left that church, not because I did not like the other Members or its
message but because it asked nothing of itself, nothing of its Members and nothing of me other
than to simply exist. Although, through its Mission, it defined itself as a Community it could not
be one (because its Members were not Proximate) and was not an Effective Organization
because it was not Purposeful. It was either a Bullfrog (which has no use for a Leader) or a Club
(which is no place for a HIM).
Without Mission, there can be no Movement.
Teach all you know
Knowing what to do and why to do it through the clear expression of the Group’s
Mission is an essential component of I2. But it is not enough. To act in furtherance of the
Mission, the Sua Sponte Leader must also have the know-how to do it. He needs to be taught
what a Leader is and does through an effective Leadership Development Process (LDP) that
transfers and reinforces both the Leadership Skills and the Leadership Virtues.
To ask a man to Lead without providing an LDP is what F3 calls Bricks Without Straw.158
Leadership is a skill that must be deliberately taught through Schooling, Apprenticeship,
Opportunity and Failure. The Virtuous Leader, having himself learned to be what a Leader is
and do what a Leader does, knows that there must be an LDP for his Community to be healthy,
his Organizations to be Effective and his Teams to be Dynamic. If no LDP exists in his Group, he
takes the I2 to create one so that he can pass on what he has learned by teaching everything he
knows through the four phases necessary to development of a Virtuous Leaders:

158

Bricks Without Straw is calling on a man to Lead without the training necessary to form positive Habits.
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•

Schooling is the didactic instruction that a potential Leader receives on both the
timeless fundamentals of Leadership and the specific Leadership philosophy of
his Group.

•

Apprenticeship is where a new Leader begins to develop the Skills he learned
from Schooling under the watchful eye of a more experienced Leader through
the conduct of Positive Habit Transfer.

•

Opportunity is the chance for the growing Leader to Practice what he has
learned through Schooling and Apprenticeship under conditions where he is
directly responsible for the Outcome. Opportunity allows the Leader’s Skill to
become kinetic and have actual impact on his Group.

•

Failure is where a Leader becomes fully developed, because it is from Failure
that he will learn the most. Success teaches far less because it does not isolate
what works from what doesn’t the way Failure does.

Within a Lizard, all four phases of the LDP are constantly repeated and reinforced in
order to foster I2 whenever and wherever possible. Based upon his particular D2X, the HIM
performs the role within his Group’s LDP where he will have the most IMPACT. Regardless of
whether it is coaching, spreadsheeting or fundraising (to give three examples), the HIM shares
his knowledge by teaching younger Leaders everything he knows.
Incentivize I2 and Gracefully manage the inevitable Failures
Knowing what to do (through Mission clarity) and how to do it (through the LDP) gives
the Virtuous Leader two of the three components of what he needs to foster I2. The last piece
of the puzzle is Incentive, the method by which desired behavior is induced within a Group.
Incentive comes in two forms: Carrots and Sticks, the former rewarding Virtuous behavior and
the latter punishing its absence.
To Incentivize I2 within the Group, its Leaders must reward it with Carrots every time a
Member exhibits it, even if (especially if) it results in Failure. Most Groups get this completely
backwards, by rewarding success regardless of how it occurs and punishing I2 whenever it Fails.
Picture a high school basketball coach who has taught his point guard to call a particular
play under a particular circumstance. In the waning moments of a game with his team down by
a single point (and no timeouts), the guard takes the I2 to call the right play and runs it
properly, resulting in an open layup—that he misses.
If the coach is a Virtuous Leader, he praises the guard for his I2 and manages the Failure
of losing by scheduling more layup practice for the entire team at the next practice. The result
will be a point guard who will take I2 the next time—because the Carrots of the coach’s praise
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Incentivize him to do so. With that (and the extra layup practice) the Team will be more
Dynamic.
If the coach is not a Virtuous Leader, he throws his hands up in frustration when the
layup bangs off the rim and yells at his guard “how many times have I told you men to practice
your layups?” At practice the next week the point guard does extra wind sprints for missing the
shot. With no Carrots for the I2 and sharp Sticks for missing the layup, the point guard will not
put himself in position to Fail the next time through I2. He will be passive and the Team will be
less Dynamic.
Now, consider a different scenario. Despite knowing the Mission (to call a particular
play) and being taught how to do it by the Coach, the point guard doesn’t call anything, dribbles
himself into the corner and heaves up a prayer with :01 left on the clock. Somehow, the shot
falls through the net and the Team wins.
If the coach is a Virtuous Leader he may enjoy the victory (who wouldn’t), but he
disregards the success as a bit of luck that is unlikely to be repeated and impossible to scale. He
spends more time in practice with his point guard reinforcing the Mission (to call the right play)
and teaching him to make sure he knows how and when to call it. He does not reward the made
shot with Carrots, because that would provide the wrong Incentive and the Team would
become less Dynamic. Although it is Painful, the coach would prefer the player to call the right
play and miss the shot than call the wrong one and get lucky. Because he is infused with Grace,
the coach is focused on the long-term goal of developing his point guard into a Sua Sponte
Leader rather than the short-term Happiness that winning brings.
If the coach is not a Virtuous Leader, he screams Noooooo as the ball leaves the guard’s
hands and arches through the air, right up to the moment that it splashes through the net—and
then he yells YES! Caught up on the Happiness of winning, the coach misinterprets the win as a
success rather than seeing the guard’s actions as the Failure of his coaching that it actually is. In
this way, he will inadvertently Incentivize the wrong behavior (of heaving up a prayer instead of
calling the right play). The result will be more prayers, less wins and a Team that is less
Dynamic.
The Lesson: to foster I2, the Virtuous Leader must reward it with Carrots every time he
sees it and Gracefully manage the Failures that will often result as the emerging Leader
Accelerates his Skill. He must also resist the temptation to reverse-Incentivize unwanted
behavior by rewarding success that only results by accident.
To prioritize I2 over Outcome in this way requires a degree of self-discipline and Grace
that can only be summoned by a Virtuous Leader who himself is Accelerating through his DRP
and focusing upon Joy rather than Happiness. A man overcome by his Jester or in the midst of
relationship malpractice with his wife (for example) will lack the required stability of character
to maintain that kind of discipline. His lack of self-control makes him like a city without walls—
Graceless and subject to the whims of the Flux.
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Through the fostering of I2 in his Groups, the Virtuous Leader develops other Virtuous
Leaders, who will then develop more Virtuous Leaders as they themselves foster I2. In this way,
he conducts Positive Habit Transfer not only with the men with whom he enjoyed Proximity
during his lifetime, but also with men he has never met—even men who were not yet born on
the day he draws his last breath.
This is how a HIM constructs his Legacy. He plants the roots of a Leadership tree with
roots and branches that will extend forever, even though the whispering leaves that grow upon
it may never speak his name. Legacy is about what a man does in the life of other men—his
IMPACT—not his postmortem reputation. It is not defined by statues erected in his name, but
rather the flesh and blood of the men into whom he has poured throughout his lifetime, the
men he has freed to Lead.
It is human nature for a man to desire recognition for his work. But the length of the
shadow each man casts depends not only on how high he stands, but also on the brightness of
the sun that happens to shine upon us at a given moment. A man can only control the former—
the latter he must trust to devine providence. Thus, whether we are to be remembered in the
vein of an Abraham Lincoln or simply to take our place as a yeoman in the Tomb Of The
Unknown Soldier is not our concern. Our concern is only that we develop Virtuous Leaders and
live with our lives with Grace. Ultimately, that will be our Legacy.
Spur

ü Make clear the Mission
ü Teach all you know
ü Incentivize I2 and Gracefully manage the inevitable Failures
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
SCHOOLING (Q4.2)
Statement:

The Phase Of An LDP During Which Formal Leadership Training Is Provided

Scripture:

Start children off on the way they should go, and even when they are old they
will not turn from it.
Proverbs 22:6
Socratic

§

Should a the theory of Leadership change over time and place?

§

Can a natural born Leader be Effective without formal training?

§

When does a Leader know that he has learned enough?
Synthesis

The principles of Leadership are both universal and timeless
Schooling is the first phase of the the LDP. It is where a man is provided with the headknowledge he will need to be a Virtuous Leader. This head-knowledge is universal in the sense
that it applies to every kind of Group regardless of its structure or the composition of its
Membership. It is also timeless because it is premised upon a set of principles that have not
changed over the many centuries of human history. What was True about Leadership for Moses
as he traversed the Sinai at the head of the Israelites is True for you today at work or in the
driver seat of your minivan.
Within the continuum of formal Leadership instruction that comprises Schooling there is
a broad bandwidth of quality and intensity. Spending four years at West Point and reading
Leadership For Dummies in one's spare time are both examples of Schooling. Although they
dwell at opposite ends of the quality/intensity continuum, they share the characteristic of the
didactic dissemination of the Leadership Principles159.
Schooling provides the common denominator all Leaders need to be Effective by
imparting the timeless principles that Leaders need for the varying conditions which they will
face. For example, lead by example is a universal Leadership principle that applies as much to a
159

Leadership Principles are the precepts of Virtuous Leadership that are both timeless and universal.
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guy placed in charge of a church picnic as it does to a CEO of a Fortune 500 company. A Leader
will lose credibility with the lady who volunteered to bring the potato salad just as quickly as he
will with his board of directors if he does not lead by example. It is simply a must-do when it
comes to Leadership, a precept that is both universal and timeless.
Which is not to say that a man should Lead a church picnic in the same exact manner
that he would his business. A Virtuous Leader constantly micro-adjusts his style and approach
to the prevailing conditions of his Group and its Mission in order to be as Effective as possible.
Thus, when a Virtuous Leader claims to treat everyone the same what he really means is
that he treats everyone fairly, because one cannot get the best out of people by treating them
all the exact same way. A highly trained and motivated Sua Sponte Leader needs little more
than a nudge in the right direction and access to resources to be Effective. Too much guidance
will do nothing but frustrate or slow him down. In contrast, a novice Leader may need
significant guidance and feedback to stay on track. The Virtuous Leader gives both people what
they need without violating any of the Leadership Principles.
To do this well, a man must have a fully developed Leadership Foundation, which is the
integration of his thought and action. If he truly believes in the Leadership Principle of lead by
example (for example), then that belief will be borne out by his actions. In other words,
because his Leadership Foundation is sturdy he will lead by example even when (especially
when) he is in the grip of the Flux or encountering Hardship. Through Practice and submission
to Pain and Chaos, he will have both Accelerated his Durability and deeply integrated his
thought and action such that he can Lead Right regardless of the circumstances in which he
finds himself.
No man develops his own Leadership Foundation. It is the product of an LDP that is
initiated and overseen by other men in the Group who have committed themselves to Leave
Right, and it begins with the provision of formal Leadership instruction that provides a man
with the Leadership Principles that will form the footings of his Leadership Foundation.
Leadership is counterintuitive
One reason that Schooling is so critical to a man’s Leadership Foundation is that so
much of what a Virtuous Leader must be and do is counterintuitive. For example, it is our
human nature to seek full Control over all our efforts and to garner praise while avoiding blame
for the results they produce. But the Virtuous Leader must learn to completely invert this
formula. Because he is a man who Influences Movement to Advantage, his IMPACT and the
change he effectuates will largely be through the actions of others that he has Influenced and
guided. The more men he Influences, the more Movement he initiates and (ultimately) the
more Effective his Leadership he is.
While the results of a Virtuous Leader's Influence will usually be Advantageous to the
Group, there will be times that they are not, at least in the short run—not every venture is a
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success. But what is always True is that the particular Outcome obtained (whether
Advantageous or not) will be greatly dependent upon the actions taken by the Group Members
in response to the Leaders’s Influence—much of which is outside of his direct control.
If a Leader's Influence results in an Advantageous Outcome the Virtuous Leader does
not bask in the ensuing praise—he passes it on in full measure to the Group Members
regardless of how little he thinks they did (in comparison to him) to pull it off. Likewise, the
Virtuous Leader fully accepts the entire blame if the Outcome is unwanted, regardless of whose
actual fault it was. Success belongs to the Group, but Failure is the burden that a Virtuous
Leader must bear alone. This is the Leadership Principle of Pass Praise/Take Blame.
Because Pass Praise/Take Blame is contrary to human nature it is very difficult to apply,
particularly under periods of high stress and limited visibility. Yet it is absolutely critical to what
a Virtuous Leader is and what he does. Even though it is the hard-wired desire of every man to
retain praise and pass blame, no man will follow another man for long who tries to Lead that
way.
My initial Schooling in Pass Praise/Take Blame took place when I was an ROTC cadet in
college. It was delivered to me in a classroom from a sergeant who wrote it on the chalkboard
in big letters: PASS THE PRAISE AND TAKE THE BLAME. I was retaught the same Leadership
Principle again (and again) in the several Leadership schools the Army sent me to during the
years I was on active duty. The men who instructed me on this principle also told me why its
application was critical and how it was likely that I would initially and repeatedly fail to apply it
properly when confronted with the opportunity to do so, until the one day when I wouldn't.
And then I never would again. And, at least for me, that turned out to be so. I got it wrong (a
lot) until I got it right, and then I never got it wrong again.
Because anything is possible I suppose that I could have learned Pass Praise/Take Blame
without Schooling, but I doubt I would have. To do it wrong (as I often and initially did) and
learn anything from the experience, it had to be first be instilled as a Leadership Principle in my
mind. To know how to do it right, I had to first be taught what right was. And Schooling is the
best place for that.
Before anything can be heart-knowledge, it must first be head-knowledge.
Schooling never ends
Although it occurs during the first phase of the LDP, Schooling never really ends in the
life of a HIM who seeks to Lead Right through the Practice of Virtuous Leadership. Practice is
the practical application of a Skill to turn head-knowledge into heart-knowledge. Earlier I used
the example of my career as a lawyer to illustrate this process. Law school taught me what I
needed to know to be an attorney, but it has been practicing law that has taught me how to do
what an attorney does. Without Practice, what I learned in law school would have been useless
or, at best, theoretical. I would have been incomplete.
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Yet the inverse is true as well, in that I would not be much of a lawyer if I had never
learned the law in school, didactically. At best I would be like a man who had learned the piano
by ear and could play a few songs, but could neither read nor write music—not really a
musician in the full sense. Likewise, without law school, my highest level would have been as a
talented mimic, a simulacrum of a lawyer rather than the real thing. A Mascot.
Moreover, the Practice of law (the doing of it) also stoked a desire within me to learn
more, to go back to school in a sense by reading about it on my own. The same has been true
with my Faith. The more I have Practiced the application of its tenets, the more I have sought to
understand the theology that underlies them through learning rather than just doing. For me,
the Schooling in my profession and Faith continues alongside the Practice of both.
And so it is with Leadership. I have been blessed with a lot of formal Leadership
instruction, both in the military and afterward. I have also had the chance to Practice my
Leadership Skills by putting the Leadership Principles that I have learned into action, with
varying degrees of success and Failure. What I have found is that the doing of it, the Practice of
Leadership, has made me increasingly aware of how much more I have to learn, how little of
the Leadership Principles I actually know.
At 25 I thought I had learned all there was to know about Leadership. By 55, even
though I had learned so much more in thirty years, I could also see how much further I had to
go, and that Schooling for me would never really end—that is, if I am truly Committed to Leave
Right.
Spur

ü The principles of Leadership are both universal and timeless
ü Leadership is counterintuitive
ü Schooling never ends
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
APPRENTICESHIP (Q4.3)
Statement:

The Phase Of The LDP Within Which Positive Habit Transfer Takes Place

Scripture:

So the Lord said to Moses, “Take Joshua son of Nun, a man in whom is the spirit
of leadership, and lay your hand on him. Have him stand before Eleazar the
priest and the entire assembly and commission him in their presence."
Numbers 27:18-19
Socratic

§

Is there a pattern of learning that best serves the apprentice?

§

How does a Leader turn head-knowledge into heart-knowledge?

§

What Incentive does a Leader have to train his subordinates?
Synthesis

An apprentice first watches, then helps and finally does
The idea of Apprenticeship seems quaint and dated now, but there was a time when it
was primary method by which any Skill worth having was passed on from man to man. Whether
it was butcher, baker or candlestick maker, an aspirant to any trade had to find a willing master
under whom he could apprentice. In consideration for the opportunity to learn the trade, an
apprentice would provide the master cheap labor around the shop. Put another way, the
apprentice's wages were primarily paid by the master with the opportunity to obtain a
vocation.
Although the specific instruction would obviously vary with the nature of the Skill being
transferred, the same simple three-stage method applies to any apprenticeship: watch-help-do:
•

First, the apprentice watches

•

Then he helps, and

•

Finally he does
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Take a new and wholly inexperienced apprentice to a seasoned master Cordwainer160.
On the first day of his apprenticeship he knows nothing of the Skill of shoemaking other than
what he gleaned from having worn shoes on his own feet most of his life. Thus, at the outset of
his apprenticeship he can contribute little to the master's work other than to perform the
menial tasks ubiquitous to any workplace. This is the watch-stage of the apprentice’s
development into a Cordwainer during which he learns the process of shoemaking from
observing it being performed by the master.
During the watch-stage, the master is strict with the apprentice, insisting that his menial
tasks are performed to an exacting Standard and Correcting him sharply for departures from
the prevailing workplace culture, rules and decorum. In this way, the master ingrains into the
apprentice those Advantageous tendencies and strong positive work Habits that will be
required of an artisan who must ultimately discipline himself to be successful. From the very
outset, the master prepares the apprentice for the day when he himself will be a master.
After a time, when the apprentice has seen enough of shoemaking that he has an
overall understanding of what the process looks like, the master transitions him into the helpstage by having him physically contribute to the making of a shoe. Gradually, the amount of the
apprentice's workday spent on menial tasks decreases as he contributes an increasing amount
of his time to actual shoemaking. By helping with each aspect of making a shoe, the apprentice
acquires the tangible Skills required to properly perform the entire process himself.
As the apprentice's Skill improves during the help-stage, the master also gradually
relaxes their workplace relationship, giving the apprentice increasing discretion in the use of his
time and letting him self-apply to his work the Standards that the master rigorously taught him
during the watch-stage. By the end of the help-stage, the master (if he has done his job
properly) should be spending less time directing the apprentice's work and more time
instructing him on the finer points of their shared craft.
Finally, after the apprentice has mastered the various components of shoemaking
sufficiently that he himself can construct a pair of shoes, the do-stage of the Apprenticeship
process begins. Here, the apprentice works alongside the master at his own stand, no longer
just helping to make shoes but actually making his own. Although he still works under the
general supervision of the master, he himself has developed into a Cordwainer.
Apprenticeship makes intuitive by training that which is counterintuitive by nature
The Apprenticeship phase of an LDP employs the same watch-help-do pattern. Ideally,
the apprentice-Leader has already obtained a functional understanding of the Leadership
Principles from his Schooling. This provides him with the head-knowledge he will need to be
Competent but not the heart-knowledge a Leader must have to actually Practice the craft.

160

Cordwainers make shoes. Cobblers repair them.
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While the Leadership Principles can be learned in a classroom (and initially should be),
both the Leadership Skills and the Leadership Virtues require practical application, just as a
Cordwainer’s apprentice needs more than just an instructional video to learn how to actually
make shoes. To transfer the head-knowledge of Leadership into heart-knowledge, what is
counterintuitive by nature must be made intuitive by training. This is the heart and point of the
Apprenticeship phase of the LDP.
During the watch-stage of his Apprenticeship, the apprentice-Leader gains a deeper
understanding of what a Leader is and does by observing his master in action. As with the
master-Cordwainer, the master-Leader is initially strict with his apprentice, demanding exacting
performance of small Tasks and giving the younger man little discretion in the method of their
performance. The master is also unyielding in his insistence that the apprentice meet the
prevailing Standards of the Group that he may someday Lead.
Because the apprentice is carefully watching, it is incumbent upon the master that he
meet or exceed the Standards that he has set for the apprentice. That means that he himself
must be a Virtuous Leader if he hopes to properly develop the apprentice into a Sua Sponte
Leader who can and will take charge in the absence of direct authority.
Gradually, at the pace deemed appropriate by the master, the apprentice begins to help
the master Lead. Ideally, the help-stage of a Leader's Apprenticeship lasts as long as the master
determines it should, depending upon both the apprentice's hard-wired Leadership ability and
his level of tolerance for the Pain that comes with its development. This last point is critical, for
the process of building a Leadership Foundation produces Hardship. It is no easy thing to
release one's intuitive first-nature toward self-preservation and personal advancement in favor
of a counterintuitive second-nature toward self-abandonment and prioritization of the needs of
the followers.
No man is born Living Third—he must learn to do it through Positive Habit Transfer. To
become what a Virtuous Leader is and do what he does, a man must defy his external firstnature by shedding it in favor of something deeper within himself, something every man is born
to be but can only be if he is willing tolerate the Pain and Chaos required to become it. To be
freed to Lead, a man must be willing to overcome Hardship.
To some degree then, this process is like childbirth in that the Leader is a man reborn
from something within himself. The master, having already been through his own rebirth, is
both midwife to this painful process and the one who determines when it is sufficiently
complete. In this way, Apprenticeship is critical to the development of the Virtuous Leader.
The Virtuous Leader makes himself dispensable
For those who are willing and able to tolerate the Hardship, the help-stage ultimately
gives way to the do-stage. Here, the apprentice Leads alongside the master, encountering his
own Problems and fashioning his own Solutions—but with the master close by to offer advice,
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counsel and Correction. The apprentice in the do-stage is like a student pilot who is flying the
Leadership-plane with the instructor available to grab the yoke should his inexperience put the
Group-aircraft at risk.
It is in the do-stage that the apprentice first begins to Practice the positive tendencies
that the master ingrained in him during the watch and help stages. Many, maybe most, of his
initial Outcomes will be less than desirable. The master knows this because it was the same for
him when he first began to do himself. Because he is a Virtuous Leader who seeks to Leave
Right, the master rewards the apprentice’s Initiative and manages the Outcome, whatever it
may be. In this way he Incentivizes I2 within the apprentice and begins developing him into a
Sua Sponte Leader.
The development of a Sua Sponte Leader is the goal of the master-Leader. His ultimate
objective should be the production of Leaders who are as Virtuous (or more) than himself—in
other words, to work himself out of a job. If you have ever been a Member of a Lizard
Organization this will not be a novel concept. In the military (for one example) working yourself
out of your job by training your subordinates to do it better than you do is a Leadership
Principle. That is where I learned it. On the other hand, if you have spent your life in
Organizations that were Bullfrogs and Leeches, the idea will probably be both surprising and
threatening. Why would anyone make himself expendable by creating a better (and younger)
version of himself?
That is a logical response in a Bullfrog where Existential Continuity makes maintenance
of the Status Quo paramount, or in a Leech where it is every man for himself. In those
Organizations there is no Group Advantage that results from the development of Sua Sponte
Leaders and thus no Incentive for any individual Member to engage in it.
My profession suffers from this ailment. After I passed the bar I was like every other
new lawyer in that I had a tremendous amount of head-knowledge and very little heartknowledge. I knew the law, but not what to do with it. I (like every other new trial lawyer) was
in dire need of an Apprenticeship to learn how to litigate. And I (like most other new trial
lawyers) didn’t get one. The reason is that law firms are primarily Bullfrogs with a few Leeches
thrown in.
Because Lizards are very rare within the legal world, law firms generally do not
Incentivize Apprenticeship. And without Incentive, why would a seasoned lawyer, having
struggled to learn his craft and build his practice, pass on what he knows to a young hungry
wolf fresh out of law school just to see him steal his clients out from under him? That is a pretty
strong dis-Incentive against working oneself out of a job. The result is that many of the older
lawyers I worked with shared their Wisdom grudgingly, only teaching me what I needed to
know to be helpful to them.
Without any form of a litigation Apprenticeship, I had to Collision Learn the craft on my
own. It was like learning to fly a plane through a series of mishaps and near fatal crashes, each
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of which allowed me to limp away with a little more Wisdom and Skill than I had before. I felt
like was I constantly getting lost in uncharted territory and having to improvise my way back
out. It was not a good feeling, but (having no choice) I kept at it.
As the years unfolded I gradually found myself to be lost less often, and increasingly
able to rely upon Skills that I had previously developed rather than on ad hoc improvisation that
I had to conjure up on the spot out of whole cloth. After about ten years, it occurred to me that
I was no longer encountering any new ground. With minor deviations, the circumstances and
Problems that confronted me were familiar because I had seen them before. At this point, I was
no longer Collision Learning but rather putting into Practice techniques that I had previously
learned and improving upon them.
Now, years later, it is me who is the old lawyer who has the choice to either pass
Wisdom on to younger lawyers through Positive Habit Transfer or hoard it for myself. Frankly,
my natural inclination is the latter, just as it was for the old guys I worked for when I first
started out. In fact, that is exactly what I would do if I had not been trained to work myself out
of a job when I was a soldier. Because that Leadership Principle was ingrained into me as a
young man when I was an apprentice-Leader, it is what I find I must do now as an old man.
In 1986 I was a twenty-two year old infantry platoon leader. Six months after taking
over my platoon I went through an evaluation of its readiness that was conducted by officers
from another unit who put us through twelve hours of simulated combat operations to see if
we were mission capable. To prepare for the evaluation I had made sure that my men knew
their jobs and could execute them effectively under stress. I was confident that we would
perform well, and we did—for the first six hours of the evaluation, until the evaluators “killed”
me. After that, my platoon was evaluated without me, just as if I had been killed in combat.
At that point a huge deficiency in my platoon’s readiness became embarrassingly
evident. I had not prepared my men for the very likely happenstance of me becoming a
casualty. It was a Failure of Preparedness. Although each man knew his job, no man knew my
job. And I had hoarded all that knowledge for a very selfish reason: so that I would be
indispensable. Because I had not worked myself out of my job, my platoon failed. More
accurately, I failed them.
Six months later we had a chance to do it again. This time I spent as much time teaching
my subordinate Leaders to do my job as I did making sure that they could do their jobs. When
the evaluators killed me the loss of my platoon’s “indispensable man” did not render us
ineffective. In fact, and somewhat embarrassingly for me, my men seemed to function a little
bit better without me hovering over them.
During the after action review the evaluators made this exact point—they had
functioned better without me. Although everyone in the room laughed at that, I had a moment
of panic. Here I was being evaluated in front of my boss and his boss, and they are hearing that
my platoon works more effectively with me dead than alive. But then the chief evaluator said
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this: Lieutenant Redding has trained his men to fight with him and continue the fight without
him. He’s made himself dispensable and there is no higher form of leadership. That is when I
understood that the Leadership Principle of working oneself out of one’s job, while
counterintuitive, was the right thing to do.
Because it was ingrained into me through an Effective LDP I have never forgotten this
Leadership Principle. The Virtuous Leader makes himself dispensable by working himself out of
his job. He does it so that his Team, Organization and Community can continue the fight when
he is gone. This is the essence of manly Grace and the Commitment to Leave Right.
Spur

ü An apprentice first watches, then helps and finally does
ü Apprenticeship makes intuitive by training that which is counterintuitive by nature
ü The Virtuous Leader makes himself dispensable
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
OPPORTUNITY (Q4.4)
Statement:

A Position Within A Group That Provides The Holder With Leadership
Experience As Part Of An LDP

Scripture:

If anyone does not know how to manage his own family, how can he take care of
God’s church?
1 Timothy 3:5
Socratic

§

How do most Groups choose their Leaders?

§

What criteria should a Group use to evaluate its Leaders?

§

What is the ideal time to start Leading?
Synthesis:

When choosing Leaders, experience matters
Opportunity is the third phase of the LDP. While Schooling and Apprenticeship are
critical building blocks in the Leadership Foundation, no man will ever become the Virtuous
Leader he was born to be unless he has the Opportunity to actually Lead. The more
Opportunities a Leader has, the better at it he will be, and the more the Groups of which he is a
Member will benefit from the Leadership he provides.
Although they are similar, the primary difference between Opportunity and the do-stage
of Apprenticeship is responsibility for Outcome. Upon emerging from Apprenticeship to
Opportunity a Leader takes on full responsibility for the success or failure of his efforts. He can
no longer look to his master, but must now pass on all of the praise and fully shoulder the
entirety of the blame.
The success with which a Leader performs in his Opportunities should provide insight
into whether he can be depended upon for increasingly important Leadership positions. We say
should because this is an assessment that many Communities and most Organizations are
unwilling or incapable of making properly. Despite the importance of Leadership to Community
health and Organizational Effectiveness, the search for Leaders is often conducted without the
customary due diligence performed for virtually any other job.
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The one question an applicant can count on being asked in any employment interview is
what experience do you have with this kind of thing? No matter what the actual job is, the
interviewer is surely going to inquire into the degree to which the applicant has previously
performed the same or similar function elsewhere. All other things being equal, past
performance is the best indicator of future Outcome. Experience always matters. Except, that
is, when the search is for Leaders. In that case, Organizations and Communities consistently
disregard a man’s inexperience (often to their detriment), relying instead upon their perception
of his character rather than his demonstrated Skill.
It should be the opposite. Any Group that truly understands and values Leadership
should insist that its Leaders have multiple and progressive Opportunities to Lead and would be
very deliberate about both providing and assessing them. The process would be similar to the
development of a pilot's skills. Pilots first learn to fly on single-engine propellor-driven aircraft.
From there (if successful), they move progressively upward to bigger aircraft, dual-props,
instrument conditions, jet engines and ultimately (if Competent) find themselves behind the
yoke of a commercial aircraft with hundreds of passengers.
What passenger would place his life in the hands of a pilot who had skipped over some
or all of those progressive steps in his development? No sane person would take that kind of
risk with a pilot, but Communities and Organizations take it all the time with Leaders. Without
passing any judgment on how he ultimately performed, there is little dispute that the fortyfourth President of the United States was elected despite having virtually no demonstrable
Leadership experience of any kind. There could hardly be a bigger (and more challenging)
Opportunity than chief executive of the United States of America, and yet that Community
placed itself in the hands of a pilot who had very few hours behind the yoke.
How could that have happened? Here are the three reasons, which apply to any Group
that hires Leaders:
1. Demand Exceeds Supply. The demand for Leaders so exceeds the available supply
that Groups are forced to abandon experience as a screening criteria. When it comes
to Leadership, Organizations are beggars who cannot really afford to be choosers.
2. Leadership Experience Is Too Rare To Matter. Since most people don't have any
Leadership experience there is no real point in asking about it. In other words,
where all applicants are equally inexperienced, experience devolves into an
irrelevant comparative criteria.
3. Ignorance Abounds. Most Groups don't know how to look for Leadership experience
because they don't really know what a Leader is and does. In contrast, if an airline is
looking for a pilot, it can ask an applicant how many hours he has in the cockpit of a
particular aircraft. If a church is seeking a pastor, it can ask an applicant how many
sermons he has given. But when an Organization needs a Leader, it doesn't ask such
specific questions to determine an applicant's experience because the people asking
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the questions don't know what to ask. As a result, airlines and churches, being
Organizations that need Leaders just as much as they need pilots and pastors, just
end up relying on those same pilots and pastors for Leadership as well, with
predictably mixed results.
The best players do not always make the best coaches
The truth is that most Groups routinely place themselves in the hands of Governance
that has little or no Leadership experience. Not surprisingly, most Groups also suffer from a
deficit of Virtuous Leaders in their ranks. Consequently, most Groups are effectively Leaderless, while some Groups (the lucky few) have some Virtuous Leaders.
But simply having Leaders is not the key to Effectiveness. To be truly Effective, an
Organization must be an Organization of Leaders, because only an Organization of Leaders will
be a Lizard that is efficient at growing its own Virtuous Leaders. Lizards don't need to search
externally for Leadership because it is part of their internal structure. Leaders are to Lizards as
steel beams are to a skyscraper—they are what holds the thing up and together.
Leadership Opportunities are easy to find within a Lizard. The culture of such an
Organization makes experience an indispensable criteria for Governance. The most obvious
example is the military. My service was in the Army, but I saw enough of the other services to
believe it equally true across the board. In the military, the Governance is appointed by a
selection process that is largely dependent upon demonstrated Leadership performance in a
man's prior Opportunities.
In the Army, a non-commissioned officer (an NCO) starts as a fire-team leader of 5 men,
moves on to be squad leader of 11 men, then to platoon sergeant of 40 men, then to first
sergeant of 160 men and finally to battalion sergeant major of 500 men.
In between each of those Leadership positions an NCO will likely have staff jobs that are
more administrative in nature, but even there his Leadership Skills and Virtue are evaluated. An
NCO's career is spent in one successive Opportunity after another, during which his capability
to shoulder increasing responsibility is evaluated, honed and developed. Based on the results of
that development he is selected for increased responsibility. He is systematically given bigger
planes to pilot.
The Opportunities for commissioned officers proceeds along a parallel course. In my
nine years in the Army, two were spent in Schooling of some kind and the remaining seven
were spread across six very different Opportunities. My performance in each of those
Opportunities was evaluated annually in writing by both my boss and his boss.
Among the things that the Army required my bosses to evaluate were these eight
specific character traits that are inherent to Leadership:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dedication
Responsibility
Loyalty
Discipline
Integrity
Moral Courage
Selflessness
Moral Standards

For each of my six Opportunities I received a written evaluation report (called an OER)
that addressed these Leadership characteristics. I still have all of my OERs in a loose-leaf
notebook with the title The Good, The Bad and The Ugly written on the spine. I wrote that there
30 years ago because what I was reading in my OERs about myself was sometimes good,
sometimes bad and often ugly, just like my performance as a Leader was. Just as it is now.
Rereading my OERs as I write this QPoint I can see how the younger version of me was
having his Leadership Foundation constructed by the Organization in which I was a Member
and Leader. It also reminds me of the Pain involved in doing so. There were times when I
questioned whether I had any of the eight characteristics in sufficient quantity to have been
entrusted with the invaluable lives of young soldiers and the (merely) very valuable equipment
that our nation purchased for our use in its defense.
At 22 years old I was a platoon leader with 24 men and $2MM worth of gear. At 55 (as I
write this), I am older than every man in my entire battalion was at the time and wonder if I had
any business with that much responsibility at that age. On the other hand, I was not trying to do
it alone. I was part of a Lizard whose Leaders were watching over me and my development. And
that Organization was nothing if not Effective.
After my first Leadership position as a platoon leader, I had five more Opportunities,
each with progressively more responsibility and complexity. Each job was very different but the
evaluative criteria the Organization applied to my performance never changed. The same OER
form was used by my boss and my boss’ boss regardless of the nature of the job I was doing.
Interestingly, the OER form does not provide a place to assess any of the actual skills
associated with being a soldier. Thus, there is no block to grade how accurately I could shoot
my rifle, how far I could throw a grenade or how far and fast I could march with a rucksack on
my back. How could that be?
The reason is that the Army assumes its Leaders will be Competent in soldiering Skills,
while it promotes its Leaders on the basis of their Leadership Skills and Virtue. Almost every
other Organization does the opposite. Promotion to Governance within most Organizations is
usually based upon perceived character or demonstrated Competence within the Skill set
inherent to the Organization's Articulated Purpose. So, the president of the Cordwainer Guild
will likely be the guy who has an even temperament and makes the most shoes. There is some
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logic in that, but it does not fully follow that a man who is good at making shoes will be good at
Leading an Organization of shoemakers. Making shoes and Leading shoemakers are two
different skill sets, like playing basketball and coaching it.
Because the best players do not always make the best coaches, a Lizard separates its
evaluation on Leadership Skills from its assessment on the Skills that are inherent to its Mission.
The Virtuous Leader encourages other men to Lead early and often
One of the Leadership Principles I was taught in my LDP was that Opportunities should
be provided early and often. Like any Skill, the more reps you get the faster you will develop.
Moreover, there is no perfect time to start Leading and no good reason to wait. As a result, I
often found myself encouraged into positions for which I wasn’t quite sure I was ready. Every
new Opportunity I received felt like a stretch for me. Without being pushed by more
experienced men, I might have shied away to avoid Failure. The willingness to Lead early and
often was an important lesson in my development.
Later, when I was compelled by circumstance to Collision Learn the Skill of litigation,
that lesson was invaluable. Just as with Leadership, every new experience I encountered as a
trial lawyer felt like a stretch for which I was not quite ready. And, (unlike the military) because
I had no one to push me I might have shied away. But, because I had learned from my LDP that
stretching is how you grow the fastest, I was able to push myself. I knew that the Pain and
Chaos of a new courtroom situation would be both a great teacher and increase my Durability.
So I welcomed it. I also knew from my LDP that I while I was more likely than not to succeed if I
gave it my all, even if I failed the world would not stop turning. I’m just not that important.
Now, whether I am developing new lawyers in my own firm or new Leaders in F3, I
encourage them to Lead early and often. This is a critical step in the growth of a Sua Sponte
Leader. A man cannot embrace taking charge in the absence of direct authority until he learns
to accept the Opportunities with which he is presented—regardless of whether he feels fully
prepared. If he shies away, he might miss out on an important step of his development into a
Virtuous Leader. Because I am a Virtuous Leader, it is my responsibility to see otherwise.
In order to Leave Right, the Virtuous Leader encourages other men to Lead early and
often.
Spur

ü When choosing Leaders, experience matters
ü The best players do not always make the best coaches
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ü The Virtuous Leader encourages other men to Lead early and often
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
FAILURE (Q4.5)
Statement:

An Undesirable Outcome That Builds The Leadership Foundation

Scripture:

Not only so, but we also glory in our sufferings, because we know that suffering
produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope.
Romans 5:3-4
Socratic:

§

Is Failure necessary to Leadership development?

§

Does Failure also require Pain?

§

What should a Group do with a Leader after he has Failed?
Synthesis

Failure is the crucible of the Leadership Development Process
From Schooling, a man obtains the head-knowledge of what a Leader is supposed to do
and be. Through Apprenticeship, he turns this head-knowledge into the heart-knowledge that
he will need to Influence Movement to Advantage. Opportunity then provides him with the
Practice necessary for him to exert Virtuous Leadership in positions of increasing responsibility
and importance to the Groups of which he is a Member.
So where does Failure fit into the Leadership development equation? What does it add
to a man’s Leadership Foundation? If he already knows what a Virtuous Leader does and is—
and is able is able to do and be those things himself—why must a Leader also Fail?
The reason is that Failure is a crucible. It is the forge by which a Leader is purified
through the burning away of his me-first self-regarding nature. It matures him and teaches him
Grace. Without Failure (and lots of it), a Leader will retain too much of who he was and keep
doing what he did, rather than being fully transformed into what a Virtuous Leader is and
consistently do what a Virtuous Leader does. A man cannot become a Virtuous Leader without
the chance to Fail, learn from it and become more Durable. Through Failure he learns how to
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truly sacrifice and subordinate himself to needs of the Group and its Members. It is Failure that
teaches a man to Live Third.
Take the example of Pass praise/Take Blame:
•

A Leader first learns this Leadership Principle during his Schooling where it
becomes part of his head-knowledge

•

During his Apprenticeship the developing Leader watches and helps his master
Pass Praise/Take Blame to see what it looks like when applied outside of the
sterile classroom so that it will become heart-knowledge

•

Finally, when given his Opportunity to Lead, he will put Pass Praise/Take Blame
into Practice himself, outside of the protective bubble of the Apprenticeship
where the Outcome is his sole responsibility

•

But it will only be through Failure that the full responsibility for Outcome will
crash down upon him when he bungles it by passing blame or taking praise (or
both)

Not until he has Failed to properly Pass Praise/Take Blame under the stress of Pain and
Chaos will the developing Leader become an instinctive practitioner of this Leadership Principle.
While the first three phases of the LDP may teach him everything he needs to know about it,
only Failure will teach him what he needs to feel about it. And it is the feeling that a man needs
to be able to do what is necessary by instinct—when it is most needed.
Failure forges the intellectual knowing of what must be done into the tangible instinct of
doing it consistently under periods of extreme stress and limited visibility. For the Virtuous
Leader, that is Essential.
Failure works the best when it stings the most
In my own application of pass Pass Praise/Take Blame I had a good number of Failures
before it became instinctive, but there is one occasion that really set the Brick in place for me. It
happened when my boss sent me to a meeting with his boss, the other company commanders
and the battalion staff. It was about fifteen men, all of whom had more rank or experience than
I did. In an infantry battalion, the battalion commander is like the President and his staff is like
the cabinet. In going to that meeting, I was like a (very) wet-behind-the-ears under-undersecretary of the interior.
Ironically, one of the issues raised during the meeting was the performance (or the lack
of it really) of my own platoon during a previous training event. The battalion commander
asked me why this had happened. In other words, he asked me why my platoon had Failed.
Even though I was wearing the company commander's "hat" at the meeting, the substance of
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the question was directed to me. There was only one acceptable response: my unit Failed
because I (as the Leader) had Failed—followed by what we were doing to fix what we had
learned from the experience. If my boss had been there instead of me he would have said that
he had Failed, even though it was my platoon. That is the only correct response under the Pass
Praise/Take Blame formula. The platoon Failed because I Failed. No other man is at fault. Here
is what we have learned and the corrective action we are implementing so that it will not
happen again.
At the time, I knew all about Pass Praise/Take Blame from Schooling, so I had the headknowledge. I had also had ample chances to practice it as part of my Apprenticeship. So, I had a
good idea of what it looked like when it was done properly. I had even had the Opportunity to
do it myself a few times, but never under the kind of stress that I felt at this meeting. So I
opened my stupid mouth and this came out: well Sir, we will do better next time if don't get
stuck with the all the battalion's ash and trash. In other words, in Army-speak, I didn't have the
best soldiers in the battalion so the performance of my platoon was not ideal. I passed the
blame to my "faulty" soldiers instead of bearing it upon my faulty shoulders.
In fact, I was not only blaming just my soldiers. I was also blaming the battalion
sergeant-major (who was sitting right there at the table with us) for assigning what I saw as
problem soldiers to my platoon. Since the assigning of soldiers within the battalion was his job,
my platoon Failed not because I Failed to Lead my men properly, but because my men weren't
good, and the sergeant-major had neglected to give me “good” men. It was his fault and their
fault, and not my fault at all. Worse still, despite the fact that he had thirty years in the Army
and I had less than two, the sergeant-major was still technically my subordinate. He was an
NCO (of the highest grade) and I was an officer (of the lowest grade). Therefore, everyone I had
blamed for my Failure was below me in grade. I had completely passed the blame through to
my subordinates in the worst way possible in front of God and everybody. This Failure of mine
was truly epic.
From the stunned and utter silence that immediately descended upon the conference
room I knew that what I had said was not even close to being the right thing to say. I hadn't
thought about what I said before I said it. Stress and limited visibility had led me to speak from
the fleshly instinct of my own intuitive desire to avoid blame. It had revealed the true me, a
Graceless, immature and self-oriented neophyte-Leader—not a Virtuous Leader. Not even
close.
The battalion commander regarded me impassively for about three seconds, three very
long seconds, during which the officers seated to my right and left edged slowly away to avoid
any part of the soon-to-be-dismembered me landing accidentally on them. I then became the
beneficiary of the worst (and best) ass-chewing I would ever get, right in front of just about
every man that mattered to me in my young world at the time.
I can't remember exactly what that Colonel said (it was over thirty years ago), but it
boiled down to this:
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you (as in me) are responsible for everything that happens and fails to happen in
your platoon; if your platoon fails it is because you failed and for no other
reason; if I ever hear again you pass the blame for your failure to any other man
in this battalion I will fire you on the spot and end your misbegotten career right
at that moment. Have I (as in him) made myself clear to you (as in me)
Lieutenant Redding?
He didn't expect an answer, but the answer would have been yes, yes he had. Perfectly
clear. And I don't recall ever making that mistake again. Failure, abject and horrible, had burned
Pass Praise/Take Blame indelibly into my heart for good. Like a piece of beef jerky, I had been
cured.
Oh what a wonderful teacher Failure is, but only if you can take the Pain required to
learn from it. And, just as importantly, only if there are men willing to deliver the Pain. Failure
only works if the Consequences are allowed to land full-force on the head of the developing
Leader who steps on his own crank. The stress must be externally applied and it must fall
heavily. It must sting to work.
Failure is not terminal within a Lizard
Despite the fact that Failure must sting to work, for it to be useful for the Group it
cannot be terminal (unless of course it must be). When I saw my battalion commander a few
days after he had hand-delivered me that epic ass-chewing it was as if nothing had happened.
He was the same crusty and impossible to please guy he had been before, but I wasn't in any
kind of doghouse with him. He didn't have a doghouse, just an Organization with Standards it
was his job to Enforce and (although I didn't realize this until far later) he did it because he had
to, because the Outcome of my development was his responsibility. It was his job to develop
me into a Virtuous Leader. The lives of our soldiers depended on it. He took no Joy (OK, maybe
a little, but I deserved it) in Dynamically Shame-Goading me down in that meeting. He did it so
that my Failure would mean something to me, so that I would learn from it and develop. But he
didn’t make it a terminal event for me, so that the Group would benefit (hopefully) from what I
had learned.
Within a Lizard, Failure is not a terminal event. Sure, there are certain acts of
malfeasance that are intolerable because they betray an unacceptable lack of Competence or
moral turpitude, something so difficult to Correct that it puts the Organization at risk. But that
is (or should be) rare. On the great majority of occasions, Failure is simply a phase of a Lizard’s
Leadership Development Process, not its terminating Event.
A Bullfrog is a far different animal. Being a zero-Failure-allowed Organization, the
Bullfrog has no choice but to ignore a Leader's progressively worsening Failures until it is forced
to recognize (in mock horror) a Failure so foul that it exposes the full fecklessness of the
Governance's mismanagement. Then, out of self-preservation, it throws the Failed Leader (or
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his unlucky subordinate) under the bus rather than using it as a part of the man's development
process. In such Organizations there is neither room to Fail nor any way to grow from it. That is
one reason that Bullfrogs eventually morph into Leeches. Afraid to Fail, the Governance
Decelerates into Inertia and focuses its energy on Existential Continuity rather than
Acceleration.
Because Failure is an Essential phase of the LDP an Effective Organization not only
allows for it, it courts it.
Spur

ü Failure is the crucible of the Leadership Development Process
ü Failure works the best when it stings the most
ü Failure is not terminal within a Lizard
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
TEAM DEVELOPMENT (Q4.6)
Statement:

The Formation And Deployment Of A Dynamic Team

Scripture:

Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its many parts form one
body, so it is with Christ.
1 Corinthians 12:12
Socratic

§

What role does the Team play in Advantage-seeking?

§

What role does the Q play in Team Development?

§

How does the Q extend his authority?
Synthesis

Dynamic Teams are Essential to both Communities and Organizations
A Community exists solely to respond to the human need of its Members to dwell in
close Proximity to one another for their mutual benefit. Thus, as a Group, it is a place to be
rather than a thing that does. Because Community Membership is passive, requiring nothing
more than general adherence to law and mores to be in good standing, a Community has no
organic means with which to respond to urgent needs or external threat. As a result, it must
depend upon Teams for the provision of security, the seeking of Advantage and the promotion
of Shared Virtue. Therefore, a Community without Dynamic Teams is at existential risk.
Communities, as Groups that be, must be supported by Teams, the Groups that do.
In contrast, an Organization exists solely to realize its Articulated Purpose. As a Group, it
is a thing that does rather than a place to be—its Members need not (and generally do not) live
and work in close Proximity. As a result, an Organization requires the support of Dynamic
Teams whose intimacy enables them to focus independently on the accomplishment of discrete
Missions within the Organization’s overall Articulated Purpose.
Teams share a characteristic with Communities in that (unlike an Organization) a
relationship of Proximity is required between its Members. Teams also share a characteristic
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with Organizations in that both (unlike a Community) exist solely to realize a specific Purpose
through the performance of a designated Task.
Therefore, while the Team shares some characteristics with the Community and
Organization, it is unique in that both Proximate relationships and Purposefulness are vital to its
Dynamism. Without strong Proximate relationships between its Members a Team cannot
exercise Teamwork. Likewise, if it is not Purposeful or has no Mission to fulfill, it is not a Team.
It is a Club, which is only a loose combination of people seeking companionship.
Ultimately, a Team’s Dynamism is defined by the degree that it successfully
accomplishes its Mission, and nothing else. To leave a behind a Legacy the Virtuous Leader
must be a developer of Teams that achieve their Purpose through the performance of their
Mission.
While the Virtuous Leader has IMPACT and builds Organizations, he develops his Teams.
Team Development is a far more deliberate and painstaking process than IMPACT-ing
individuals and building Organizations. It encompasses the full range of actions a Virtuous
Leader must take to form and deploy a Dynamic Team. Because Teams feature both Proximity
and Purposefulness, development requires the ability to build strong relationships and
Leadership Skills.
F3 uses the acronym TEAM to encapsulate the Team Development process the Virtuous
Leader employs:
ü T is for Trust: reliance between Team Members—the Virtuous Leader builds
Trust
ü E is for Equipping: matching the Team Members to its Mission—the Virtuous
Leader ensures his Team has what it needs to be Effective
ü A is for Accountability.TEAM: setting and maintaining high Standards within the
Team—the Virtuous Leader instills a culture of Accountability within the Team
that fosters Teamwork and mutual respect
ü M is for Missionality.TEAM: prioritizing Team Mission accomplishment—the
Virtuous Leader never lets the Team Members forget what they combined to
accomplish
For the Team to be Dynamic, the Virtuous Leader must continually reinforce each aspect
of the process. He must constantly strengthen Trust, both between each Member and between
the Members and himself. He must ensure that Team has the Members it needs to accomplish
its Mission and that each man is fully Equipped to do what what is required of him for Team
success. He does this by adding Members as needed, removing Members who cause the Team
to Decelerate and realigning Members as they gain skills or the Team Mission changes. Finally,
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he must keep the the Mission forefront in all the Team does and continually direct and focus
the Members toward its accomplishment.
Most importantly, the Virtuous Leader must place his own interests behind those of the
Team and of each individual Member. He must Live Third. Doing so will cover a multitude of
Leadership sins.
But if he fails to Live Third, nothing else the Q does or doesn’t do will matter at all.
Dynamism is impossible without Virtuous Leadership
If a Task can be performed by one man, than there is no reason to form a Team. But
when it is too complicated or difficult for a single person acting alone, then people must
combine to see it through. And as soon as they do—BOOM—a Team is formed, whether they
realize it or not, for a Team is nothing more than a Proximate combination of two or more
people formed to perform a specific Mission for the benefit of a Community, an Organization or
both.
Once formed, whether by happenstance or meticulous design, a Team will either
designate one of its Members as the Q and vest him with the authority he needs to direct its
actions, or it will fail to accomplish the Mission that brought it into existence. There is no inbetween—a Team without a Q is just a Club. There is nothing wrong with a Club, but it is not an
organism that can accomplish anything other than facilitate Proximity. To be Purposeful, a
Team is needed.
Moreover, for the Team to be Dynamic (energetic, vigorously active and forceful), the Q
cannot be just any man—he must be a Virtuous Leader, an Effective Leader who also possesses
the Leadership Virtues. If he is not, the Q will either lack the Leadership Skills necessary to Lead
the Team toward Advantage or the Leadership Virtues required to sustain the Movement that
he initiates.
For this reason, Team Development is the key element in Leaving Right. Building
Organizations (which we cover in the last QPoint) is critical as well, and will be the activity for
which a man will likely be best remembered by the general public after he dies, but it is not as
important to Legacy as Team Development. For it is Team Development, more than any other
function of the Virtuous Leader, that most directly invokes the twin lodestars of Legacy
building: 1) Advantage achieved for the Group, and 2) development of other Virtuous Leaders
who will continue to seek Advantage for the Group.
Delegation is the foundation of Teamwork
Delegation is the Q’s entrustment of the performance of a Task to a Team Member.
Once entrusted, the Team Member becomes an extension of the Q by acting under and with his
authority. Logically then, the Q must must provide the Team Member with sufficient authority
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to accomplish the Task he has Delegated. If he doesn’t, the man will just spin his wheels in
frustration.
A governing body vests authority in its agents to accomplish its many ministerial
functions. Otherwise, a state (for instance) could not possibly function. This arrangement is
literally expressed during a wedding ceremony when the officiant states “I, by virtue of the
authority vested in me by the state, declare you to be wed, according to the ordnance of the
law”.
In every elevator in North Carolina there is a document certifying its proper inspection
that bears both the signature and (inexplicably) the photograph of the Commissioner of
Labor. 161 Although I have no doubts of the tireless efforts of the Commissioner on behalf of the
elevator-taking citizens of North Carolina, it would be physically impossible for her to personally
inspect every elevator. She has no choice but to vest the authority to conduct the inspections in
others (probably many others) or the job would never get done.
But while she can delegate her authority to inspect North Carolina’s elevators (which in
turned was vested in her by the state), the Commissioner cannot delegate the responsibility for
the Task’s proper performance. That she retains. Authority can always be vested in others—but
responsibility never can. I like to think that is why her signature and photograph is on every
inspection certificate, although I suspect that it has more to do with politics than Leadership.
Either way, it’s a good illustration of the point.
Elevator inspections and wedding ceremonies are good examples of Tasks that must be
Delegated for the Organization of the state government to perform its Mission. But within a
Team, it can be very difficult for the Q to differentiate between the Tasks he should Delegate
and those he should perform himself. In his initial Opportunities, a young Leader (if he is
conscientious) will tend to under-Delegate, which leads to his exhaustion and ultimately the
Team’s Failure. Later (having learned from his Failure) he may over-Delegate a bit, which leads
to Failure of a different sort when a Team Member mis-performs a Mission-essential Task that
the Q should have retained for himself. Both types of Failure are critical lessons in the Leader’s
development and further illustrate the power and utility of Failure. It is the only way for a Q to
learn how to make quick decisions on what and when to Delegate.
My (many) Delegation Failures ultimately led me to formulate the what we call the 80/1
Rule. Under the 80/1 Rule, the Q Delegates every Task that any man on his Team can do 80% as
well as he can, except that 1% that absolutely and positively must be done by him. That means
that he Delegates the other 99%. Of course, for those Tasks that the Q doesn’t believe a Team
Member can do 80% as well as he can, he retains those as well. That breakdown will vary by
Team and Q, but anyone who has ever worked with me (for example) would tell you that what I
retain turns out to be a very short list. I am a very dispensable man.
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As of 2018.
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As useful as it is, the 80/1 Rule has some implications that may not be self-evident:
First, it won’t work unless the Q is firmly Committed to the development of Sua
Sponte Leaders within his Team. For a Member to reach the 80% level he will
need to know the Mission and have been taught everything the Q knows. Most
importantly, no man will accept vested authority unless the Q has properly
Incentivized the Member’s Individual Initiative. Without I2, Delegation fails.
Second, the Q’s objective must be to make himself dispensable by working his
way out of his own job. He has to accept that his success in developing Sua
Sponte Leaders will likely and Periodically result in Team Members for whom the
80% level is only a Waypoint, not a ceiling. Because the Q is a Virtuous Leader,
he will attract talented people who may very well eclipse him. The Q must see
that as a feature of Delegation, not a bug.
Third, the Q cannot flinch from the performance of the 1%, those Tasks for which
he bears ultimate responsibility for Outcome. These are the things that simply
cannot be Delegated under any circumstance. For every Team the 1% will be
substantively different, but they will all share the common characteristic of being
the dirtiest, most dangerous and difficult Tasks the Team must perform. So, for
the litigation Team in my law firm, that means that I am the one who must tell a
client the bad news of an unwelcome Outcome. I can (and do) Delegate the
telling of the good news—but the hard Truth, that must come from me.
How does the Q determine the 80 from the 1? Experience helps, but it actually isn’t all
that hard. First, he identifies the 1% Tasks and Accelerates his Skill in performing them. Then,
he begins Delegating the remaining 99% starting with those Tasks that other Members already
seem to be doing well—that’s the low hanging fruit of Delegation. Finally, he invests the time
and energy necessary to Accelerate his Member’s Skills in any area where they may be able to
reach 80%.
If there is anything left over, that is his to keep.
Spur

ü Dynamic Teams are Essential to both Communities and Organizations
ü Dynamism is impossible without Virtuous Leadership
ü Delegation is the foundation of Teamwork
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT

§ EQUIPPING (Q4.7)
Statement:

Matching A Team’s Members To Its Mission

Scripture:

The one who plants and the one who waters have one purpose, and they will
each be rewarded according to their own labor.
1 Corinthians 3:8

Socratic:

§

Is it human nature to combine together to accomplish things?

§

How does the Q match Members to Mission within the Team?

§

Do men know their role by nature?
Synthesis

Teamwork is a cocktail of concerted effort
Teamwork is combined action that is efficient and potent. It requires proficient
performance by each Member of the Tasks that are essential to the Team’s Mission. The Q
initiates Teamwork by ensuring that he has the right men for the right jobs, and reinforces
Teamwork by keeping it that way once he has found the right combination. The Q Equips his
Team by matching men to Mission.
Equipping cuts against the grain of the culture. Where Goo Nation would have us work
to improve our weaknesses and get out of our Comfort Zones, Equipping requires a man to Side
Source162 them and focus his energy primarily on his strengths for the betterment of the Team.
Doing (mostly) only what each man does best, the Members of a Team combine their actions
into a potent and Dynamic cocktail of concerted effort.
Although it cannot perpetuate without Virtuous Leadership, Teamwork between
individuals often springs into ad hoc existence. People are pretty good at recognizing what they
lack and seeking it in others. Or (even less intentionally) people will combine for reasons other
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Side Sourcing is delegating sideways to a Team Member who has a complimentary Dolphin.
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than developing Teamwork, only then to recognize that they are more Prosperous as a Team
then they were as Singletons.
Marriages are like that, in both ways. Men and women know that they need each other
and are biologically driven to seek out a partner. Then, if the relationship “works”, it
perpetuates—at least and until it enters a season of discontent. That’s when Leadership
becomes necessary. Having come together by accident, an un-Led Team will likely disintegrate
by accident when tough sledding requires the Members to give more to the Team than they
feel like they are getting from it as individuals. Whether it’s a marriage or a business
partnership, accidental Teamwork must be reinforced by deliberate Leadership or it will die.
The Q makes changes in the Team’s Membership to promote Teamwork
The Q’s first step to Equip his Team is to determine all the Tasks that it will need to
perform in order to accomplish its Mission. From there, he sorts out the Mission-essential
Tasks—the things that absolutely and positively must happen for the Mission to succeed. The
other Tasks may be important aids to Mission performance, but they should never take
precedence over the METs.
If, for example, the Team’s Mission is to conduct an armed robbery of a bank in order to
steal the money, the Q would likely identify at least four METs: 1) planning/directing the
robbery; 2) subduing the bank customers and security guards; 3) safecracking; and 4) driving
the getaway car. Planning/directing, subduing, safecracking and driving are the METs, the
things that absolutely must be done right for the robbery to succeed. Buying stockings to pull
over their heads during the robbery would also be a Task, maybe even an important Task
(particularly to the Team Members who don’t want to go to jail), but it is not a MET because
the robbery can still be successfully accomplished without masks.
Once the Q has identified all of the Team’s Tasks and sifted out the METs that must be
moved to the top of the list he is ready for the second step of Equipping, which is to recruit
and/or train the men required to perform the Mission-essential Tasks.
Within the framework of our bank robbery example, this would require the Q to
recognize that planning/directing, subduing, safecracking and driving require four different skill
sets which must be performed more or less simultaneously. The Q then recruits four separate
men to do them. If four proficient men are not available, he recruits the willing and trains them
to proficiency.
Each MET will require excellent individual performance for the Mission to be jointly
accomplished. Without planning/direction, the Team’s efforts will be disjointed and impotent.
If the bank’s customers and guards are left free to roam, they might impede the robbery by
direct action or by calling the police. If the safe is not cracked, the money will stay safe from
their grasping hands. If the driver is incompetent, the crew won’t be able to escape with their
loot.
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The Q’s final step in Equipping is to make necessary changes in Membership to correct
misalignment with Task.
If it turns out that the man the Q recruited to drive is myopic but calm and highly skilled
with firearms, while the man recruited to subdue is way too jumpy for a job like that, the Q is
quick to Black Tahoe his subduer and replace him with his driver. While that means he will need
a new driver, Teamwork will suffer far more from the misalignment if the Q doesn’t take action.
One thing the Q of a Dynamic Team does not do is shuffle the Members for any reason
other than to execute a Black Tahoe. Once he has found the right combination of Members to
match Mission he reinforces Teamwork by keeping it that way. U2 has had the same four men
playing the same four instruments for thirty years. The Edge sings on exactly one song, and it’s
the worst song in the band’s catalogue163.
Whether it is a band of musicians or bank thieves, Teamwork is critical to Dynamism.
A Team Member must know (and accept) his role
One of my favorite bits from The Rock’s WWF days is when he would ask a guy a
question only to interrupt the answer by declaring it doesn’t matter what you think, your job is
to know your role and shut your damn mouth.
Now I know that was only a part of The Rock’s shtick and am not proposing that any Q
ever speak to a Team Member that way. But, as there is with so many of his little quips, there is
an underlying piece of Wisdom in The Rock’s admonishment to know your role. If a man doesn’t
know his role within the Team’s Mission, how can he possibly expect to perform it?
Some men are born to plant and some to water, but it’s the Q’s job is to make sure that
he knows which is which. He can only do this by truly knowing each man, maybe better than
the man knows himself. That is why a Team requires Proximity between its Members, so that
the Q can build Trust within the Team and observe its Members under Hardship. Only then will
he know what each Member is capable of and what role he is best suited to perform for the
Team to Prosper.
There are abundant tools that can help identify a man’s optimal role, like
StrengthsFinder and Myers-Briggs, and the Q should avail himself of any that he believes are
effective. But ultimately he will have to rely on his own judgment, match man to Mission and
accept responsibility for the Outcome—which will often be a Failure. There will be times when
all indicia point to a man being a great driver, except for his actual driving. The same man may
turn out to be a great subduer or planner/director, but the Q will never find that out unless he
is willing to Gracefully Black Tahoe the man so that he can try.
163

Van Diemen's Land.
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And that is actually the easier part of Teamwork. The harder part is convincing a man to
accept a role he doesn’t like or want but for which he is best suited within the Team. It is
inherent in our hard-wired ego to see ourselves in a certain way, despite the abundant
evidence to the contrary. Watch a single episode of American Idol and you can see the power of
the mirror of self-deception. Only a few of the contestants can really sing, but they have all
convinced themselves otherwise.
When I was an Army officer I was completely resistant to the idea that I was more
effective on staff than in command. In fact, I still don’t want to believe that, even though all I
have to do is look at my evaluation reports to see that it was true. Like every combat arms
office I wanted to be the second coming of George Patton, but that wasn’t the role I was born
to play. Ultimately, because I was so well Led, I learned to accept my role because that is where
my hard-wired Skill best served the Team. The Rock would have said that it didn’t matter what
my name is, and he’d have been right.
The Q will often find himself with highly talented Members who are determined to plant
when they were born to water. For the Team to be Dynamic he must learn how to Persuade
such men to subordinate their will to the Prosperity of the Team. If they won’t, the Q must be
willing to Black Tahoe them off the Team and replace them with another man who is more
willing to adapt, even if he is less talented to perform.
Spur

ü Teamwork is a cocktail of concerted effort
ü The Q makes changes in the Team’s Membership to promote Teamwork
ü A Team Member must know (and accept) his role
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT

§ ACCOUNTABILITY (Team) (Q4.8)
Statement:

Setting And Maintaining High Standards Within The Team

Scripture:

No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the other,
or you will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both
God and money.
Matthew 6:24
Socratic

§

Do Teams need Standards in the way that a man does?

§

How important is it for the Q to enforce Standards within the Team?

§

What does the Q do about a man who doesn’t meet the Team’s Standards?
Synthesis

A Team needs collective Accountability just as a HIM needs individual Accountability
In the Live Right we described how important individual Accountability is to the HIM in
his effort to have IMPACT. There, we defined Accountability as submission to Standard through
Enforcement and Consequence and explained that the HIM subjects himself to Accountability in
order to continue his Acceleration. Through Accountability a man gets help in resisting his
Jester, fighting through the Flux and avoiding the trap his Blind Spots set for him.
Team Accountability is based upon the same principle. Here, the Q applies the Team’s
objective measures of performance to the Members by setting high Standards and maintaining
them through Enforcement and Consequence. Teams, just like men, have Blind Spots—areas
that they cannot protect without help. Teams, just like men, suffer from the Flux—the
emotional peaks and valleys that periodically appear in our lives. Teams, just like men, are
always in danger of becoming in-Effective unless they have strong Guardrails in place.
A Team without Standards will rapidly Decelerate and becomes static, which is the
opposite of Dynamic. A static Team (at best) might morph into a Club but will more likely
disintegrate altogether, as it is the nature of the HIM to search for a Group that is Purposeful.
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Clubs are for Kimonos, men whose watchword is Personal Comfort rather than Mission
accomplishment. They are not a likely place for HIMs to spend their valuable time.
To set effective Standards for his Team the Q must do more than just announce them or
write them on the wall. He must weave them into the culture of the Team through constant
repetition and reinforcement. It should also go without saying that the Q himself must be able
to meet the Standards he has set for the Team. In fact, that’s too soft a statement. To Lead by
example, the Q must exceed his Team’s Standards.
Exceeding Team Standards is no easy matter for the Q. Because he is responsible for
Outcome, he has a higher level of obligation than that of the other Team Members and will
have to spend much of his time Leading, making it harder for him to to engage in the daily
Practices necessary to meet the Standard. It would be easy (and somewhat justified) for a Q to
use that higher duty as an excuse to slip below Standard in a few places. He must have very
strong Guardrails to avoid succumbing to that temptation. This is another example of why the
four quadrants of the 3GL are progressive and sequential. The Bricklaying of positive Habits a
HIM does in the Get Right is what will serve him in the Leave Right when his Leadership is
tested by the Hardship of Pain and Chaos.
In Mutual Competence (Q3.2), we told the story of my battalion commander who
maintained proficiency in the assembly and disassembly of the 50 caliber machine gun by
working at it at night in his office when all of his other duties were done. Given all the pressure
the man was under I would have certainly forgiven him for not going to that extent maintain
Competence, but forgiveness is not really the point—follower-ship is, and he earned that from
me in spades through his Commitment to the Standards of the unit.
Standards are meaningless if the Q will not Enforce them
If a Team does have Standards, but the Q can’t or won’t Enforce them, the Members will
lose respect for his Leadership, which erodes the Trust necessary for the Team to Prosper. The
same result occurs where the Q does not Enforce the Standards evenly between all the
Members—loss of respect, leading to erosion of Trust, ending with disintegration of Team.
Like Teams, Organizations also require Accountability to be Effective, but, unlike Team
Accountability, the array of Consequences that a Q may apply within an Organization is very
broad. With Team Accountability, there are only two Consequences that matter: 1) probation;
and 2) termination. Failure to meet the Standard is strike one—probation. The second time is
strike two—termination. There is no strike three.
For Teamwork to thrive, it must be this way. Combined action that is efficient and
potent requires each Member to row the boat as hard as he can in the same direction. Any man
who can’t or won’t meet the Team’s Standards is a threat to its Dynamism. If probation doesn’t
work, then termination is necessary. The Q must absolutely be willing to Graciously apply a
permanent Black Tahoe to a Member who can’t or won’t meet the Standard.
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There are two broad types of Members who will test a Q’s willingness to execute a Black
Tahoe. First there is the Kimono, the Member who places his Personal Comfort over the
Mission. He is like a man with an oar in his hand who won’t row because it gives him blisters.
While the Kimono may not affect the health of a Community because that is a Group
that is not going anywhere, he is an intolerable Flesh Anchor on a Dynamic Team. Because he
won’t row, the other Members must row harder to carry him. Equally as bad, his presence in
the boat keeps his seat from being filled by a man who would row if given the chance. If a man
can’t or won’t meet the Standard because he is focused primarily on his own comfort, he is a
Kimono who the Q must Black Tahoe.
The second type of person who threatens a Team’s Dynamism is the Toxic, who is a
Member whose Mission is misaligned with the Team. Unlike the Kimono, he is a man who will
do something, just not the right something. He is like a man pulling powerfully on his oar in the
wrong direction. In this sense, the Toxic is worse than a Flesh Anchor because he forces his
Teammates to row against him rather just pull his dead weight along. As with the Kimono, the
Q must subject the Toxic to the Consequence of the permanent Black Tahoe if probation does
not work.
If the Q doesn’t prune Kimonos and Toxics from the branches of his Team, they will
ultimately cause the tree to wither. Which is not to say that either is a “bad” guy. A Kimono
might be a lovely person who remembers everybody else’s birthday without a LinkdIn prompt.
But he’s weighing the Team down and will eventually cause it to Decelerate. The Toxic might be
a highly skilled man with a Missional heart, but his lack of alignment makes him a football bat.
On the right Team he might be a HIM, but the Q must recognize him for the menace he is to his
Team’s Dynamism and take action.
The Q does not quit on the willing
Employment of probation and termination as the Consequences for failure to meet
Team Standards may sound draconian on paper, and it would be in practice as well if not
tempered by the desire of the Virtuous Leader to see every Member of his Team reach his
potential. For the Q, there is a difference between a man who can’t—as opposed to a man who
won’t—meet the Standard when it comes to the duration and objective of probation.
For the Member that wants to meet the Standard but can’t do so, the issue for the Q to
determine is whether it is possible through training or reasonable accommodation to turn can’t
into can. If he believes it is impossible (due to the man’s hard-wiring or the limits of the Team’s
time or resources), then there is no point in dragging out the probation. It won’t help the man
or the Team to delay the inevitable Black Tahoe. But if it is possible, then the Q employs
Positive Habit Transfer to help the man Accelerate toward the Standard. In that case, the
probation should last as long as the Acceleration does. The Q does not give up on a Member
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willing to Accelerate as long as it is possible that he might meet the Standard if he continues to
work.
Won’t however is different than can’t because it does not give the Q much to work with.
If a Member can meet the Standard but volitionally chooses not to because his determination
to remain a Kimono or Toxic trumps his willingness to conform to Team Standards, then the Q
has little choice but to try to Persuade him to change his priorities. In that case, the probation
should last as long as the Persuasion seems to be having some effect.
In my experience (and this comes from both the Q and Member side), the won’tprobation need not last very long. I’ve seen a handful of Toxics conform, far fewer Kimonos, but
very few of either. And, while I don’t think I’ve ever been a Kimono, I’ve certainly been a Toxic
and the Black Tahoes I have received have been good for both me and the Team. In fact, I’ve
become pretty quick to Black Tahoe myself when I see that my Purpose does not align with the
Group because I don’t want to burden the Q with having to do it. I try to be like the old hound
who dies before his master has to shoot him.
In the very first QPoint (Disruption), we pointed out that a great Leader’s Legacy is built
on love. If a Leader does not love his followers his Influence will not outlast his physical
presence. This is why the Q does not give up on the Members of his Team who are willing to
Accelerate to Standard. Not only because he recognizes that it would be to the Advantage of
the Team, but because he loves the man and wants the best for him.
Spur

ü A Team needs collective Accountability just as a HIM needs individual
Accountability
ü Standards are meaningless if the Q will not Enforce them
ü The Q does not quit on the willing
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT

§ MISSIONALITY (Team) (Q4.9)
Statement:

Prioritizing Team Mission Accomplishment

Scripture:

No one serving as a soldier gets entangled in civilian affairs, but rather tries to
please his commanding officer.
12Timothy 2:4
Socratic

§

Can a Team Prosper without a Mission?

§

How does the Q keep his Team focused on the Mission?

§

What danger is there for a Team that loses focus?
Synthesis

Teamwork begins and ends with Mission
A HIM, because he is a Virtuous Leader, forms and deploys his Team to perform a
specific Mission for the benefit of his Community or an Organization in which he is a Member.
The Mission arises from an Advantage sought for the larger Group or in response to a Problem
that the Community or Organization cannot itself remedy because it lacks the combination of
Proximity and Purposefulness that is the distinguishing feature of the Team from other Groups.
Communities cannot solve Problems (without Teams) because they are not Purposeful.
Organizations, while Purposeful, also struggle to solve Problems (without Teams) because they
lack the Proximity that is required to facilitate Teamwork, and without Teamwork, nothing of
Advantage will happen.
A Team’s Mission is similar to a man’s Mission in that it is a Course Of Action taken to
achieve a particular Purpose. A Course of Action is an integrated scheme of Tasks and Events
that the Q devises to bring the Solution into fruition and eliminate a Problem or to gain
Advantage for the larger Group. The Course of Action is the Team’s Mission, the things it does
(its Tasks) and the reason it does them (it’s Articulated Purpose).
Tasks are different than Events. Whereas a Task is an action performed, an Event is
something that occurs, whether planned or not. In Mutual Competence (Q3.2), we used the
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following example to illustrate the difference between Tasks and Events: baking a wedding cake
is a Task, while the wedding reception is an Event. In the performance of the Team’s Mission, its
Members will combine their actions through Tasks and Events in an efficient and potent way so
that the Course of Action is successful.
Anything that distracts from the Mission inhibits Teamwork and is an enemy of Team
Prosperity. As a result, the Q must constantly reinforce the Mission to focus the Team’s energy
on achieving its Articulated Purpose and defend its Members from the temptation to expend
resources on Problems that it was not formed to solve or Advantages that do not increase the
Prosperity of the Community or Organization that the Team serves. Lack of focus and wasted
energy are both distractions that the Q seeks to eliminate by prioritizing Team Mission
Accomplishment.
The Team’s Mission is both directive and protective
The degree to which a Team is Dynamic will be based wholly upon its ability to
accomplish its Mission. Teams that can’t or won’t perform their Mission become static and
ultimately morph into Clubs or simply disintegrate.
To keep that from happening, the Q constantly reinforces Missionality by ensuring that
Mission accomplishment is the Team’s first priority. This requires Deliberatude, for the Q will
encounter both the internal tendency of the Members to become distracted by shiny nonMissional objects and external demands that have nothing to do with the Mission.
It is easy to determine if the Q is reinforcing Missionality within his Team. Simply ask a
Member to tell you what the Mission is. If he can’t do that, ask him what the Team does, and
why the Team does it. If he can’t answer either of those questions, the Q is not reinforcing
Team Missionality.
The first step of Missionality is to determine the Problem the Team exists to solve or the
Advantage it is seeking on behalf of the larger Group. This provides the Q with the Team’s
Purpose. A Team can be formed for any legitimate Purpose, but it cannot exist simply to exist.
Existential Continuity can never be the Purpose of a Dynamic Team. In other words, if a Team’s
Purpose includes the verb to be, than you have a Club not a Team.
For example:
ü F3’s Problem to be solved is dormant Male Community Leadership
ü F3’s Purpose (and the Advantage it seeks) is to invigorate Male Community
Leadership
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The second step of Missionality is to determine the means by which the Team will solve
the Problem or seek the Advantage. This provides the Q with the Team’s Task, the thing that
will be done to realize the Purpose.
ü F3’s Task is to Plant, Serve and Grow men’s small Workout Groups
The third step of Missionality is to combine the Task and the Purpose into a short and
concise statement of the Team’s Mission.
ü F3’s Mission is to Plant, Serve and Grow men’s small Workout Groups in order
to invigorate Male Community Leadership
The fourth step of Missionality is to write the Mission down someplace public so that
the Members can read it, and to periodically ask them to recite it without reading it.
The fifth step of Missionality is to direct substantially all of the Team’s efforts and
resources into the accomplishment of the Mission and resist all external pressure to do
anything but that.
The Mission provides the Team with both direction (internally) and protection
(externally). But it only works if the Q injects a spirit of Missionality into the Members by
ensuring that Mission accomplishment is always the Team’s first priority.
With Missionality, a sidewind is the same as a headwind
I stepped up to the tee of a par 3 one blustery day and did what I’d seen good golfers do
for years—I threw some grass in the air to gauge the wind direction. Sweeper Boy asked me
why I was doing that.
“Well, you know (wondering why a guy who was a much better golfer than me was
asking me that), so I know how to handle the wind.” I replied uncertainly.
“I get that,” he said, “but what difference does the wind on the tee box make? Just look
at the flag and see if the wind on the green is at your back.”
“OK, but what if it’s a sidewind?” I asked, a little confused.
“Same as a headwind, hit an extra club. If there’s wind, it’s either at your back or not.
Sidewind is the same as headwind.” Sweeper was right about that. In golf, the wind is either
directly helping or it’s hurting. No wind is neutral—a sidewind is the same as a headwind.
The same is true with Teamwork. Every action a Team Member takes is either directly in
furtherance of the Mission or it is inhibiting Mission accomplishment. There is no such thing as
a sidewind when it comes to Teamwork.
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Take the NFL as an example. The Purpose of the NFL (which is an Organization) is to
make money. It’s publicly stated Purpose might be something more Gooistic, but that’s just
public relations. As a Group, it exists to make money, as much money as possible. As a football
fan and a capitalist, I have absolutely no problem with that.
To achieve its Purpose of making money, the NFL performs a particular Task, which is to
pit its 32 Teams against one another in weekly football games in order to entertain its stadium
and television audiences, from whom it collects revenue in a variety of very inventive ways. The
Teams (I’m talking about the players and coaches), while they are part of an Organization
formed to make money, actually have a different Purpose and that is to win football games.
They get paid to coach and play, but their Purpose is to win. If they don’t win, they will shortly
find themselves making much less money.
Collectively, the NFL can never win more than 256 games in any given football season.
That’s because it has 32 Teams who play 16 games each (I’m taking out ties to keep the point
simple). Thus, it is cannot logically be the NFL’s Purpose to win football games, because it will
always win the same number of games no matter what it does. But the Teams? They have to
win, or their coaches will get fired and their players cut. Their Purpose is clearly to win games.
Making money is downstream from winning for them.
Although the NFL and its Teams have different Purposes, they align and support one
another very well. When the players practice hard to gain the Advantage they need to win, the
games are better played and the audience is more entertained. That leads to more money for
the NFL and more money for the players. That is a very effective Incentive. Thus, practicing hard
and playing well are clearly tailwinds for both the Teams and the NFL, in that they are activities
that advance the Prosperity of both.
Conversely, If the players say and do things that are appealing to the NFL’s fans, that
doesn’t impact the outcome of the games or make them more entertaining, although it
probably has some indirect impact on making money in the sense that happier fans are stickier
fans. Thus, having the players say and do appealing things are mild tailwinds for the NFL but not
for the Teams. For the Teams, they are sidewinds—the question being how strong.
However, if the players say or doing controversial things (rather than appealing things)
during the games, things that might please a portion of the audience but will aggravate, anger
or distance another sizable portion of the audience, that’s a different story. If it reduces the size
of the audience and/or their willingness to purchase its licensed products, that is clearly a
headwind to the NFL because it reduces its revenue.
But what is it to the Teams? Just like the saying and doing of appealing things,
controversial things is not a headwind because it does not reduce winning. But it does not
increase winning either, so it is at best a sidewind, and when it comes to Teamwork a sidewind
is the same as a headwind. It doesn’t advance the Mission. In golf, it requires more club to hit
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the ball the same distance. With Teams, it saps resources the Team needs to accomplish its
Mission and obscures the focus of the Team Members. It makes the Team less Prosperous.
By now, you’ve probably determined that I’m referring obliquely to the anthem protest
that began with Colin Kaepernick in 2016. Reasonable minds can differ as to whether the
anthem protest is a “good” thing or not (we don’t take a position either way), but I doubt there
would be much argument over whether it is a controversial thing. A large percentage of fans
support it, but a (roughly) equal percentage oppose it, and the feelings of both factions run
high.
While there is certainly an argument to be made that the anthem protest arises from a
very important societal issue and that an exception to the sidewind rule should be made, the
challenge for the Leaders of the Teams is that in doing so they might open the door for other
important societal issues. Once you’ve allowed resources to be diverted from the Team’s
Purpose for one important thing, there is no real argument against doing it again, and again and
again.
One could also reasonably argue that it is the NFL itself that first opened this door when
it began playing the national anthem prior to its games. So, this argument would go, if playing
the anthem is an acceptable sidewind, who is to say that protesting the anthem is not also
acceptable? That’s a pretty good argument, and it has created a Problem that the NFL and its
Teams have to solve.
I am not proposing a Solution to that Problem, but I am contending that the Leaders of
the NFL and its Teams have not done so either. They have allowed this sidewind to blow for two
years (at the time of this writing) hoping, apparently, that the storm will subside on its own. I
further contend that it is not Effective Leadership to allow an Iceberg of a Problem to fester in
hopes that it will melt away on its own. Either the NFL and its Teams should embrace the
anthem protest as an acceptable sidewind (in the same way they embraced the anthem itself),
or take action to stop it. There is no middle path.
If a Leader does not prioritize Team Mission accomplishment it is very unlikely that its
Mission will be accomplished.
Spur

ü Teamwork begins and ends with Mission
ü The Team’s Mission is both directive and protective
ü With Missionality, a sidewind is the same as a headwind
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The Fourth Quadrant/LEAVE RIGHT
LIZARD BUILDING (Q4.10)
Statement:

The Building Of Effective Organizations

Scripture:

A lizard can be caught with the hand, yet it is found in kings’ palaces.
Proverbs 30:28
Socratic

§

What is the glue that holds an Effective Organization together?

§

What does the Organizational chart of an Effective Organization look like?

§

How does a Leader maintain control over an Effective Organization?
Synthesis

Effective Organizations are built through relationships, not rules
An Organization is a Group of two or more people that voluntarily combine for the
accomplishment of an Articulated Purpose. To be Effective, an Organization must be
Purposeful. Of the three types of Organizations (Lizards, Bullfrogs and Leeches), it is only the
Lizard that will help the Virtuous Leader accomplish his Purpose. The other two will only hold
him back because they are in-Effective.
The degree to which an Organization is in-Effective is directly related to the density of its
rulebook. The more rules it has, the less Effective it will be. Why? Because Effective
Organizations are built through relationships, not rules, and rules drive out relationship.
Before we started F3 I used to work out at a particular gym in Charlotte. I always went
to the same gym and I always went there at the same time in the morning. The gym had an
automated system that would open the turnstile when a gym member passed his or her card
through the reader at the front desk.
Despite this system, the gym also had a guy who sat at the front desk named Bob who
would greet everyone passing through the turnstile by name with a smile and a wave. I knew
that Bob was reading our names off of a screen as we passed our cards under the reader, but I
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assumed that he had gotten to know the regulars like me by sight over the years. I was there
every morning at the same time and I always greeted Bob before he greeted me. I also talked to
him a bit on my way out of the gym. I knew he was retired and that this gym gig was a way for
him to stay active. I also knew he had grandchildren in the area and what side of town he lived
on. I thought of us as having one of those micro-relationships that you develop with people in
the non-professional service industry, like with the postman or your barber. I assumed that if I
saw Bob in the supermarket that we would greet each other by name but not stop for an indepth conversation. Although we had a relationship, it did not extend very far past that
turnstile.
One day I discovered that it actually didn’t go even that far. This was a morning that I
managed to forget my gym pass. As I approached the turnstile I realized that it wasn’t in my
gym bag where it belonged. So I said “hey Bob, I forgot my pass this morning” expecting him to
manually override the turnstile lock and let me in. In fact, I was so sure that he would that I
didn’t even slow down enough to avoid tomahawking over the rigid metal bar as my thighs
crashed into it. I looked up at Bob, a little surprised. But knowing that he was an older fellow, I
thought maybe he just hadn’t heard me.
“Bob? Sorry, I guess you didn’t hear me? I forgot my pass this morning. Can you let me
in?” I asked him, expecting him to nod and wave like he usually did, and let me in the gym. But
he didn’t.
Instead, Bob regarded me stonily and responded, “can’t let you in without a pass sir.
Those are the rules.”
“Sure, but you know me don’t you Bob? I’m here every morning.” I said.
“That’s not the point,” he said. “You have to have a pass to get in the gym. Now, would
you mind stepping aside sir, people are trying to get by.” Huh. With my pass I was Dave.
Without it, I had morphed into a “sir”, just a sir.
It took an appeal to Bob’s boss (who looked me up in the computer and confirmed that I
was a gym member in good standing rather than a trespasser) to get me past the turnstile that
morning. As soon as I received her terse nod of approval, Bob’s attitude reverted back from sir
to Dave, but without any recognition that we had just endured an idiotic officious moment
together. Nor did his boss seem to feel the need to at least feign contrition. After all, I was the
one who had broken the rules.
I was a bit miffed at Bob, but I soon realized it wasn’t his fault. I had incorrectly assumed
that he was building a relationship with me (as limited as it was) when in fact he was only
enforcing the rules of the Organization that employed him. I was the one who was mistaken,
not him.
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I then started noticing other things about that gym that emphasized its preference for
rules over relationship. For instance, the walls were covered with signs that expressed its many
rules. One stuck out to me, it said: BE RESPONSIBLE: Use only gym-certified personal trainers!
Funny, but prior to my Bob-moment, I had never noticed that sign, even though I must
have walked past it five times every day. Now, post-Bob, I read it and asked myself what the
heck it meant. I understood that the gym wanted to restrict the use of personal trainers to only
those it had certified, but why would it be irresponsible for me to do otherwise? I was curious
enough to ask Bob’s boss why the gym had that policy. Her response: “well, those are the
rules.”
Interestingly, this wasn’t just a gym. It was also a community service Organization that
sought volunteers to help it raise money and work on outreach projects. Periodically, the
people working there (like Bob’s boss) would ask me to contribute my money or time to what
were some pretty worth causes, and I would always decline—not only because I was a pretty
big jerk at the time, but also because I had no relationship with the Organization. It was just a
place with rules and a membership fee that I paid in order to work out. After F3 started, I had
no more need for it.
All Organizations need some rules. In F3 we only have five of them, which we call Core
Principles. To be fair, we are a Group that has no payroll, owns no real property and has a very
simple Mission. It would not be possible for a more complex Organization (like NASA or my old
gym) to operate like that. But the point remains the same—rule-making, while necessary to
some extent, should never replace relationship-building. If it does, the Organization will breed
Bobs rather than HIMs, and that will be its downfall from (first) Lizard to Bullfrog and then
(eventually) to Leech.
An Effective Organization is a mass of Dynamic Teams led by Sua Sponte Leaders
The reason why Lizard Building is the last QPoint is that the building of Effective
Organizations requires the efforts of a Virtuous Leader who has fully integrated all four
quadrants of Preparedness into his life. He must first Get Right, then Live Right and finally Lead
Right before he can begin constructing Legacy through the development of Sua Sponte Leaders
and the formation and deployment of Dynamic Teams—both of which are essential to Lizard
Building.
We chose the image of the lizard to represent an Effective Organization because it is
light, fast and always either in motion or prepared to move quickly. A lizard has everything it
needs to survive and prosper, while being weighed down with nothing it does not need. While
it is small enough to be caught in one hand, it must be mighty for (as the proverb goes), it is
found in king’s palaces. The lizard represents Movement—action taken in furtherance of
Purpose.
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The bullfrog projects the opposite image. It is sleepy, slow and bloated. While capable of
moving, it is rarely does, other then to flick out its tongue to catch more flies. While big (in
reptilian terms), the bullfrog is rarely found anywhere but its customary lilly pad. The Bullfrog
represents the Status Quo—the state of non-Movement.
Lizard Organizations are Effective because they exist solely to accomplish their
Articulated Purpose, which is their disclosed and primary Advantage sought. If they were to do
so, then their existence would no longer be required. In this way, a Lizard is a Movement to
something of Advantage, not a place of Existential Continuity.
In comparison, Bullfrogs are in-Effective because their primary goal is Existential
Continuity. They may (and usually do) have an Articulated Purpose that sounds much like that
of a Lizard, but it’s fake. In truth, a Bullfrog’s existence is driven by nothing more than its desire
to continue to exist. Rather than being a Movement to something it is an institution of
something.
A Lizard doesn’t have many rules because rules inhibit Movement. The Governance of a
Lizard seeks to Incentivize I2 with Carrots rather than inhibit it with Sticks. The Sua Sponte
Leaders who inhabit a Lizard don’t need rules to restrain them, they need a clearly Articulated
Purpose to guide them toward the Advantage that the Lizard exists to achieve. Knowing that
there may be many paths to that Advantage, the Lizard’s Governance depends upon the genius
of its Sua Sponte Leaders to blaze new trails. In doing so, it relies upon relationships, not rules.
In contrast, a Bullfrog has an ever-expanding regime of rules that it uses as Sticks to
Incentivize C3 and punish I2. Unlike a Lizard, it has no interest in harnessing the individual
genius and initiative of its Members. Instead, it seeks obedience to the ends of Existential
Continuity. For this reason, there is really no place in a Bullfrog for Sua Sponte Leaders. Why
would a man who has been freed to Lead shackle himself to a Group that is determined to
remain static?
In order to enforce their rules, Bullfrogs have a complex Organizational structure
featuring rigid departmental divisions that are often at odds with one another. The Governance
of a Bullfrog sits on top of a line and box pyramid that provides a bureaucratic mountain for its
Members to devote their energy to climbing. The best climbers in a Bullfrog are those Members
who are the most adept at enforcing the Organization’s rules and devising new ones. Any
Member who seeks a Purpose other than reinforcing Existential Continuity will find himself
mired at the bottom rung of the pyramid.
That is not at all how a Lizard works. Its Organizational structure is a flexibly amorphous
conglomeration of Dynamic Teams. The Governance of a Lizard is itself a Team whose Mission is
to provide the Organization the Shared Leadership it needs to Prosper. The Members of a Lizard
(who are all Leaders as well) focus their energy on serving the Organization rather than climbing
a pyramid. In fact, there is nothing to climb because the Lizard is flat, having neither a top nor a
bottom.
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Do you want to build an Effective Organization but you’re wondering where to start?
That’s easy. Step one is to begin developing Sua Sponte Leaders. Step two is to form and deploy
Dynamic Teams. Step three is to Commit yourself to staying 43 Feet164 ahead of what you’ve
created.
The Virtuous Leader stays 43 Feet ahead of his Organization’s Movement
The Ultimate Purpose of the Virtuous Leader is to find and implement the Solution to his
Ultimate Life Problem. If he is Effective, he soon discovers that his ULP is something too big for
him to solve as a Singleton. This leads him to combine with other like-minded men to Move
toward Advantage and effectuate the Solution—and BOOM, a Team is born.
Seeking to be efficient and potent, the Virtuous Leader begins developing his newborn
Team so that it will be Dynamic and Prosper. Then, because his Dynamic Team will only outlast
him if he works himself out of a job, he develops its Members into Sua Sponte Leaders so that
he himself is dispensable.
Once he becomes dispensable, the Virtuous Leader is free to move on to build new
Teams. Likewise, the Sua Sponte Leaders that he has developed in his original Team can start
their own Teams and replicate the LDP and Team Development process that they learned from
him. Each new Team that is formed becomes part of the Organization that began with the
original Team. Although they are not Proximate with each other, each Team within the
Organization works toward the same Purpose with decentralized and Virtuous Leadership.
This is the powerful Organization-building model that we have followed to build F3.
Because it works so well, I wish we could take credit for inventing it. But anyone who has read
the New Testament will recognize it as the method that Christ used to build his church. He
started with a small group of untrained men, formed them into a Team and then freed them to
Lead. He so Effectively worked himself out of a job that at the time of his death his Organization
only consisted of one Team of eleven men—and yet it spread throughout the world on the
backs of the Sua Sponte Leaders that he had left behind. Jesus was the original Lizard Builder.
This method of Lizard Building is also the Organizational model of Special Operations
units in the American military, which is where I learned it. No Organizations in the world are
more dedicated to the development of Sua Sponte Leaders and Dynamic Teams.
At the time, I saw no connection between there being twelve men on my Special Forces
A-Team and the fact that Christ had called forth twelve original disciples to form his A-Team.
Nor when I first began trying cases did it seem significant to me that a jury is comprised of
twelve Members who, while strangers at first, eventually grow into an Effective Truth-finding
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Building a Leadership road forty-three feet ahead of the people driving on it.
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Team. In my capacity as a Bob Dylan Spiritualist (which is what I was then) it just seemed like a
coincidence of the blowing wind to me.
Now I see that differently. There is significance in the number twelve. It is the greatest
number of people who can combine without straining the outer limits of Proximity and act as a
Dynamic Team before diminishing returns to scale set in. Twelve people acting in combination
is potent, but the thirteenth person doesn’t add anything. In fact, in terms of Teamwork, he
may detract a bit.
So what does the Virtuous Leader do when his Team grows past twelve? That’s when he
needs to form a new Team. If he has done his job, he will leave behind a Group that is Dynamic
and, because it is in the hands of a fully developed Sua Sponte Leader, capable of continuing to
Prosper and Accelerate without him. Together with the new Team he Develops, the first Team
will then form an Organization—two Groups that, while not Proximate, are both focused on
accomplishing the same Purpose.
This Organization, comprised of Dynamic Teams that it is, will still need some form of
Governance to maintain its Momentum and Missionality.TEAM. That Governance will be most
Effective in the form of a Shared Leadership Team that is just big enough to maintain Mission
focus and Incentivize Virtue within the Organization, but not so big that it inhibits the I2 of the
Teams and their Qs as they search together for the best way to achieve the Organization’s
Articulated Purpose.
The Governance of a Lizard points the way forward for the Organization, but never
dictates the path its Teams take to get there. A Lizard operates on a Reverse Flow Incubator
principle in that Organizational Outcomes in furtherance of Mission flow from the PAX to the
Governance, not the other way around. In this way, the Governance captures the ingenuity of
the Organization’s Sua Sponte Leaders rather than fighting against it.
Freed from the restraints of C3, a Lizard Moves fast. So fast, that its Governance may
find it very difficult to stay far enough ahead of the Teams to be able to plot the course
forward. The Virtuous Leader sees this challenge as a feature of the Lizard rather than a bug. He
celebrates the I2 of the Sua Sponte Leaders nipping at his heels and redoubles his efforts to stay
43 Feet ahead of them by constantly reinforcing his own Guardrails to stay in Relational
Rhythm. He never loses sight of The Rock’s admonishment to know his role.
And that role is this: to Live Third—to place himself behind his Creator and the best
interests of the people in his Concentrica and the Members of the Groups who depend upon his
Virtuous Leadership to continue Accelerating.
And above all to love. The role of the Virtuous Leader is to love. If he does that, the
great multitude of his shortcomings will be subsumed in his efforts to stay 43 Feet ahead. But if
he fails to love, then nothing else he does will matter at all. At the end, just as it was at the
beginning, Virtuous Leadership is about love.
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Spur

ü Effective Organizations are built through relationships, not rules
ü An Effective Organization is a mass of Dynamic Teams led by Sua Sponte Leaders
ü The Virtuous Leader stays 43 Feet ahead of his Organization’s Movement
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CHARGE
When I left the small town of my feckless youth to find my fortune the last three things
on my list of what I thought I would become were soldier, lawyer and father. And yet, that is
what happened. Even with the advantage of retrospection it is difficult for me chart the course
that led me here. And while this life has been rewarding, it has been complicated and at times
exhausting. I sometimes look back on the simplicity of my younger days and ask why didn’t I just
take the blue pill and stay right where I was?
It would have been easier. For if I had been in search of an education into the meaning
of the aphorism that no good deed goes unpunished, I could hardly have picked three better
occupations than soldier, lawyer and father, for at the heart of all three is the requirement to
abandon oneself and live for others. A soldier fights for his nation, a lawyer serves the interests
of his clients and father sacrifices all he has for his children. For a man as selfish as I am, that’s
an inherent conflict that is going to leave a mark, and it has on me.
Yet I persist.
If you have read this book you may be questioning whether persisting is worth it. Why
not let some other somebody be That Somebody? That’s a reasonable question to which we
have no logical answer, but only a feeling—which I will try to describe.
There will be days, usually after a dry season of discontent, when you will find yourself
standing in the sunken road of your life, facing something dangerous coming your way that you
can feel but not quite see. Gathered behind you will be the people who have chosen to rely
upon you for no other reason than you have told them that you were a man upon whom they
could rely.
And in that moment you feel very alone.
But it will also be at that moment that the dirty breeze will briefly part the clouds, and
for just an instant the sun will cause your battered armor to shine brightly. It is then that a voice
will whisper in your ear: you are here in harm’s way because I called forth a warrior and you
said Aye. Now go fight.
And with a shove, the owner of that voice will push you forward to fight another day.
And as you draw your broadsword, as you knew you would, you will be thankful that you had
the help of your Brothers in keeping it sharp, for just as iron sharpens iron, one man sharpens
another.
Now Brothers, go fight for the ones you love.
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3P (rule of)
3S2T
43 Feet

FIRST
QPoint
Q1.7
Q1.2
Q4.10

80/1 Rule

Q4.6

Accelerate
Accelerating Men
Accountability
Accountability.TEAM
Advantage
Adversity
Amateur
Apprenticeship
Argument
Articulated Purpose
Articulation

Q1.1
Q2.3
F2
Q3.1
F2
Q3.10
Q1.1
F4
Q3.6
Q3.2
Q3

To increase the pace of Movement

Belief System

Q1.11

The conviction that there is a supernatural governing force outside of oneself that provides an
ordered explanation for our existence and delivers consequences for the violation of that order

Black Tahoe
Blade
Blind Spot
Blue Pill
Brick
Bricklaying
Bricks Without Straw
Brother
Bullfrog
C3
Candor
Carrots
Cat Kicker
Chaos
Club
Collision Learning
Comfort Zone
Commitment
Community
Competence
Completely Stupid And
Utterly Pointless
Concentrica
Condition
Consequence
Consistency
Contentment
Control

Q3.1
Q1.8
Q2.5
Q1.1
F5
F5
Q4.01
Q1.12
F3
Q3.6
Q1.12
Q4.1
Q3.10
Q3
Q1.7
Q3.10
Q2.3
Q1.1
F3
Q1.12

Removing a man from a position in which he cannot Prosper

Core Principles

Q3.5

WORD

DEFINITION
To be Effective, a Team must be Proximate, Purposeful and periodic
Speed, Strength, Stamina, Toughness (physical) and Toughness (mental)
Building a Leadership road forty-three feet ahead of the people driving on it
The Q’s Delegation of every Task that a Team Member can do 80% as well as he can, except that
1% that absolutely and positively must be done by him
Men who have Committed to increase the pace of Movement in their lives
Submitting to Standard through Enforcement and Consequence
Setting and maintaining high Standards within the Team
A superior circumstance achieved by Movement
A challenge to Acceleration created by Obstacles
A man ruled by reactive emotion rather than proactive Preparedness
The phase of the LDP within which Positive Habit Transfer takes place
The forceful juxtaposition of opposing viewpoints in order to Persuade
The primary Advantage sought by a Team or Organization
Describing Vision to others

A man who is Sharpened by another man within a Whetstone relationship
An area of a man’s life that he cannot protect without help
The choice of the easy-false life of a Mascot over the hard-true life of the HIM
A singular positive Habit that is Advantageous to the individual or others
The joining of Bricks into a Routine
Calling on a man to lead without providing the training necessary to form positive Habits
A fellow man
An Organization whose primary goal is Existential Continuity
Centrally controlled collectivism
Graciously telling the hard Truth and demanding to hear it from others
Incentives that reward Virtuous behavior
A man’s final screw-up before he hits his bottom
Uncontrollable circumstance
A loose combination of people seeking companionship
Wisdom gained through Failure, Adversity and Argument
A cultural myth of Goo Nation that encourages people to be in-Effective
Unwavering loyalty to the Group and unflinching determination to accomplish its Mission
Two or more people who voluntarily live in close Proximity
The ability to Skillfully perform Mission-essential Tasks

Q3.3

A dirty, dangerous and difficult Event that builds Trust between Team Members (Abbr: CSAUP)

Q1
Q2.2
F2
Q3
Q2.7
Q1.5

The set of circular rings formed by a man's most Proximate relationships
A Disadvantage that cannot be remedied
The result of the Enforcement of a Standard
Unchanging in nature, Standard or effect over time
Stability of emotion engendered by the Consistent pursuit of Joy rather than Happiness
The perceived power to dictate people’s behavior or the course of Events
F3’s Core Principles, its only rules, are that that every Workout must be: 1) free of charge; 2)
open to all men; 3) held outdoors in rain, shine, heat or cold; 4) led by men who participate in
the Workout in rotating fashion, with no training or certification or training required; and 5) end
with a Circle Of Trust

Correction
Courage
Course Of Action
Crackpipe Of Manana
Creator

Q2.4
Q2.6
Q3.2
Q3.6
Q1.1

Credo

Q3.7

CSAUP
D2X
Daffodil
Decelerate
Deck Chair
Delegation
Deliberatude
Diaper Changer
Disadvantage
Disruption
Dolphin
DRP
DSG

Q3.3
Q2.3
Q2.3
Q1.5
Q4
Q4.6
Q1.8
Q2.3
Q3
F1
Q2.3
F5
Q2.6

Durability

Q3.11

Dynamic
Dynamic Eqilibrium
Dynamic Shame-Goading
Effective
Effective Leader
Enforcement
Equipping
EQV

Q1.5
Q1.5
Q2.6
F2
Q1.11
F2
Q3.1
Q1.1

Esse Quam Vaderis

Q1.1

Essential
Ethics
Event
Exhortation
Existential Continuity
Failure
Faith
Fartsack
Fellowship
Fitness
Flesh Anchor
Flux
FNG
FUPA
G3L
Get Right
Global Warming
Goading
Goo
Goo Nation
Gooist

Q2.5
Q2.6
Q1.1
Q3
Q4.1
F4
Q1
Q3.7
Q1
Q1
Q3.2
Q1.7
Q3.7
Q1.3
F5
F5
Q3.6
Q2.6
Q1.9
Q1.9
Q2.6

Zealously advocating for Shared Virtue
Setting aside fear to turn Hardship into Grace
An integrated scheme of Tasks and Events
The power of procrastination
The SkyQ
A concise Statement of beliefs that guides a HIM or inspires a Group’s Members into Sua Sponte
Movement
Short for Completely Stupid And Utterly Pointless
The Task formed by the intersection of a person's Dolphin and their Daffodil
The people-group each person was born to Serve
To decrease the pace of Movement
A minor Disadvantage that causes friction but does not threaten Effectiveness
The Q’s entrustment the performance of a Task to a Team Member
To think, speak and act with a deliberate attitude that exudes Commitment
A Task that must be done but is not within anyone's D2X
An inferior circumstance caused by nature, un-Virtuous Leadership or Inertia
Disturbance to the status quo
The Task a person was born to do best
The daily Commitment to Accelerate Fitness, Fellowship and Faith (Abbr: DRP)
Short for Dynamic Shame-Goading
Physical and emotional toughness that is fostered through deliberate exposure to Hardship and
Chaos
Something energetic, vigorously active and forceful
Relational stability within the Concentrica
Correction through forceful inducement of Shame (Abbr: DSG)
The degree to which a person or Group is Purposeful
A person who can Competently apply the Leadership Skills
An external force that applies a Standard
Matching a Team's Members’ Skills with its Mission
Short for Esse Quam Vaderis
To be rather than seem—the result of disciplined DRP and the essence of the HIM (abbr: EQV)
A Standard of moral excellence that cannot be compromised
A set of moral principles related to a specified Group
Something that occurs, whether planned or not
Incentivizing the breach of Obstacles
The absence of a Purpose other than to be
An undesirable Outcome that builds the Leadership Foundation
A man’s Right relationship with his Creator
Bed
A Right relationship with those in Proximity
A man’s Right relationship with himself
The Member of a Team who Moves at the slowest pace
The emotional reaction to the peaks and valleys that appear throughout a man’s life
A man Posting to his first Workout (a Friendly New Guy)
The thickest part of a man’s torso between his waistline and his chest
The four quadrants of Preparedness
The pursuit of proper personal alignment
The theory that global temperatures are increasing due to industrialization
The stimulation of a desired action or reaction in another
The cultural philosophy of universal Happiness
Those for whom Goo is a legitimate Organizational Purpose
A practicioner of Goo

Governance

F3

Grace
Group
Guardrail
Habit
Happiness
Hardship
High IMPACT Man
High IMPACT Zone
HIM
HIZ
Hope
I2
Iceberg
IMPACT
Incentive

Q3.12
F3
F5
Q1.1
Q1.5
Q1.3
F5
Q2.3
F5
Q2.3
Q1.10
Q3.6
Q4
F5
Q3.6

Individual Initiative

Q3.6

Inertia
Influence
Jackass
Jester
Joy
Judgment
Justifier
Kimono
King
Language
LBZ
Lead Right
Leader
Leadership
Leadership Development
Process
Leadership Foundation
Leadership Principles
Leadership Skills
Leadership Virtues
Leave Right

Q3
Q2.2
Q1.10
Q1.2
Q1.5
Q2.5
Q3.5
Q4.8
Q1.2
F1
Q1.3
F5
F1
Q1.8
F4
Q3.5
Q4.2
Q1.12
Q1.12
F5

Leech

F3

Legacy

Q1.12

Lexicon
Live Right
Living Third
Lizard
Lizard Building

F2
F5
Q1.10
F3
Q4.10

Loyalty

Q3.9

M
Male
Mammon

Q1.5
Q3.5
Q1.9

The person or people who (by formal election, appointment or fiat) Control the managing
apparatus of an Organization or Community
All the things a man should be
A voluntary combination of two or more people
Foundational precepts that protect and incentivize Acceleration to Advantage
A regular tendency that is hard to give up
A transitory positive feeling governed by mere external circumstance
Suffering caused by intense Adversity
A Disrutpter who is Committed to making forcible contact to strong effect (abbr: HIM)
The place where a person’s forcible contact has the strongest effect (abbr: HIZ)
Short for High Impact Man
Short for High IMPACT Zone
A confident expectation of positive future Outcome
Short for Individual Initiative
A major Disadvantage that threatens to render a person or Group in-Effective
Forcible contact to strong effect
The method by which desired behavior is induced within a Group
Taking action in furtherance of the Group’s Articulated Purpose without specific instructions
(abbr: I2)
The force that imprisons a man or Group within the Status Quo
Igniting a palpable desire for Movement
A man who lives for himself rather than Living Third
The temptation of the flesh that hinders Acceleration
A permanent state of hopeful satisfaction unaffected by external circumstance
An articulated conclusion based on observable facts
The reproductive organ with which a Male comes equipped from birth
A man whose watchword is personal comfort rather than Mission accomplishment
The daily discipline of physically training the body
The Lexicon of Virtuous Leadership
The HIM’s Habit of a daily weigh-in and FUPA-tape for Accountability
The Practice of Virtuous Leadership
A person who Influences Movement to Advantage
Influencing Movement to Advantage
The process employed by a Group to develop new Leaders
The Virtuous Leader's integrity of thought and action
Precepts of Virtuous Leadership that are both universal and timeless
The capabilities of Effective Leadership
The Habits and Ethics of moral excellence
The construction of Legacy
A Leaderless Organization that lacks an Articulated Purpose and only survives by feeding off of
Bullfrogs
What a Virtuous Leader leaves behind through the Effective performance of his Mission during
his life
F3’s unique language
The dedication to Purposefulness
The consistent and deliberate placement of oneself third, behind Creator and Community
An Organization that is dedicated to the Effective achievement of its Mission
The building of Effective Organizations
The firm and constant support and allegiance manifested through the subordination of one’s
own well-being to the Prosperity of the the Group
The transformative relationship between a man and his wife
A human born with a Justifier
The sustaining relationship between a man and his work

Mascot
Meeting
Member
MET
Mission
Mission-essential Task
Missionality
Missionality.TEAM
Momentum
Movement
Mutual Competence
Obstacle

Q1.1
Q1.10
F3
Q1.12
F3
Q1.12
Q2.3
Q3.1
Q1.1
F3
Q3.1
Q1.8

Opportunity

F4

Oprah Bomb

Q1.4

Organization

F3

Outcome
Pain
Paradox Of Committment

F5
Q3.5
Q3.9

Pass Praise/Take Blame

Q4.2

PAX
Periodic
Personal Comfort
Persuasion
PHT
Plant
Pogo-40
Positive Habit Transfer
Practice
Prayer
Preparedness
Pro
Problem
Profit
Prosper
Proximity
Purpose
Purposeful
Q
QPoint
Queen
Red Pill

F2
Q2.4
Q3
Q2.2
Q2.4
Q3.5
Q2.5
Q2.4
Q1.11
Q1.10
F5
Q1.1
F3
Q3.6
Q3
F3
Q1.7
Q1.8
F5
F5
Q1.2
Q1.1

Relational Rythm

Q1.5

Reverse Flow Incubator
Right
Routine
Royalty Race
Sad Clown
Sad Clown Syndrome
Schooling

Q4.10
F5
Q1.1
Q1.2
Q1.1
Q1.1
F4

A symbol of something rather than the something itself
The public manifestation of Faith
A person who belongs to a Group
Short for Mission-essential Task
A Course Of Action taken to achieve an Ultimate or Articulated Purpose
A Task that must be performed to accomplish the Mission (abbr: MET)
Serving in the High IMPACT Zone
Prioritizing Team Mission accomplishment
Sustained Movement resulting from Acceleration
Action taken in furtherance of Purpose
The general alignment of Skill within a Shared Leadership Team
A Problem that impedes Movement
A position within a Group that provides the holder with Leadership experience as part of an LDP
A sage sounding platitude of little practical value
A Group of two or more people that voluntarily combine for the accomplishment of an
Articulated Purpose
What happens or fails to happen, whether good or bad
Emotional or physical Hardship
The tension between Loyalty to the Group and determination to accomplish its Mission
The Leadership Principle of passing praise for Advantage to the Members and taking the blame
for unwanted Outcomes
A Member of F3Nation
Something done (or refrained from) at a measurable interval
The avoidance of emotional or physical Hardship
Initiating first Movement
Short for Positive Habit Transfer
To establish a new Workout
Drastic fluctuation in physical fitness
Ingraining Advantageous tendencies in others (abbr: PHT)
The practical application of a Skill to transfer head-knowledge to heart-knowledge
The daily discipline of talking with the Creator in order to build Faith
Getting ready for the unexpected while being ready for the unexpected
A man focused on Preparedness
A Disadvantage that can and must be remedied
Reward for achieving Advantage
To flourish, succeed and grow stronger
Nearness in geography or relationship
An Advantage sought
Commitment to Purpose
A Leader who takes responsibility for the Outcome
The individual components that comprise each quadrant of the G3L
The daily discipline over what is put into the body
The choice of the hard-true life of the HIM over the easy-false life of the Mascot
A strong, regular and repeated pattern of interaction with one’s self, Concentrica and Creator
The principle in a Lizard that Organizational Outcomes in furtherance of Mission flow from the
PAX to the Governance
The normal and upright position
A conjunction of Bricks that forms a Guardrail
The daily battle to Accelerate the King, Queen and Jester
A man with Decelerating Fitness, Fellowship and/or Faith
Chronic Sad Clown-ism
The phase of an LDP during which formal Leadership instruction is provided

A verse of Wisdom that exemplifies the Statement and demonstrates the timeless nature of the
leadership concept that it represents

Scripture

F5

Servant
Serve
Service

Q2
Q2
Q2.3

A man whose Purpose is to seek Advantage for others

Shame

Q2.5

A painful feeling of humiliation or distress caused by consciousness of wrong or foolish behavior

Shared Leadership

Q3.1

Shared Leadership Team

Q3.1

Influence through combination
A Proximate Group of two or more people formed for the Purpose of Influencing through
combined Virtuous Leadership (abbr: SLT)

Shared Virtue
Shepherd
Shield Lock
Shorties
Side Source
Singleton
Six
Skill
SkyQ
SLT
Socratic
Solution
Splashing Merlot
Spur
Standard
Statement

Q2.5
Q1.12
Q1.2
Q1.6
Q4.7
Q1.2
Q1.7
Q1.11
Q1
Q3.1
F5
Q4
Q3.7
F5
F2
F5

Static Plateau
Status Quo
Sticks
Stone
Study
Sun Sponte Leader
Super Unknown
Sur-Ser Continuum
Survivor
Synthesis
Targeting
Task

Q3
Q1.5
Q4.1
Q1.8
Q1.10
Q4.1
Q1.1
Q2
Q2
F5
Q2.4
Q1.12

To seek Advantage for others
Seeking of Advantage for others

Unity in the Group’s Essentials
A spiritual Leader of a Faith Group
The horizontal relationship between men
The sacrificial relationship between a man and his children
Delegating sideways to a Team Member who has a complimentary Dolphin
A man insistent upon flying solo
The posterior end
A particular ability that requires Practice to Accelerate
A man’s view of the force that created and directs him
Short for Shared Leadership Team
Three questions that elicit discourse about a QPoint
The remedy designed to solve a Problem
Vomiting during a Workout
Three concise takeaways from a QPoint
An objective measure of performance or behavior
The organizing principle of the QPoint
A non-existent place where people or Groups are neither seeking Advantage nor sliding toward
Disadvantage
The state of non-Movement
Incentives that punish the absence of Virtuous behavior
A man who Sharpens another man within a Whetstone relationship
The daily exploration into the foundations of Faith
A man who has been freed to Lead
The realm that exists beyond the material world
The span between a Survivor and a Servant
A man who depends on his Commuity for his existential continuity
A brief essay that expounds and explains a QPoint
Initiating Missionality in others
An action performed
A Proximate combination of two or more people formed to perform a specific Mission for the
benefit of a Community, an Organization or both

Team

F3

TEAM

Q4.6

Acronym for the Team Development Process: Trust, Equipping, Accountability and Missionality

Team Development
Teamwork

Q3.1
Q3.1

The process of forming and deploying a Dynamic Team

That Somebody

Q1.10

Toxic
Trust
Truth
Twelve
ULP
Ultimate Life Problem
Ultimate Purpose

Q4
Q1.7
Q1.12
Q3.2
Q4
Q4
Q2

Combined action that is efficient and potent
A HIM who does not wait for somebody else to do something or grumble when somebody else
makes him do something, because he is That Somebody who is already doing something
A Member whose Mission is misaligned with the Group
Reliance between Team Members
A transcendent fundamental or spiritual reality
The leading edge of a Team’s Movement
Short for Ultmiate Life Problem
The Problem each person was uniquely born to solve
Movement toward the Solution to a HIM’s ULP

VAPE
Virgin-Q
Virtue

Q3.8
Q3.5
Q1.4

Virtue Credit

Q1.4

Virtuous Leader
Vision
Was-Now
Waypoint

Q1.10
Q3
Q3.7
Q2

What-What

Q1.11

Whetstone
Wisdom
Workout

Q1.8
Q2.6
Q1.1

The four Leadership Skills
A man's first Q of an F3 Workout
A Standard of moral excellence
The Goo-based idea that a man can offset the damage he does to his Group with self-defined
acts of Virtue
An Effective Leader who also possesses the Leadership Virtues
Recognizing Advantage and the Movement required to achieve it
A story of change through IMPACT. There I WAS, then this happened, and here I am NOW.
A stepping stone on the path to Advantage
The two questions of the Super Unknown: WHAT happens when I die? WHAT does that mean
about the way I should live?
The vertical relationship between men
Practical insight with spiritual implications
An F3 exercise Event

